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bttroduction 

The concept of values permeates the Constitution 1. It is thus hardly surprising that the 

constitutional court has committed itself to a purposive approach to interpretation of the 

Bill of Rights2. Since the Constitution is the supreme law of the Republic and law or 

2 

Act No 108 of 1996. Cookrcl1 A, 'Rainbow Jurisprudence' (1996) SA.JHR 1 notes that: "A convenient IIlarting point is to focUl 
on the one word which I"CIOIUItca like a leibnotiv throughout the judgcmmta of the Constitutional Court in the put year: 'valuca'. 
Many oommc:ntaton have forcgroundcd the permanent plaoe of 'values' in our new oonatitutional dispensation. Sec for CKIIDlple 
Botha H. 'The valuca and principles underlying the 1993 CCIlItitution' (1994) 9 SAPL 233. who IlateI that 'the Constitution is a 
l"CpOIIitory of valuc:a' (at 233) and gOcll on to identify the following valuc:a in the ool1ltitutional tcxl: national unity, limited 
gavcmmcnt; liberty and equality, and plW'llliBm. Sec alJo AI van dcr Walt 'Tradition on trial: A oritioal analysis of civil-law 
tradition in South African property law' (1995) 11 SAJHR 169 at 191-192 who echoes those 'COIIIlituticna1 vales' and concludes 
that 'the Constitution must be intcrp'ctCd in tc:rma of values which take the put into account, but in doing 10 it looks towards the 
future, towards I'CCODIItruction and reconciliation in an "open and democratio IOciety based upon freedom and equality' ... (at 
192) ... The impatient obecrvcr might be tempted to diami. this pc:rsistcnt refrain regarding the role of 'values' in constitutional 
adjudication 81 mere verbiage or rhetorical blustec. In my view that would be a mistake. The CoDItitutional Court'. pre
occupation with the intruaion of 'valuca' into the adjudicative proocIII providca UI with an important clue for undc:ntanding the 
changcl that have occurred at a deep level within the South Afiican lcgal Iyncm over the put year. In thia article I wish to 
investigate that olue in detail, and probe some of the implicatiODl which arc attendant on the value-balcd nature of OCIUItitutional 
adjudication .... 1n cumoe my argumc:nl will be that the c:x.plioit intrusion of conatituticna1 valuca into the adjudicative procell 

lignala a tranaition form a 'formal vision of law' to a ~lUbltantiVC viJion oflaw'." 

Sec de Waal, Currie, Erum1ll The BiU of Right.r Handbook (4 ed) p 130 and the C8\ICI rcfc:m:d to then: in footnote 13, where it is 
oblcrvcd that the puIpOIive approach i. allO sometimes rc:fc:cred to • "value oriented" or "teleologioal". Aooording to the court 
in Baloro And Othe,., v UniV8,.,ity Of Bophuthatswana And Othsn 1995 (4) SA 197 (B). referring to the interim ConItitution, 
(Act 200 of 1993): "Chapter 3 conlains at lcaIt ClI10 lCdion (I 35) which cicala with ita interpretation in explioit tc:rmI. Aooording 
to. 35(1) a court interpreting the proviJiCOl of the chapter i. firwtly' required to (lOa ... court ... Bhall") promote the valUCI which 
underlie an open and democratio BOOiety baled on freedom and c:quality. ThiI formula DpCIlI the door to the evolution of a 
teleological approach to the intcrprctation of chap 3 whioh, amongst othen, alloWi for the interpretive adaptation of. the human 
righta norm. CDlhrined in it to OOIlItantly changing OiroUl11ltanOCl. This can be done without nc:cc:uariJ.y compromising the 
element of constanoy inhc:rcnt in the ohapter and embodied in durable values fimdamc:nlal to any (hypothetically) open and 
democratio lOOicty bucd on freedom and equality. The mandat.ory nature of thil intrinaioally teleologioal intc:rprc:tation formula 
il bolltcnxi up by two further proviaiODl formina part of • 35(1), namely that, whc:rc applicable, a oourt Bhall have regard to 
applioable n0rJD8 of intcmational law (note the mandatory language) and that it may have regw to comparable foreign 08IC law 
(the court, in othCl' warda, Ita a dilOI'Ction)." Ackerman J in Ferreira \I Levin No And Othen,' Vryenhoek And Othe,., v Powell 
No And Othen 1996 (1) SA 984 (CC) noted that: "A teleological approach a1ao rcquircI that the right to freedom be construed 
genc:roUlly' and ex1cnIively. In Makwanyane. O'Regan J. adopting .ueIl a teleological approach, correctly observed 81 folloWl: 
"Rcspeot for the dignity of all human bcingI iI partioularly importam in South AfiiOL For apartheid WBI a denial of a common 
humanity. Black people were rcfuacd I"CIpCCt anq dignity and thereby the dignity of all South Afrioans W8I diminished. The new 
Constitution rejecta thi. put and a1firnu the equal worth of all South Afrioana. Tlwa recognition and protection of. human dignity 
is the touohltonc of the neW politioal ordc:r and il fundamental to the new COIlI1:i.tution In my view exaotly the lBIDe approach 
nccdI to be adopted in the 08IC of the right to freedom." 
In Thoroughbrfld B1'fJBden' A88ociation v Price WaterhowB 2001 (4) SA 551 (SCA) Olivicra J. oommcmting on the virtues of the 
teleological approach Ilatcd at p623 that: "The: lut-mentioned approach, in partioular, not only 'enoapaulatca in a .ynthesis the 
mcritorioUl .pcall of othCl' theories and c:xoludCI their limitatiODl' (DevcniIh InterpT'8lation of Statulu (1992) at 53) but allO 
giVCI C!tpI'CIIi.on to thc finvillD1cntal prinoiplCl and cthoI of the legal I)'Itcm BI a whole: it is a valuc-oohcrenl approach which 
best accordII with the valUCI of our CONtituticn. " 
O'Regan J in S V Makwanyal7B And Another 1995 (3) SA 391 (CC) oommented at para 325. p506: "In giving meaning to • 9. we 
must ICCk the purpDIC for whioh it W81 inoludcd in the Collltitution. TbiI purpOlive or telcolosical app-oaoh to the intc:rprctation 
of righta may at timCi require • gcncroUl meaning to be given to proviIiODl of chap 3 of the ConItitution and at other times a 
lUllTDWer or apccifio meaning. It is the rcIpDI1Iibility of the court., and ultimately this Court, to dc:vclop fully the righb 
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conduct inconsistent with it is invalid3
, values must have a profound and pervading impact 

on the way that law is interpreted and applied in South Africa. The evolving South African 

legal order emphasises values4 in a way that the pre 1994 legal system did not. To the 

extent that values represent the spirit of the law, the Constitution and more especially, the 

Bill of Rights, in many respects embodies the spirit of the law leaving the letter of it to 

subordinate legislations. The specific values it promotes are those that underlie an open and 

democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom6
• This said, there existed 

3 

4 

6 

en1n:nchcd in the CDIlItitution. But that will take time. Consequently any minimum oontenl which ia attributed to a right may in 
lUhscqucnt 08ICII be expanded and developcd. " 
Act No 108 of 1996 sc:ction 2 

Sec for instance the judgement of Mahomed J in S "Makwanyane And Another (fn 2 IUpra) at 487 whc:rc he 1tatcII: "In lClIIle 
countrica the COI1Ititution only formaliaCl, in a legal instrument, a historical COI1ICI1IUS of valuc:a and aspiratiO!1l cvolvc:d 
inorc:mentally from a atable and unbroken ~t to aoccmmodate the needs of the future. The South African CDllltitution iI 
different: it rctaina from the past only what il defcrWble and rcprclcntl a dcciaive break from, and a ringing rejection o~ that p.t 
of the put which ia di.gr~c1blly racist, authoritarian, inmlar, and rcprcIIiw:, and a vigorous identification of and oommitment to 
a democratic, uniVCllaliatiC, oaring and aspirationally egalitarian ethOi cqrcasly articulated in the Ccrutitution. The oontraIt 
bctwccn the pBlt which it repudiatca and the future to which it iceD to commit the nation ill Itark and dramatio." Sec allO the 
lame judgment at p 498 where he ltatca: liThe Constitution makCl it particularly imperative for courtl to develop the c:ntrenahed 
fundamental rights in tennl of a cohClivc act of valuca, ideal to an open and democratic IOcicty. To this end ccmmon valUCI of 
human righla rrotcction the world over and fon:isn prcccdcnt may be inBtructive." At P 505. O'Regan J ohlcrvcl that: "In 
interpreting the righla cmhrined in chap 3, therefore, the Court il directed to the future: to the ideal of a new locic:ty wmch ia to 
be built on the common valuc:a which made a political lranIition pouible in our oounlry and which an: the fOlD1dation of ill new 
ConItitution. Thil ia net to lay that there ia nothing from our past which Ihould be retained Of coum: thia ill not 10. h 
Kcntridge AJ dClcribed in the first judgment of tml Court (S v Zuma and Othera 1995 (2) SA 642 (eC) (1995 (1) SACR 568», 
many of the righll entrenched in I 2S of the ConItitution concerning criminal justice an: lons-atanding pinciplca of our law, 
although eroded by ltatute and judicial decillion. In interpreting the righll conlaincd in I 2S, thole common-law prinoiplCl will be 
UICfuJ. guide&. But generally I 35(1) instructs UI, in interpreting the ConItitution, to look forward not backward, to rccognilC the 
evill and injustiOCl of the past and to avoid their n:pctition." In Ryland" Edrol 1997 (2) SA 690 (C) at p709, the court Itatcd 
that: "I agree with the IUbmillioo that the valUCI of equality and tolerance of divcnity and the recognition of the plural nature of 
our lOCicty arc among the valuc:a that underlie our Constitution. In my view thOle valuc:a 'irradiate', to usc the cxprcuion of the 
Gcrmah Federal COIIItitutional Court cited earlier, the concepla of p1blic policy and boni mora that our CaurIB have to apply. 
Contrary to publio policy (as oppoacd to thOlC that arc contra 001'103 mo1"&!') arc oon1ractl which might redowuJ to the publio 
uyury, ICC Voct 1.14.16. The dilltinctioo il clearly put by Aquiliul in the article to whioh I have already referred «(1941) 58 SAU 
335 at 346) ... In my opinion the 'radiating' effect of the valuc:a underlying the new ConIItitution is IUCh that neither of thClC 
grolDlda for holding the oontractual tc:nnI under CODIidcration in thiI case to be unlawful can be 1UppOI1:cd." In S " Jordan And 
Otllen (Sex Worker.! Education And Advocacy Tcuk Force And OthB,.. A.r Amici Curias) 2002 (6) SA 642' (CCl. at p 670 the 
court obIIervcd that: ''The ConItitution itlclf makCl plain that the law mUll further the ValUCI of the Constitution. It il DO Bnlwer' 

then to a COIlItitutional complaint to uy that the constitutional problem liCl not in the law but in lOCial va1uCI when the law 
ICI'VCI to fOller thole valUCI. The law must be CODIIcicntiously developed to fOiter valuca CODIiItent with our COIlltitution. 
Whc:rc, although ncu1ral on ill fiu:c, its IUbltantive effect i. to undermine the valuc:a of the Constitution, it will be IIUIOCptible to 
constitutional challengc." 
Sec for imtance ICCtiODl 9 (equality). 22 (freedom of trade, oooupation and rrofcllion), 23 (labour rc:latiOlll), 24 (environment), 
2S (property), 26 (hoUling), 27 (health care, food, water and locial lecurity) ac:ction 32 (the right of aCCCII to information), 
ICCtion 33 (the right to jUlt adminiatrative action) and lection 41 (co-opcrative govcmm.ent) all of which contemplate legulative 
meBIUI'CI and cxprculy, in the URIC of ICCticru 32, 33 and 41 mandate legialation to give effect to the principlca enunciated in the 
ConItitution. Section 39(2) p-ovidCB that a court, tribunal or forum interpreting legillation and dcvcloping the common law must 
promote the 'apirit, purport and objecll of the Bill of Righll'. It il IUbmittcd that the l8JDe holda true, IUbjcct to the proviuOl1l of 
ICCtion 36, for Parliament when cxcroiling ill legillativc power. (Section 44 (4) of the CODItitution Btatca that "when cxcrciaing 
ill lcgialative authority, Parliament u bound only by the CODItitution, and mUll act in accordance with, and within the limill of, 
the ConItitution. Section 36(2) lltatca that 'c:xocpt 81 provided in IUbBCCtion (1) or in any other p1)vision of the ConItitution, no 
law may limit any right cn1:rench.ed in the Bill of Rights." ) 

Act No 108 of 1996, ICCtion 1 ItatCB that: '~ Republic of South Africa ia one, 1CM'Cign, democratio Itatc founded on the 
following ValUCI: (a) Human dignity, the achievement of equality and the advancement of human rightl and frccdoma (b) non
racialiam and non-lCXillD (0) lupraDacy of the cohltitution and the rule of law (d) Wlivcnal adult 1Illffi'agc, a national CClIDDlOO 
votcn roll, regular electiOIlI and a multi-party I)'Itcm of democratic government, to cnaUl"C 8COOlD1tability, n:sponBiVCOCil and 
opcm1e .... Section 7 ItatcII that: "The Bill of Righll i. a ccmc:ntone of democracy in South Africa. It ChlhrinCl the righla of all 
people in our country and afiirmB the democratio valuca of human dignity, equality and freedom". Section 39(1) requircl that the 
rights in the Bill of Rightl must be intcrprc:tcd in IUCh a way that the valUCI that Wldcrlie an open and democratio IOCicty baaed 
on hUlDan dignity, equality and frccdam. arc promoted". 
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before the Constitution a long established and well defined legal order which did not 

employ or apply the same principles and values that are now found in the Constitution. 

Whilst the importance of the South African historical background has been emphasised by 

the courts, they have also pointed to the need to break with the past and to retain from it 

only that which is defensible. For a legal system that is strongly premised upon precedent, 

this creates more than a little turbulence and a great deal of uncertainty in untried 

constitutional waters 7. As a result, the transformation of the South African legal system, not 

only in tenns of procedural law but also the substantive law, in line with constitutional 

principles and thinking is an ongoing process8
• There is thus great value in the thoughtful 

application and consideration of constitutional legal principles, and the underlying values, 

in relation to factual situations that arise in the delivery of health care services. Such labour 

in the abstract is likely to produce fruit in reality because the individual facets of often 

complex and multi-faceted situations have been explored conceptually in a rational and 

methodical way so as to arrive at some conclusions which can be of considerable value in 

their practical application. Since a number of different branches of law are involved in the 

delivery of health care services, not least of which are the law of contract, delict and 

administrative law, it is critical to fully understand the nature of the rights conferred by the 

7 

8 

Dc VOl P 'A Bridge Too Far? HiAtoty 81 Con1cxt in the Interpretation of the South African Constitution', South African Journal 
of Human RightJ (2001) 17 SAJHR 1 at p 3-4, c:xprc8ICI thia tc:naion in the following terml: 'Pfhc fact that the text of the 1996 
CoIIItitution is often vague, ambiguous and lCCmingly contradictory, mCBr1l that it oannot p-ovide a self-evident and fixed 
meaning to thOle who read iL lnItcad, it requires in1c:rprctation, and to do 10 it ICCmI necessary to invoke IOW"CCI of 
undcntanding and value cxtcmal to the text and other legal matcrialL Moo judges. lawyers and legal aoademiCi in South Afiica 
leem p-ofoundly uncomfortable with the notion that judicial decision-making in the constitutional sphere il not (a1WBya) aimed 
merely at diIOOVCring a 'true', 'objective' or 'original' meaning of the tc:xl and hence is not baled (1OIeIy) on predictable and 
neutral principle. For if thia iBID, the interprcter of the canstitutional text will (often) have to rely on other, mbjcctive and c:xtra
textual faclton - pcrhapa even the intcrprc:tcr'1 own pc:nona1, political and philOiophical viCWB- to give meanins to that tC!tl. The 
discomfort fiOWI from the fact that mOIl judges, lawycn and legal acadcmica in South Africa broadly adhere to the traditional 
liberal school of adjuelicatian, a tradition that jca10Ully guards the boundary between law and politica. AI Karl Klare hal recently 
pointed out, this traditional view of adjudication maintains a view of law BI 'describing rational dccision-proocclurca ... with 
which to arrive at determinate legal oulcomcl from neutral, 0CX1ICI1JUI-bucd general pinoiples cxp1"CIIICd or immancnl within a 
legal order'." (Footnolcl omitted) . 

KIarc K 'Legal Culture and Trand"onnational CODItitutionalilm' (1998) 14 SAJHR 146 arguca that the 1996 COIIItitution oan be 
understood. establishing a long-term project described BI 'transf'ormative oonIlitutionalilm' in tcrma of which the COIIItitution 
i. ICCll .. a transformativc, dynamic doclumcnt that rcquircI oontinual rei.nvcmion to make IICI1IC of a aIwJging world. It is a 
project with DO u.lant IOlutions, requiring OOI1Ititutionai enactment, inlcrJrctation and c:nfcroc:mcnl committed to IrBnIformins 
South African IOOW and political inltitutiOl1l and power relationships in a dem.ooratiQ, partioipatory and egalitarian direction. He 
poinll out that "tran.sformatiw OOI1Iti1utionalillD oonnotCl an c:nterpriIc of inducing largc-eca1e social chanac through non
violc:nt political prooc:IICI grumdcd in law. I have in mind a transformation vut enough to be inadequately captured by the 
pbraac' reform', but something Ihort of ClI' di1l'crcnt fran 'revolution' in any traditional lCllIe of the word." It iBlubmittcd that 
the South Afrioan legal system. illclf mUll therefore be ICCll BI being in a COl1Iidcrable IIlate of flux aa traditional legal doctrines. 
methods of Ilatutmy intcrprctatica and legal principles stand in line to be lcIItcd aaaimt the new standard act by the Constitution. 
Uncertainty, at leat in the beginning, is the price one pays for a new legal order. Brand 0 in "A Review of Important CBICI and 
International Ocvclopmcnll Relating to Economio and Social Rights" ESR RlIVlew Vol I, No 1 March 1998 
(http·/Iwww.oommunitY.awcentrcorg.zalser/esrl99811998march C8!1es,php) obsavcs: "A fledgling jurisprudence on cconom.i.o 
and IOcial righll is at 1aat ltarting 10 develop in South African law." Khoza R in 'Undcrltanding the Synergy Between the Bill of 
Rights and Commc:row Activity' poinll out that the Bill of Righll is not an end in illelf. III ovcrarching objective is to p-omotc 
and to accur'C growth and prosperity for all. 
ChttD:l/www.kaI.org.zalpubliC8tionsiScminarReports/BUlineu.!·~O&.%20I-Imnanl)·~ORighWkhoza.odt), 
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Constitution with regard to health care services in order to ascertain how the delivery of 

health care services is likely to be treated within these various branches. Constitutional law 

affecting the delivery of health care services must inform all other branches of law that 

relate to the delivery of health care services in light of the foregoing9
• 

In this chapter it is proposed to embark on a number of conceptual exercises in which the 

consideration and manipulation of constitutional principles and precepts will hopefully lead 

to an improved understanding of the constitutional aspects of health services delivery 

generally and of certain practical aspects of health services delivery in particular. The 

relevance of a right to health, as opposed to a right to health care services, will be examined 

in order to establish the approach of South African constitutional law relative to the 

principles of international law on health care, the latter having been canvassed in more 

detail in the preceding chapter. An analysis of the elements of the constitutional right of 

access to health care services ~11 also be undertaken with the intention of arriving at a full 

appreciation of the scope and content of the right. Similar exercises will be conducted with 

regard to the rights of children and prisoners to basic health care services and medical 

treatment respectively and also the right not to be refused emergency medical treatment. No 

discussion of rights, especially socio-economic rights, is complete without an exploration 

of the question of the limitation of those rights and so a consideration of both implicit and 

explicit rationing of health care services is included. Lastly, the question of rights must 

provoke the question of obligations and so the chapter undertakes an examination of the 

roles of the various spheres of government in respect of the various constitutional rights 

relating to health care services. 

2.2 The Right To Health Care Services v The Right to Health 

Chaakalaon, A nota in ''The Impact of SCMm Yean of COIlItitutiOl18Wm on Law and Government in South Africa" that the 
Constitutional Court hili .tated in The Pharmaceutical Manufactursn Association of South Africa in TfI: Thfl BX partfl Application 
of the PT'fISidellt of the Rflpublic of South Africa 2000(3) BCLR 241 (CC) para 44 that:" There arc not two systems of law, each 
dealing with the IllUDD mbjcol matter, each having similar rcquircmcnta, c:acb operating in it. own field with itJ own hishCllt 
court. Thc:rc is only one system of law. It is lhapcd by the CODItitution whioh is the lUp'CDle law, and all law, inoluding the 
OClIDDlan law, dcrivcB &om the Constitutica and is mbjcot to oonatitutional control" He alao obBc:rvcs that in CarmichtllB \I 

MinirtfJl' of Saltily and Sscurily and Another 2001 (1) SA 489 (SCA) the court IBid that ''whc:rc the common law dcviatcB &am. 
the Bill ofRightJ the oourts have an obligation to develop it by removing that dcviatica." 
(http://kasJ'orgIzalPublicatiOIlllSeminorRcmortsIConstitution%208lld'h!20LaWOAl20ivlohaskalaon.pdO 
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The Constitution contains a number of different references to health care services and 

medical treatment. Apparently in contrast to intemationallaw, there is no express mention 

of a broad right to health. This said, it must, however, be borne in mind that the rights in the 

Bill of Rights are not discrete legal concepts but rather elements ofa system of fundamental 

rights that are inextricably interlinked 10, There is a suite of rights which, when viewed 

collectively, could be said to constitute a right to health. These rights are, the right to lifell
, 

the right to dignityl2, the right to bodily and psychological integrityl3, the right to privacyl4, 

the right to an environment that is not harmful to health or well-beinglS
, the right to 

emergency medical treatment, the right of access to health care services 1(5 and the rights to 

sufficient food and water and social security, including appropriate social assistance17
• The 

overall result of this rights matrix would seem to be in general accordance with the World 

Health Organization's definition of health as 'a state of complete physical, mental and 

social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity'18, However, for the 

purposes of legal exposition and practical implementation it is submitted that a right to 

health is unwieldy and less valuable than its component parts. Since it is not the intention in 

this thesis to embark upon an in-depths examination of all, or even the" majority, of the 

rights in the Bill of Rights, the discussion of the various rights in this chapter is confined to 

10 

11 

12 

13 
14 
1!5 

1(5 

17 

18 

In Governmmt OfTha Republic 0/ South Africa And Others '\I Grootboom And Othen 2001 (1) SA 46 (CC) the court observed 
at p83: "But 1 26 il not the only proviIion rc:lc:vant to a deoilion u to whether ltatc action at any particular Icvc1 or gow:mm.ent 
iI rc&Icnable and COJ1IIiatcnt with the Constitution. The propoeition that rightl arc intcm:1atcd and arc: all equally important iI not 
mcrc1y a thcorctioal poIluIatc. The concept hili immCDIIC human and practical aignificanoc in a BOOicty f~ on Imman 
dignity, cquality and freedom. It iI fundamental to an evaluation of the rcucinablenc:u of State action that 8COOWt be taken of the 
inhcrcnl dignity of human bcinga. " 

Ailt No 108 of 1996. ICOtion 11 

Ailt No 108 of 1996. ICOtion 10. Concerning the fundamental importance of the right to dignity. O'Regan J obecrved in Dawood 
And Anothar "Mlnl3tBr Of Home Ajfain And Others: Shalabi And A1IDther '\I Minister Of Home Aflain And Othen,' Thoma.r And 
Another" Minister Of Home Affairs And Othen 2000 (3) SA 936 (CC) at 962-962 that: "The value of dignity in our 
COl1Itituticnal framcworlc. cannot thcrcf'ore: be daubtcd. The Constitution aucrU dignity to omtradict our pMt in which human 
dignity fer black South Afri08l1l WBI routinely and cruelly denied. It IIIICrtB it too to infcrm the future, to invest in our 
democracy l'CIIpcot fer the inlrinsic worth of all human beings. Human dignity thc:rcforc: infOl'11lll constitutional adjudication and 
inlmprc:tation at a range of lr:vc1L It i. a value that infonDl the interpretation of many. pouibly all, other rightl. Thi. court hBI 
alrcady acknowledged the importance of the OOllIlitutional value of dignity in intcrprcting rights 1= 81 the right to equality, the 
right net to be punillhcd in a cruel, inhuman or degrading way, and the right to life. Human dignity is alIo a constitutional value 
that iI of oc::ntra1 lignificanoc in the limitatiODl anaIym. Scotion 10. however. makeI it plain that dignity iI not only a value 
fundamental to our ConItitution, it i. a jUltioiable and cnfarocable right that must be rcapcctcd and protected. In many 08ICII, 

however, where: the value of human dignity ia offended, the primary cOIlItituticnal breach occuioncd may be of a more lpCOific 
right IUOh BI the right to bodily integrity, the right to equality or the right not to be IUbjcotcd to slavery. ICrVitudc or forced 
labour." (footnotca omitted) 

Ailt No 108 of 1996, ICOtion 12 (2) 

Act No 108 of 1996 ICOtion 14 

Ailt No 108 of 1996lCOtion 24 (a) 

Act No 108 of 1996 ICOtion 27(lXa) 

Ailt No 108 of 19961COtion 27(1)(b) and (c) 

Preamble to the Constitution of the World Health Organization .. adopted by the Intc:mational Health ConfCl"CllOC, New YOlk, 
19-22 June 1946. ligncd on 22 July 1946 by the rcprc:ICI1tativCII of 61 ltalc:l (Official Recorda of the World Health Organization, 
no. 2, p 100) and cntcrcd into fonx: on 7 April 1948. 
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their relevance to the delivery of health care services. The elemental rights that could be 

said to comprise a right to health are discussed briefly below in order to obtain a clearer 

picture of their contribution to such right. Further and more detailed discussion of the rights 

that relate specifically to the delivery of health care services, and which are thus of central 

importance in this thesis, is to be found later in the chapter. 

2.2.1 Life 

The right to life has been characterized as the most fundamental of all human rights lSI 

Without life, the other aspects of the right to health are meaningless. At the same time the 

right to life does not mean life 'as mere organic matter ... but the right to human life the 

right to live as a human being, to be part ofa broader community, to share in the experience 

of humanity'20. The right to life attaches only to persons recognized as such by the law. 

Since the law in South Africa does not recognize a foetus as a person, it does not enjoy a 

constitutional right to life21. The government has an obligation to protect the life of 

everyone in South Africa22
• With regard to dying, the constitutional court observed in 

Soobramonej? that dying is part of life - its completion rather than its opposite, and that 

there is in reality no meaningful way in which it can constitutionally be extended to 

encompass the right indefinitely to evade death. In the context of the delivery of health care 

services the relevance of this observation cannot be overstated. Although the government 

has a constitutional duty to respect, protect, promote and fulfil the right to life, there are 

lSI 

20 
21 

22 

23 

Per Lord Bridge in R "Home Secretary, Ex Parte Bugdaycay [1987] AC 514 ([1987] 1 All ER 940 (HL» at 5310 (AC) cited in 
MakwanytllW fiI 2 8UpTQ. at 429. Concerning the fundamental nature: of the right to life and the intcrdcpcndcncc of the righta to 
life and Iwman dignity. O'Rcsan J observed in Makwanyans beginning at para 326. pS06: "Tho right to life is, in one IICI1IC, 

antcccdcnt to aU the other rights in the Constitution. Without life. in the IICI1IC of cxistcnDc, it would not be pouible to c:xcroilc 
righll QI' to be the bcarc:r of them. But the right to life was inoluded in the Ccnstitution not limply to c:nahrinc the right to 
cxiatcnoc. It is not life 81 mere organio matter that the Constitution ohc:ri.lhca, but the right to Iwman life: the right to liw: II a 
human beins. to be part of a broader community. to aharc in the c:xpc:ricnoc of Immanity. Thi. oatoept of human life is at the 
centre of our conatitutional valuca. TIu: Ccnstitution acela to establish a lOOiety where the individual value of each member of 
the community is rccogniacd and trcaaurcd. The right to life it central to IIUOh a aocicty. The right to life, thua undcntood, 
incorporates the right to dignity. So the righla to human dignity and life arc entwined. The right to life is more than cxiatcnoc • it 
i. a right to be treated 81 a lwman being with dignity: without dignity. human life is IIUbstantiaUy diminished. Without life, there 
oannot be dignity." 

Sec Malwanyans. fil2 811pTa 

Chri.ftianLawyenA88ociationofSA. andOthBn "MlnistBrOfHf1Qlth andOthen 1998 (4) SA 1113 (T). Thi. illUC it disouaacd 
in more dctaillatcr in this chapter. 

Mohamed And AnothBr " Pruident Of The Republic Of South Africa And Othen (Society For The Abolition Of ThB Death 
Penalty In South Africa A ndAnother Intervening) 2001 (3) SA 893 (CC) at p 917 

Saobramoney "MinutBrOfHf1Qlth, Kwazulu-Natall998 (1) SA 765 (CC) per Sadta J at para 57 p784. The facti ofthia oaac and 
the judgment arc diaouaacd in detail fUrther on in this chapter. 
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limitations upon this duty when it comes to prolonging life indefinitely through health care 

services. This is a good example of a situation in which the protection aspect outweighs the 

promotion and fulfilment aspects of the state's obligations with regard to a right in the Bill 

of Rights. Protection of life implies a negative obligation to ensure that no one else can take 

it awaf4. It may seem a fine distinction but the only apparent manner in which one can 

reconcile the government's duty to protect life and the view of the court in Soobramoney 

that this cannot be seen as a right to evade death indefinitely is to take the view that not all 

health care services serve to protect life. Some of them actively promote and fulfil it. 

Emergency medical treatment protects life. This is why, in terms of section 27(3) of the 

Constitution, it cannot be refused. Protection of a right as opposed to its promotion or 

fulfilment comes close to being something of a minimum standard of recognition of a 

right2s
• Other health care services go further than protection. They are the positive as 

opposed to negative aspect of access to health services. This is why they are dependent 

upon the availability of resources. This argument is best understood if one regards life as a 

limited resource which inevitably dwindles over time, rather than as a binary state of life 

versus death, which is what Sachs J seems to be stating in his judgment in Soobramoney. 

Constitutionally speaking, one should not be robbed of the internal resource called life and 

one's possession of it should be respected but the extent to which one i~ entitled to have 

that resource replenished when it is running low is a question of the balancing of the rights 

of others to that same resource relative to the availability of the external resources which 

24 

25 

Ackerman ct Goldstone JJ pointed out in Carmichele \I Minuter Of Safety And Security And AnothBr (CenITB Far AppliBd LBgal 
Stud;u InlBrwning) 2001 (4) SA 938 (CC) at pa11II 44-4~ P 9~7-9~8: "Scctian 8(1) of the CCIlItitution providc:s: 'The Bill of 
Rightl appliea to all law, and bindl the: Legislature, the Executive, the Judioiary and all orgBnll of ltatc.' It folloWi that there il a 
duty impOled on the llate and all of ill orglll1l not to perform any sot that in1iinaCi thcac righll. In laDe oircumItanDc:s there 
would alao be a poaitive oomponcnt which obliges the Slate and ill or8lll1l to provide appropriate pntcotion to cvcryonc through 
law. and IIlructurca dc:signcd to affcrdauclJ. protcotion. In the United SlatcI, a distinction iI drawn bctwccn 'aotion' and 'inaction' 
in relation to the 'due proocu' olaUIC of their ConItitution (the 14th Amendment). In DB Shaney \I WtnnBbago COWIty 
DBpartmBnI of Social SfI1V;CU, the majority dcolincd to hold a government authority liable for • failure to take poaitive aotien to 
prevent harm. AI ltated in the diucnl of Brennan J: 'The Court'. baacline iI the abaatoc of positive rights in the Constitution and 
• oonoomitant lUlpioion of any olaim that ICC!III to depend en IUOh. rightll.· The proviaiOOl of our Constitution, however, point in 
the oppDIitc direction. So too do the provWODI of the European Ccnvcntion on Human Righll (Convention). Artiolc 2(1) of the 
CoIM:ntiori povidCI that 'Ce)vcryonc'a right to life lhall be proteotcd by law'. Thil oorT'CIpOIlW with our ConItitution'a 
cntrcnolmcnt of the right to life. We would adopt the following ltatcment in O&man v UnJtBd Kingdom: 'It iI cammon ground 
that the atate'a obligation in lhilrapcot cxlcnda beyond ill primary duty to ICCW'C the right to life by putting in p1aoc c:ffcotivc 
oriminaI law provWCI1I to deter the oommillion of OffcnOCl agaiIIIt the penon baola:d up by law-cmorcancnt maohinc!y for the 
prevention, IUpprcuiOll and lBnotioning of breaches of IUOh proviaiCl1l. It iI thUl aoocptcd by thoac appearing before the Court 
that art 2 of the Convcn1iOll may sllO imply in certain well-defined OiroumatanOCI a poIitive obligation on the authoritiCi to take 
preventive opcraticnal mCBIUI"CI to protcot an individual whOle life il at riak from the oriminalaotl of another individual .... 

It could be argued that rcapcct of a right. rather than ita protc:ction, iI the ablolutc minimum form of rcoognitian but it iI 
aubmittcd that I"CIpCOl in many Wayl begl the queation of protection aince I"CIpcct. without protcotion, i.e. the cnforocment of 
n:spect, ia largely worthlCII in praotioc. In the real world, the obligation to rcspcot ia given teeth by maohincry designed to 
protcot rights. The ohcob and balanoCi of the CCI1Ititution and the cx:i.tcnoc of the thrc:c: branohCl of govc:mmcnt arc all dCligncd 
to CI1IUI"C inlsr alia that the righll CDlbrincd in the Conatitution arc protected C\ICIl from. violation by • partioular branch of 
government. 
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are necessary to replenish it. In this sense the right to life takes on some of the nature of a 

socio-economic right. This is because in the context of health care services, the 

preservation of life is dependent upon the availability of health care resources. This is no 

doubt the conclusion which is so abhorrent to critics of the decision of the judgment in 

Soobramoney. For idealists, life is sacrosanct and can under no circumstances be 

compromised. In reality this objection is simply yet another iteration within the larger 

fractal of the dynamic that pits the interests of the individual against those of the collective. 

In reality, life is a concept that is not readily described or defined, its complexity often 

highlighted by the many unique and emotionally charged situations that present in the 

context of health services delivery. 

2.2.2 ])i~i~ 

There is a close connection between health and human dignity, another right that has been 

identified as central both in the founding provisions of the Constitution26 and by the 

constitutional courf7. Health is an essential for life and for human dignity. Human dignity 

is both a constitutional value and a right28. The enjoyment of the rights to life and human 

dignity is obviously significantly diminished by poor health. In the context of health care, 

situations which throw into stark relief the concepts of life and human dignity and their 

interdependence are those in which patients are so severely injured that they can no longer 

function as human beings yet remain biologically speaking, alive. Thirion J observed in the 

case of Clarke v Hursf9
: 

"As it was put in 58 US Law Week 4936: 'Medical advances have altered the physiological 
conditions of death in ways that may be alarming: highly invasive treatment may perpetuate human 
existence through a merger of body and machine that some might reasonably regard as an insult to 
life rather than its continuation. ' 

26 

27 

28 

29 

Scotion l(a) of Act No 108 of 1996 

In Makwanyans,fn 2 8Upra. the court laid that: '"The importance of dignity. a founding value of the new COOItitUtion cannot be 
ovcrcmphasilcd Rccogniaing a right to dignity iI an acknowledgement of the intrinllio werth of hmnan beingl: human bcinga an: 
cnlitlcd to be treated BI worthy of n:IIpcot and ooncern" at .507 ... and ""7he righta to life and dignity arc the mOlt important of all 
hmnan rightl, and the 10uroc of all other pc:nona1 righta in ohap 3. By committing ounclVCI to a IOOicty founded on the 
recognition of human rightl we arc required to value thcae two righta above all othcn" at 451. 
Act 108 of 1996ICOliCll l(a) and ICOtion 10 n:IIpcctivcly. 

ClmkB 1992 (4) SA 630 (0) at p6S3 
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Patients may be resuscitated and maintained alive when there is not the remotest possibility that 
they would ever be able to consciously experience life." 

In the terminology of health care, dignity usually equates to quality of life. In a situation in 

which a person no longer has quality of life, his or her dignity is usually significantly 

impaired. Dignity is thus a prerequisite of health in the sense contemplated by the 

constitution of the World Health Organisation. 

2.2.3 Bod i1y and Psychological Integrity 

Section 12 (2) of the Constitution lends further support to the concept ofa right to health in 

its provision to the effect that -

"Everyone has the right to bodily and psychological integrity, which includes the right-

(a) to make decisions concerning reproduction~ 
(b) to security in and control over their body~ and 
(c) not to be subjected to medical or scientific experiments without their informed 

consent. 

Although there is an express right of access to health care services, including reproductive 

health care30
, a right to health, being broader than a right to medical treatment, must also 

protect and respect a person's physical and mental well being which includes bodily and 

psychological integrity. This right is a part of the larger right of freedom and security of the 

person. Kriegler J observed in Ex Parte Minister Of Safety And Security And Others: In Re 

S v Walters And Another1
: 

"What looms large in both the threshold and the limitation phases of the exercise in the present case 
is that the right to life, to human dignity and to bodily integrity are ~dividually essential and 
collectively foundational to the value system prescribed by the Constitution. Compromise them and 
the society to which we aspire becomes illusory. It therefore follows that any significant limitation 
of any of these rights would for its justification demand a very compelling countervailing public 
interest. " 

In the health care context, the right to bodily and psychological integrity implies a right to 

informed consent. This right is also used as support for the argument that a woman is 

30 

31 
Section 27(1) of kt 108 of1996 

Walten 2002 (4) SA 613 (CC) at para 28 p631 
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entitled to terminate a pregnancy. The post-constitutional legal position with regard to 

terminations of pregnancy differs significantly from the pre-constitutional legal position 

and the former now permits 'abortion on demand'. In G v Superintendent, Groote Schuur 

Hospital, And Others32 the pregnant woman, N, and her grandmother, agreed that she 

'should terminate her pregnancy while N's mother opposed such action as the applicant in 

this case. At the time when the case was heard there was no recognised right to a 

termination of a pregnancy on demand33
• The court after examining the evidence and 

considering the relevant legislative provisions came to the conclusion that the termination 

of the pregnancy was legally permissible34
• The post-constitutional legislation that allows 

abortion on demand has been attacked twice by the Christian Lawyer's Association and the 

latest'decision of the High Court is the subject of an appeaP'. Despite the fact that South 

African courts have recognised the right of the mother to terminate a pregnancy, and have 

32 

33 

34 

3.5 

G \I Superil1ttmdent, Groote Schuur 1993 (2) SA 255 (C). 

The appliaable lesialation, the Abortion and Sterilisation Aot 2 of 1975, alI~ a woman to tc:rminate her pregnancy only in 
certain narrow and BpCCifio oircUlIlltancca. The Act provided inter alia that a pregnancy may be terminated: "when: the foetus is 
aneged to have been omocivcd in conscqw:ncc of unlawful carnal intcrcoune, and two other medical practitionm have certified 
in writins. after auch interrogation of the woman omoemcd BI they or any of them may have conaidercd ncocuary, that in their 
opinion the p-egnanoy is due to the alleged unlawful oamal intcrooune." Other proviliOl1l, not in iuuc permitted abortioo whc:rc 
the oonlinucd prcsnanoy c:ndangcn the life of the woman conocmcd, or conatitutca a moUl threat to her phyaical or mental 
health; where there c:xiall a 1c::ri0UI risk that the child to be born will luffer from a phyaical or mental defect of luch a nature that 
he Dr Ihc will be irreparably ac:riOUIly handiaappcd; and where the pregnancy is a result of illegitimate cama1 intc:rcour1e, and 
two other medical practitioncn have certified in writing that the woman oancemcd luffcn from a permanent mcnlal handicap ar 
defect resulting in an inability to comprehend the implioatiOl1l or to bear parental responsibility for the ohild. In G y 

Suptn'intendent Groote Schuur, (fn 32 supra) the 14 year old mother claimed that Ihc: had bcc:n raped. 
The court noted: "The Abortion Act docs not deal CKprcIIly with the poaition of a minor in rcapcot of whom. a legal abortion il 
IOUght to be pcoourcd in terml of ill proviliOl1l. In the normal COUI'IIC, under the common law, the OOIlICIIt of the minor'l 
guardian would ncvcrthclCII have been required before an abortion could be carried out on the ohild punuant to the proviIionl of 
the Abortion,Act. The common law position bu, however, been altered in a lignifioant rcapcct by the proviaiOlll or. 39(4) of the 
Child Care Act, [Act No 74 of 1983] which providc& _ follawa: 
'Notwithstanding any rule of law to the oonIrary-
(a) any penon over the age of 18 yean Ihall be competent to consent, without the BIIiltance of his parent or guardian, to the 

performanoc of any operation upon himlclf; and 
(b) any penon aver the age of 14 yean Ihall be compdcnl to COI1lCIlt, without the BIIillance of his parent or guardian, to the 

performance of any medical treatment ofhimaclf or hill child' 
For the purpOllCll of this application it WBI aooepted by OOUl1lCI for aU the partica that the propOled abortion Ihould be regarded _ 
an operation, and not limply a form of medical treatment. Thi. mCBnl that in the preacnt C81e the COIIIcnl of applicant _ the 
minor'l guardian was required, N being only 14 yean of age; but applicant in faot rcfus:d luch conaenl" Act No 2 of 1975 hal 
been lupcncded by the Choioe on Termination ofPrcgnancy Act No 92 of 1996. 

ScligBOll AJ noted that oounBCl for the applioant ''railed the question whether the rcfQ"CIK)C in the Abortion Act to a woman (the 
Afrikaans version bu 'vrou'), and the abacnce of any rcfc:rcnce to • ohild, excludes the application of the Abortion Act to 
females W1dc:r the age of 18 years, the definition of 'child' in • 1 of the Child Care Act being any penon under that age. He 
suggested, albeit IODlcwhat faintly, that luch a l"CItrictive interpretation mould be given to the term 'woman' in the Abortion Act. 
Seligaon AJ held that "Apart from the fact that the Afrikaans term 'vrou' used in the Act also cannotc:B the feminine gender, it 
would have abIurd resulll if the Ilatute were intc:rprctcd to permit abortionl in the C81e of fcmalca over the age of 18 yean who 
have been the victiml of rape and irmcst, but not. in respect of females under that age. held that: "The Abortion Act w_, in my 
view, intended to apply to any female who is carrying a live foetus. If me is a child for the purpDICI of the Child Care Act, then 
the proviliona of 1 39 of that Act govern inIofar as OOIlICllt to the abortion procedure is oonocmcd." 
The Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Act No 92 of 1996 WBI fint attacked in Chrirtian L~ Auociation o/South Africa 
and Dthen "MinistllT of Health 1D 21 supra on the basis of the right to life of an unborn ohild. The attack WBI WlIUCCCIIfuJ.. A 
lcoond attaok took place in Chrirtian Lawyen Association of South Africa and Dlhen y Minister a/ Health in the Transvaal 
Provincial Divilion of the High Court C8IC no m8l2ooo 1OIDc:what ironically on the basil that the definition of ''woman'' in the 
Act doea not diffc:rcntiatc between minon and aduill. The Christian Lawycn AIIIociation hu appealed against the dc:cilion of the 
court in the ICCOnd Qpplication. 
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stated that the unborn child does not have legal personality which is a prerequisite for the 

capacity to be a rights holder, they still aclq10wledge the need to balance the interests of the 

mother and those of her unborn child3C5
• However the mother's rights are taken very 

seriously as appears from the judgments of the High Court in the post-constitutional cases 

that are discussed in more detail in the pages that follow. 

The right to bodily and psychological integrity carries the implication that a person may not 

be forced to receive medical treatment against his or her will. In Minister of Safety and 

Security and Another v Xaba37
, the court refused to grant an order allowing a bullet to be 

forcibly surgical removed from a prisoner's leg against his will on the basis that his section 

12 rights would clearly be infringed if the proposed surgery were to take place without his 

consent in the absence of a law limiting these rights as contemplated in section 36 of the 

Constitution. In Xaba, The Durban and Coast Local Division of the high court criticised the 

decision of the Cape High Court in Minister of Safety and Security and Another v Gaqa38in 

which the latter concluded that the relevant sections of the Criminal Procedure Act and of 

the Constitution permitted a police official to use the necessary violence to obtain the 

surgical removal of a bullet in similar circumstances to those in Xaba. The decisions in 

these two cases revolved around interpretations of provisions of the Criminal Procedure Act 

and whether they constituted law of general application as contemplated in section 36 of the 

Constitution, capable of justifiably limiting a right in the Bill of Rights. It is submitted that 

the decision in Xaba is more consistent with the concept of both the right to bodily integrity 

JC5 

37 

38 

G v Superintendent, Groote Schuur m 32 lupra. The court observed with regard to the righll of the unborn. child that: "Mrs 
Stcyn, [the unmarried mother'. curator ad litem] quite oom:ctly, poin1cd out in her report that in the oircWDlfanOCI there ia a 
oonfliot between the intc:n:ltl of N and the unborn foetus me is carrying. She oonteoded, howc:vc:r, that the appointment of a 
curator ad litem to rcprcacnt the unborn ohild WBI neither oompctcnt oor ncocuary. In thi. regard Iiu: relied on the decilion in 
Chrbtian uagrHl of Southern Africa " Rall 1981 (2) SA 821 (0) in which it W. held that an unbcrn child is not clothed with 
legal pc:nona1ity, that there were no legal grounds far the appointment of a curator ad litem to reprcaent the foctul in oormc:otion 
with the termination of the: mother'1 pregnancy, and that there i. no lCopc or nced for the appointment of IUCh • ourator when the 
provilions of the Abortion Act are applied. I have oertain doubll about the correotncu of that decision insofar BI it holds that 
there is no scope for the extension of the IUIIIciturua doctrine 10 81 to provide protection for an unborn foetus l18ainst an abortion. 
It ICCmI to me that there is much to be IBid for recognising that an unborn child hal a legal right to rc:prc:ac:ntation, or an intc::rc:st 
oapable of proteotion, in oinrumstancca where ita very existence ia threatened. This issue ia diJoUSlCd in an intr:rcsting and 
thought-prowlcing artiole by Profc:s1Cl" L M du PlClllil cnl.itlcd 'Juriaprudc:ntiaJ Reflections on the Statui of Unborn Life' in 
(1990) 1 TydIkrif vir die Suid-Afrikalinse Reg 44 at 51-4. The learned author oritioiacl the decillion in Rall'l 08IC supra and 
oontcnds that the: law should provide what he oallJ 'preventive protection' for the unborn child. Sec alBo Barnard, Cronje BDd 
Olivier The South African Law at PenOl'U awl Family lAW 2nd ed at 26 and Wille 'I Principia of South African Law 8th cd at 
68, footnote I, and the authcritic:s there oited. It ia, in my judgment, however, unncoCllBl")' for me to enter into thi. oomplcx 
qucation lince:, unlike the position in the Rail cue, in tlu: instant matter the in1creIlI of the foclul arc in fact being aotivcly 
rcpreIIcntcd and advanced by the applioant and her legal rcprcscntativc:a who seek to Itop the abcrticn" Sec fUrther the: 
lubac:qucnt diaoUliion in this chapter of the two Chrbtian Lawyen' Association 08IeI. 

Xaba 2003 (2) SA 703 

Gaqa 2002 (1) SACR 654 (e) 
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and a right to health since health in its broader sense is based as much on psychological 

integrity as it is on bodily integrity and the power of a person to refuse a surgical invasion 

of his or her person is essential for both. 

2.2.4 Privacy 

The right to privacy, in terms of section 14 of the Constitution, includes the right not to 

have one's person or home searched. The physical examination ofa person in a health care 

context is very much an invasion of his privacy and such examination can only be lawfully 

conducted if that person waives his right to privacy for the purpose of examination. 

Information as to a person's health status is also inextricably bound to issues ofprivacyl!l. It 

is infonnation that is personal and confidential and if disclosed without permission could 

adversely affect his psychological integrity. This is recognised in the Promotion of Access 

to Information Act~ Act40 in which personal information is defined as including information 

relating to "pregnancy", "physical or mental health, well-being, disability", "medical, 

criminal or employment history of the individual" and "blood type"41. In terms of sections 

34 and 63 of the Promotion of Access to Information Act, unreasonable disclosure of 

personal information about a third party is prohibited. The right to bodily and psychological 

integrity, which implies a right to give or refuse informed consent, the right to privacy, the 

right to dignity and the right to life together imply a wider approach to questions of health 

than simply a right of access to health care services42. The right to privacy may be breached 

by the wrongful disclosure of personal facts43. Privacy in relation to the right to bodily 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

Sec for inltanoc Seetal "Pravitha And AnothBr No !983 (3) SA 827 CD) "Yet a blood tc:It on IaDcbody without hia oonac::nt it 
unquc::stionably an invaaioo of hiI pivaoy. And the invasion it no leu IUOh because on jUll about cvrry ooouion the tell it 
otherwise innoouoUl." The court allO observed at p861 that: "In the end the debate about oompullOJ)' blood tesb amounts, 81 I 
ICC it, to a Ihowdown bctwc:c:n the two ideas, theac two ideas which oannot IBtiafactorily be l'Cooooiled, the idea that the truth 
Ihould be diaoovcrcd whcnc:vcr pouible and the idea that penanal privacy Bhould be rc:apcctcd. Both arc important Ncither, 
howcvc:r, i. 1IIICrQI8nCt. Each, 81 it happc:na, gcb lacrifiocd, the fint on IODlC OOCIIIions, the ICOOIld on othera. The olu between 
the two docs not really lend itaclf to argument How the ocxd1ict it rc:aolvcd in this country when the law on tho point it 
CMmlually ICttlcd will depend largely on the Itorc the Court then ICb by caoh idea, on ita own IC!1IC ofpriority in that regard" 
Act No 2 of 2000 

Section l(a) (b) and (d) of Act 2 of 2000 

Lc::ary V 'The Right To Health in International Human Righta Law' Health and Human Rights Vol. I, No. I, Fan 1994 atatc:l 
that: 'Pfhe ooncc::pt of a right to health implies that fundamental principles of hlDDan righta, disnity. non-diaorimination, 
partioipation, andjUlticc arc:: relevant to illUCI ofhc::alth oarc and health atatus." 

In Bemrtein And Oths,., " Bater And Oths,., NNO 1996 (2) SA 751 (CC), the oooatitutional court observed at para 73 p791: 
'"The difficulty that remains il the dctc:rmination of the acope of 'the provision 81 a whole' or, 81 it ia commonly called, 'the right 
to privacy'. UIC of thi. tam baa Dot been unproblematio, aincc in tc::rms of a rc:aolution of the Consultative Auembly of the 
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integrity is also recognised in the Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Act44 in section 5(3) 

which acknowledges a pregnant minor's right to choose whether or not to consult with her 

parents, guardian, family members or friends before the pregnancy is terminated. The 

choice whether or not to disclose an intention to terminate a pregnancy is essentially based 

on principles of privacy. It does not relate to health care services directly but it does have 

an impact on the psychological and social well being of the pregnant minor. 

2.2.5 Environment 

In terms of section 24(1) of the Constitution everyone has the right to an environment that 

is not harmful to their health or well-being. This right is a key aspect of the international 

right to health as reflected in the ICESCR 4S, the Constitution of the WH046 and similar 

instruments. It implies a right to health rather than a right to health care services47
• The 

44 

46 

47 

Counoil of Europe this right has been defined 81 follows: 'The right to privacy ccmiata cucntially in the right to live one'l own 
life with • minimum of intcrfcrcncc. It conocrm private, family and home life, phyaical and moral integrity, honour and 
reputation, avoidance of being placed in a faiR light, non-rcvclation of irrcICMlDt and cmblll"l'Mling facll, unautharilCd 
publication of private photograpba, protcotion from dilolOlUl"C of information given QI' received by the individual ocnfidcnlially. ' 
And in the final ooncluaicm of the Nordic Conference on the Right to RClpcct fQl' Privacy of 1967 the following additional 
elemenll of the right to privacy an: lillc:d: lithe prohibition to we • penon'l name, identity or photograph without hialher 
000ICIlt, the prohibition to apy on a pcraon, rcapect for CCXTCIpcndcnce and the prohibition to dilclOBe official infarmation" and at 
para 73 p 795, liThe German, European and American approach IICCIDI to accord with the analyail attempted above, namely that 
the nature of privacy implicated by the 'right to privacy' relatca only to the mOlt pcnonaI aspccll of a pcnm'l cxiltc:ncc, and not 
to every aspect within hialher pcnonal knowledge and c:KpCricncc." 
In S " Jordtm And OthllTl (Su Worlau-r Education And Advocacy Task Force And Oth8n A3 Amici CllTiae) 2002 (6) SA 642 
(CC) the oourt ltated at para 76 p673 "There can be no doubt that autonomy to make dccisiODl in relation to intcnIcly significant 
aspects of one'l pcnonal life arc encompBlled by the term. AI Ackcnnam J held in the Gay and Labi"" Coalition (Sodomy) 
C81C: ·'Privacy rccognilCl that we all have a right to a aphcrc of private intimacy and autonomy which allOWI UI to Cltablilh and 
nurture human relationahipl without intcrfcrcnce from the oullidc community. The way in which we give cxpn:uion to our 
lc:xua1ity is at the CQI'C of thia area of private intimacy. It: in cxprcuing our IlCXUlllity, we act CCXlICIl8ually and without harming 
one another, invasion of that pn:oinct will be a breach of our privacy" and at para 81 p 674 that: "One of the oonIicic:ratiOlll il the 
nature of the rclationlhip ooncc:mcd: an invuion of the relationahip between partncn, or parcnl md child. QI' other intimate, 
meaningful and intcnacly pcnona1. rclationahipl will be a Itrong indication of a violation clOle to the oorc of priwoy. Another 
ccmidcration iI the r:xtent to which the body of a pcrIon iI invaded: phyaical ICBI"ChcI or cxaminaticm arc often inVRIive of 
privacy, BI I 13 of the interim COI1Ititution Illggcata. AI we obaervcd bcfOl'C, the CODItituticnal oommibnent to human dignity 
invcItI a significant value in the inviolability and worth of the human body. The right to privacy, therefore, ICrVCI to protect and 
fDllter that dignity." 

Choice on Termination ofPrcgnancy Act fn 35 supra 

Intcmationa1 Covenant on ECOIlomic, Sooial and Cultural Rigbll (art. 12); the Univcna1 Declaration of Human Righla (art 25); 
American Declaration on the RighII and DutiCl of Man (art. 33); European Social Charter (art. 11); African Charter en Human 
and Peoplca' Righll (art 16); The Ccmtitution of the WQI'ld Health Organization rccognilcl the right to health 81 lithe enjoyment 
of the highest attainable standard of hc:alth il one .of the fundamen~ righll of r:vcry human being without diltinwon of race:. 
religion, political belief, economic or lOOial oondition." 

The World Health Organization developed and promulgated the undCl"ltandina of health 81 ". ltate of complete phyaica1, mental 
and locial ~II-bcing and not merely the absence of dilcue QI' infumity." (Conatitution of the World Health Organization, Balic 
Documfmtr. Official Docwncnt No. 240 (Washington, 1991». The CDIlIlitution of WHO WBI adopted at the Inlcmational Health 
Confen:ncc held in 1946 in New York., where it waslisned by the rcprcacntativca oflixty-one IIlatca. 

Article 12(2)(b) of the ICESCR apccifiCi the environment u one of the 8I"C8I for state intervention in the realization of the right 
to health. Thil provision has traditionally been interpreted u relating limply to occupational health, but in ltate reporting to the 
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phrase "health and well-being" is very broad in its ambit and may well anticipate inter alia 

the considerable body of the law of nuisance which has developed in South Africa over a 

number of years. Air pollution, noise pollution and water pollution are just some of the 

issues which, even if they do not affect health per se, could certainly be said to affect the 

well-being of human beings. Occupational health issues also enter the equation in terms of 

this right since, it is submitted, the term environment is not confined only to a home or 

living environment but embraces also the working environment. 

2.2.6 Emergency Medical Treatment 

In terms of section 27(3): "No one may be refused emergency medical treatment." The 

relevance of the prohibition of the refusal of emergency medical treatment to the right to 

life has already been discussed under the section dealing with the latter. A right not to be 

refused emergency medical treatment is a fundamental element of a right to health because 

it relates to the protection of life itself without which a right to health cannot be appreciated 

or enjoyed. A right of access to .emergency medical treatment could in a sense be regarded 

as part of a minimum core of the right to health. The comforting knowledge that one will 

always receive medical assistance in an emergency in conducive to a state of psychological 

and social well-being. The nature of the right and its elements is discussed in more detail 

elsewhere in this chapter. 

2.2.7 Access to Health Care Services, Food and Water Etc 

Section 27 (1) stipulates that -

(1) Everyone haS the right to have access to-

(a) health care services, including reproductive health care; 

(b) sufficient food and water; and 

CESCR, it iI increasingly being oDl1lidcrcd 81 relating to all environmental isauea that atl'=t human health. Primary health oarc: 
.trBtcgiCi inoludc 8COCII to olean drinking water and 1C'W&gC .ervioca, and preventiw health program. mould inolude cmtrol 
over human aotlvitica that may c:xpoac people to cnvironmcntal hazarda detrimental to their health. (Cinlle of Rigbll - Economic, 
Social and Cultural Rights AcUvilm: A Training RfUOW'CB. Module 14 Univcnity ofMinncacta Human Right. Rcacarch Centre) 
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(c) social security, including, if they are unable to support themselves and their 

dependents, appropriate social assistance48
• 

The rights expressed in section 27(1) are fully supportive ofa more general right to health 

since health is dependent upon not only a~cess to health care services but also sufficient 

food and watet19
. Adequate nutrition and sanitation and social security for those unable to 

support themselves are essential ingredients for physical, mental and even social well-being 

yet do not qualify as health services per se. 

2.2.7 Relationship Between Rights to Health and Access to Health Services 

The ~~ter-relationship between the whole and its parts in the case of the right to health and 

the rights that comprise it can be complex. A right to health and a right of access to health 

care services could in certain circumstances even conflict, for example, in the case where 

treatment severely adversely affects a patient's physical or mental well-being such as 

happens in the case of chemotherapy for cancer patients and some forms of radiation 

therapy. The spraying of dwellings with DDT to kill mosquitoes in order to protect the 

health of residents against malaria im·pacts on the right to an environment that is not 

harmful to health or well-being. DDT has been shown to be highly environmentally toxic. It 

is a persistent organic pollutant (POP) which can accumulate in the environment over many 

years and has been shown to be carcinogenic to humans and hazardous to the long-term 

survival of wildlife.5O. At one level, the right to an environment that is not harmful to health 

or well-being could be said to be both adversely and positively affected by the DDT 

48 

49 

.50 

ThiI i. entirely OOI1IiJtcnt with the provWona of artiole 2!5 of the UDHR which emphasizcl rcoognition of the right of all pcncma 
to an adequate .tandard of living, including guarantCCII for health and weD-being. It acknowledges the rclationahip between 
health and well-being and ita link with other rights, IUCh .. the right to food and the right to hOUling. u well .. medical and 
lOOialllClViCCl. 
Thus for instance it has been observed with regard to reproductive health that: ''Reproductive health is only a 1J11811 DCXIlponcnl 
of reproductive rights. Further 800CII to reproductive health acrviCCl is only one part of the right to rq:roductive: health, jUlt .. 
aocca to health ac:rviCCl iI only one upeet of the right to health. For women to have good reproductive health they have: to have: 
good gcnc:ra1 health and the phyaioal, eoonomio and lOOial oonditiona that make pouible good health overall. (Aaian Forum for 
Human Right. and Devc:lopmc:nl, Repon of a COlUllllation on Reproductivfl Right. and Hwnan Righta (Bangkok, 1997).) 

Smolcu, Sang and Liraff, "Hazarda and ExpOlUrCll Auociatcd with DDT and Synthetio Pyrcthroida used for V color Control" 
World Wildlife Fund, January 1999 (www.worldwildlife.orgltoxics/progareas/oop/ddtS.pdO Sec also Ralaff "The Cue for DDT: 
What do you do when. dreaded environmental pollutant laval lival?" Scienctl New. July 1 2000, www.malaris.orglralo1f.hlmJ 
and "WHO oallJ DDT usc vital for malaria oontrol" (WHO text) available at 
http://usinfo.statc.goy tooical/global!cbyironllatcstlOO 120406.htm 
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spraying. This scenario constitutes, in logical terms, what a Mobius strip portrays spatially 

since it presents two apparently diametrically opposed situations that are in fact located 

upon a single boundary, i.e. the same right, and arise from the same external activity. If a 

court were faced with an action against the spraying of DDT to control malaria it would 

have to look at whether the short-term improvement in the environment caused by the 

elimination of the mosquitoes outweighed the long-term detriment to the environment 

caused by the DDT. It would have to ask itself, furthermore, whether the right of future 

generations to an environment that is not harmful to health or well-being is greater than the 

right of the present generation to life and human dignity which are adversely affected by 

malaria. In the examples given above, the composite right to health must be tempered with 

or balanced against the component rights to bodily and psychological integrity and the right 

to an environment that is not harmful to health or well-being. For instance, a person must 

be able to choose to exercise the right of access to health care services. It cannot be argued 

that because there is a right of access to health care services that there is no choice to be 

made by the holder of the right as to the nature or level of the services which are to be 

provided or by whom. The right to accept or refuse health care services is an aspect of the 

right to health since it impacts upon a person's psychological well-being as much as his or 

her physical well-being. 

2.2.8 In Summary 

It is evident in view of the foregoing that a right to health, although not expressly provided 

for in the wording of the Constitution, can conceivably exist in the interfaces of the various 

constitutional rights referred to above. It is not so much an element of the Bill of Rights as 

an inevitable result of the matrix formed by the interaction of the various rights therein 

containedsl
. One must thus be careful of overemphasising the right to health, which is only 

a result or effect of the various expressly stated constitutional rights, at the expense of those 

SI Leary (fn 42 wpm) notca that: ''Human rightJ arc interdependent That is, partioular right. may dc:pcnd on other right. fur their 
fulfilmenl The right of freedom of lIBIOOiatiCX1, for c:um.plc, ia olosely relatcd to that of frccdan of exprcuion. Many other 
cxamplca could be oited. AI hal bcc:n frequently reiterated by human rightl organizatiOlll, all human right. and fundamcnta1 
freedoms arc indivilible and intcrdcpcndcnt. 3' Therefore. the right to health cannot be effectively protected without rClpcct for 
other recognized rights. Thcle include, in particular, both prohibition of diaoriminalicn, and the right of Pcrlona to partioipate in 
dceiliona affcotins them. .. 
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rights. As Chaskalson P observed in Soobramoney'2 with regard to the right to life: "Unlike 

the Indian Constitution ours deals specifically in the bill of rights with certain positive 

obligations imposed on the state and, where it does so, it is our duty to apply the obligations 

as formulated in the Constitution and not to draw inferences that would be inconsistent 

therewith"']. 

The value of a consideration of a broader right to health is that it emphasizes the need, 

when dealing with rights involving health care services, not to lose sight of the other rights 

conferred by the Bill of Rights, especially those to life and dignity, which the courts have 

identified as fundamental to the other rights in the Bill. However, a right to health is the 

result of, rather than a prerequisite for, the interaction of the various rights that are 

expressly awarded in the Constitution. The outcome of any exercise in the application of a 

right in the Bill of Rights is of necessity the result ofa balancing of various relevant rights 

in the circumstances of the individual case. Ultimately the concept of a right to health in 

South African law is thus likely to be of limited value since it is the interaction of the 

various rights in the Bill of Rights which will determine the outcome of a particular case 

involving health care services rather than a global consideration of a right to health per se. 

It must also be borne in mind that although there may be many similarities between a right 

to health implied within the Bill of Rights and the right to health as contemplated in various 

instruments of international law, the emphasis of the South African courts has been on local 

conditions and the historical background of South Africa'4. Any right" to health implied 

'2 
53 

54 

Soobramoney fit 23 supra 

Soobramoney fn 23 supra at p 772 

''The historical background to the inolusian of the right to dignity in both the interim and final eOOltitutiOOI iI also of 
conaidcrable importance in" the intc:rprc:talive enterprise. A. pointed out by Du PIal and Corder ... ·(t)hc hiltory of IYItc:matic 
diIorimination in South Africa, from lcarcgation through apartheid, was premiled on grou invasiODl of h1DDan dignity. The 
denial of thia human right. protected in many int.cmational human righlll instruments . . . wa 10 pervasive that its inclusion here 
[in I 10 of the interim Constitution], immediately after the rights to equality and life, WBI ccmplctcly uncontrovcnial .... 
The importanoc of this historical background was alao cmphuiled by O'Regan J in the MakwanyanB CalC at para [329] and by 
A£lkcrmann J, O'Regan J and Sachs J, in Prinsloo \I Van derLinde andAlIOther 1997 (3) SA 1012 (Ce) (1997 (6) BCLR 7S9) at 
para [31]. Dawood and AlIOthsr y Minister cf Home Affairs and Others,' Shalabi and AlIOthBr y Minister cf Home Affain and 
OthBn,' ThomaJ and Another \I Minuter of Home Affairs and OthBrs 2000 (1) SA 997 (e) ". In MakwanyanB, m 2 supra, the 
cwrt ll&iei: '"Undoubtedly, thiI conclUlian doca involve in lOme mCIIBUI"C a value: judgmatt. but it u a value judgment whioh 
requires objectively to be formulated, having regard to the ordinary meaning of the warda usc:d in I 11(2); ill oonsiltcncy with 
the other rights protected by the Constitution and the canstitutional philOlOphy and b1DDanillD cxprcsscd both in the preamble 
and the poIt-amble to the Constitution; illl harmony with the national ethos which the eonatitution identifies; the historical 
background to the Itruclurcll and ObjcctiVCI of the Constitution; the di.acipline of proportionality to which it mUlt legitimately be 
lubject; the effect of the death ICJI.tcnoc on the right to life protected by the COIlItitution; ita inhcrc:nt arbitrarincu in application; 
its impact on human dignity; and illl CODIiltcngy with constitutional pcrccptiOOI evolving both within South Afiica and the wcrld 
outside with which our country IharcI emerging valuca cc:ntral to the pcrmililible limits and objcctiVCI of punilhmcnt in the 
civilised community." 
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within the Bill of Rights would in any event have to be construed in the uniquely South 

African context. This may lead to outcomes which would not be anticipated in an 

international human rights setting. In view of the fact that the constitutional court itself has 

deemed it inadvisable to deal with rights not expressly awarded by the Constitution", it is 

proposed that further discussion of a notional right to health be dispensed with in favour of 

a more concrete examination of the express rights within the Constitution that relate to the 

delivery of health care services. 

2.3 Understanding The Right or Access To Health Care Services 

The right of access to health care services as expressed in the Constitution gives rise to 

many questions concerning its practical implementation. It is therefore important to clearly 

understand the various elements of the right of access to health care services and their 

practical significance. Examples of questions relating to its implementation are: 

• What are the respective obligations of the state and the private health sector in 

relation to this right? The issue of the horizontal application of the right of access to 

health care services is of considerable importance to the private health sector in South 

Africa to the extent that it may require the utilisation of private resources to achieve 

public health goals. 

• Does it mean that everyone has a right of access to all health care services no matter 

how exPensive the technology involved? 

• Is the rationing of health care services constitutional? 

• To what extent may access to health care services be restricted at an individual level 

in order to ensure greater benefits to society as a whole? 

• To what extent is utilitarianism an acceptable standard or basis upon which to ration 

access to health care services? 

In Park-Ross and Another \I Director: Office For Ssriow Economic Offencu 1995 (2) SA 148 (C): '"The South African 
Constitution must be intcrprctcd within the oontcxt and historical baokground of the South African setting. II Sec aim Qozeleni \I 

Miraister of Law and Order and Anothar 1994 (3) SA 62S (T) at 633F. 
In S \I Jordan And Others (Sex Workers Education And Advocacy Task Force And Others As Amici Curiae) (m 43 .rupra) at para 
53 p663 the court noted with regard to privacy that: "While we aoocpt that there: is manifest overlap between the righll to dignity, 
freedom. and privacy, and each reinfOl'CCll the other, we do not believe that it is uscfuJ. for the purposes of oonatitutional analysis . 
to posit an independent right to autoncmy. Thc:rc oan be no doubt that the ambit of each of the protected riabla it to be 
dc:tcrmincd in put by the underlying purport and values of the Bill of Rigbll 81 a whole and that the rightJ intcncot and overlap 
one another. It docs not follow from thil however that it it appropriate to bBIC our CONtitulionai analysil on a right not c:xprc:IIly 
included within the Constitution. II 
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• What is reproductive health care as opposed to "health care services"? 

The manner in which the right to health care servtces can be limited must· also be 

considered in some detail in order to arrive at a proper understanding of the right of access 

to health care services. In general terms, the state is required to take reasonable legislative 

and other measures, within its available resources, to achieve the progressive realization of 

each of the rights referred to in section 27(1)!!6. There is thus an acknowledgement within 

the Constitution that the socio-economic rights such as the right of access to food and water 

and health care services are limited by the available resources!!7. Further discussion of the 

issue of available resources is to be found with reference to specific case discussions below. 

Possible answers to the questions posed above with regard to the right of access to health 

care services and its limitations are discussed in the rest of this chapter. 

2.3.1 'Health Care Services' 

The right of access to health ca~e services expressed in section 27(1) is a socio-economic 

righf8
• According to the constitutional court such rights are justiciable. In the Certijication!!9 

judgment the court observed thatl5O
: 

"(T)hese rights are, at least to some extent, justiciable. As we have stated in the previous paragraph, 
many of the civ il and political rights entrenched in the [constitutional text before this Court for 
certification in that case] will give rise to similar budgetary implications without compromising 
their justiciability. The fact that socio-economic rights will almost inevitably give rise to such 
implications does not seem to us to be a bar to their justiciability. At the very minimum, socio
economic rights can be negatively protected from improper invasion." 

Socio-economic rights must be considered as a suite of rights and not discretely when 

interpreting them61
• Court decisions involving socio-economic rights generally, and not 

!!6 
!!7 

!!8 
!!9 

150 

Section 27(2) of Ad. No 108 of 1996 

Govemmfl1lt oltM Republic of South Africa and Othen v Grootboom and Otherw fn 10 mpra, Minister of Health and OtMn v 
TTBatmMl Action Campaign and OtMn (No 2) 2002 (S) SA 721 (CC); 

TAC, fn S7 8Upra 

Ex parte Chairp'lrlon of the CONtitutional Assembly: In TB CtJrtijication of the Constitution of thtJ Republic of Saulh Africa, 
1996 (4) SA 744 (CC) at para [78] 

Thil was lubsequently affumcd in Grootboom (fn 10 mpra) at 60-61, where the oourt noted that: '''While the justioiability of 
scoio-cconomio rights has been the IUbject of oonsidcrable jurisprudential and politioal debate, the issue of whether lIOOio
economio righu arc jUlticiable at all in South Afiioa has been put beyond qucatioo by the tc:xl of our Constitution • ODrIItrucd in 
the CtJrtijication judgment ... Socio-economio righu arc r:xprc:aly irJgludcd in the Bill of Rights; they oannol be laid to exist on 
papc:c only." The oourt in the TAC OIIIC (fn S7 supra) at para [2S] observed: "'The question in the preIICI1l 08IC, therefore, ia not 
whether sooio-cconomio rights arc jUlticiable. Clearly they arc." 
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only those directly concerned with the right of access to health care services are therefore 

of relevance to a consideration of the right of access to health care services62
• The court in 

the TACCS3 case observed that in both of the previous cases involving the enforcement of 

socio-economic rights, these rights and the corresponding obligations of the state were 

interpreted in their social and historical contextC54
• 

In Grootboom6S the court observed that: 

"Rights also need to be interpreted and understood in their social and historical context. The right to 
be free from unfair discrimination, for example, must be understood against our legacy of deep 
social inequality. The context in which the Bill of Rights is to be interpreted was described by 
Chaskalson P in Soobramoney: 'We live in a society in which there are great disparities in wealth. 
Millions of people are living in deplorable conditions and in great poverty. There is a high level of 
unemployment, inadequate social security, and many do not have access to clean water or to 
adequate health services. These conditions already existed when the Constitution was adopted and a 

. commitment to address them, and to transfonn our society into one in which there will be hwnan 
dignity, freedom and equality, lies at the heart of our new constitutional order. For as long as these 
conditions continue to exist that aspiration will have a hollow ring. '" 

The court in Grootboom pointed out that the question of how socio-economic rights are to 

be enforced is a difficult issue that must be carefully explored on a case-by-case basis 

considering the terms and context of the relevant constitutional provision and its application 

to the circumstances of the caseC5C5
• 

The term 'health care services' is not defined in the Constitution. It is submitted that the 

scope of the health care services contemplated in the Constitution is very broad, including 

as it does 'reproductive health care'. The express mention of reproductive health care is 
I 

significant. It indicates that the contemplated health care services must not only address 

pathological or disease states but also healthy states67
• Health care services must, in other 
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In Grootboom (fn 10 8&lpra) at para [24] the court obec:rved that: llSocio-cconomio righta mUll all be read together in the aettins 
of the Constitution BI a whole. The State i. obliged to tala: poaitive aation to meet the needs of thoac: living in extreme conditiOl1l 
of poverty, homelCllllCll or intolerable hOUling. Their intc:roonneotednell nceda to be taken into acoount in interpreting the 
lOCio-c:conom.io rights, and, in particular, in detc:rmining whether the .tate hal met ill obligaticm in b:rmI ofthc:m." 
ThU iI the approach that WBI adopted in the TAC cue (fit 51 8&lpra) at para [23] in which the court noted that: IPfhiI Court hal 
had to OOI1Iidc:r claiml for enforcement of lOCio-eoonomio righll on two OCOBIicm" and then referred to the SoobramOllBJ Y 

MinisttIT ofHsalth, Kwazuiw-Natal. fit 23 IUpra and Grootboom fn 10 mpra. . 

TAC fit S7 mpra 

TAC fn 57 8UfJra at page: 1043 para [24] and footnote 8. 

Grootboom, fit 10 8UfJra 

Grootboom,ml08&lpra . 

O'Sullivan and Bailey in Chukalaon M. Kentridge J, Klaaren J. Maroua, Spitz 0 and Woolman S (cda) Comtitu/i01lal Law of 
South Africa at 16-16, quoting Fathalla MF 'Reproductive Health: A Global Overview' AnnaLr NYACAD, SCI 28 June 1991 at P 
1 as quoted in Cook R "Human Righll and Reproductive Sclf-Detc:rmination' (I99S) 44 The AmsricQIJ Unlvenity LR 97S at 
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words not only be curative but also preventive of disease states or protective of existing 

good health. A pregnant woman is not nece~sarily ill. There are nonetheless health services 

which she requires in order to successfully give birth to a living healthy baby. Reproductive 

health ,?are may include advice on how to avoid the transmission of sexually transmitted 

illnesses, including IllY, or services involving the termination of a pregnancy. Similarly, a 

person with a terminal illness, although unable to benefit from curative care, may well have 

a right to palliative health care services if some of the other rights, such as the right to 

human dignity and the right to psychological integrity, in the constellation of rights that 

compose a right to health are taken into account A holistic approach to health care services 

would be in keeping with the constitutionally imposed obligation to respect, protect, 

promote and fulfil the rights in the Bill of Rights. It is also supportive of the idea ofa right 

to health if one considers the rights in the Bill of Rights as being different aspects of a 

central concept. The preservation of a person's health is just as important as its promotion 

and restoration. In the context of health care services the obligation to respect, protect, 

promote and fulfil covers the full spectrum of the various purposes or objectives of health 

care a~tivities which range through disease monitoring and prevention, health maintenance 

and promotion programs, to curative and palliative care. 

Whilst it could be argued that such a wide interpretation of the meaning of "health care 

services" is impractical and that ~t poses an impossibly wide obligation upon the state, it is 

submitted that as long as the limitation" of the right within available resources is 

maintained68
, such an interpretation is not only reasonable but appropriate to the underlying 

humanitarian approach of the Constitution, based on the right to human dignity, as 

68 

1002, note that: "Rcproductiw health il: 's omdition in whioh the rc:produgtivr: proccu i. acoomplishcd in • Ita1c of oomplete: 
mental, physical and lOCial well-being and il not merely the abaenoc of dillCBIC or dillOldcn of the rcproduotive prooeu. 
Reproduotive health thcrcfcrc implica that people have the ability to pr-ac:tioe and enjoy ac:xual rclatiOl1l. It further implica that 
rqmxiuction iJ oarried to • .uooc:uful outoome through child and inf8I1l 1IlD"Vival, srowth and health dcvclopnent. It finally 
implies that wamc:n can go ..rely through pregnancy and childbirth and that fertility regulation can be: adUcvcd without health 
hazard! and people are lare in having lex. ... 

A fact rcoognilcd in both Grootboom (m 10 mpra) and Minuter of Health and Olhen " T1'BalmBIII Action Campaign and 01"12 
(fit 57 8Upra) in which the oourt, referring to Graolboom, IBid: "It is alao made clear that 'I 26 docI not c:x:pcot more of the atate 
than is aohievable within ita available l"CIOUrOCII' and docs nat confer an entitlement to 'claim abelter er hOUling immediately 
upon demand' and that .. far _ the righta of 8Cceu to houaing, health oarc, IlUfficient food and water, and lOOial lCCurity fer 
thole unable to .uppcrt thcmllCIVCII and their dependants arc conoc::mcd, 'the state: is not obliged to go beyond available rCIOW"'Oel 
or to realise thcIe right. immediately'" In Soobramoney, fit 23 supra, the court held that: "The appellant'. demand to receive 
dialysis treatment at • state: hospital must be determined in accordance with the pr-owiOl1l of • 27(1) and (2) and not I 27(3). 
These: IICOtiOl1l entitle everyone to haw 8COCII to health care ac:rviCCI pr-ovidcd by the St&tc 'within it. available rcIOUrOCI'." 
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recognized by the constitutional court159
• One cannot escape such a broad approach because 

of the existence of other rights in the Bill of Rights such as the right to dignity, the right to 

bodily and psychological integrity and the right to life. By way of example, it could be 

argued that a person would be entitled to palliative care as much on the basis of the rights to 

psychological integrity and dignity as on the basis of a right of access to health care 

services. A person has a right to emergency medical treatment as much on the basis of the 

right to life as on the basis of the right to emergency medical treatment reflected in section 

27(3) of the Constitution. The available resources limitation keeps the right within 

reasonable and practicable bounds70
• 

2.3.2 

70 

Access 

See for inatance Khumalo and Othen " Holomisa 2002 (S) SA 401 (CC) where O'Regan J obacrvcd at 409: '7bc value of human 
dignity in our Constitution is not only concerned with an individual'. ICI1IC of .elf-worth, but oonatitu1el an affirmation of the 
worth of human beinaa in our locicty. It includca the intrinsic werth of human beingl shared by all people 88 well 88 the 
individual reputation of C8Qh penon built upon his or her own individual achicvcmcntJ. The value of lwman dignity in our 
Collllitution thc:rcforc valuea both the personal Icnac of lelf-worth as well as the public'l eltirnaticn of the worth or value of an 
individual". In Dawood (m. 12 IUpra) at para [3S] the court lfatcd that "The value of dignity in our Constitutional framework 
cannot ... be doubted. The Ccmtitution 8IICl"tI dignity to contradict our put in which human dignity for black South Afiioana 
W8I routinely and cruelly denied. It 8IICItII it too to inform the future, to invcat in our democracy rc:apcot for the intrinsic worth of 
all human beingl. Human dignity thcn::f'ore informs OCI1Ititutional adjudication and intcrprctaticn at a range of levell." Cited with 
approval in Khumalo fit 45 SIlPTa AlIO in Dawood (m 12 supra) the court noted that: '"The value of dignity in our Constitutional 
framework cannot therefore be doubted. The Constitution a!lller1l dignity to contradict our past in whiah human dignity for black 
South AfriC8Jll was routinely and cruelly denied. It 8IIICrtI it too to inform the future. to invest in our democracy rcapcct for the 
intrinsic worth of all human beings. Human dignity therefore informs constituticnal adjudication and inlcrJrctation at a range of 
levell. It iI a value that infOl1Dl the inteIprc:tation of many, ~ibly all. other righll." Cited with approval in Prince " P1YI8ident. 
Captl Law Soci8ty. and Othe,., 2002 (2) SA 794 (CCl. In S " Dodo 2001 (3) SA 382 (CC): "Human beings arc net oommoditiCi 
to which 8 price can be attached; they arc creatures with inhc:rcn1 and infinite worth; they ought to be treated as c:nda in 
thcmaclvca. never merely 81 mCBnl to an end." Sea also Grootboom (fn 10 supra) in which the court IBid: ''Tha proposition that 
righll are interrelated and arc all equally important iI not merely a theoretical postu1ate. Thr: oonccpl hal immense human and 
practical lignificancc in a lociety founded on 1nunan dignity. equality and fh:cdom. It il fundamental to an evaluation of thG 
rcaaonablcneu of ltate action that account be taken of the inherent dignity of human beings. The Comtitution will be worth 
infinitely leu than ill paper if the rcuonablc:ncu of ltate action conccmcd with housing iI dc:tcnnined without regard to the 
fundamental COIlItitutional value of human dignity. Section 26, read in the context of the Bill of Rightl 81 a whole. mUll mCSl 

that the rcspondcnla havc a right to reasonable action by the ltate in all ciroumstanCCl and with particular regard to human 
dignity. In short. I c:mphaaiae that human bcinsa arc required to be treated 88 human bema-." 

See the diacuuion in Chapter 1 an minimum core content. It il impcxtant to realise that. unlike international law. the South 
African Constitution UICI a top-down approach in lenni of which the righll arc OOl1Itrucd widely but limited to the c:xtcnt of the 
available 1"CIOurcc:a. ThiI Bpp'Oaeh obvialcll the need for the minimum core concept beoaUla the Iattc:r IUggc:atI 8 boltom-up 
approach in k:nnI of which the content of the right iI Ilowly incn:ascd or built up with the minimum. gore contc:nt 88 I buc. It il 
lubmittcd that the South African approach il preferable as it alloWi for changing ciroumstanCCl in which I"CIOUI'CCI may grow « 
dwindle without detracting from the value of the right or 100ing light of ill key objcctivCL It il more realistic than the minimUDl 
core concept which aceb to impolC upon States a duty to provide a particular act of bend'ill irrcIIpcotivc of whether or not thG 
I"CIOUl"OCII cxill for them to do 10. There iI an unfortunate tendency BlDongat lOme human rightl lawycn to ICC lOOio-cconomic 
righll in the abltraet. divorced from the economic realitiCi of existence: in which the notion of unlimited I"CIOUI'CCI iI a fairytalc. 
Thil approach, it iI IUbmitlcd undermines and dcva1UC1 thClC rights, rather than reinforcing and adding weight to them in 
practical temtl. 
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The fact that the Constitution makes provision for "access" to health care services must be 

taken into consideration in seeking to understand the nature of the right. It is not a direct 

right to health care services but a right of access. A right of access, it is submitted, is not as 

direct a right, as a right to health care services per se. The meaning and implications of a 

right of access should not be underestimated71
• It is submitted that this distinction allows for 

the possibility of payment for health care services by those who can afford to do so and also 

emphasizes the responsibility of the individual for his or her own health status. A direct 

right to health care services is lik~ly to preclude the legitimacy of a payment requirement 

and also to preclude, to a significant extent, the responsibility of an individual for his or her 

own health status. A right that grants access implies that the holder of the right must also 

make some kind of an effort in order to obtain the services. A direct right to health care 

services tends to suggest rather that health care services must be brought to the right holder 

on whatever circumstances or situation he finds himself. The aspect of access suggests 

health care services must be placed within the reach, in terms of geographical, economic, 

sociological and physical factors, of people in South Africa. In this sense it could be much 

wider, in practical terms, than a direct right to health care services. For instance, a right of 

access can also imply that in a deep rural area, where it is not feasible to build a clinic and 

people do not have readily available transport, there is an obligation on the state to provide 

the necessary transport to the nearest health care facility, rather than building a health care 

facility in a location where it is not cost effective to do so. Similarly in a situation where for 

instance there is a natural disaster such as flooding, which is preventing people from 

accessing health services because they are stranded, a right of access means that the state 

must alter their circumstances so that they are able to freely exercise their right of access to 

health care services. A right of access also implies a greater degree of flexibility than a 

direct right to health care services in that the state could take a decision not to provide 

health care services at all but rather allow the private health sector to do so in a system in 

which the state is a funder of health care services rather than a supplier. "Access" widens 

the focus to include activities that may not themselves fall within the definition or scope of 

71 
Liebenbcrg in Chaskalsco fit aZ in 67 8Upra at 41-26 ltatcs that: ''The phr.e 'IICOCII to' the rights in 1126 and T1 (BI oppoacd, for 
CXIIIDplc, to • 'right to adequate housing') appean to have bc:c:n UBCd to rcai.t an intcqm:tation that the state ia obliged to deliver 
the right. directly and without charge to evcry'coc. Thoac with sufficient rcaOlD"CCll will have the mC8l1ll of IICOCIIII to adequate 
hOUling (for examplc through rc:ntal, purchase ctc) and will nol need ltate BIIilllanDe to IICOUI"C hoUling. It thUi limita the .tate'. 
rcaponaibility to thoac individuala and sroupi who encounter particular diffioultica in gaining IICOCII to the:: moUi rigblL In the 
South African contCld, theae will sencrally be mcmben of diaadvanlagcd and wlncrable sroUpl." 
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the term "health care services" per se. It includes state activities in the maintenance and 

upgrading of public hospitals and ambulances, referral systems between municipal, 

provincial and national health facilities, the licensing of public and private health 

establishments, programmes for the education and retention of sufficient numbers of health 

professionals necessary to provide health care services and the creation of a non

discriminatory environment in the health sector. 

2.3.2.1 Practical Implications 

The right of access, in its practical outworking, can imply obligations upon government 

departments other than the departments of health. For example, if the road that leads to a 

hospital becomes inaccessible due to lack of maintenance or a natural disaster it may be the 

duty of the department of public works or its provincial or municipal equivalent to ensure 

that it is cleared. The inappropriate or over regulation of health care markets by the 

department of trade and industry or the Competition Commission could conflict directly 

with the right of access to health care services where for instance it results in loss of acces~ 

to medicines because trade conditions in South Africa are so unfavourable that major drug 

manufacturers are no longer prepared to supply the medicines and there is no alternative 

source of supply. If the department of education, and tertiary education facilities, for 

example, do not make provision for the education and training of suitably qualified 

pharmacists, this will impact upon access to health care services. Even within the narrower 

context of health establishments~ access to health care services is dependent upon effective 

and efficient management that ensures that electricity and water ~il1s are paid timeously so 

that these utilities are not cut oft: that relationships with external suppliers of food and 

telephone services are maintained, that human resources are managed in a responsible 

manner so that strikes and other disruptive labour action are avoided where reasonably 

possible. 

Liebenberg72 points out that: 

72 ChaakaJaon et al fn 67 mpTYJ at 41-28 to 41-29. 
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"Deprivation of access arises when the state, through legislation or administrative conduct deprives 
people of the access they enjoy to socio-economic rights ... Administrative conduct under a statute 
may amount to the deprivation of a substantive constitutional guarantee ... In the absence of 
justification, administrative action that deprives people of their access to socio-economic rights is 
unconstitutional. Unreasonable administrative action and procedural unfairness also infringe the 
right to just administrative action and will require independent justification under the limitations 
clause. This illustrates the inter-relationship between socio-economic rights and the right to just 
administrative action." 

The relationship between administrative law and the rights involving health care services 

will be discussed in a subsequent chapter. The foregoing does not mean that the state is 

obliged to maintain all existing health facilities and programmes and may not shut any of 

these down, especially ·when they are shown to be inefficient and wasteful or resources 

could be better deployed elsewhere. Logically speaking the executive branch of 

government must have the flexibility to be able to reallocate resources in accordance with 

changing needs and circumstances 73. There may well be individuals who are adversely 

affected by such reallocation decisions and the debate is then likely to tum again to whether 

the interests of the individual must take preference over the interests of a larger group of 

people or even society as a whole. As noted elsewhere, whilst the constitutional court has 

acknowledged that there may be times when the interests of society as a whole must prevail 

over the interests of the individuaP4 it has tended in" other cases to prefer the interests of 

smaller groupings7
'. It is clear that there are qualifiers as to when the interests of the whole 

will prevail against those of the individual. These will be discussed at a later stage. It is 

submitted that as the South African legal system and government develop and mature 

beyond the binary questions of access and no access and have and have-not, issues of 

access will increasingly become questions of degree. In other words, instead of whether or 

not a drug should be available, it will be a question of which one out ofa choice of several 

alternatives should be preferred and included in the essential drugs list and why or how far 

73 

74 

7' 

Liebc:nbcrg (fn 67 .r&q:Irq) at 41-29 observes that: "In conaidc:ring wbcthcr a penon has bcc:n dcpri~ of IlCCCII to a socio
economic right, account mUlt .110 be taken of the fiwt that aOOCll is not IOlely dependent on state provilion. Not every lCaling 
down er even abolition of a pogramme of ltate mpport will amount to • negative infringement of the rights in 1126(1) and 27(1). 
The effi:cll of a particular melllUrC will require clolC scrutiny to uccrtain whether it dcprivca the affected beneficiaries of 
effective acoc:u to the particular righL A violation will not ariJc if mitable alternative programmes exist or if the beneficiary can 
Sain IIOCCIII to the right through hi. or her private rcaourcca. Thi. interpn:tation prc:ICIVCI a reasonable me.ore of flexibility fer 
the Ilatc in ill policy and lcgillative choiCCl. At the lBDle time it rcquirca the application of heightened Icrutiny to me.urca 
depriving poor and diudvantaged groupIlo .tate Bllillancc:." 

In Soobramoney fn 23 IUJR'tl 
Such .. Grootboom and TAe fn 10 and m 57.r&q:1Ta 
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away the nearest accessible emergency unit or pharmacy is situated and whether it is close 

enough. 

For the present, as the recent TAe case'6 demonstrates, the early stages of development do 

require the resolution of such binary questions, and are still very much in evidence. That 

case was essentially about deprivation of public sector patients of a right of access to health 

care services, specifically a drug known as Nevirapine. It was not complete denial of access 

as the government had established a number of pilot sites which offered treatment using the 

drug to mothers and their newborn babies. However, the objection to the policy was that the 

drug was only available at a few pilot sites in each province and that it should be made 

available at all public sector health facilities. The drug was already available in the private 

sector as it had been registered with the Medicines Control Council as being indicated for 

the prevention of mother to child transmission of mv. In that case the applicants, and 

subsequently the constitutional court, made much of the fact that the drug was available in 

the private sector but not in the public sector77
• The government's administrative decision to 

gradually introduce a treatment regimen for pregnant mothers and their babies in the public 

sector was unconstitutional deprivation of access to health care services because the public 

sector caters for the poor and disadvantaged who have no alternative means of securing the 

drug themselves. The fact that the drug was available to the state free of charge and that the 

treatment was relatively short term did not help the state's case. 

2.3.2.2 Links to other rights 

76 

77 
TAC, fn 57mpro. Sec later fer the faots ofthc: C81C. 

TAC fit 57 '"Pro. Sec the argument of the applioants at p 735 of the judgmClll whc:rc it it IIlatcd that: "There: it no rational cr 
lawful bllil for allowing cioctcn in the private ICOtor to cxcroiac their profcuional judgment in dccidinS when to praoribo 
Ncvirapinc, but effectively prohibiting dooton in the public Kolor from doinS 10", at p 746 wha-e the court obsCI'VCI that: .~ 
rille. of Ncvirapine oaUling harm to infants in the public health IICCtor outside the racaroh and training lite. om be no greater than 
the riak that cxiatl at loob a lite or where it it administc:rc:d by mcdioal praotitioo.cn in the private aeotor", at p 733 liThe orux of 
the problem, howcvc:r, lie. ellcwha-e: what il to happen to thoIC mothcn and their babiCi who oannot afford aooCil to private 
health oarc and do not have 800CII to the raearoh and training litcl?" at p 748 "In dealing with thelC questiON it mUit be kept in 
mind that thia calC oonoc:mI partioularly thole who oannot afford to pay fer mcdioal ICI'ViCCI. To the: cxtcnl that Sovcnuncnl 
limib the IUpply of Ncvirapinc to ill research litcl, it is the pocr cubide the catchment areal of thClC IitCi who will luffer. There 
is 8 difference in the PDllitioni of tboIC who can afford to pay for ICMOCI and thDlle who cannot. State policy mUll take account 
of thcIC diffCl'CllOCl" and at p7S0 "Hen: we an: oonocmed with children born in public hDllpitall and olinici to mothcn who arc 
for the mDllt part indisent and unable to pin BOCCII to private medical treatment which il beyond their mClUll. They and their 
children an: in the main dependent upon the State to make health oarc acrv1.CCI available to them." 
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It is submitted that a right of access harks back to the fundamental constitutional value of 

and right to dignity and dignity in its tum is closely linked to equality. In the past, people 

were denied access to certain health facilities and health care services because the values of 

dignity and equality were not respected.78 A right of access to health care services reflects 

more accurately the break with the past intended by the Constitution than a mere right to 

health care services would have done. It implies that in the private and public health sectors 

alike, people of all races and cultures must have equal access to health care services. 

Access may not be denied in the private sector on the grounds of unfair discrimination such 

as happened in the past. This is not to say that people of all races and cultures must have 

free access to health care services in the private sector. It is arguing rather that criteria for 

access must be applicable to everyone regardless of their race, culture and other 

characteristics on the basis of which they were previously the victims of unfair 

discrimination. The right of access to health care services as stated in section 27(1) imposes 

no specific obligations upon the state as opposed to the private sector. It is important to 

make this distinction in order not to conflate the right with the corresponding obligation of 

the state alone as expressed in section 27(2). It is submitted that the right in section 27(1) 

does not only give rise to a corresponding obligation on the part of the state to give access 

to health care services although the obligations of the state, as expressed in section 27(3), 

with regard to promotion and fulfilment of the right are undoubtedly broader than those of 

private entities. Questions of the ability to pay aside, a private sector health establishment 

that denied a person access to its facilities for a reason which is not legally justifiable is as 

likely to be acting in violation of the constitutional right of access to health care services as 

it is to be guilty of unfair discrimination. This demonstrates the link between access on the 

one hand and dignity and equality on the other. 

78 
See for instance, Cowen S 'Can 'Dignity' Guide South Africa'. Equality Jurisprudencc?' (17) SA.lHR 2001 p 34 at P 43 where 
Ihc Ilatc:l that: ''O'Regan J makCl a UICful distinotion between a vilian of dignity that iI informed by the pllll and a vi.ion for the 
future. Viewing dignity through the lena of history and humanity that WBI denied people in the put can provide: a uac:fuJ. way to 
undcntand ill meaning mon: fully. Such an hiltorioal approach iI also evident in rccc:nt cxtra-ourial ltatcmenta by A£1kmnan J. 
In ru. Bram Filcher IIpCCOh delivered in May 2000, Ackerman J IUgp.cd that: 'it iI pcrmiuible and indeed ncceuary to look at 
the ill. of the put whioh [the CCnltitution] .cc:b to rectify and in thia way...to cIlablilh what equality and dignity meBIL .. What lay 
at the heart of the apartheid philOlophy W8I the cx1cnIive and lUltained attempt to deny to the majority of the South Afiicm 
papulation the right of IClf-idcntifioation and IClf-detcrmination. .. Who you were. when: you could live, what lOhool. and 
univc:nitiCi you oould attend, what you could do and upirc to, and with whom you could form intimate pcnonal rclaticmahipl 
W8I d.etcrmincd far you by the lltate... The ltate did ita belt to deny blEb that which i. definitional to being human, namely the 
ability to undCIItand or at ICBlt dcfmc onClelf through OOCI own powcn and to act freely BI a moral agent purIU8Ilt to .uoh 
undcntanding of lCIf-dc:finition. Blaob were treated 81 a mCanl to an end and hardly ever • an end in thcmlClVCI; and aImOil 
complete rcvenaI of the Kantian imperative and conocpt of prioclCII inner worth and dignity. ,n 
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It is su~mitted that questions of access are fundamental to govemment~s obligation to 

respect, protect, promote and fulfil the rights in the Bill of Rights as envisaged in section 

7(2) of the Constitution. It imposes both negative and positive obligations on the state.79 In 

a consideration of whether access has been unlawfully denied in a particular instance, an 

examination of the state's obligation to respect, protect, promote and fulfil would have to 

be undertaken with regard to the specific circumstances of the case together with other 

limiting factors such as the availability of resources. 

2.3.2.3 Rationing 

A further question that i~ of importance in understanding the right of access to health care 

services is the question of the nature and level of care to which people are entitled. Whilst 

this question may be answered at one level "On the basis of the limitation of available 

resources it does raise other issues which are not necessarily completely addressed by this 

argument. Take for example the situation of a terminally ill person or someone who is in a 

persistent vegetative state who can perhaps be kept alive by a particular health care 

intervention but with no improvement in quality of life or prospects of recovery. The 

treatment is of such a nature that it simply adds on a few more days or weeks of life but 

Dc VOl P, 'Grootboom, The Risht of Acocu To Housing and substantive Equality. CmtCldual FaimCII' 17 South African 
Journal of Human Righu 2001 p2'8 at p 271-2 poinlB out that: "The judgement in Grootboom cxmfirma that the right of acceu 
to housinS creates both nesatiw: and pOlitive obligatiOlll fOl" the state ... But the mot that a26 creates a right that can be enforced 
by individuals does not mean that individuals have a right to olaim aocess to shelter or housing on demand The individual has a 
right to demand that the state take action to begin to address the housing needs of those individuaJa who cannot provide far 
themselves 01" who need _istance from the state befere they would be able to Sain access to adequate housing. The pOIitiw: 
CClIDponcnt of the risht of 8OCCI8 to adequate housing thus plaoea a duty upon the state to take atcp to address the housing needs 
of society. Giwn the constituticma1 Yiaion of a sooiety in whioh all individuals will have aocess to adequate housing. the failure 
by the state to take adequate steps to aohiew: this goal would OORItitute a failure to engage meaningfully with the transfCll'llllltiw: 
visiCD of the Constitution. In enforcins this right, a court will be required to evaluate the state's actiaa, tint, to determine 
whether any steps have been taken and seoond, whether appropriate Iteps have been taken. At the heart of the Grootboom 
judgment il the Court's interpretation of what would ocmtitule such appropriate lteps and when the atepa tabn by the state 
would not be satisfaotory fram a oonstitutional point of view. Where oow are oalled upon to cxmaidcr whether the state has 
fulfilled ita positiw: obligatiCllll to take appropriate lteps to realise the right of aooess to adequate housing. the question will 
revolve around the rsasonablenul CII' not of the state'l plan and the implementation ofthil plan." 
It is lubmitted that the validity of these ltatements in the oontext of aocea to health oare servioes is born out by the approach of 
the oonstitutianal oourt in the rAe caac. Howevcc these oammenta also add a subtle gloss to the lignifioance of a right of QCCeII. 

A right of aCOCll in a seaue p-eoludea a olaim to health care aervioes CIl demand.. In more dcw:loped Countries IIIOOCIIII is likely in 
many instanoea to be a fairly subjective OQIloept that involves questiCllll of degree. Whilst there will always be new medioal 
teohnologies and drugs that are out of the reach of many people because they are too c:KpeDIivc, tbcrc are very often other pre
existing, albeit slower 01" more oumbersome ways to address a health omditiCllL An example is that of sCHl8lled 'keyhole surgery' 
or minimally invasive SurserY which employs very small instrumentl to perform endClIoopioally oertain types of lurgery that 
would otherwise require much larger incisions and more physioal injury to the body. Keyhole surgery by experienced surgeons 
usually takes Ie. time. tluul crdinary open surgery and the patient usually has a muoh quicker reoovcJ)' rate. However the 
teohnology used for keyhole surgery can be mere expensiw: than that used in ordinary open IUrpy and some piblio ROtCII' 
health establishments may limply be unable to afford it. Thia does not mean however, that they oannot treat the condition at all. 
It means that they simply use the oldcr methods of doinSIO. 
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cannot necessarily do so indefinitely. It is expensive and its utilisation to prolong the life of 

the terminally ill person may entail an opportunity cost for saving the life of someone else 

who stands a better chance of recovery. Is a person entitled to such treatment? The question 

relates as much to the right to life as it does to the right to health care services. These 

questions are at the heart of the interface of the law and the profession of medicine. 

Medical personnel are faced with difficult decisions of this nature on a regular basis. At 

what point can and should the law interfere with such decisions? These questions were 

canvassed by the constitutional court in Soobramoney v the Minister of Health (KwaZulu

Natal) 80. 

2.3.2.4 Soobramoney v the Minister of Health (KwaZulu-Natall1 

Facts 

The applicant was a 41-year-old unemployed man, who was gravely ill. He was a diabetic, 

he suffered from an ischaemic heart disease and he had chronic renal failure. The province 

had refused to allow him access to provincial renal dialysis facilities and he could not 

afford to access these in the private sector because he was unemployed and was not a 

member of a medical scheme. The basis for the refqsal of the province to dialyse the 

applicant was that he did not satisfy the criteria that had been laid down by the provincial 

health authorities in order to ensure that maximum benefit was derived from the limited 

number of renal dialysis machines available in the province. Patients suffering from 

irreversible chronic renal failure were not admitted automatically to the provincial renal 

dialysis programme but according to a set of guidelines in terms of which the primary 

requirement for admission was a patient's eligibility for a kidney transplant A patient who 
. . 

~ eligible for a transplant would be provided with dialysis treatment until an organ donor 

was found and a kidney transplant had been completed. According to the guidelines, 

patients were not eligible for kidney transplants unless they were free of significant 

vascular or cardiac disease. Since the appellant suffered from ischaemic heart disease and 

80 

81 
Soobramoney" Minister o/Health,Kwazuz",-Natal m 23 8Upra 
Soobramoney m 23 supra 
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cerebro-vascular disease he was not eligible for a kidney transplant and therefore did not 

qualify for the renal dialysis program. The High CourF noted that in the applicant's case, 

"[t]he word 'chronic' denotes a progressive deterioration and irreversible disease". 

Judgment 

The constitutional court upheld the decision of the High Court in favour of the Minister of 

Health (KwaZulu-Natal). It took the view that that the obligations imposed on the state by 

sections 26 and 27 of the Constitution dealing with the right of access to housing, health 

care, food, water and social security were dependent upon the resources available for such 

purposes, and the corresponding rights themselves were limited by reason of the lack of 

resources. Given this lack of resources and the significant demands made on them by high 

levels of unemployment, inadequate social security and a widespread lack of access to 

clean water or to adequate health services, an unqualified obligation to meet these needs 

would not at the time of the case be capable of being fulfilled. 

On the subject of the allocation of scarce resources Chaskalson P quoting with approval 

from R v Cambridge Health Authority. ex parte JJB3 in which the British court of appeals 

stated: 

"I have no doubt that in a perfect world any treatment which a patient, or a patient's family, sought 
would be provided if doctors were willing to give it, no matter how much it cost, particularly when 
a life was potentially at stake. It would however, in my view, be shutting one's eyes to the real 
world if the Court were to proceed on the basis that we do live in such a world. It is common 
lmowledge that health authorities of all kinds are constantly pressed to make ends meet They 
cannot pay their nurses as much as they would like; they cannot provide all the treatments they 
would like; they cannot purchase all the extremely expensive medical equipment they would like; 
they cannot carry out all the research they would like; they cannot build all the hospitals and 
specialist units they would like. Difficult and agonising judgments have to be made as to how a 
limited budget is best allocated to the maximum advantage of the maximum number of patients. 
That is not a judgment which the court can make" 

and then observed that: 

"The provincial administration which is responsible for health services in KwaZulu-Natal has to 
make decisions about the funding that should be made available for health care and how such funds 

B2 

83 
Soobramoney vMini8terofHfJalth. Kwazulu-Natal1998 (1) SA 430 (0) 

ExparteB [1994] AllER 129CA 
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should be spent These choices involve difficult decisions to be taken at the political level in fixing 
the health budget, and at the functional level in deciding upon the priorities to be met A court will 
be slow to interfere with rational decisions taken in good faith by the political organs and medical 
authorities whose responsibility it is to deal with such matters,,84. 

The constitutional court rejected the argument that the applicant's situation fell to be 

decided under section 27(3) which grants the right not to be refused emergency medical 

treatment. It held, given that the appellant suffered from chronic renal failure and that to be 

kept alive by dialysis he would require such treatment two to three times a week, that his 

condition was not an emergency calling for immediate remedial treatment. It was rather an 

ongoing state of affairs resulting from an incurable deterioration of the applicant's renal 

function. 

The ~ourt also rejected the right to life argument which claimed that on the basis of the 

right to life, everyone requiring life-saving treatment who was unable to pay for such 

treatment herself or himself was entitled to have the treatment provided at a state hospital 

without charge. Chaskalson P observed in this regard that: 

"In our Constitution the right to medical treatment does not have to be inferred from the nature of 
the state established by the Constitution or from the right to life which it guarantees. It is dealt with 
directly in s 27. If s 27(3) were to be construed in accordance with the appellant's contention it 
would make it substantially more difficult for the state to fulfIl its primary obligations under ss 
27(1) and (2) to provide health care services to 'everyone' within its available resources. It would 
also have the consequence of priQritising the treatment of terminal illnesses over other forms of 
medical care and would reduce the resources available to the state for purposes such as preventative 
health care and medical treatment for persons suffering from illnesses or bodily infinnities which 
are not life threatening. In my view, much clearer language than that used in s 27(3) would be 
required to justify such a conclusion." 85 

Significantly, the court held that the state's failure to provide renal dialysis to all persons 

suffering from chronic renal failure did not constitute a breach of its constitutional 

obligations as reflected in section 27(1). 

Discussion 

84 

85 
Soobramoney, m 23 .rlq.)ra. para 29 p776 

Soobramoney, m 23 .rupra at para 19 P T13 - 714 
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It is submitted with respect that the constitutional court made a number of significant 

pronouncements. on the right to life and health care services in this case and provided some 

fairly solid answers to the questions posed previously. SoobramomeJ!6 is an extremely 

important decision in that it highlights the fact that there is justification in preferring the 

interests of the collective over those of the individual in certain circumstances. The 

individualistic approach must have limits if society is to function successfully as a whole. 

This principle applies as much with regard to constitutional rights as it does to criminal 

law. Chaskalson P recognised this in the Soobramoney judgment with the words: 

"The state has to manage its limited resources in order to address all these claims. There will be 
times when this requires it to adopt an holistic approach to the larger needs of society rather than to 
focus on the specific needs of particular individuals within society.'~ 

Another important point to emerge from the decision of the Court in SoobramoneYS is that 

rationing of access to health care services is a legitimate, and necessary activity and that a 

constitutional right of access to health care services cannot detract from the hard fact of 

limited resources. Sachs J observed that: 

"In all the open and democratic societies based upon dignity, freedom and equality with which I am 
familiar, the rationing of access to life-prolonging resources is regarded as integral to, rather than 
incompatible with, a human rights approach to health care,"sg 

pointing out that: 

"Section 39(1)(a) of the Constitution requires us when interpreting the bill of rights to promote the 
values that underlie an open and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and 
freedom.'~ 

The concept of rationing is discussed in more depths elsewhere in this chapter. It is 

intricately linked to the issue of available resources and the progressive realisation of socio

economic rights which is essential to an understanding of the constitutional right of access 

to health care services. 

8C5 

87 

88 

89 

90 

Soobramoney. fit 23 8UprQ 

Soobramoney m 23 supra, para 31 

Soobramoney fit 23 8UprQ 

Soobramoney fh 23 8UprQ para '2 p 782 
See Soobramoney m 23 supra, footnote injudgment 
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It is clear from the judgment of the court in Soobramoney that there are boundaries beyond 

which the law should not interfere in matters involving the allocation of resources91
• Even 

the right to life cannot found a right on demand to life-saving medical treatment in all 

cases. The criteria for the courts in deciding whether or not interfere with a decision of the 

political organs and medical authorities responsible for such matters as stated by the court 

are rationality (it is submitted that in the light of the Grootboom and TAC decisions92 this is 

better described as 'reasonableness '93) and good faith. These criteria are in many respects 

simply a reflection of the administrative law principles of procedural filirness and 

administrative justice. After all, the decision by the KwaZulu-Natal health authorities to 

adopt the renal dialysis protocol which applied to Mr Soobramoney could be classified as 

an administrative decision although the court does not seem to have expressly regarded it as 

such. As with all administrative decisions, if one applies one's mind th~n one is likely to 

act rationally and take reasonable decisions. If one acts in good faith, there must be an 

absence of bias and the proper appl~cation of one's mind. It is submitted that these grounds 

are similar to the grounds of review that are often applied in order to judge the integrity and 

validity of administrative decisions. In the case of Roman v Williams N094 the court held 

that an administrative decision was: 

91 

92 

93 

94 

Sec Roux T "Legitimating Traosformatico: Political Resource AIl00atico in tho South Aiican Constituticoal court" 
http://www.law.wits.ac.1.a1calsllVoublicationaipcIDnorwaxpaper.pdfatp2whoo~that .. Judges.itis said, are neither 
mandated ncr institutionally equipped to undertake the complex: eoonomio and inten:It balancins enquiries that inform the 
allocation of publio 1"C8OUfCCI. It is therefore unwise:: to Sive judses the power to review deoiliOl1l taken by the politioal branohal 
in this area and foolish for judges to .elUDe this power wheu they arc not compelled to do 10. If these propoeiti011l arc bue for 
judges in establislu:d dcmooraoics, one would expCGt that they would apply with even greater force in new dcmocnciea where 
the judioial branch is by definition, still in the proceu of buildins the institutianal legitimacy required to play a meaningful role 
in politiOl. It is thc:cefon: mrprisins that lOme of the most far-n:achinS decisions in this area haw been handed down by 
oanstituticoal oourtI in Hunpry and South Afiica - both oountries dcmoomtised in the last fifteen yean. It is even mCll'C 
mrprising that, in the Q8IC of South Africa, the judioial review of political resouroe allocation has not as yet 1rissered any 
sisnifioant protest from the CltCcutive." 
Grootboom fh 10 and TAe fh S7 8Upra 
Sec de Waal, Currie and Er8llllUl, fh 2 8Up1'Q at P 439, where they obacrve that: "While there can be COIIIidc:rable disagreement 

about the beat way to achieve these goals,. the state hal an obligation to jUltify ita choice of means to tho public. Put another way, 
the standard of reuonablCl1Cll requira re8lOl1 Jiving. But the court's role does not end with requiring an explanation. The 
explanation can be evaluated for ita rcaaonablCllClll, ita ability to convince a I'CIIIOII8ble penon of ita oohc:cence. The obligatico of 
juatifioatico JDC8IlI the provision of re8lOJll that would satisfy mOlt people of the raticma1ity of a polioy on ill own terms, even if 
they an: DOt ocnvinoed about the wisdom. of choosing such a polioy in the first place." Sec also Roux fit. 91 8Upra at p 7 who 
states that: "It is thc:refore instructive to compare this review standard [as expreued in Grootboom] to the rational-b.is and 
proportionality atandarda in South Afiican and oomparative COIIItitutional law, which mark. respectively the low and high ends of 
the oontinuum of review standards &om which the court misht have ohOIen. Thr: re8lOJl8blcmeaa standard in Qrootboom is 
clearly strioter than the rational-basis standard applied under sccticn 9(1) of the 1996 Ccmtitutico." He men as authcrity for 
this observation to Bel Porto School Governing Body and Others" Premier a/the Province, Wutrlrn Cape and Another 2002 (9) 
BCLR 891 (Ce) para 46 where it was hr:ld that the Grootboom rcaaCllUlbleneas review standard was a "hiper standard" than the 
review standard applied under section 9(1) of the Constitution. 
Roman 1998 (1) SA 279 (C) at P 284 • 28S 
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"reviewable administrative action within the purview of s 33(1) and (2) oftbe Constitution Act 108 
of 1996 (as these subsections are to be deemed to be read in terms of item 23(2)(b) of Schedule 6 of 
the Constitution) and such a decision must be justifiable, in relation to the reasons given for it 
Justifiability as specified is to be objectively tested. The scope of this constitutional test is clearly 
much wider than that of the common-law test and it overrides the common-law review grounds as 
set out in Johannesburg Stock Exchange v Witwatersrand Nigel Ltd ... 
Administrative action, in order to prove justifiable in relation to the reasons given for it, must be 
objectively tested against the three requirements of suitability, necessity and proportionality which 
requirements involve a test of reasonableness. Gross unreasonableness is no longer a requirement 
for review. 
The constitutional test embodies the requirement of proportionality between the means and the end. 
The role of the Courts in judicial reviews is no longer confmed to the way in which an 
administrative decision was reached but extends to its substance and merits as well." 

The relevance of administrative law to health care delivery will be canvassed in more 

depths in a later chapter. On the question of the meaning of the right to life in the context of 

life prolonging health care services Sachs J observed that: 

"However the right to life may come to be defined in South Africa, there is in reality no meaningful 
way in which it can constitutionally be extended to encompass the right indefinitely to evade death. 
As Stevens J put it: dying is part of life, its completion rather than its opposite. We can, however, 
influence the manner in which we come to tenns with our mortality. It is precisely here, where 
scarce artificial life-prolonging resources have to be called upon, that tragic medical choices have to 
bemade'~s. 

There are thus circumstances in which, even if the resources may, technically speaking, be 

available, there is no right to their use for the purpose merely of evading death. The right of 

a person in a persistent vegetative state to be maintained in that state indefinitely is thus 

questionable. However, this calls into the play the fact that in South Africa, the withdrawal 

of life support could in certain circumstances amount to criminal conduct due to the fact 

that euthanasia is not legally recognised96
• One cannot avoid getting involved in discussions 

involving utilitarianism at this level. The hard question is that in a country in which there is 

a shortage of health care personnel to treat a patient, how can one justify keeping such a 

patient 'alive' when the nursing staff and possibly the bed may be required for the purpose 

of the delivery of health care services to other patients who have a good chance of 

Soobramoney fit 23 supra, para 57 P 784. footnotes omitted. 

S " Hartmann 1975 (3) SA 532 (el; S "DB Bellocq 1975 (3) SA 538 ('1'). The South African courts haw not, however. been 
entirely UI1IympathctiO. In Clarke " HU1'8t No and Othen (m 29 supra) the court observed that: "There IR no doubt many whOllC 
susoeptibilitica would be otrcnded at the thought 1hat it could cwr be reallcaable for thoac rcaponsib1e for the oaro of the disabled 
patient not to take whatever ItcpI it may be rc&SOI18bly possible to take to keep the patient aliw - rcgardlcu of the quality of the 
life which the patient would haw to mdun: if kept alive. A mcment'a reflection would however tell one that it happens regularly. 
capcoially in the cue of the terminally ill. that decisions IR taken to allow thc patient to die rather than to prolcng a life of 
I1Iffcring by taking 1ife-aupport PlC8IUI'CI. " 
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recovery. At present it seems that an answer to the question of the legal acceptability of 

euthanasia lies somewhere between the fact that the right to life does not encompass the 

right to indefinitely evade death and the legal convictions of society upon which issues of 

wrongfulness depend97. 

There is a tendency in human rights law to favour the interests of the individual mther than 

those of society as a wholeP8. This can create a considerable degree of tension for the policy 

makers in the executive and legislative branches of government who often have to make 

decisions and set policy at the level of society as a whole in order to obtain the most benefit 

for the greatest numbers of people. This approach is very likely to compromise the interests 

of particular individuals who fallon the borderlines of policy positions. The interests of an 

individual can at times seriously conflict with the broader interest of the collective and it 

becomes a question of achieving an acceptable balance between individual and group 

interests in setting policy. This is easier said than done: 

2.3.2.5 The Individual v The Collective 

It is necessary to examine the decisions of the constitutional court in Government of the 

Republic of South Africa and Others v Grootboom and Others and Minister of Health and 

Others v Treatment Action Campaign and Others in order to further explore the need to 

balance the interests of smaller groupings and individuals against those of society as a 

whole in resource allocation decisions and to understand how the constitutional court has 

517 

P8 
Sec dilCU8li.on ofwrongfu1ncu and relevant oase law in Clarke y Hunt No and Others 1992 (4) SA 630 (0) 1iom 652 onwards. 

Thia is pouibly to IImlC extent, in South Africa at least, a p-oduct of the perceived roles of the lcpalu.rc and the judioiary. Sec 
fel' instance, the obacrvaticm of Kc:ntridgc and Spitz, Chaskalsm BI al, m 60 8Upra, at 11-23 to 11-24 whece, in a dilOUllicn of 
valuc-bascc:I intcrprctaticn, they state: "Like othcI' interpretive approachct. value based inteIprctation is also srounded upon a 
viaicn of thc appropriate institutional role of the judiciary and reflecta a particu1.. R:8pomc to the oountcrm.yoritarian dilemma. 
III p-oponcnll ac1cnowlcdgc the countermajaritarian nature of conatitutional review and "sue that this role is IIlOIIl appropriate to 
the p-otcction of individual rights. The majoritarian institutiQl'll of sovemmcnt poIICII differ'Cnt institutional competencies from 
thoac of the judioiary. Thc rolc of the oourta is not to make social policy but rather to articulate principlc. ConscqUClllly. the 
relative insuIaticn and weaker- mechanisms of democratic accountability characteristio of the judioim-y provide tho ncocaary 
space within which to perform the proper judicial function. If the rolc of the Icpature is to pvc cxprcuion to the majority wiD, 
the rolc of thc courta, at 1cut in constitutional matters, is to p-olcct the individual rights which may be oountermajoritarian in 
1lIlI:ul'e. The cour1I are f.. mare than olcarinS-hOUlCl for the products of the Icsulaturc. They protect certain sphcn:s of 
penonhood against inoUl'licn by' the majority. Mcaning1Ul cnfonxmcnl of individual ripll may have, • ita oonsccplalOC, Iarp 
scalc social intc:rvcntion. One of the fimotiOlll of oQl'lltitutionai review is to determine when such intcrvc:ntion is justified by the 
duty to p-oteot individual riptL Viewed in this Iisht, insulatian &om thc wpies of thc political prooCII is an advantasc. 
Instead of bcina a participant in majoritarian bqainins throush the political proocu. the judicim-y may ocms.idcr questions of 
principle and political morality." (footnotes omitted). In practice this would seem to be thc cxpcriCIICC of the CltCOUlivc branch of 
sow:mmcmt in the area of sooio-coonomio rights. 
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dealt with socio-economic rights, of which the right of access to health care services is one, 

thus far. 

2.3.2.6 Government of the Republic of South Africa v Grootboom99 

Facts 

This case involved the right to housing of the respondents who had been evicted from their 

informal homes situated on private land earmarked for formal low-cost housing. They 

applied to a High Court for an order requiring the government to provide them with 

adequate basic shelter or housing until they obtained permanent accommodation. The High 

Court held that s 28(1)(c) of the Constitution obliged the state to provide rudimentary 

shelter to children and their parents on demand if the parents were unable to shelter their 

children, that this obligation existed independently of and in addition to the obligation to 

take reasonable legislative and other measures in terms ofs 26 of the Constitution and that 

the state was bound to provide this rudimentary shelter irrespective of the availability of 

resources. The appellants were accordingly ordered by the High Court to provide the 

respondents who were children and their parents with shelter. The appellants appealed 

against this decision. 

Judgment 

The court held that the question of how socio-economic rights were to be enforced was a 

difficult issue which had to be carefully explored on a case-by-case basis considering the 

terms and context of the relevant constitutional provision and its application to the 

circumstances of the case. It said that that interpreting a right in its context required the 

consideration of two types of context. On the one hand, rights had to be understood in their 

textual setting, which required a consideration of chapter 2 and the Constitution as a whole. 

On the other hand, rights also had to be understood in their social and historical context. 

Grootboom :fit 10 supra 
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The right to access to adequate housing could therefore not be seen in isolation but in the 

light of its close relationship with the other socio-economic rights, all read together in the 

setting of the Constitution as a whole. It observed that the interconnectedness of the rights 

and the Constitution as a whole had to be taken into account in interpreting the socio

economic rights and, in particular, in determining whether the state had met its obligations 

in terms of them. The court noted further that for a person to have access to adequate 

housing there had to be the provision of land, services (such as the provision of water, the 

removal of sewage and the fmancing of all these) and a dwelling. The right also suggested 

that it was not only the state who was responsible for the provision of houses but that other 

agents within society had to be enabled by legislative and other measures to provide 

housing. The state therefore had to create the conditions for access to adequate housing for 

people at all economic levels of society. With regard to the obligations of the state the court 

observed that s 26(2) made it clear that the obligation imposed upon the state was not an 

absolute or unqualified one. The extent of the state's obligation was defined by three key 

elements which had to be considered separately: (a) the obligation to take reasonable 

legislative and other measures; (b) to achieve the progressive realisation of the right; and 

( c) within available resources. 

It went on to point out that reasonable legislative and other measures such as policies and 

progmms had to be determined in the light of the creation by the Constitution of different 

spheres of government and the allocation· of powers and functions amongst these different 

spheres thus emphasising their obligation to co-operate with one another in carrying out 

their constitutional tasks. A reasonable housing program capable of facilitating the 

realisation of the right therefore had to clearly allocate responsibilities and tasks to the 

different spheres of government and ensure that the appropriate financial and human 

resources were available to implement it. The formation of a program was therefore only 

the first stage in meeting the state's obligations. The program also had to be reasonably 

implemented as failure to do so would be a breach of the state's obligations. 

The court said that in order to be reasonable, a program had to be balanced and flexible and 

make appropriate provision of attention to housing crises and to short, medium and long 
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term needs. It commented that a program excluding a significant segment of society would 

not be reasonable and noted that reasonableness had to be understood in the context of the 

Bill of Rights as a whole, especially the constitutional requirement that everyone be treated 

with care and concern and the fundamental constitutional value of human dignity. 

The court held ·that the term 'progressive realisation' showed that it was contemplated that 

the right contained in section 26 could not be realised immediately. The goal of the 

Constitution was that the basic needs of all in South African society must be effectively met 

and the requirement of progressive realisation meant that the state had to take steps to 

achieve this goal. This in tum meant that accessibility had to be progressively facilitated, 

involving the examination of legal, administrative, operational and financial hurdles which 

had to be lowered over time. It was thus a requirement that housing was not only to be 

made accessible to a larger number of people but also to a wider range of people over time. 

It observed that the third defining aspect of the obligation to take the requisite measures is 

that the obligation does not require the state to do more than its available resources permit. 

This means that both the content of the obligation in relation to the rate at which it is 

achieved as well as the reasonableness of the measures employed to achieve the result are 

governed by the availability of resources. There is a balance between goal and means. The 

measures must be calculated to attain the goal expeditiously and effectively but the 

availability of resources is an important factor in detennining what is reasonable. 

The court said that the national government bore the overall responsibility for ensuring that 

the state complied with the obligations imposed on it by section 26. It found in particular 

that the programs adopted by the state fell short of the requirements of section 26(2) in that 

no provision was made for relief to the categories of people in desperate need and held that 

the Constitution obliged the state to act positively to ameliorate these conditions. This 

obligation, said the court, was to devise and implement a coherent, co-ordinated program 

designed to provide access to housing, healthcare, sufficient food and water and social 

security to those unable to support themselves and their dependants. The state also had to 

foster conditions to enable citizens to gain access to land on an equitable basis. Those in 

need had a corresponding right to demand that this be done. 
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It emphasised, however, that section 26 (and also section 28) did not entitle the respondents 

to claim shelter or housing immediately upon demand. With regard to the rights of children 

in section 28 vis-a.-vis the more general rights in section 27 and 28 the court observed that 

there was an overlap which was not consistent with the notion that section 28(1)(c) created 

separate and independent rights for children and their parents. The court ruled that 

subsections l(b) and l(c) of section 28 must be read together and that they ensure that 

children are properly cared for by their parents or families, and that they receive 

appropriate alternative care in th~ absence of parental or family care. The section 

encapsulates the conception of the scope of care that children should receive in South 

African society. The court observed that it followed from subsection 1 (b) that the 

Constitution contemplates that a child has the right to parental or family care in the first 

place, and the right to alternative appropriate care only where that is lacking. Through 

legislation and ~e common law, the obligation to provide shelter in ss (l)(c) is imposed 

primarily on the parents or family and only alternatively on the state. The state thus incurs 

the obligation to provide shelter to those children, for example, who are removed from their 

families. It follows, said the court, that section 28(1)(c) does not create any primary state 

obligation to provide shelter on demand to parents and their children if children are being 

cared for by their parents or families. The court noted, however, that this does not mean 

that the state incur~ no obligation in relation to children who are being cared for by their 

parents or families. In the first place, the state must provide the legal and administrative 

infrastructure necessary to ensure that children are accorded the protection contemplated by 

section 28. This obligation would normally be fulfilled by passing laws and creating 

enforcement mechanisms for the maintenance of children, their protection from 

maltreatment," abuse, neglect or degradation, and the prevention of other forms of abuse of 

children mentioned in section 28. In addition, the state is required to fulfil its obligations to 

provide families with access to land in terms of section 25, access to adequate housing in 

terms of section 26 as well as access to health care, food, water and social security in terms 

of section 27. The court held that it followed that sections 25 and 27 require the state to 

provide access on a programmatic and coordinated basis, subject to available resources. 

One of the ways in which the state would meet its section 27 obligations would be through 
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a social welfare program providing maintenance grants and other material assistance to 

families in need in defined circumstances. The court ruled that in the circumstances of the 

case, there was no obligation upon the state to provide shelter to those of the respondents 

who were children and, through them, their parents in terms ofs 28(1)(c) and that the High 

Court therefore erred in making the order it did on the basis of this section. 

In conclusion the constitutional court observed that this case showed the desperation of 

hundreds of thousands of people living in deplorable conditions throughout the country, 

that Constitution obliges the state to act positively to ameliorate these conditions and that 

the obligation is to provide access to housing, health-care, sufficient food and water, and 

social security to those unable to support themselves and their dependants. It said that the 

state must also foster conditions to enable ·citizens to gain access to land on an equitable 

basis. Those in need have a corresponding right to demand that this be done. The court 

acknowledged that it is an extremely difficult task for the state to meet these obligations in 

the conditions that prevail in South Africa and that this is also recognised by the 

Constitution which expressly provides that the state is not obliged to go beyond available 

resources or to realise these rights immediately. It stressed, however, that despite all these 

qualifications, it was a matter of rights, and that the Constitution obliges the state to give 

effect to them. Consequently the state's obligation is one that courts can, and in appropriate 

circumstances, must enforce. 

It made a declaratory order to the effect that the appeal was allowed in part, that the order 

of the Cape High Court was set aside and its owp order substituted for it and that the state's 

housing program in the Cape Metropolitan Council area fell short of its obligation to 

provide to provide relief for people who have no access to land, no roof over their heads, 

and who are living in intolerable conditions or crisis situations. It made no order as to costs. 
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Discussion 

Grootboom1oo was the first major constitutional court decision involving socio-economic 

rights. As such, it is respectfully submitted that it laid down some extremely important 

ground rules for similar situations involving such rights. It emphasised the plight of those in 

desperate need and pointed out that a state program that did not address the plight of such 

persons could not be considered reasonable no matter how considerable the advances in a 

socio-economic program might be. It is in this context that the court preferred, at a certain 

level, the interests of the individual over those of the collective. This aspect of the case is 

discussed in more detail below. after the facts and judgment of the TAC101 case have also 

been canvassed since they are also of relevance to this tension between individual rights 

and collective interests. It must be pointed out at this stage that this aspect of the 

Grootboom decision has to be applied with care, and not in isolation but in the broader 

context of the Grootboom judgement as a whole, in the context of health services delivery 

because, as is clear from the case of Soobramoney described previously, in health care it is 

not always those whose needs are most urgent who must necessarily be given priority. 

Taken out of context, the logic of Grootboom and its emphasis on those in most desperate 

need could easily be misapplied at a policy level in the context of health care. By way of 

example take the government's policy decision to boost health care services at primary care 

level with a view to improving the overall health of the general population. Since there are 

limited resources this means that funding for secondary and tertmry levels of care would 

have to be reduced in order to have sufficient funding for a successful primary health care 

progmmme unless one assumes that there were large additional injections of funding 

forthcoming from the fiscus. In the light of the judgment in Grootboom, how can the state 

justify its focus on primary health care which by definition tends to address the less 

desperate and less urgent health needs of the general population if it means a reduction in 

health facilities designed to address the more urgent and desperate heath needs of those 

individuals who are served by the secondary and tertiary health care levels of the system? 

In medicine, primary health care does not generally address the health needs of so-called 
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'acute' cases. It can assist very much with the treatment of chronic cases and with 

prevention of diseaselO2
• If a person has a heart attack or appendicitis or goes into a diabetic 

coma or renal failure these are not health conditions that can be addressed at primary health 

care level. Yet if Article vm of the Declaration of Alma Ata 103 states that all governments 

should formulate national policies, strategies and plans of action to launch and sustain 

primary health care as a part of a comprehensive national health system and in co

ordination with other sectors, how unreasonable is a program to ensure the rendering of 

primary health care services? It is clearly a question of balance between the desperate and 

most urgent health needs of individuals and the less urgent but equally important health 

needs of communities. It is submitted that in seeking to achieve such a balance equality 

considerations must form an important guide for policymakers as will become evident from 

the judgment of the court in the TAC I04 case. In the Grootboom context this is evidence by' 

the court's cautionary observation that the question of how socio-economic rights are to be 

enforced is a difficult issue which must be carefully explored on a case-by-case basis taking 

into account the terms and context of the relevant constitutional provision and its 

application to the circumstances of the case as well as its rulings that: 

102 

103 

104 

The Declaration of Alma Ala following on the International Conference in Primary Health Care, Alma At&, USSR. in 1978 states 
in Article VI that "Primary health care is essential health can: buc:d on practical, scientifically sound and socially acceptable 
methods and technology made: uni'Ya'laily accessible to individuals and families in the community through their full participaticm 
and at a colt that that community and count!)' can afford to maintain at c:w:ry stage of their development in the spirit of seJf
reliance and self-detennination. It forms an integral part of the country's health system of which it is the: central funotion and 
main focus, and of the overall social and economic dc:velopnent of the: community. It is the: tint level of contact of individuals, 
the &mily and commUDity with the national health I)'Ilem brinsins health care 81 close _ possible to where pc:op1e live and 
worlc, and constitutes the first element of a continuing health care procell" and in Article VII that: "Primary health can:: 
I. rdlects and cvolvcs :frmn the eccmomic conditiOl1l and BOCio-cultural and political oharaotcristica of the country and ill 

communities and is based on the: application of the relevant results of lOCial, biomedical and health seMcc:a rcsc:arch and 
public health experience:; 

2. addressed the: main health problc:ma in the community, p-oviding promotive, preventive, curative and rehabilitative ICI"viCCl 
accentingly; 

3. includes at least: education concerning prevailing health problems and tho methods of JRVCDlins and controlling them; 
promotion of food supply and popcr nutrition; an adequate supply of safe water and basic l8Ilitation; matc:ma1 and child 
health care:, including family planning; immunization against the major infectious diseases; prevention and control of 
locally endemio clisc:aIc:I; appropriate: treatment of cammon diI08IeI and injuries; and provision of euential drugs; 

4. involves in addition to the health sc:ctor, all related sc:cton and aspects of national and CCXDIDUI1ity develapment, in 
particular asrimd~ animal husbandry, food, industry, edUcatiOll, housing, public works, communicatiOl1l and other 
seeton; and demands the co-ordinated ctfartl of all those: sectors; 

S. requires and promotes maximum community and individual self-reliance and participation in the planning, orsanization, 
operation and control of primmy hc:aIth care:, making fullest UIC of local, national and other available 1'C8OUI'CCI; and to this 
end develops through appropriate education the ability of communities to participate:; 

6. should be IUltainGd by integrated, functional and mutually IUpportive rc:fem1 systc:ma, leading to the progressiw 
improvement of comprehensive health care: for al~ and giving priority to thOle: mOIl in need; 

7. relies, at local and referral 1evela, on health workers, including physici8lll, nUl'lCl, midwivcs, auxiliaries and community 
worken 81 applicable, 81 well _ traditional practitioners 81 nc:c:ded, suitably trained BOCially and tcohnioally to work 81 a 
health team and to rc:spond to the e.x:prcuc:d health needs of the community." 

(http://www.who.int/bprlbackgrpundhplalmaata.btml 
Declaration of Alma Ala fu 102 aupra 
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• the interconnectedness of the rights and the Con~titution as a whole have to be taken 

into account in interpreting the socio-economic rights; 

• the real question in terms of the Constitution is whether the measures taken by the 

state to realise the right afforded by the Constitution are reasonable; 

• the obligation imposed upon the state is not an absolute or unqualified one and that 

regard must be had to the three key elements of (a) the obligation to take reasonable 

legislative and other measures; (b) to achieve the progressive realisation of the right; 

and (c) within available resources; and 

• that the term 'progressive realisation' showed that it IS contemplated m the 

Constitution that the rights cannot be realised immediately. 

The court in Grootboom lOS gives some critically important guidance for the executive with 

regard to the formulation of policy decisions. It asserts that the state's duty to adopt 

reasonable legislative and other measures to achieve the progressive realization of socio

economic rights implies that the policy must be: 

• Comprehensive - it must be inclusive of all significant segments of societyl05; 

• Balanced and flexible - it must be able to adapt to changing needs and circumstances 

across interest groups 107; 

• Attentive to those whose need is most urgent and who have only the state to look to 

for assistanceuli
• 

lOS 

105 

107 

1(11 

Grootboom til 10 mprt:l 

Grootboom fit 10 mp1'Q, para 36: "In this resmd, there is 8 difference between the position of those who oan afford to pay fOl' 
housing, even if it is only basic thoush adequate housing, and thoae who O8lU1.ot. For thosc who can atl'crd to pay for adequate 
housing, the state's primary oblisation lies in unIockinS the system, providing ~ to housins stook and a legislative 
framework to 1Bcilitatc self-built houses throush planninS laws and ICCCII to finance. IIIUCII of development and lOCiai welfarc 
arc raised in respect of those who oannot afford to provide thcmscJ.vea with housing. State policy needs to addrcu both theac 
groups." And para 40: ""Thus, a oo-ordinated state hoUliog program mUit be a oomprehcmivc one determined by all three aphereI 
of SO'lCl'llDlCDt in conaultation with each other as contemplated by chap 3 of the CClI1Ititution." 
Grootboom fit 10 wprt:l para 37: "'The state's obligation to provide IICOCII to adequate housins depcnda on oontcxt, and may 
differ &om p-ovinoc to province, &om city to city. &om I1JI'aI to urban .". and &om penon to penon. Some may need acceII to 
land and no mare; IQIDC may need 8CCCII to land and building matcrialJ; IQIDC may need IlCCCIIII to finanoc; IQIDC may need 
aocca to scrviCCl such as water. acwage, electrioity and roads. What misht be appvpriatc in a rura1 area whcrc pcopIe Ii"" 
together iii communities cngasins in IUbaistcncc farmiog may not be appropriate in an urban area wlu:rc peoplc arc lookina fer 
employment and a place to live" and para 43: "'The program must be balanced and flexible and malcc appropriate provision for 
attcnlion to housing arillCl and to short, medium and IonS term needs. A program that c:xoludea a significant segment of lOCiety 
cannot be said to be l'C8Ianable. Canditiana do not remain static and thcrc:fore the JX'08I'8Dl wiD require oontinuoull rcMew. " 

Grootboom til 10 "",ra, para 36: "'The poor are particularly w1ncrable and their nccda require special attmtian" and at para 44 
""Those whoac needs are the mOlt urpt and whose ability to enjoy all rights therefore is most in peril, mUlt not be ignored by 
the measUI'CI aimed at achieving realisation of the righl." G1'OOtboom fit 10 8UpI'Q at P 69 ""Those whOiO needs IR the mOlt 
ursent and whOle ability to enjoy all rishta thcrc:fore is mOlt in peril, must not be ignored by the mc:8IUI'CI aimed at achicvins 
realisation of the rishL It may not be llUfticient to meet the teat of reaaonablc:ncllll to show that tha IDC8IUI'CII arc capable of 
achicvins a statistica1 advance in the realisation of the right." TAC (m " wprt:l) at p749 referring to thc lquagc used in 
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Whilst there will always be the potential for constitutional challenge to state policy, this 

need not be seen as entirely pathological, especially if the political branches ofgovemment 

are able to learn from and implement the lessons expounded by the courts in such a way 

that such litigation is eventually no longer a viable proposition because it invariably ends in 

failure for the applicant. In this sense, frequent constitutional challenge can be seen as a 

feature of the developmental stages of the new legal order. Even at this stage, however, it is 

submitted that the determination and implementation of policy involving socio-economic 

rights by the executive could be legitimized in many instances by following a few simple 

guidelines based partly upon the principles of administrative law and partly upon the 

pronouncements of the constitutional court to date. These are: 

1. The importance of objective decisions based upon scientifically obtained and credible 

information. The more comprehensive and reliable the factual information upon 

which the policy decision is base~, the more reasonable the decision is likely to be. 

The kind of information and the nature of its source will depend upon the subject 

matter of the policy in question. 

2. Related to the first principle above is the importance of interaction and 

communication with stakeholders. ·The court in TAC I
(1) dealt with it under the heading 

of 'transparency' 110. It is submitted that transparency is more than just the' 

communication of the existence of a particular programme however. It includes a 

programme of openness to representation by stakeholders before during and after the 

policy has been formulated and implemented and relates therefore to the requirement 

of flexibility referred to earlier with reference to the judgment in Grootboom111
• Even 

the executive has to take a hard decision to prioritise some needs over others, this will 

1(1) 

110 

111 

Grootboom lltated that: liThe provision of a lingle doac of Ncvirapine to mother and child for the PJlPOIO of protecting the child 
against the: 1ranImiI8ion of HIV is, .. far .. the children arc concemcd, CIICIltial. Their needs are 'moat urgent' and their 
inability to have accc:u to Ncvirapine profoundly aff'cota their ability td enjoy all rishta to which they are entitled. Their rightI 
arc 'mOlt in peril' 81 a result of the policy that has been adopted and are mOlt affeotcd by a rigid and inflexible policy that 
excludes them 1iom havins &coca to Ncvirapinc." 

TAC fit " IUpra 

TAC fit " 8upra at p762: "Indeed, far a public programme luch .. thil to meet the COIIItitutional requirement of rcaaonablcncu, 
its contents mUit be made known appropiatcly." 
Grootboom fit 10 IUpra 
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ensure that it does so on an informed basis and is more aware of the legal risks and 

arguments attendant upon making a particular decision. 

3. Related to the second principle enunciated above, procedurally and substantively, 

within the processes for both formulation and implementation of the policy, there 

must be a· back door through which the executive can escape accusations of 

inflexibility and administrative unfairness. Since the executive is not superhuman and 

omniscient, there is the possibility that it could overlook a particular need or segment 

of society in formulating or implementing the policy. A backdoor, for example a 

process of review or interaction with stakeholders, or which makes provision for 

hearing or taking account of hard cases is likely to go a considerable distance in 

improving the reasonableness of the policy whilst at the same time encouraging the 

disaffected to approach the executive rather than the courts for a remedy. In this way, 

if a hard case is turned down or cannot be accommodated, this can be rationalized and 

the risk of judicial disapproval reduced to a minimum. The administrative law 

principle of audi alter am partem particularly infonns this third principle but the 

principles of administrative justice generally are of assistance in this instance. It is 

clearly implied in this principle that the basic tenets of the policy should ideally be 

documented and if at all.possible published or at least publicized. The advantages of 

this are that publication invites dialogue with and comment from the significant 

segments of society which enhances flexibility but also promotes a clear 

understanding of the policy intention and the reasons for it 

4. The fourth and last principle is to ensure that the policy is informed by legal 

knowledge and expertise that relates specifically to the subject matter of the policy. 

This is necessary in order to deal with the specifics of the policy rather than the 

generalities which are covered in the first three principles given above. Sound legal 

exposition and analysis in this context has to be both retrospective, with reference to 

decisions and judgments of the courts that have already been handed down, and 

prospective with regard to the potential manner in which new ground is likely to be 
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broken by the courts in a situation where existing jurisprudence offers only limited 

guidance. 

2.3.2.7 Minister of Health and Others v Treatment Action Campaignl12 

Facts 

The state instituted a policy whereby an antiretroviral drug, Nevirapine, was made available 

only in certain research sites within the public health sector for the purposes of testing the 

efficacy of a larger programme involving the drug for the prevention mother-to-child 

transmission ofInV. The respondents had applied for an obtained an order from the High 

Court obliging the state to make Nevirapine more widely available within the public health 

sector on the basis that the state programme was effectively denying access to Nevirapine 

to people who did not have access to the research sites. The state appealed against the order 

of the High Court on the basis, inter alia, that it did not have the capacity to make available 

the full package of treatment which included voluntary counselling and testing and the 

option of substitute feeding of which Nevirapine formed a part. 

Judgment 

The court held that although the concerns raised on behalf of the appellants were relevant to 

the ability of government to make a 'full package' available throughout the public health 

sector, they were not relevant to the question whether Nevirapine should be used to reduce 

mother-to-child transmission of mv at those public hospitals and clinics outside the 

research sites where mcilities in fact existed for testing and counselling. It said that the fact 

that the research and training sites would provide crucial data on which a comprehensive 

programme for mother-to-child transmission could be developed and, iffinancially feasible, 

implemented was clearly of importance to government and to the country. So, t09, was 

ongoing research into safety, efficacy and resistance. This did not mean, however,. that until 

the best programme had been fonnulated and the necessary funds and infrastructure 

112 
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provided for the implementation of that programme, Nevirapine had to be withheld from 

mothers and children who did not have access to the research and training sites. Nor could 

it reasonably be withheld until medical research had been completed. A programme for the 

realisation of socio-economic rights had to be balanced and flexible and make appropriate 

provision for attention to crises and to short, medium and long term needs. A programme 

that excluded a significant segment of society could not be said to be reasonable. The court 

held that that the provision of a single dose of Nevirapine to mother and child for the 

purpose of protecting the child against the transmission of mv was, as mr as the children 

were concerned, essential, that their needs were most urgent and their inability to have 

access to Nevirapine profoundly affected their aQility to enjoy all of the other rights to 

which they were entitled. The court observed that the children's rights were most in peril as 

a result of the rigid and inflexible policy that had bee~ adopted which excluded them from 

having access to Nevirapine. The state was obliged to ensure that children were accorded 

the protection contemplated by section 28 that arose when the implementation of the right 

to parental or family care was lacking. The policy prejudiced children born in public 

hospitals and clinics to mothers who were for the most part indigent and unable to gain 

access to private medical'treatment which was beyond their means. They and their children 

were in the main dependent upon the state to make health care services available to them. 

The court held that a factor that needed to be kept in mind was that government policy was 

and should be flexible. It could be changed at any time and the Executive was always free 

to change policies where it considered it appropriate to do so. The only constraint was that 

policies had to be consistent with the Constitution and the law. Court orders concerning 

policy choices made by the Executive should therefore not be formulated in ways that 

precluded the Executive from making such legitimate choices. The court held further that 

the state's policy failed to meet constitutional standards because it excluded those who 

could reasonably be included where such treatment was medically ~ndicated to combat 

mother-to-child transmission of HlV. That did not mean, however that everyone could 

immediately claim access to such treatment, although the ideal was to achieve that goal. 

The court referred specifically to the cases of Soobramoney1l3 and Grootboom114 noting that: 

113 
SoobramOP'lBy m 23 supra 
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"In both cases the socio-economic rights, and the corresponding obligations of the State, were 
interpreted in their social and historical context. The difficulty confronting the State in the light of 
our history in addressing issues concerned with the basic needs of people was stressed." 

The constitutional court expressly rejected the argument that there was a minimum core 

obligation upon the state to provide a certain basic level of health care to everyone on 

demand saying that a purposive reading of sections 26 and 27 does not lead to any other 

conclusion. It is impossible to give everyone access even to a 'core' service immediately. 

All that is possible, and all that can be expected of the State, is that it act reasonably to 

provide access to the socio-economic rights identified in sections 26 and 27 on a 

progressive basis. It concluded that section 27(1) of the Constitution did not give rise to a 

self-standing and independent positive right enforceable irrespective of the considerations 

mentioned in s 27(2) but that sections 27(1) and 27(2) must be read together as defining the 

scope of the positive rights that everyone has and the corresponding obligations on the state 

to 'respect, protect, promote and fulfil' such rights. The court pointed to the fact that the 

rights conferred by ss 26(1) and 27(1) are to have 'access' to the services that the state is 

obliged to provide in terms of ss 26(2) and 27(2). The court made the important observation 

that in dealing with these questions it must be kept in mind that this case concerned 

particularly those who could not afford to pay for medical services. It said that to the extent 

that government limits the supply of Nevirapine to its research sites, it is the poor outside 

the catchment areas of these sites who will suffer. There is a difference in the positions of 

those who can afford to pay for services and those who cannot. State policy must take 

account of these differences. With regard to the powers of the courts in such matters, the 

constitutional court noted that the primary duty of Courts is to the Constitution and the law, 

'which they must apply impartially and without fear, favour or prejudice'. The Constitution 

requires the state to 'respect, protect, promote, and fulfil the rights in the Bill of Rights' . 

Where state policy is challenged as inconsistent with the Constitution, Courts have to 

consider whether in formulating and implementing such policy the state has given effect to 

its constitutional obligations. If it should hold in any given case that the state has failed to 

do so, it is obliged by the Constitution to say so. 

114 
Orootboom fit 10 ntpra 
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Discussion 

It is not meaningful to discuss the TAC case without constant reference to the judgment in 

Grootboom because of the number of references by the constitutional court in its judgment 

in the former to the latter. Consequently The constitutional court decisions in both 

GrootboomllS and TAClltS, whilst emphasising the met that the Constitution mandates the 

'progressive' realisation of rights within 'available resources', see for instance the 

discussion of Grootboom in the judgement of Chaskalson P in the TAC casel17 where it is 

stated that: 

"It is also made clear that's 26 does not expect more of the state than is achievable within 
its available resources' and does not confer an entitlement to 'claim shelter or housing 
immediately upon demand' and that as far as the rights of access to housing, health care, 
sufficient food and water, and social security for those unable to support themselves and 
their dependants are concerned, 'the state is not obliged to go beyond available resources or 
to realise these rights immediately' " 

and118 that 

"It is impossible to give everyone access even to a 'core' service immediately" 

have tended to uphold the interests of the individual, or at least certain minority groupings, 

as opposed to the majority119. Whilst it can most certainly be argued that in upholding the 

interests of the individual, the interests of the majority are served, this is not necessarily 

always the case - especially in situations which demand the allocation of resources. In 

Grootboom the court went so far as to say that: 

"Those whose needs are the most urgent and whose ability to enjoy all rights therefore is most in 
peril, must not be ignored by the measures aimed at achieving realisation of the right. It may not be 
sufficient to meet the test of reasonableness to show that the measures are capable of achieving a 
statistical advance in the realisation of the right. Furthermore, the Constitution requires that 

liS 

116 

117 

118 

119 

Grootboom :lit 10 8UpI'Q 

T.A.C m '71UpI'Q 

T.A.C fn" IrJPI'Q at para 32 p739 

T.A.C:Iit " IupI'Q at p.-a 3' 
The court in Grootboom. fh 10 supra, took the view that ii is not reasonable fer the state to "exclude" a ''significant ICsmcnt of 
lOCiety" in ita polioy (at para 43 paso 69) 
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everyone must be treated with care and concern. If the measures, though statistically successful, fail 
to respond to the needs of those most desperate, they mav not pass the test." 120 

The point about statistics is that they are essentially concerned with the bigger picture - the 

whole rather than its parts, the average across the pQpulation rather than ~e position of the 

few individuals at either end of the Bell curve. Yacoob J is saying in Grootboom that the 

minorities, those at the lower end of the Bell curve, cannot be ignored and that it is 

insufficient for government to show that overall (statistically) it has achieved a great deal in 

the progressive realisation of the rights if the plight of those who are most in need has not 

been attended to. In statistical terms, the court's view is that entire Bell curve may have to 

be shifted to the right, before the courts will find that government has acted reasonably. h 

may not be sufficient to simply increase the size of the middle (highest and largest part) of 

the curve relative to its lower end. Whilst this is a debate that goes far beyond the scope of 

this thesis, including as it does other disciplines such as health economics, statistics and 

sociology, it is important to make a few observations about the effect of this issue in law. It 
. 

is not disputed that in the Grootboom and TAC cases12t, from at least one perspective, the 

interests of the majority may well have been served by the judgments handed down and it is 

submitted, with respect, that the judgments in both cases have contributed significantly to 

South African jurisprudence on socio-economic rights. However, the tendency of the 

judiciary to adopt the perspective of the individual or those groups at the extreme right of 

the Bell curve that usually describes the 'have-nots', is likely continue to further the tension 

between the executive and the judiciary unless the former can find a way to accommodate 

within its own perspective the narrower approach of the judiciary without compromising its 

own capacity to fulfil its constitutional obligations as a wholel22
• By its own admission the 

120 

121 

122 

Grootboom fit 10 supra at para 44, p 69. 

Grootboom fit 10 and TAC fit 57 supra 

Roux fit 91 supra is of the view that the constitutional court has shown itself to be particularly adept at exploiting ambiguities in 
the nonnative structure sovcmins ilB decisiOl1l and has thereby managed its relationships with the political branches of 
government to a ocmidcnblc degree. He seems to think that it is this skill on the part of the oOl1ltitutionai court which is largely 
the reaon why there .. as yet been 110 significant cOl1ltitutional crisis caused by the objection of the politioal branches d 
govc:mment to the court's dcdisiOl1l. It is submitted, howcwr, that intcrfen:nce by the court in issues of allocation of resouroes is 
highly likely to provoke a COl1Ititutional orisis with regard to all but the most blatantly unjust political deoisiOllB unless the court 
exeroises considerable judicial circumspection in the manner in which it approaches oases involving sooio-cconomio riPts. The 
balance between the executive, which is faced with the almost impouible task of c:nsurins that the right d 'eYCI)'OIlC' to haw 
access to health care savicea and other socio-economio amenities, is realized, and the judioiBIY which oomea under extreme 
pressure from political and other interest groups when it is faced with deoisiOl1l involving lOoio-cconomio ripts of individuala 
and relatively lIIlall srouPII • a result of the high emotional content of.uch debates, is delicate. The lack of a oonstitutiona1 
crisis in the South Afiioan legal order thus Dr is due in no lIIlall part to the commendable reluctance of the executive to powkc 
one, despite often scmsationalistic adVCfIIC press coverage and at times emotionally cbargcd negative critioism and comment fian 
stakeholders and the judiciBIY. (Sec the comments of the court in TAC, fn 57 8Upra at para 20 p73S where it notea that: "Many of 
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judiciary is not equipped to deal with issues which are faced by the executive on a daily 

basis - issues such as the equitable allocation of scarce resources. In TAC the court notedl23
: 

CCAfJ this Court said in Grootboom, S(i)t is necessary to recognise that a wide range of possible measures could 
be adopted by the State to meet its obligations'. It should be borne in mind that in dealing with such matters 
the Courts are not institutionally equipped to make the wide-rSnging factual and political enquiries necessary 
for determining what the minimum-core standards called for by the first and second amici should be, nor for 
deciding how public revenues should most effectively be spent. There are many pressing demands on the 
public purse. As was said in Soobramoney: SThe state has to manage its limited resources in order to address 
all these claims. There will be times when this requires it to adopt a holistic approach to the larger needs of 
society rather than 10 focus on the specific needs of particular individuals within society.' Courts are ill-suited 
to adjudicate upon issues where Court orders could have multiple social and economic consequences for the 
community. The Constitution contemplates rather a restrained and focused role for the Courts, namely, to 
require the state to take measures to meet its constitutional obligations and to subject the reasonableness of 
these measures to evaluation Such detenninations of reasonableness may in fact have budgetary implications, 
but are not in themselves directed at rearranging budgets." 

The fact is that judgments on socio-economic rights in particular do have the effect of 

compelling a reallocation of resources if one works from the premise that all resources are 

scarce and that they have all been specifically allocatedl24
• In other words if the executive is 

doing its job properly and consciously applying its mind to resource allocation, then a 

judgment such as that in Grootboom requires that the executive must take resources from 

some other population group or programme in order to accommodate the one in whose 
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124 

these disputes save rise to a regrettable desree of animosity and disparagement, culminatins in unsublltanliatcd and puitous 
allegations of untnlthfulncss being lewIled at one of the attcmcyI on an insignificant side-issue. In CIII' country the issuc' of 
HIv I AIDS has for some time bcc::n fraught with an unusual desrec of political, ideological and emotional contcntien. This is 
pcrhape unavoidable, havins regard to the magnitude of the catastrophe we con&-cnL Ncvcrthclcss it is resrettable that some of 
this oontcntien and emotion bas spilt over into this oasc. Not only docs it bedevil fUture Rlations between govamnent and nen
govc::mmentaI. agencies that will pcrfaroc have to join in oombatins the common enemy, but it could also have nmdercd the 
resolution of this case more difJioulL ''). The threat of constitutional orisis is ene which, with respect, both the judioiary and the 
executive need to COIIIOiously avoid if the new South African legal crdcr is to have any oredibility. It is encouraging to note that 
from the judgment in TAC (fit 57 "'PTa) that the judiciary is apparcmt1y to some cxtc::nt alive to these issues _ Chaskalsen P 
states at p7S9-760:. "South Afiican Courts have a wide nose of powers at their disposal to ensure that the Consti~en is upheld. 
11u:ac include mandatory and structural interdicts. How thGy abould cxc:roise those powers depends on the oireumatanocs of each 
particular OBIC. Here due Rprd must be paid to the roles of the Legislature and the Executive in a democracy. What must be 
made olear, however, is that when it is appropriate to do so, Courts may • and, if need be, must - use their wide powcn to make 
orden that aft"cot policy as well as legislation. A factor that needs to be kept in mind is that policy is &lid should be flexible. It 
may be ohanged at any time and the Executive is always tree to ohange policies where it considers it appropriate to do so. The 
only constraint is that policies must be ccnsistc::nt with the Constituticn and the law. Court arden ocnceminS policy choices made 
by the Executive should therefarc nat be formulated in ways that preclude the EXl:CUtive &-om malcins such legitimate ohoioes." 
TAC, fit 57 .rupra at p 740 

Haysom N at P 270 of Davis, Cheadle, Ha)'lOlll Fundamental Rightl In the COI'I8tltulion,CommentDry and CtlIfI8, reoognisea this 
in his observation that: "The oourta wiD need to determine whether the lewl of the aervioes delivered meets the basic needs. 
While • 30(1)(c) allocates to the judiciary a most important role of diwrting resources &-om ate area of social security spc::ndinS 
to another area of need, the corrccl approach to be adopted to such a provision is to reoosnise that notwithstanding the resources 
arc allocated through the political process, this basio need must fll'll be met. In conformity with international jurisprudence in 
reaard to the adjudication and enforcement of sooio-economio rishts, the courts may make use of orden oompcUins state 
delivery of resources _ would enable the slale to satisfy such claims. Under this subsection such orden may allow the state a 
period of sraoe within which to di\'Clt resources or to establish the ncoessary instituticna1 machinery, or they may afford the state 
an opportunity to establish the ncoessary lesislative or policy framework to meet this demand." He notes that ''In this regard the 
wording of 128 (IXc) must be tabn to emphasise that the state has a duty to fulfil these oblisations even if it meat1l diverting 
funds &-om othc:r' social projccta." [Note: the reference to s 30(lXo) is a rcfenmce to the interim. CClIIIItitution which, as Haysam 
point out en p 26', docs not differ materially from the text of the final Ccnstitution.) 
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favour the court has decided. In effect the judiciary is substituting its own rationing 

decision for a rationing decision of the executive branch of government. This clearly has 

the potential to create considerable problems for the executive if there is a proliferation of 

cases involving various sectors of society all clamouring that their need is the most urgent. 

The wealthy in most, if not all, countries tend to be in the minority by far and in developing 

countries it is often those whose various needs are most urgent which represent the majority 

of the population. This clearly has the potential to create significant problems with regard 

to availability of resources. In a developing country in which litigation contesting policy 

determinations of the executive branch of government becomes a cottage industry, in which 

a judiciary that by its oWn admission does not have the tools to consider the bigger picture 

consistently hands down decisions against the executive because it is in the words of 

Kentridge and Spitz protecting "certain spheres of personhood against incursion by the 

majority", it is not difficult to imagine a situation in which the judiciary finds that it has 

become the executive in all of the ways that count. 125 Since this is a situation that is to be 

125 Bollyky R 'If C>P+B: A Paradism for Judicial Remedies of Socio-Eoonomio Rights Violations' SAJHR wi 18 2002 P 161 
postulates in a lengthy article that socio-eoonomio rights are IUbject to enforcement in the I8IDC manner 81 oivil and political 
rights and that if a remedy requires extensive - both in quantitative and qualitative term .. polioy and budgetary choices, tho court 
will only make them fer a COIIItitutiona1 violation which is prqportionately extensive. The articl0 was written bc::fore the 
judgement of the oonstitutional court in the rAe cue (m so supra) w. handed down. BoUyky makes the point that the argument 
that judicial redress for constitutional violatiCllll may depend on the degree to which the nmedy considered necessitates 
involvement in polioy iuuc::s and has financial implicatiOOI is not new. He luggests, however, that tho paradism proposed in the 
article goes much fUrther in that it desoribc:s the intuitive proo_ by which judges 8IIC8I their legitimacy to illUO a partioular 
remedy within a constitutional democracy with separation of powm. He pOlits that judp intuitively weigh their mandate 
against the 'illegitimaoy' of issuing the relief sought - 81 defined by the IUID of the interfercnoe in policy and budgetary 
dcoiaiOl1l. He 18)'1 that judges ultimately make an 8IICSIIIlcnt of remedies based on the proportionality of competing values. He 
admits, however, that the usc::fuIneu of the paradism in predioting OClIIItitutional oomt decisions is limited by the diftioulty of 
Bllisnins precise values to variablc:s in light of the diffiRnt social, historioa1, meral and politioal forocs at work in partiaular 
constitutional disputes. It is submitted that analysc:s that attempt to reduce the application of law to mathematical statements will 
always be of limited value due to the fact that the application of law il nol a mathematical exercise involving bald numerical 
I'CIIIOI1ing (no matter how abstract or algebraio) but rather an analytical c:xeroise involving the richly textured values embedded in 
the oulture and histcry of the society that made the law in question. It may even be dangeroUl to uyect into the popular 
ConsoiOUlllClll the idea that decisions inwlving the law can be reduoc:d to a mere alsebnio formula if there i. a tendency to seize 
on such postulates 81 a substitute for genuine thought If one considers the arsuments of de VOl P ''Subltantive. Equality After 
Grootboom: the emergence of social and economio context • a guiding value in equality jurisprudence" available at 
http://WWW.UClao.zaldeptsllrguleguapam/devos.pdf that at the heart of the constitutional COurt'l approach to social and eoonamic 
righll lies a partioular understanding of the role of the Bill of Rights 81 a transfarmative document aimed at addressing the deeply 
eotrcnohed Itruotural inequality in South A:&ican society and that Soobramoney (m 23 supra) and Grootboom (m 10 supra) arc 
entirely oonsistent decilions and do not reprcacatt opposing viewa to sooio-economio rights, it is lubmitted that thil is a fiIr men 
elegant analytical base from which to werk oft' than a dry formula whose object is to prediot the court'l future decisions in this 
area. It is submitted that people oonibse a perceived dilcrepancy in the outcomes of tIae two o.es with • dison:panoy in tbG 
approach of the court to locio-economio rights. It is facile to _ume that an applicant in • aociCHOOJlOlDio rights action must win 
every time in order to aohic:w: COIIIiltcncy in the law on socia-economio rights and that the inlereltl of the particular individual 
who happens to be in court will always prevail over the interests of thoec: who are not. De VOl argues that the oonstitutiona1 
court'l undentanding of the IOOpO and conteol of locial and economio rights is inextricably linked with its oonocption of the 
right to equality in section 9 of the Constitution. He lays that the court IICCI the right to equality on the one hand and socio
economio rights on the other 81 Iymbiotioally linked - the one providing IIOIDC of the context within which the other can be 
undentood. He obseJves that a very particular conception of the right to equality is required to give cft'eot to the project of 
transformative oonstituticoalism identified by Klare, (m 8 8UJ'ra) pointing out that it requires a rejection of the 1raditional liberal 
conception of equality that is bued on the notion of sament:1I and similar treabnent. The court has adopted a oontextuaI 
approach to equality in which the actual impact of an alleged violation of the right to equality on the individual within and 
outside the different socially relevant groups il to be examined in relation to the prevailing social, econClDlio and political 
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avoided at all costs because it would represent a gross imbalance in th"e structures of 

government as envisaged by the Constitution, the judiciary and the executive need to be 

alive to these dangers and must within their respective fields of operation take the necessary 

measures to avoid it. In the case of the executive, for instance, policy decisions concerning 

the allocation of resources can be protected against judicial sanction in some respects by 

following the principles of administrative law in taking them 126. 

2.3.4 Progressive Realisation 

An important factor to emerge from both the Grootboom and TAe casesl27 is chronology. 

The timing of the activities of the executive in fulfilling its constitutional obligations relates 

implicitly to the term 'progressive' in section 27(2). In TAe the issue, by the time it reached 

the constitutional court, could be said to have boiled down to the issue of timing of the roll

out of the state's comprehensive package for the prevention of mother to child transmission 

of mv as opposed to whether or not the drug should be made available at public health 

facilities in advance of the roll-out of the comprehensive programme. l28 The difference was, 

in the end, a matter of months. It was not that the state had no intention of introducing a 

126 

127 

128 

oiroumstanocl in tho country, De VOl oblervca that the Loak.can notion (CD which traditimal equality ia based) that all hUIIUIIII 
arc born :he and equal aod that the harm of diacriminatiClll ia situated in the failure of govemmcnt to tn:at all hum8111 • cqualIy 
1Tcc becomes untc:nable within the paradism of transfonnative OOIUItitutionaliam. He quota :&om the judgement of tho court in 
Hugo when it .tated that: H We nr:cd to develop a oonccpt of unfair discrimination which rcoosnilCS that although our sooicty 
which affords each human being equal treatment on the bail of cqua1 worth and freedom ia our goal, we cannot achieve that 
goa1 by insiatins CIIl identical treatment in all oircumllances before the goal ia achieved. If CIIle omaidcn the judgment of the 
court in TAC (m '0 mpra) it was also very much about equality and tr8l1Sfarmative CClIIItitutionalism. It was about the fact that 
private scotor doctors oould prescribe the drug fCll' their patients while public scow dooton could not. It wa about the lives of 
wealthy private scotor patients' babiCl being saved and not the lives of the babiCl ofpoor people who had nowhere else to tum. 
Kinney D 'Administrative Law and the Public'a Health', Joumal o/Law. MediCi", &- Ethlc8 30 (2002) 212-223 at 213 obacM:s 
that "AdminiBtrative law can be partiaularly helpful in addrcuing the major oha1lcngc:B facing public hcalth .•• namcly, the proper 
allocation of I08I'CC I'CIOUI'CCI to ~ CllCDtially insurmountable dcmanda an publio health asenoicl." She points out (at p21') 
that in the US administrative law and public health have had a long rclaticmhip with much of adminiBtrative law developing in a 
public health context and that .tate rcsuJation of the profClliCllll has scncrated many important doctrines in atat.c adminiatrativc 
law. lntcrcBtinsly, Ihc nota that the law of adminiBtrative inspcotiODl has also evolved almOll entirely on the aontcxt of publio 
health rcsuJation. 
Grootboom m 10 and T AC m 57 8upra 

In TAC, m 57 supra, the canstitutional court observed at para 118 p760-761:''DuriJIs the oounc of thClC procccdingI the Btate'. 
policy has evolved and iB no lonscr • rigid • it w. when the procc:cdingB COIDIIlCIlCCd. By the time this appeal w. argued, aix 
hOlpitala and three community health oarc centres had already been added in Gautcng to the two n:scaroh and training lites 
initially Cltablillhcd and it WII oontemplated that during the COW'IC of thi8 yea- Ncvirapine would be available throUghout the 
province for the tleatment of mothcr-to-ohild tnmBmiaBion. LikewiBc, in KwaZulu-Natal there was a change of policy towarda 
the supply of Ncvirapinc at public health iIIIItitutiOlll outside the test aites" and at para 132 p 764: "Govemment policy ia now 
evolving. Additimal lites where Ncvirapine ia provided with a '1Ull packaF' to ocm.bat mothc:r-to-child tranBmiuicn of HIV arc 
being added. In the WCBtcrn Cape, Gautcng and KwaZulu-Natal, prosramDlCl have been adopted to extend the IUPPly. of 
Nc:virapine for .uch purpose throughout the p-ovillOe. What now rcmam. is fCll' the other provinocs to follow suit." The question 
of whether it W8I the commencement of litigation that lead to the acceleration of the p-ogrammc or whether it would have 
happened JeSardlcu is a debate fCll' politiciana and oivillOOicty rather than 1awycn. 
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programme for the prevention of mother to child transmission of my. By the end of the 

year in which the constitutional court handed down its judgment, a significant majority of 

public hospitals were offering the full package of care identified as appropriate by the State 

as opposed to just making N evirapine available as contemplated in the court order. In 

Grootboom the court referred to those whose needs were 'most urgent'. 129 The margins of 

error, from the point of view of the executive, are narrow. They are distilled to the question 

of whether the state was fulfilling its duties quickly enough with respect to certain interest 

groups and whether, in doing so, it was paying particular attention to certain groupings 

whose circumstances were more desperate than those of others. Whilst there is no denying 

that the needs of those in the most desperate of circumstances should be prioritized, it is 

submitted that litigation against the state on the basis of the timing of the delivery of access 

is especially problematic because, in the case of health care services for example, it 

potentially requires an overview and a review of the entire programme of health services 

delivery over the next five to ten years. This is not a task which it is appropriate for the 

judiciary to undertake. Time is a resource. Unfortunately unlike other resources it is not one 

that can be increased. Children, for instance, grow up and pass the stage where their 

physical and mental development can be boosted through appropriate nutrition. Those who 

specialize in emergency medicine speak ofa 'golden hour' within which to reach and treat 

a trauma patient before serious and irreversible physical damage or death ensues. Other 

resources such as human resources, availability of medicines etc can be expanded overtime 

but time itself cannot. This is why prioritisation of health programmes is a form of 

rationing in its own right. In the context of health care, and specifically the urgent need for 

mv and AIDS counsellors to help with pregnant patients who have been diagnosed as mv 
positive, nurses in rural clinics whose duties would have included a walk to the 

neighbourhood school to attend to the health needs of the children there in connection with 

vaccinations and nutritional needs are now in certain instances no longer able to fulfil those 

duties. Whilst it would undoubtedly be argued that the interests of these children are not as 

urgent as those of mothers and their babies in the prevention of mother-to-child 

transmission of lllV, those babies will eventually grow up and attend that same school 

where, due to lack of adequate nutrition and immunisation programmes, they may die 
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anyway. A well-rounded public health programme is not necessarily aimed predominantly 

at the postponement of death. The point is that an unbalanced focus on a particular area of 

health service delivery, due to the fact that its protagonists have the loudest voices, or that 

their issue is more emotionally charged or that they have the most money for litigation, and 

a resulting inappropriate prioritisation of service delivery is not in the broader interests of 

public health. Prioritisation of health programmes and the allocation of available resources 

on emotional grounds is a path to chaos. 

2.3.5 ~'Everyone" 

A further significant aspect of the manner in which the right. is expressed is the use of the 

word "everyone". Everyone has the right to have access to health care service~. There are 

few rights in the Bill of Rights that are accord~d only to South African citizens. These 

relate primarily to political rights such as the right to vote, the right to form a political party 

etc. This raises questions as to the rights of non-citizens, especially foreign nationals in 

South Africa, to have access to health care services, particularly when they are not in a 

position to make payment for such services. In Larbi-Odaml30 the constitutional court held 

that discrimination between permanent residents and citizens for employment purposes was 

not justified. It pointed out that: 

"The government has made a commitment to pennanent residents by permitting them to so enter, 
and discriminating against them in this manner is a detraction from that commitment.,,131 

It is submitted that the same argument holds for permanent residents in respect of a right of 

access to health care services 132. But what of temporary residents and those who are 

illegally in the country? 

130 

131 
132 

Larbi-Odam and Othen vM,mber of the Exscutive COUIICilfor Education (North-Wat Province) andAnothBr 1998 (1) SA 745 
(CC) 
Larbi-Odam :lit 130 .rupra at p759 

K1aaren J 'Non-oitizcw and Equality' 1998 (14) SA.JHR 286 at 293 obsena that: ''the implioatiQlll of the principle announced in 
Larbi-Odam SO beyond the employment field. The two most prominent ClaUD.plcs ooncern two oatcgoriea of welfare payments 
depended upon heavily in rural &real of the country. As a matter of present lesillatian, old age pcmiOlll are ralriotcd to oitizcm. 
Permanent reaidents are thus excluded. Likewiae I 3(0) of the Social Auiltancc Act 59 of 1992 which came into e1f'egt on 1 
March 1996 restriots IOCial sranta auch .. welfare payments to South Afiioan citizen&. Both these reslri~QIlI are w1nc:rable to 
attack in light of the Larbi-Odam l"C8IODins- If permanent residcnta are able to reaidc and compete for employment on equal 
terms with oitizcna, there would aeCJD no reuon why they ahould not enjoy the I81DC IOcial aafety net Ul1derpiminS the 
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2.3.5.1 Temporary Residents 

There is a wide variety of purposes why people enter South Africa from other countries on 

temporary residence permits ranging from vacation through attendance of international 

conferences through exploration of business opportunities to obtaining medical treatment 

Many of them have health insurance but some do not. If they enter the country with a health 

condition what is the duty of the South African government towards them? It could be 

argued that the government, in permitting them to enter the country, even if only for a 

limited period, accepted certain obligations towards them such as those contained in the 

Bill of Rights. 133 The national department of health often receives enquiries from tempomty 

residents who have been in the country for periods of several months as to whether 

medication for chronic health conditions such as diabetes can be given to them free of 

charge by public hospitals because they receive it free of charge in their country of originl34. 

The response of the department is usually that they are obliged to obtain the medication in 

the private sector and pay for it. However, if such a person presents in diabetic coma at a 

public hospital this poses a dilemma. Even if such a person presents at a public hospital in 

non-emergency circumstances requesting medication, if there are inadequate controls in 

place to ensure that foreign nationals are not treated at such facilities or if such a person 

says he has no money to buy insulin what are the choices? Ideally such people should not 

be permitted to enter the country without medical insurance but this does not necessarily 

III 

134 

competition <at 1cast beyond a reasonable initial resbiction period to discourage unfounded applioatiCll1l far pcrmllllCd 
residence). The line of argument that these resbictions arc UIICClIlItitutional is directly supported by the text of the final 
Constitution. Then: is no constitutional rcatriotion to oitizens of the risht of aoccu to lOCial security. to 

In fact Klaaren, m 132 auprQ, at 294 poinfl out that in terms of the criteria announced in Larbi-Odam (m 130 IUpra) with reapeot 
to non-citizCIlI in the equality context, temporary residents bear some similarities to permanent residents. He observes that like 
pc:rmancnt residents, tcmparary residents constitute a political and largely powc::clcu minority and would allO be subject to 
threats and intimidation demonstrating their vulnerability. He states that: '"The diffc:n:ncCII comes pc:rhapa in regard to the lCloond 
rationale to which MoJcsoro J referred, tho cxlenl to whioh the IlatuI of a non-citizcn il a pcnonal attribute that il difficult to 
chanse. If anything. for temporary residents, this argument is Itrcmscr than for permanent residents, lClIDe of wham have the 
option to naturaliICI but chooac not to. Indeed Mokgoro J', rcaaoning 81 to the immutability of the attribute did Id depend ClIl ill 
longevity but rathc::c on the individual'l ability to change the atbibute ... Before leaving the topio we should note that Larbi-Odam 
did not present a 08ICI of di1rerentiation on the srounda of tcmpcnry residence. Whether that distinction is proeon"bed in some 
way by the equality OlaUICI remains an open questiClll." Klaaren goes ClIl to ask the qUCItion whether diaorimiDatim against 
temporary residenfl on the sround of oitizenship is unfitir, noting that the court in Lorbi-Odam drew a distinction between 
permanent and temponil)' rcaidents. It based its oonolUliClll that the discrimination against permaneot raidenta w. unfiUr on the 
fact that pcrDl811C11l residents needed job scourity in the OQIltcxt of potential indefinite cmploymonl; that they would be allowed to 
became OitizClll in a few )'C8I'I; that they had been ICIlcotcd into the community; and that they bad made • oonsoiOUl oammitmCDl 
towards South Afrioa Temporary rcaidentl, obaervcs KI..-en, by definition do not meet these standards. This doee not, however, 
rule out the paIIllbility ofunfair diaorimination against tcmpcnry reaidenfl in other oiroumldancel. 
They even try to oito non-cxiatcnt international agreements between South Africa and their countries of mgin • the basis for 
thil boonl 
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always happen. It is submitted that a person who is a temporary resident and is in a diabetic 

coma would become the responsibility of the public health sector which then raises the . 

question whether it would not be cheaper to supply such a person with the chronic 

medication, in this case insulin, and where possible charge him or her for it even in the 

public sector, rather than end up with a comatose and very expensive patient on one's 

hands. From a . legal perspective, it is submitted that at least the bare minimum of health 

care services would have to be delivered sufficiently to enable the person to return to his 

country of origin but these issues are more difficult. to control in the field without highly 

proactive management of the situation by government officials which in itself entails costs 

to the state. From a pragmatic perspective, such money could be better spent on treating 

South Afrlcan citizens and permanent residents who have nowhe~ else to go and no other 

country to look to for health care services. 

Klaaren 135 discusses four types of citizenship. These are cultural citizenship, membership 

citizenship, post-national citizenship and lawful status citizenship. The first has as its 

principal tent an identification between a particular culture and citizenship. He notes that it 

is often ruled out of the analysis on first principles by many liberal democratic theorists of 

citizenship. In any event this kind of citizenship is likely to find scant support within the 

parameters of the Constitution. The second adopts a sharp distinction between citizens and 

non-citizens, the latter being defined as al"iens. He notes that this is a vision of citizenship as 

a status. The third, post-national citizenship, has at its centre the simple noti9n that persons 

are entitled to human rights in their capacity as human beings. The conception of 

citizenship most reflected in the jurisprudence of the constitutional court is, however, 

lawful status citizenship. Klaaren describes its core nation as being that all persons who are 

lawfully and permanently residing within a country are entitled to be full members of the 

community of that country. He observes that in contract to membership citizenship, lawful 

status citizenship accepts gradations within the granting of privileges of membership. It is 

submitted that purely from an economic and practical point of view in the light of the 

limited availability of resources in a developing country such as South Africa, this is the 

most pragmatic and practically feasible view of citizenship. However, the Constitution's 

115 
Klaarcn fit 132 Bllprtl at 296 
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use of the word 'everyone' in most instances, as opposed to the term 'citizen' renders such 

discussions of the meaning of the term 'citizen' largely irrelevant unless one is prepared to 

draw the illogical conclusion that the two terms are synonymous. 

2.3.5.2 Dlegal Immigrants 

If this is the position of persons having temporary residence permits what then are the 

obligations of the South African government to persons who are in the country illegally? 

This question presents itself at a number of different levels within both the private and the 

public health sectors. Many people illegally enter South Africa from neighbouring countries 

with the express intention of obtaining medical treatment in the public health sector 

because such services are not available in their own countries. Do they have a constitutional 

right of access to health services as much as does any South African resident? If the answer 

is "yes" then this could clearly lead to unsustainable demands on South African resources at 

the expense of those who are legitimately living in the country. However, if the answer is 

"no", then this would not accord with international and constitutional law principles of 

humanitarianisml36 
•. In practical terms can a rural, primary health care clinic near the 

borders of South Africa legitimately turn away people who have illegally crossed into 

South Africa to obtain services at the clinic? It is submitted that logically there would have 

to be some kind of limitation imposed upon the delivery of health care services to such 

people in order to protect the constitutional rights of South African residents. 

One of the ways of addressing the problem in practical terms is to ente~ into international 

agreements with neighbouring states in terms of which only limited numbers of their 

nationals will be treated, and in controlled circumstances, for payment. This does not, 

however, address the question of whether foreign nationals illegally present in South Africa 

have a constitutional right to health care services. One may be able to argue that the 

government has no legal duty to such persons because it has not permitted their entry into 

136 
Pietenc M "Fcrcignen and lOOio-economic rights: Legal entitlements or wishful thinking'1" 2000 (63) THRHR P 'I, poin" out 
that "Migration i. a feature of international reality which C8lD1ot be ignOred, and which mUit not lead to violatiCllll of thole rishts 
CI8eI1liai to 1wmanity. We C8lD1ot make all fundamental rights dependent on geographic location, for if we do, then we run the 
risk of replacing humanity with citizenship. a mere political category." 
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the country and therefore has no legal obligations towards them. Section 36 of the 

Constitution allows for the justifiable limitation of rights but "only in terms of law of 

general application to the extent that the limitation is reasonable and justifiable in an open137 

and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom, taking into account 

all relevant factors". Some of these factors are the importance of the purpose of the 

limitation, the relation between the limitation and its purpose and the nature of the right. It 

is submitted that possibly with the exception of emergency medical treatment, a public 

sector health care institution may have an argum~nt for turning away persons who are 

illegally in the country. However,. this would have to be in terms of a law of general 

application. The Immigration Act may be such legislation. One of its objects is to ensure 

that "immigration control is performed within the highest applicable standards of human 

rights protection". The Immigration Act provides specifically for entry of foreign nationals 

into South Africa for medical treatment reasons in section 17138
• In terms of section 29 of 
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Jordaan DW 'The Open Society' 2001 (64) THRHR pl07 notes that "Since the dawning of our OOUDtry's catltitutiooal era the 
pbruo open and democratic society has bcoome well known." He explores what is meant by the ooncept 'open society' with 
reference to the work of Hcmy Bergson in the early ninctccn thirties and Karl Popper in the nineteen forties and 0bacM:a that in 
his definition of open lIOOiety Popper emphasises the concepts of frccdam, h1mlancneaa and rationality. He 1U8'8CIla that since 
thcac three concepts arc: used 81 the basis fer measuring opennCIB, they can most suitably be dcaaribed as principles of an open 
society. In examining more olasely the prinoiple of:hcdom, Jordaan points out that Judge Aobrman, in his minority judgement 
in Fe1T8irQ "Levin NO; Vrycnhock " Powell NO (1996 (I) SA 984 (CC» contends tbat the right. to freedom and acaurity of the 
penon is a reiidual &ccdom right in the sense that it cnoompassca aU the aspegts of hcdom which have nelt been spcoifioaIly 
named in the reat of Chapter 3 of the interim COIIItitutiOll. He gives a broad and generous ocmstructiOll to this right clift"erins from 
the majority of his oollcagucs on the bench. Jcrc:Iaan notes that the laot that the interim Cmstitution'. limitatica olausc clc:mandcd 
that tho limitatiOll on the right to freedom. and scourity of the person be not only reascmablc, but also ncocuary influcnocd the 
majority'. judgment to a oonsiderable degree and that .ince the ncoeuity requirement is not inoIudcd in the 1996 Constitution, 
JudSC Aokctmam's interpretation of the right to frcc:dom and scomity of the penon "0IIII WI)' likely be followed in future 
OClI1ItitutionaJ. 08ICI." He distinguishes between an open society and a free society by llying that an open society CDCODlpaBICII • 

:free society but is more than that It embraces the principles of h1mlanencss and rcasonablenCIB, 8IIICJ'tins that these two 
principles have specifio meaning and PUlpOlCl independent of:&cedom. He continued to obacrve that in S "Lawnmce; S " Negal; 
S" Solberg (1997 (4) SA 1176 (CC» Sachs J inseparably links the open society to di~ity and typifies it as plura1istic - ''one in 
which there i. no official orthodoxy or faith". He refen to the wonts of SlOm J in National Coalition cf Gay and Lesbian 
Equality" Minister cf Justice (1991 (I) SA 6 (CC» that: "What beoomes normal in an open society, then, is DOt an imposed and 
standardised form of behaviour that refuses to IOknowledge difference but the aoocptance of the prinoiple of dif1'crenoc itselt; 
which lOocpts the variability of human behaviour" 8l1d gOCI on to obacrvc that Saobs J states that the acccptanoc of tbC principle 
of difference doca nClt imply an absence of a point of view or an absence of morality. In omclusion he propoICI the following 
ddiDiticm of am open society: "A lOCiety which ."jcob the absolute authcxity of merely established social 1II'J'IID8ODlODta. while 
tIying to prcscrw and dcvclop lOOiai arr&n8cmcnts bllCd on the priDciples of freedom, hUlll8l1CllCll, ratiamility and diversity." In 
the health oare oontc:Irt the principles of diversity, hlDDlIlCI1CII and rationality arc especially relevant _ evidenced inter alia by 
the Hippooratio Oath and the lntcmational Code of Mcdioal EthiOi of the Werld Mcdioal Association. (Sec 
www.pbs.orgIwsbhlnovaldootonloath olassioal for the olusioal version of the Hippocratio Oath and 
www.iiteduidepartmentslcsc:p!PublicWWW/codcsiooelWorld Medical Association for the Intcmaticnal Code of Medioal Ethics 
of the WMA) A rational lOOiety might well be forced to limit the help it giVCI to pcna1I who arc: net its members in keeping 
with limited availability of I"CIOUrOCI but would not lOt in 8 manner that was inhumane 01" unfairly disoriminatory. 
ss(l) A medical treatment permit may be issued to a fareisnec intending to receive mcdioaI treatment in the Republio for longer 

than three months by-
(a) the Department, as prcsoribcd; or 
(b) the Department through the regist:rar'l office er a designated official of an institution where the farcigncr intends to rcociw 

treatment, provided that such institution-
(i) has been app-oved by and is in good standing with the Department; 
(ii) certifies that it has n:ccived guarantees to its IltisflOtica that such foreigner's treatment COIfs wiD be paid; 
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this same Act, foreigners who are infected with certain infectious diseases as prescribed 

from time to time are prohibited persons. As such they do not qualify for a temporary or 

permanent residence permitl39
• Section 42 of this Act states that· save for necessary 

humanitarian assistance, no person, shall aid, abet, assist, enable or in any manner help an 

illegal foreigner. It is not clear what exactly is encompassed by the phrase 'necessary 

humanitarian assistance' but it is submitted that, in the absence of an agreement or the 

status of the foreign nationals as refugees in terms of national lawl40
, it cannot reasonably 

include health care services that are not immediately necessary to save life. For purely 

pragmatic reasons, foreigners should not necessarily be entitled to socio-economic rights to 

the same extent and in the same circumstances as residents. This could change with time 

and the availability of resources but for the foreseeable future, it is submitted that the 

obligations of the state are primarily towards South African citizens and lawful residents. 

Some may argue that the temporary nature of the presence of foreigners in the country will 

itself limit the potential costs of affording them the benefit of the socio-economic rights 

enjoyed by South African residents. However, if there is a relatively large, albeit revolving 

population of foreigners constantly illegally present in the country the cost of fulfilling the 

full spectrum of socio-economic rights in their case is likely to be unaffordable, especially 

given the relatively low level of their contribution to the economy as a whole. Whilst it may 

be eminently sensible from a humanitarian perspective, from an economic perspective such 

139 

140 

(iii) in the 0880 of a minor, p-ovides ~ name of a penon present in South Africa who it, or has acoeptcd to .,t, .. 1IUCb. 
minar's pardian whilo in ~ Republio or ocrtiflCl that auoh minor will be accompanied by a parent or guardian to ~ 
lUpublio; 

(iv) undertakca to p-ovide a prescribed periodic certification that such foreipcr is under treatment; and 
(v) undertakes to notify ~ Department when such forcisner has canpletcd his or her treatment. 

(2) When 10 requested by, and after oonsu1tation with, the Department of Health, the Department shall determinrI an ad hoc fee 
far ~ issuance of medioal watment permits in reapcot of institutiOl1l publioly funded or subsidised. 

(3) A mcdioaJ. treatment permit does not entitle ~ holder to conduct work." 

One wonden whether, fram a COIlItitutional point of view, this is a justifiablo limitalian of tho right not to be unfitirly 
disoriminated against on the basis of disability. . 
Section 27 of the Rc:fugeea Act 130 of 1998 stipulates that: A refugee "enjoys full legal protection, which includes the rishts set 
out in Chapter 2 of the Constitution and the right to ~ain in the Republic in aocordanoe with the proviuODI of this Aslt". More 
specifically subacction TI (g) provides that a refugec: .. is entitled to the same basio health scrvioes and basic primary education 
which the inhabitants of the Republio rcoeivo fram time to time". It is CuriOUl that the legislature thought fit to include IICOtion 
27(s) after stating in 27(b) that refUgees arc entitled to all of the rights in Chapter 2 of the CoIIItitutiOll whioh include the rigbts 
to health care acrvicea and to educatian. One of the objects of this Act is to "'To give effect within the Republio of South Africa 
to the relevant international leaal instrumcnll, principles and standards relating to refugees". In tc:rms of section 3 of the Aot, ... 
penon qualifiea for refugee a111l for the purposes of this Act if that penan-
(a> owing to a well-founded fear of being pcncoutcd by reason of his ar her race, tribe, religion, nationality, politioal opinion 

or membership of a particular lOOiai group, is outside the country of his or her nationality and is unable or unwilling to 
avail himself or henclf of the protection of that country, ar, not having a nationality and being outside the country of his ClI' 

bee former habitual residence is unable or, owing to such fear, unwilling to rctmn to it; ClI' 

(b) owing to extcrnaI aggression, occupation, foreign domination or events scrioUBly disturbing or disrupting publio order in 
cithc:r a part or the whole of his or her country of orisin ar natiana1ity, is compelled to leave his or her place of habitual 
residence in order to IICCk refuge elsewhere; or 

(c) is a dependant ofa penon contemplated in paragraph (a> ClI' (b)". 
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a policy could be suicidal. For a developing country that cannot even afford to realize in 

full socio-economic rights for citizens, it is submitted that such an approach is 

inconceivable. Pieterse argues that though the Department of Home Affairs contends in its 

White paper on international migration that constitutional provisions relating to everyone 

cannot always apply equally to illegal aliens, legal residents and citizens alike, there is no 

constitutional indication why all aliens should not in principle be equally entitled to all 

constitutionally entrenched rights other than those reserved for citizens 141. He notes with 

regard to emergency medical treatment that: "Commendably the Department of Home 

Aftairs acknowledged in its Green Paper on internationallJligration that all aliens, legal or 

illegal, should be afforded the right to emergency medical treatment, although no detailed' 

provisions to this effect are contained in the Department's subsequent White Paper on the 

same issue. "142 With particular regard to access rights such as those contemplated in section 

26(1),26(2) and 27(1) of the Constitution, Pieterse observes that the Department of Home 

Affairs apparently does not wish to extend any social welfare benefits (apart from 

emergency medical treatment and temporary schooling) to anyone other than citizens and 

141 

142 

Pictcne m 136 aupra. He notes that: "Modem lOOicty iI learning to accept lhat the bcncfill of citizenship arc not limited to civil 
and political rights but include lOOial and economic rishll. Social resourcea like health and education arc vital far the citizen's 
economic cfficicnay and for furthering his and other citizens' civil and political rights. It iI argued that wc1farc rights arc 
'concciwd u a care clement of citizcmhip in Western lOCicty" and arc "integral to the modem ICIIIC of citizcmahip" Whether the 
entitlement to lOCial and economic rights should extend to non-citizena is polemical. International human rights documents 
COIIfcning IUCh rights upon aliCIUI arc not widely ratified and many ItatcI arc n:luotant to include aliC11l in social ailtancc 
ICbCIDCI. Bccauac of the IUIturc of lIOCio-cccmomic rights their availability iI often dependent on the availability of state I'CIOUI'CCI 

and they can thcn:f'orc not always be suarantced to the l8IIle exlcnt • civil and politioal rights. Many oountrica arc not in a 
position to ptJYidc adequately for the aocio-cconomic needs of their citizens, let alone thole of forcipcn in their territory. 
Furthcrmcrc, aliC11l (especially tboso of the illegal variety) arc often blamed far oontributins to sooio-coonomio hardship by 
taking away jobs and public benefits believed to be rightly due to citizens ••. South Amca's CClIIItitution diffcn sisnifioantly 
fioam that of the United states and most other countries of the world in that it CICp'CIIly guarantcca lOOio-cconomic rights .•• Both 
oategoric. of lOCio-cconomio right arc conferred on all people without any diltinction bctwccn citizens and ncm-citizena .•• The 
extent to which aliCDI willll1lOCCCd in n:lying on thcac rights iI anything but clear." 
Pictcnc m 136 8Upra at p ". Intcratinsly the Immigration Agt No 13 of 2003, which is not )'Ct opcratianal, makes no c:xpn:II 

mention of the rendains of ClDCl'pDCy medical treatment or any other kind of health lCIYioca to fClRisncn iIlesally in the 
country. Section 42 limply says that saw for l'ncoeuary humanitarian _stance" DO penon, Ihall aid, abet, auilt, enable QI" in 
any manner help an ilIesal foreigner. The Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Diacriminatlon Act No of 2000, 
which is not ~ operational, prohibits unfair di.oriminatian per •. It dcfinca 'prohibited grounds' of discrimination u: 
" (a) race, gender, sex, pcgnanoy, marital status, ethnic or social arigin, colo18", sexual arientation, age, disability. n:ligim, 

CODIcicncc:, belief, culture, language and birth; or 
(b) any other around when: dilcriminatian baed an that other ground

(i) CBUICI or pc:rpctuatea systemic disadvantage; 
(ii) uadcnnina human dignity; or 
(iii) adwncly a1rccts the equal enjoyment of a penm's rightl and freedoms in a scrioua mat1l'lec that is comparable to 

discrimination on a ground in paragraph (a);" 
A penon's citizenship (i.e. of another CClUIltry) iI not lilted cxpn:ssly in the prohibited grounds but culture or birth could include 
citizcmhip by implicatim. In the Sohcdulc, under ICCtion 3 it lists some unfair pncticca n:latins to health scrvioca and benefits 

. u: 3 Health care servioca and benefits 
(a) Subjecting pcnoDI to medical c:xpcrimcnb without their informed conacnt. 
(b) Unfairly denying ar refusing any pcnan IICCCII to health care facilities QI" failing to make health care facilities acocasible to 

anypcnon. 
(c) Rc1Uaing to provide emergency medical treatment to pcnoIll of particular groups identified by one or more of the 

prohibited srounds. . 
(d) Refusing to provide n:.onable health scMoca to the elderly ... 
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permanent residents. He further observes that no authorities are cited for this stance and 

that it is doubtful whether this policy is in accordance with the Constitution. He does 

concede the possibility that the limitations clause in the Constitution may be used more 

vigorously against immigrants and that it is easily foreseeable that' despite aliens' 

entitlement to socio-economic rights, the courts and the legislature will favour the socio

economic needs of citizens when deciding on policy in this regard, pointing to the dictum 

of Chaskalson P in Soobramoneyl43 to the effect that: 

"We live in a society in which there are great disparities in weal~. Millions of people are living in 

deplorable conditions and in great poverty. There is a high level of unemployment, inadequate 

social security and many do not have access to clean water or to adequate health services." 

It is submitted that the restriction of socio-economic benefits to, or discrimination in the 

area of socio-economic rights against, illegal foreigners is neither unfair nor unreasonable 

as long as there are limited resources available to the state for the fulfilment of socio

economic rights. South Africa is surrounded by countries that are much poorer than itself 

with literally millions of people who are in need of adequate health services and other 

socio-economic benefits. If there were no lawful way to ration health care services to illegal 

aliens in South Africa, it is submitted that the state would be unable to fulfil its 

constitutional obligations to progressively realiz~ the fulfilment ofsocio-economic rights to 

anyone. If as fast as one illegal alien is deported, another enters the country and demands 

and receives health care services from the state, there will be a constant, very large rotating 

population of illegal aliens depleting the limited resources available for the rendering of 

those health care serVices and South African citizens and residents, with nowhere else to go 

for such services, are likely, contrary to the intention of the Constitution, to be 

progressively deprived of them. There is significant scope for argument that the obligation 

to protect, respect, promote and fulfil the rights in the Bill of Rights works in more than one 

direction and that it may also require the state to take reasonable measures to ensure ~at its 

capacity to progressively tealize the socio-economic rights in the BIll of Rights is not 

eroded to the point where it no long~r exists. The fact that the Constitution refers to citizens 

143 Soobramoney m 23 aupra 
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in some cases and "everyone" in others does not necessarily imply that "everyone" includes 

illegal aliens. There are two categories of persons on the spectrum between citizens and 

illegal aliens. These are temporary residents and permanent residents. It is conceivable that 

the ~everyone' referred to by the Constitution means everyone who is lawfully present in 

the country. There seems to be a logical disjunction in the argument that illegal aliens mIl 
within the scope of the term ~everyone' used in the Constitution when they have defied the 

same legal system of which the Constitution is the grundnorm by their presence in the 

country. The Constitution does not award rights to persons in other countries- only to 

persons in South Africa. It could be argued that it does not co~template or condone the 

illegal presence of citizens of other countries in South Africa since to do so would be to 

condone the violation of a part of the legal system of which it is the foundation. Dlegal 

aliens are thus, for purposes of the South African legal system, in a sense not in South 

Africa since their entry took place without the sanction of the legal system. It thus seems 

incongruous to argue that they can claim rights in terms of that same legal system to all the 

benefits it confers upon those lawfully present. This is not to say that illegal aliens should 

not be accorded basic human rights in the process of their detention and deportation. 

Human rights are a concept of intemationallaw and therefore of much wider geographical 
. . 

application than the specific rights contained in the South African Constitution. It is of 

interest on this note, that Pieterse himself points out that international human-rights 

documents conferring social and economic rights upon aliens are not widely ratified. 

Furtherm~re, ev«:,n the 1990 International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All 

Migrant Workers and Members of their Families which he cites as arguably the most 

progressive human-rights instrument in this regard, guaranteeing amongst other things that 

migrant worker shall be afforded equal treatment to nationals with regard to social security, 

the right to emergency health care, access to educational institutions, vocational training 

and housing schemes does not apparently include a right to health care services apart from 

emergency medical treatment. The other international legal instrument cited, the United 

Nations Declaration on the Human Rights of Individuals Who Are Not National~ of The 

Country in Which They Live, determines that aliens lawfully residing in a state should 

enjoy rights to safe and healthy working conditions, health protection, medical care, social 
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security, social services and education.l44 This is logical because these people by following 

the legal procedures necessary to be lawfully present in the country have subjected 

themselves to the laws of that country and mll within the full scope of its legal system. The 

state in allowing them to enter has made a legal commitment to them. The court in Larbi 

Odam stressed not only the met that th~ state had made a commitment to pennanent 

residents by permitting them to enter the countryl45 but also that the pennanent residents 

had made a commitment to the countryl46. 

1.3.5.3 Health Tourists 

The other question is whether, from a policy perspective, if the State wished to discourage 

so-called 'health tourism', if would be able to do so. Although this is predominantly a 

private health sector issue, people entering the country in significant numbers with the 

express purpose of undergoing surgery or some other form of medical treatment are likely 

to inadvertently affect the access to health care services of South African residents. The 

Immigration Act, which is not yet operational at the time of writing, does envisage such a 

possibility and makes express provision for permits for the purpose of medical treatment 

but only where such treatment is likely to be for longer than three months 147. In reality there 

are very few medical interventions which require even one month's stay in a hospital and 

generally speaking people who are treated for three months or longer are likely either to 

have a chronic health condition which cannot be cured by a single series of interventions or 

they have a terminal illness. The harsh economic reality is that either way, one would not 

want to see such patients in South Africa. If their medical insurance benefits run out or they 

suddenly take an unanticipated tum for the worse they may become a burden on the public 

health sector in which resources are already severely overstretched. Many health tourists 

come to South Africa for elective surgery in the private sector such as cosmetic surgery and 
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Pietcnc m 1361Upra at pSS and footnote 28 
Larbi Odam m 130 supra at p"9 . 

Sec Lami Odam m 130 IUpra at p7S8-749 where Mokgaro J stated that: "Pcnnancnt residents arc sencrally entitled to 
citizenship within a few yean of pining permanent residency, and can be said to have made a cansoious OClIDJDilment to South 
Africa. Morcovc:r, permanent residents arc entitlcd to compete with South Afrioans in the employment market. AI. emphasised by 
the appellants, it makes littlc IICIIIIC to permit peoplc to stay permanently in a country, but then to cxcludc them &om a job they 
arc qualified to pcrfonn." 

Immiaration Act m. 1421Upra 
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surgery for less pressing health needs. Such treatment nonetheless requires the utilisation of 

human and other resources such as operating theatres which could be used in the treatment 

of South African residents. Such treatment rarely takes even one month. There is apparently 

no obligation in terms of the Immigration Act on people entering South Africa for the 

express purpose of receiving medical treatment for less than three months, which is likely 

to be the majority, to apply for a medical treatment permit or even declare the real reason 

for their 'entering the country. 

Whilst at present most health tourists target the private health sector in South Africa, the 

question of whether the health care services are delivered in the public or the private sectors 

is largely irrelevant. Even where there is spare bed capacity in private hospitals, for 

instance, there are significant shortages of other resources used in the delivery of health 

care in South Africa, particularly human resources, at various levels within the health care 

system. If the private sector is doing a roaring trade in health tourism and is able to attract 

human resources away from the public sector and into the private sector to render health 

care services to tourists, this constitutes a significant loss for the public health sector and 

could severely impact upon its capacity to deliver health services to citizens and permanent 

residents. There is an opportunity cost in terms of the treatment of a South African citizen 

or permanent resident, in servicing a health tourist. Whilst there are not the long waiting 

lists for treatment in South Africa that there are in the British National Health Service, the 

question is whether, if such long waiting lists did develop as the result of an influx ofhealth 

tourists, would there be a constitutional obligation upon the South African government to 

ensure that this does not happen? It is submitted that there would be such a constitutional 

obligation in view of the injunction not only to promote and fulfil the rights in the Bill of 

Rights but also to respect and protect them. 

The other possibility is that health tourism could lead to a situation where private hospital 

treatment becomes so expensive for South African residents, due to the fact that a private 

hospital would rather treat a foreign patient paying in a strong foreign currency than a 

South African resident who cannot compete 'with weak rands, that the private sector 

becomes largely inaccessible to South African patients. They will then be forced to fall 
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back on the already overburdened public health sector for their health needs. In this way, 

valuable health resources located in South Africa could effectively be diverted away from 

South African residents for the benefit of foreign nationals who contribute very little to the 

economy in comparison to a tax paying local resident. The issue of health care services to 

foreigners also has a bearing on the question of the horizontal application of the Bill of 

Rights. If private health institutions are constitutionally obliged to provide health care 

services to South African residents as opposed to foreign nationals, they will be restricted 

in their capacity to deliver those same services to non-residents. Liebenbergl48 remarks with 

regard to the rights implicit in section 27(3) that this subsection is applicable horizontally 

and hence binds private hospitals, clinics, consulting rooms and ambulance services. Since 

emergency medical treatment is a specific, specialised subset of health care services it 

could be argued that the right to health care services contemplated in section 27(1) is not 

necessarily also horizontally applicable and that, in the present context, emergency medical 

services are in any event not the kind of services that are usually targeted by health tourists 

except unintentionally. The kind of health care services that health tourists are interested in 

are very often cosmetic surgery and other types of services that fall into the non-emergency 

category. Furthermore the private facility at which they are to undergo the treatment is 

likely to have made sure that they are in a financial position not only to pay for the 

contemplated treatment but also for other treatment in the event that something goes wrong. 

If private health facilities are not bound by a horizontal application of the rights in section 

21 (1) of the Constitution to deliver health care services to South African residents then 

from the current legal perspective they are under no obligation not to treat foreign patients. 

From a practical point of view, however, this may not be a desirable state of affairs given 

the potential indirect effects on the capacity of the health care system as a whole to deliver 

services to locals and, depending upon the magnitude of health tourism and its impact on 

the South African health system, it may have to be restricted in some way in order to 

protect the right of South African residents to access to health care services. The question 

of the horizontal application of the rights in the Bill of Rights is dealt with elsewhere in this 

chapter. 
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2.3.6 Available Resources 

As discussed at length in chapter 1, the question of available resources is central, from. a 

constitutional point of view, to the right of ~ccess to health care services. Liebenbergl49 

observes that the critical question that arises is whether the 'available resources' of the state 

refers to its existing budgetary allocations, or whether it is a broader concept, incorporating 

the totality of the resources available to the st8;te. She points out that Alston and other 

international law scholars are of the view that the phrase 'to the maximum of its available 

resources' in art 2 of the ICESCR refers to the overall resources of the country and is not" 

confined to budgetary appropriations I"'. Liebenberg notes further that the implication of the 

former interpretation is that the state ~ould be in a position to determine the extent of its 

own obligations, by, for example, allocating minimal funds to the portfolios of housing, 

education, etc. The further question also arises whether the 'available resources' of a 

provincial government are to be determined only by reference to the budget of that 

provincial government or whether a court can enquire i:r:tto the national government's 

allocations to provincial levels in areas critical to the realisation of the rights. It is submitted 

that the views of Alston P et al on the level of international law are not necessarily 

appropriate or applicable to constitutional questions involving the availability of resources 

for the following reasons: 

International law, as stated in chapter one, is essentially involved with the obligations of 

nation states to observe the provisions of various instruments of intel'll8:tional law as 

opposed to the obligations of states towards their citizens and of citizens towards each 

other. Whilst these latter types of obligations clearly have an impact on the state's 

fulfilment of its obligations in terms of such instruments of international law, in terms of 

the South African Constitution, international law does not automatically form part of the 

South African legal system. Thi"s is entirely consistent with the rule of law in terms of 
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Chaakalaon., al, fit 67 supra at p41-41 

Chaskalson ., al til 67 supra at p41-41 footnolc 3 
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which the Constitution has been designated as the supreme law of the country and therefore 

even international law which is inconsistent with the Constitution cannot legitimately be 

applied by. the courts. The Constitution itself is in some ways a moving target as a result of 

its emphasis on the values that underlie an open and democratic society and the fact that the 

constitutional court has emphasised the process approach to the Constitution.151 

Due to the fact that international law is essentially involved with the obligations of nation 

states inter se and to the international community of nation states as a whole, its perspective 

must, of necessity, because it stands outside systems of national law, be different to the 

perspectives of national law. The perspective of international law is one of being on the 

outside looking in whereas the perspective of South African constitutional law is one of 

being on the inside looking out Consequently the approach of international law in 

measuring the extent to which a nation state as a whole has met its obligations with regard 

to the available resources must be that suggested by Alston et al. It has to be a bird's eye 

view. However, from the point of view' of the constitutional order within South Africa, 

recognising the doctrine of separation of powers, a system of fiscal federalism and 

imposing a complex matrix of obligations on national, provincial and local governments, 

one cannot afford to take the bird's eye view of international law if one wishes to preserve 

the supremacy of the Constitution within South Africal~. The weave of constitutional and 

lSI 
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See for iDstanoe the warda of Chaskalson P in Jl'an Rooyen And Othe,., " The State And Othen (Gentll'Ql CQJlW;il Of Tht BQI' Of 
South Africa IntBrtlBning) 2002 (S) SA 246 (eC) at para 34, p 273 "'Bearing in mind the diwnity of our lOOiety this oawClllll)' 
injunotion is of particular importance in _ing institutional independence. The weD-iDfmmed, thoughtfUl and objective 
obacrver mUlt be sensitive to the country's complex IOcial realities, in touch with ita evolving patterns of constitutional 
development, and guided by the Constitution, its values and the differentiation it makes betwc:cn different levels of courts." The 
court in Dawood. fit 12 8Ilpra, at P 1043 comments: "Thus as this right has "been ClUCial to our cmutitutional project', very 
compelling reBlOlII would have to be advanced to justify ita limitation." (writer's emphasis) See also Klare K "Lepl culture and 
constitutionalism" (1998) 14 SAJHR 146 who speab of transf'ormative constitutionalism. and notes that the Constitution as a 
transfmmative document requirca continual reinwntion to mala: sense of the changing warld. The canstitutional project becomes 
a long term project of oonstitutional enactment, interpretation and enforcement 
This question of differences in perspective is quite nicely illustrated in the obsc:rYatiOlll of the court in Mangope " Jl'an DBr Walt 
And Another NNO 1994 (3) SA ISO (BG) where it IBid that: "I do not consider that the principles of internatianal law, to which I 
was referred, are appaeito to a OllIe of the type DOW Ware me. I think it is a qucstian of constitutional law. AI Lard Reid 
observed in Madzimbamuto " Lardner-Bura and Another [1968] 3 All ER '61 (PC) at "3H-B: "With regard to the question 
whether the usurping government can now be regarded as a lawful government much was IBid about de faoto and de jUte 
govemmema. Those arc corK1CptiCllll of international law and in their Lordships' view they arc quite inappropriate in dealing with 
the legal poaitian of a Ulurper within the ienitory of which he has acquired control. As w. explained in Carl-ZBi8l-Stfftung " 
Rayner and K_lBr Ltd (No 2) when a quc:stian arises as to the status of a new regime in a foreign countJy the caurt must 
ascertain the view of Her M.g~s Gavemment and act on it as correct. In practice the government has regard to certain rules, 
but thQIIO are not rules of law. And it happens n9~ ~uently that. the government rccosnia a usmper II the de facto 
government of a territory' while ccmtim.lins to recognise the austed Sovereign. t1ie de jure govemmeht. But the position is quite 
different where a court sitting in a particular territory has to determine the statUI of a new regime which'" Ulmped power and 
acquired control of that territory. It must decide. And it is not passible to decide that there are two lawful sovemments at the 
same time while each is seeking to prevail over the other. It is a historical fact that in many countries - and indeed in many 
countries which are or haw been under British sovereignty - there arc now regimes which arc univenally recognised _ lawfUl 
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national law is much more dense and intricate. than that of international law and for the 

national system to be internally consistent, one has to look to the Constitution, as opposed 

to international law, as the grundnorm. Provision has been made in the Constitution for 

courts and other tribunals to consider international law with a view no doubt inter alia to 

observing South Africa's international legal obligations but there is no obligation upon the 

courts to apply international law irrespective of whether or not it is consistent with the 

values enshrined in the Constitution. In Grootboom and TAC1
". for example, the 

constitutional court refused to apply the international law principle of minimum core 

obligations. 

As pointed out in the previous chapter, taken to its logical extreme the question of a 

country's available resources could extend to implied obligations upon the international 

community to 'put its money where its mouth is'. If it seeks to impose obligations upon a 

country which require resources that country does not have and there are mechanisms for 

financial and other support at international level available to that country then those 

mechanisms must be mobilised to ensure that the resources are made available otherwise 

the pointing finger of accusation is simply turned back in the direction of the accusers. At a 

certain level international law seems inherently self-contradictory since on the one hand it 

seeks to deny national boundaries in terms of legal principles by insisting that international 

legal principles are applicable across national bou~daries, regardless of the views of those 

nations on the subject, but on the other seeks to hold individual nations liable for their 

failure to observe those principles. It seems that the penneability of national boundaries for 

purposes of international law is, at times, unidirectional. If the courts themselves 154 do not 

believe that they have the necessary resources to make decisions concerning the allocation 
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but which derive their origins &om revolutiCIII or coups d'etat. The law must take aaoount of that fact. So there may be a 
question bow or at what uSC the new regime became lawfid.' The court cmphasiacd that it is the 00I1IeIIl or acceptance of the 
people of a new government establiahcc:l as the rcault of • revolution which ia relevant rather than the principles of intmnational 
law." 

Grootboom th 10 and TAC m 57 supra 

TAC m 57 supra at para 37, p 740: lilt Ihould be bome in mind that in dcalins with lOCh mattcn the Courts are not institutionally 
equipped to make the wido-ransins factual and political enquiries nccc:asmy for detcrminins what the minimum-ocrc standards 
called for by the tint and Iccond amici should be, nor for deciding how public l'CVCIlues should most cffcotively be spent" and 
para 38: "Courts arc ill-euited to adjudicate upon issues wbm: Court orden could have multiple lOOial and economio 
ccmcqucocca for the community." 
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of resources at provinciallevepss, the notion that they can even begin to contemplate the 

allocation of resources across provinces and take on the role of Parliament to provide for 

'the equitable division of revenue raised nationally among the national, provincial and local 

spheres of government' is nothing short of mind boggling. It is submitted that the 

constitutional court has itself answered the question as to whether the court has the power 
... 

to enquire into the national government's allocations to provincial levels in areas critical to 

the realisation of the rights in TAe where it noted that: 

"The Constitution contemplates rather a restrained and focused role for the Courts, namely, to 
require the State to take measures to meet its constitutional obligations and to subject the 
reasonableness of these measures to evaluation. Such determinations of reasonableness may in fact 
have budgetary implications, but are not in themselves directed at rearranging budgets. In this way 
the judicial, legislative and executive functions achieve appropriate constitutional balance."lSC5 

Viewed systemically, it is submitted that the role of the courts is not to rearrange the system 

in all its complex interrelationships but rather to exert acupressure at sensitive points within 

the system so as to encourage it to move or develop in a certain way. 

Section 27(2) stipulates that the state must take reasonable legislative and other measures to 

achieve the progressive realisation of the right within available resources. In this regard, the 

constitutional court has pointed out that: 

"The third derming aspect of the obligation to take the requisite measures is that the obligation does 
not require the State to do more than its available resources permit. This means that both the content 
of the obligation in relation to the rate at which it is achieved as well as the reasonableness of the 
measures employed to achieve the result are governed by the availability of resources. Section 26 
does not expect more of the state than is achievable within its available resources. As ChaskaIson P 
said in Soobramoney: 
'What is apparent from these provisions is that the c;>bligations imposed on the state by ss 26 and 27 
in regard to access to housing, health care, food, water, and social security are dependent upon the 
resoUrces available for such purposes, and that the corresponding rights themselves are limited by 
reason of the lack of resources. Given this lack of resources and the significant demands on them 
that have already been referred to, an unqualified obligation to meet these needs would not 
presently be capable of being fulfllled.' 

ISS 
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Soobramoney fit 23 at P 716: "'These ohoiCOl involve difficult decisions to be taken at the political level in fix:ins the health 
budget, and at the functional level in deciding upon the priorities to be met. A oourt will be slow to interfere with rationa1 
deoiaiODl takta in good faith by the political ClI"gaDI and medical authorities whose responsibility it is to deal with IIUOh mattcn." 
TAe fit 57 aupra pan 38 at p 740 
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There is a balance between goal and me'ans: The measures must be calculated to attain the goal 
expeditiously and effectively but the availability Qf resources is an important factor in detennining 
what is reasonable. "1S7 

Since the availability of resources is a variable which, by defmition, is subject to 

fluctuation, and since what is reasonable in terms of the state's efforts to fulfil its 

constitutional ~bligations must be seen in the context of the available resources, it follows 

that the state's obligations can and do vary not only from one context to another but also 

across time. Admittedly, the Constitution requires "progressive" realisation which means 

that ideally the state's obligations should not be permitted to regress in terms of its 

constitutional obligations but, in a situation where resources are greatly reduced from what 

they were previously and where the state finds itself in dire economic circumstances, it is 

submitted that in practical terms what it is constitutionally obliged to provide by way of 

access to health care services may well amount to less than what it was obliged to provide 

in more prosperous times. In a sense, the available resources limit or bound the right in a 

given set of circumstances. It is submitted that this is partly the reason that the court in 

Grootboom observed that deciding whether the state has fulfilled its obligations in a 

particular instance is very difficult and that every case has to be considered individually. 138 

In keeping with this line of reasoning, the constitutional court in both the Grootboom and 

the TAC1SP cases rejected the argument that socio-economic rights have a minimum core to 

which every person in need is entitled. The concept of minimum core is discussed in 

considerable detail in chapter one and that discussion will therefore not be repeated here. 

However, it is important to point out that: "[t]his argument fails to have regard to the way 

ss (1) and (2) of both ss 26 and 27 are linked in the text of the Constitution itself: and to the 

way they have been interpreted by this court in Soobramoney and Grootboom."I«1 
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1«1 

GI'OOlboom m 10 supra p 70-71 para 46 

Sec Grootboom fit 10 supra para 20 P 61 where the ~ourt obsc::rvcd that: ·"The question is therefore not whether IOOiCH:CODOJDio 
rights an justioiable under our Constitution, but how to enforce them in a Biven ouc. This is a very difticu1t issue which mUll be 
carefully explored on a casc-by-oasc basil. " (footnatcs omitted) 

Grootboom fn 10 and TAC th 57l11pra 
TAC th 57 supra p738 para 29 
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The manner in which sections 26 and 27 of the Constitution have been constructed defeats 

the argument in favour of a minimum core obligation as espoused in intemationallaw. The 

court in the TAe case observed that: 

"Section 26( I) refers to the 'right' to have access to housing. Section 26(2), dealing with the state's 
obligation in that regard, requires it to 'take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its 
available resources, to achieve the progressive realisation of this right'. The reference to 'this right' 
is clearly a reference to the s 26(1) right. Silnilar language is used in s 27, which deals with health 
care services, including reproductive health care, sufficient food and water, and social security, 
including, if persons are unable to support themselves and their dependants, appropriate social 
assistance. Subsection (I) refers to the right everyone has to have 'access' to these services; and ss 
(2) obliges the state to take 'reasonable legislative and other measures, within its available 
resources, to achieve the progressive realisation of each of these rights'. The rights requiring 
progressive realisation are those referred to in ss 27(1)(a), (b) and (c). In Soobramoney it was said: 
~What is apparent from these provisions is that the obligations imposed on the state by ss 26 and 27 
in regard to access to housing, health care, food, water and social security are dependent upon the 
resources available for such purposes, that the corresponding rights themselves are limited by 
reason of the lack of resources. ' 
The obligations referred to in this passage are clearly the obligations referred to in ss 26(2) and 
27(2), and the 'corresponding rights' are the rights referred to in ss 26(1) and 27(1). This passage is 
cited in Grootboom. It is made clear in that judgment that ss 26(1) and 26(2) 'are related and must 
be read together'. Yacoob J said: 'The section has been carefully crafted. It contains three 
subsections. The flfSt confers a general right of access to adequate housing. The second establishes 
and delimits the scope of the positive obligation imposed upon the state. . . .' It is also made clear 
that s 26 does not expect more of the state than is achievable within its available resources' and does 
not confer an entitlement to 'claim shelter or housing immediately upon demand' and that as far as 
the rights of access to housing, health care, sufficient food and water, and social securiW for those 
unable to support themselves. and their dependants are concerned, 'the state is not obliged to go 
beyond available resources or to realise these rights immediately'." 161 

There is only a single obligation upon the state, dependent upon the availability of 

resources, to provide access to health care services and not two: one based on the minimum 

core concept and one on the available resources concept. The court rej ected the idea that a 

minimum core obligation was enforceable against the state irrespective of the resources that 

are available to fulfil that minimum core. It is submitted that, far from being a weakness in 

the right of access to health care services, the element of the availability of resources is its 

saving grace. It provides the mechanism for the translation of the right from the paper on 

which it is written into something that has practical meaning. Moreover the flexibility that 

it allows renders it possible to adapt and realistically apply the right to every possible 

permutation that could arise in relation to the need for health care services. 

161 
TAC fit" supra, p738-739 para 30-32 (footnotes omitted) 
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2.4 The Right of Children To Basic Health Care Services 

The Constitution makes specific reference to a right of children to basic health care services 

in section 28(1 )( c). It is thus necessarY to consider this provision and its implications in the 

context of the broader right of everyone to health care services as provided for in section 

27(1). Does this mean that children have a greater or more specific right to health care 

services than adults? Is the right of children to health care services a separate right from the 

rights conferred in section 27(1)? In other words do children have 'two' rights to health 

care services, one in terms of section 27(1) which refers simply to "health care services" 

and the other in terms of section 28(1)(c) which speaks of 'basic health care services'? The 

answer has a bearing on the broader question of whether the right to health care services is 

a single right with many facets or whether there is in reality only a number of discrete 

rights, within different contexts, having no underlying systemic consistency. 

2.4.1 Section 28 Rights v Section 26 and 27 Rights 

One of the major differences between section 27 and section 28 is that the fonner stipulates 

that the state must take reasonable legislative and other m~asures to achieve the progressive 

realisation of the rights referred to in section 27. There is no similar qualification in section 

28. It would in theory be possible to argue that the reason for the provision for basic health 

care services in paragraph 28(1)( c) is to ensure a minimum core of health services to 

children, available resource considerations asidel62
• However, the constitutional court in 

HaYJOlD N in the chapter on ahlldn:n in Davis et aI, m 124 8Upra, lends suppart to this view in IUs IIIbmission at p 269, that the 
tc:nn 'basic' implies a 'minimum. level ncoessary to prevent malnutrition or disease mUlt be provided.' He 1Urthcr states at p 270 
that: "Unlike the formulation of the rights in s 26 and '1:1, where a areater disoretion is allowed to the state, the courts do not have 
to refer to the question of availability of resouroes in determining whether the state bas met its obligatim to provide these basic 
necessities to children (See pcra1ly de VOl P 'The Economic and Social Rights of Children and South Afiica's TranaitiCll18l 
Coditution' 1995 (10) South African Public Law 233)." Hayaom appean DOt to be entirely consiatcnt in this view however 
because in disoussing the right of children to basic nutrition, shelter, health care serviCCl and social services at p 269 he 88)'1 
'"This p-ovision will be subject to reasonable limitations arisins out of the available resources of the state." It is interestinS that 
Hayaom sees the risht of ahlldn:n to basic health services as beins preventive as opposed to curative. It is not clear whether he 
intended to refer to the mcrc fcrma1 classification of different types of health care er whether the term ''p'cMmt'' as applied to 
"disease" is intended to inDlude curative health care as well as preventive in the lCIIIIe that a CURl prcwmta continuation in the 
diseased state. He states that the right conferred is intended to serw primarily II a safirty net in oasa of deprivation, nesJect, 
starvation or abuse and observes that: ''In oomparilOD with thI: costs involved in thI: enforcemenl of oivil rigIU (fer example 
legal aid), the delivery of a minimum level of food and health services in areas enduring axtremo deprivation should not be 
formidable." It is submitted that unfortunately in health care terms, ''the minimmn necessary to p-cvent malnutrition and disease" 
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Grootboom and the TAC I63 cases rejected the minimum core conceptl64 in principle, albeit 

primarily with reference to sections 26 and 27(1) which expressly require the state to take 

reasonable legislative and other measures to ensure the progressive realisation of this right 

within its available resources. In Grootbooml6S the court specifically considered the right of 

children to shelter as contained in section 28(1)(c). It observed with regard to both sections 

26 and 28(1)(c) that: "[t]hese rights need to be considered in the context of the cluster of 

socio-economic rights enshrined in the Constitution." The court in its judgement discussed 

the concept of minimum core obligations within the context of the obligations of the State 

in terms of section 26 and rejected that concept on the basis of the construction of the 

section in a manner which ties the rights therein contained to the issue of available 

resources. Some might be tempted to argue that the concept of minimum core could 

nonetheless be valid with regard to the rights of children expressed in section 28 which 

does not contain the same qualifications with regard to available resources as does section 

26. However, in its discussion of the judgment of the high court as it pertained to section 

28(1)(c), the constitutional court observed the following: 

"The judgment of the High Court amounts to this: (a) s 28(1)(c) obliges the state to provide 
rudimentary shelter to children and their parents on demand if parents are unable to shelter their 
children; (b) this obligation exists independently of and in addition to the obligation to take 
reasonable legislative and other measures in terms of s 26; and (c) the state is bound to provide this 
rudimentary shelter irrespective of the availability of resources. On this reasoning, parents with 
their children have two distinct rights: the right of access to adequate housing in terms of s 26 as 
well as a right to claim shelter on demand in terms of s 28(1)(c). This reasoning produces an 
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in children docs not llCOC8Iarily mean that the fimdins of IUOh health om'C aeMOCS iI • minimal as Hayaom would have his 
readen believo. The prcvaation of dil108SO in children il not neccaarily eithc:l' limple er ltrBightfCll'ward and the phraac 
'minimum nCQOll8l)' to prevent' oan in itself be the IUbjoct of lOme debate. For example, in the oontexl of the TAC OIIIC, the 
argument of the State w. in a IIOlIIO that that the provilion of the chuB Nc:virapine to pregnant mothers and their newborn babies 
was nct lUffioicnt. It w. not the minimum nCCCII8I'Y to JII'CYCIIl malnutrition and dilcuc in ohildren lince .tudicI had mown that 
if the mother breastfecl tho child there W8I ltill a oaWdc:rable rilk. of lranlmiuion of HIV &em the mother to the child and that 
feeding IUbltitutel were an importaDt part rL a prosramme that IOUght to prevcpt mother to ohild trlll1llDiuion of HIV. 
Furthermcn, the State had ooncam about potential ac:Ivene c1fcctI on Ions term management of the diIeMc mob • tho 
development of large lCBle dnaB resiltancc in the face of anly marginal IUOCOII in the prevCIltion of HIV 1I'anImiIIion at birth. 
The court, of ooune, took the view that it iI better to live now and die later than not to live at all and that CMIl if only a few 
hundred IivcI were laved initially, the potential 1011 of life of thOUlllldl in the long term due to dnJg nlliltanoe W8I no 8IJUIDC11l 
fer the State'l firilura to provide tho drug. In thiI o.e 'it iI important to remember that the cIrus w. available to the State fi'ec of 
obarse but what if it had not been? What if there bad been a lignificant price tat! Would the proviIion of Nc:virapine Iti1l 
OOII8titutc buio health care ICI'YiccI to children in the context of Haysam'l IlUbmilliion that it iI the minimum level neccuary to 
prevent malnutrition or diseuc? The numbcn of antimroviral dru811 on the market arc few and altcmatiWll In even 108I'CCI'. 

nil grcady reducel the optiCll1l for HIV and AIDS prevention llrategies generally. It il oamparativcly e.y to run a V81X)ination 
programme for meulCi or rubella or lIDallpox in tenJll of which children can be immunized againat theIc diIeaIeI and the 
vacoinel me nol p-ohibitively expcmive but what arc ''baIio health serviocs" for children in the oonteld of HIV and AIDS, 
hcpatitil C and limilar health ocnditiCll1l where no vaccincl cxilt or wbcrc they arc cxpeI1Iive and may oany lisnifioant adwnc 
lido cJfcctI that haw colt implicatiOlll fer tic health Iystcm in their own right? 
Grootboom m 10 and TACm" 8Upra 
MiniatfJl' of Health and DthB,., \I Treatment Action Campaign and DthB,." m ,7 supra, ICC p 737 onwardl 
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anomalous result. People who have children have a direct and enforceable right to housing under s 
28(l)(c), wbile others who have none or whose children are adult are not entitled to housing under 
that s~tion, no matter how old, disabled or otherwise deserving they may be. The carefully 
constructed constitutional scheme for progressive realisation of socio-economic rights would make 
little sense if it could be trumped in every case by the rights of children to get shelter from the state 
on demand. Moreover, there is an obvious danger. Children could become stepping stones to 
housing for their parents instead of being valued for who they are. "166 

This reasoning, although it is aimed at defeating the inference drawn by the high court to 

the effect that because children have a right to shelter, so do their parents and that this is a 

right on ~emand, also implies that the rights of children in section 28(1)(c) must be seen in 

the context of available resources and as argument for the met that one cannot regard this 

particular socio-economic right of children to shelter outside of the context of the available 

resources when the broader socio-economic right to housing contained in section 26 is part 

of a 'carefully constructed constitutional scheme' for the progressive realisation of socio

economic rights in general. In other words the implication is that the right of children to 

shelter in terms of section 28(1 )( c) is no more a right on demand than is the right to housing 

expressed in section 26. In Grootbooml67
, the respondents and the amici in supporting the 

judgment of the High Court drew a distinction between housing on the one hand and shelter 

on the other. They contended that shelter is an attenuated form of housing and that the state 

is obliged to provide shelter to all children on demand. The respondents and the amici 

emphasised that the right of children to shelter is unqualified and that, the 'reasonable 

measures' qualification embodied in ss 25(5) 26,27 and 29 are markedly absent in relation 

to s 28(1)(c). The appellants disagreed and criticised the respondents' definition of shelter 

on the basis that it conceives shelter in terms that limit it to a material object. They 

contended that shelter is more than just that, but defined it as an institution constructed by 

the state in which children are housed away from their parents. 168 

The court did not accept the argument of the respondents that there is a distinction within 

the Constitution between housing on the one hand and shelter on the other. It argued that: 

"Housing and shelter are related concepts and one of the aims of housing is to provide pbysical 
shelter. But shelter is not a commodity separate from housing. There is no doubt that all shelter 

166 
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Grootboom m 10 mp1Ylp 80 para 70·71 
Grootboom fh 10 8Up1Yl 

Grootboom fh 10 8Up1Yl P 80 para 72 
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represents protection from the elements and' possibly even from danger. There are a range of ways 
in which shelter may be constituted: shelter may be ineffective or rudimentaIy at the one extreme 
and vel)' effective and even ideal at the other. The concept of shelter in s 28(1)(c) is not qualified by 
any requirement that it should be 'basic' shelter. It follows that the Constitution does not limit the 
concept of shelter to basic shelter alone. The concept of shelter in s 28(1)(c) embraces shelter in all 
its manifestations. However, it does not follow that the Constitution obliges the state to provide 
shelter at the most effective or the most rudimentmy level to children in the company of their 
parents. ,,169 

The differences in terminology between sections 26 and 28(1)(c) were not enough to 

convince the constitutional court that there were differences in the substance or content of 

the rights expressed in the two sections. The crux of the argument against seeing the rights 

of children to food, shelter and health care services as separate from those of other socio

economic rights, however, is contained in Grootboom where the constitutional court said: 

"The obligation created by s 28(1)(c) can properly be ascertained only in the context of the rights 
and, in particular, the obligations created by ss 25(5), 26 and 27 of the Constitution. Each of these 
sections expressly obliges the State to take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its 
available resources, to achieve the rights with which they are concerned. "170 

Again in its summary and conclusion the constitutional court noted that: 

''Neither s 26 nor s 28 entitIes the respondents to claim shelter or housing immediately upon 
demand. ,,171 

It is submitted that these findings and observations of the constitutional court conclusively 

preclude the argument that whilst minimum core obligations may not be a feature of the 

rights contained in sections 26 and 27 of the constitution they are applicable to those of 

children as expressed in section 28(1)(c) on the ground that the latter are not expressly 

subject to the requirement of progressive realisation within available resources. 

The court in Grootboom observed that there is an overlap between the rights contained In 
sections 26 and 27 and those in 28(1)(c) in that the rights in section 26 and 27 are bestowed 

upon everyone whereas the rights in section 28(1)( c) are those of children only. It pointed 

out that: 

169 
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Grootboom m 10 IUprap 80-81 
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"Apart from this overlap, the s 26 and 27 rights are (fonferred on evel)'one including children while 
s 28, on its face, accords rights to children alone. This overlap is not consistent with the notion that 
s 28(1)(c) creates separate and independent rights for children and their parents."I72 [footnotes 
omitted] 

The court went on to comm~nt that 28(1 )( c) does not create any primary state obligation to 

provide shelter on demand to parents and their children if children are being cared for by 

their parents or families. It further observed that this does not mean that the state incurs no 

obligation in relation to children who are being cared for by their parents or families and 

that in the first place, the state must provide the legal and administrative infrastructure 

necessary to ensure that children are accorded the protection contemplated by s 28173
• 

From the foregoing it is thus clear that the right of children to basic health care services in 

terms of section 28(1 )(c) is not a separate and independent right from that of their parents to 

access to health care services in terms of section 27(1) but rather a subset of the broader 

right The right of children to health care services is primarily, but not exclusively, a right 

as against their parents or fiunilies174. However, the state does have a responsibility, as the 

constitutional court pointed out in the TAC judgment175 to create circumstances in which the 
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Grootboom fit. 10 1IIpra. The oourt lAid at P 81-82, para 76-77: "Scotion 2S<IXc) DlUIt be read in this oantext. SubleotiODl 
28(1)(b) and (0) provide: 'Every child has the risht-
(a) .•• 
(b) to family care or parental oare. or to appropriate alternative care when removed from the family environment; 
(0) to basic nutrition, Biter, basio health care scrvioca and social aervioea.' 
They must be read together. Thc:y ensure that children are properly cared for by their parenti ClI' families, and that they receive 
appropriate alternative care in the absence of parental or family om-e. Tlu: aectian encapsulates the aonaeptiOll of the aoope of 
oare that children should receive in our society. Subaeotion (l)(b) defines thoac responsible for Bivin. care while • (1)(0) lists 
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ranoved &om. their families. It follows that I 28(IXo) does nat create any primary State obligation to provide shelter CIII demand 
to parcDtI and their obiIdren if children are beins cared for by their parents or families." 
See also TAe (fn 57 mpra para 79 P 7S0) where the OOIIItitutianal court observed that: ''The ltate is obliged to CIIIIUR that 
ohildren are accorded the p-oteotion contemplated by I 28 that arises when the implementation of the risht to parental or family 
oare is Iaoking." (footnotes emitted) 
TAe fit. 57 mpro, oiting with approval Grootboom (m 10 mpra) in whioh the ocnut llllid: .~ does not mean, however, that the 
ltate incurs 110 obliSation in relation to children who are being oared for by their paRmtl or families. In the fJnt place, the state 
must )X'OVide the legal and administrative infrastructure neoc:uary to CI1IUI"C that ahildrcn are acoonfed the protection 
contemplated by I 28. This obligation would normally be fulfilled by palling laws and orc::ating cnforoemcnt mechaniImI for the 
maintenance of children, their protection from maltreatment, abuse, negleot or degradation, and the pevcnti.CIII of other forms of 
abuse of children mentioned in I 28. In addition, the state is required to fulfil ill obligatiOl1l to provide families with &OOCII to 
land in tennl of I 2S, &OOCSI to adequate: houaing in terml of s 26 u well u aoceu to health care, food, water and social aeourity 
in terms of s '1:1. It follows from this judgment that II 2' and 27 require the state to povidc accesl on a prosrammatio and 
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right can be fulfilled. The right of children to basic health care services is therefore a facet 

of a single right of access to health care services rather than an additional and separate right 

to the one expressed in section 27(1) of the Constitution. In fact it would appear from the 

decision of the constitutional court in Grootboom that even a right to health care services is 

part of the larger bundle or system of socio-economic rights and as such, it should not be 

considered in isolation from these other rights. It remains to be explored whether the 

constitutional right of access to health care services is itself simply a facet of a larger right 

of access to such services or whether it in fact defines that single right in all of its facets as 

reflected in the various branches of South African law. 

2.4.2 What is a child? 

It is important to establish what is ineant by the term 'child' for the purposes of the 

Constitution in order to establish who exactly holds the ~ights conferred on children in 

section 28 and how they may be exercised. A foetus is not a child for purposes of the 

Constitutionl76
• The Constitution provides that a child is a person under the age of 18 years 

but is silent on the subject of whether an unborn person is a child or not. Usually, in South 

African common law, personality is regarded as beginning at birth which means that a 

foetus or an unborn child cannot be the holder of legal rights except, in certain 

circumstances, by way ofa fiction known' as the nasciturus rulel77
• In terms of this fiction, a 
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coordinated basis, subjcct to llvailable resources. One of the W8)'1 in which the state would meet its • 27 obliptiCIII would be 
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The rule W8I dilcUllCd in Pinchi" and Another " Bantam /MU"QlJCI CO Ltd 1963 (2) SA 2S4 (W) in the CClI1text of 8 delictual 
claim. The 1Ullltatcmcnt of the rule iI 'l1Q8citlU1u pro iam nato habetur quotienr d, commotio ';111 ag;tur' HiClDllra J obIcrYed 
that: "The legal qucation iI cri.ply: DocI a penon bavc an action in napcct of injury inflicted on him while he w_ .tin 8 foetus 
in hiI mother'. womb? Thi. lookl like 8 philCllOphical conundnan • much _ 8 legal one, but .uch philOllOphy _ I have fOund 
on the qUCltion, ICCmI to have come &om the ~elphic oracle. Prof'eIsor Martin Vcnfcld ten. UI in Acta Jurldica, 1960 p. 2: "St 
Thomal AquinaI drivel thingI right back to the :6nt fimdamcntal truth that • jUitice pn:IUppOICI right, 10 risht pRlUppOlCl that 
in the tint place man Ihould be there. Before you can haw; 8 right, you mOlt be. 'It iI through creation that the created being tint 
comes to have rights.' He dcdUCCI &om this, inoidattally. that man had no risht to creation and that God owed man nothins. 
.incc right and justica arc a cClnlCqucnca of creation and do not mcrc1y prcocdc it" The court then referred to Roman Law. 
D.l.S.7. where it iI .tatcd that "A child in its mother'. womb iI ~ fer jUit _ if it were in c=dItcnoc, whcncva" its own 
advantage iI conccmcd; but it cannot benefit anyCllle elle before it iI born." and 0.1.'.96 in which it iI Itated that: "ThOle who 
arc unborn arc, by almOlt every provi.iClll of the Civil Law. undcntood to be already in exiItcncc, thiI iI ClIlly true wbcrc biB 
right! arc in qucation, but no advantage aocrues to othen unlC81 they arc actually born." The court allo rcfcrrcd to an American 
calC, Smith "Luckhardt (1939) and 8 note in 13 Tulane Law Review (1939) provoked by the dccilion of the Dlinoil Appellate 
Court in thi. cue. The facts were:: that a miner IUcd the defendant phylioilDl for injuriCi IUltained before birth. They had 
WfOII81bI.ly diagnOlCd the pregnancy of the plaintiff'. mother _ a tumour of the uterus and tried to dc:Itroy it by X-ray treatment. . 
AI a result the plaintift' W81 hom "8 cripple and feebleminded". Tho facts of Smith "Luckhardt affi:r an important reminder to 
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foetus is deemed to have the rights of a child if it is subsequently born alive. Initially it was 

applied only in the law of succession but the Santaml78 case extended it to the law of delict. 

The obvious question for anti-abortionists was whether the nasciturus rule could be applied 

to protect the life of an unborn child in a situation in which the mother desires to 

termination the pregnancy. Could it be argued that a foetus has the right to life by virtue of 

an application of the nasciturus rule? This argument was tested in the first Christian 

Lawyers case discussed belowl79
• 

2.4.2.1 Christian Lawyers Association of South Africa v Minister of HealthUI) 

Facts 

In Christian Lawyers Association of South Africa and Others ·v Minister of Health and 

Othersl81
, the ~ourt had to consider whether the Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Act, 

1996 (Act No 92 of 1996) was unconstitutional and should be .struck down in its entirety on 

the basis that it infringed the right to life of a foetus 112. The plaintiffs sought an order from 

the court declaring the Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Actl83 to be unconstitutional 

and striking it down in its entirety on the basis that section 11 of the Constitution, which 

provides that '(e)veryone has the right to life', applied also to unborn children from the 
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moment of conception. The defendants excepted to the plaintiffs' particulars of claim on 

the ground that they did not disclose a cause of action because section 11 conferred no 

rights on a foetus and did not preclude the termination of pregnancy in the circumstances 

and manner contemplated by the Act. 

Judgment 

With regard to the question of whether or not a foetus should be regarded as a person for 

the purposes of the Constitution, the court made some observationsl84 which are quoted 

below because they conveniently encapsulate some of the prior jurisprudence on the subject 

of the legal personality of a foetus in South African law: 

"I tum to consider the question whether the word 'everyone' in s 11 includes the unborn child. It is 
desirable that some consideration be given to the common-law status of the foetus. A word of 
caution should perhaps first be sounded. In the particulars of claim the plaintiffs allege that the 
foetus qualifies for protection under s 11 because 'the life of a human being starts at conception' and 
by implication therefore that human beings are from conception a person as envisaged by the said 
section. This is a non sequitur. As pointed out by Professor Glanville Williams in an article entitled 
'The Foetus and the Right to Life' (1994) 33 Cambridge Law Joumal 71 at 78 'the question is not 
whether the conceptus is human but whether it should be given the same legal protection as you and 
me'. In Van Heerden and Another v Joubert NO and Others 1994 (4) SA 793 (A) the Appellate 
Division of the Supreme Court (as it then was) considered various dictionary meanings of the word 
'person' (inter alia 'an individual human being') and concluded (at 796F) that there is no 
suggestion in any of these meanings that the word 'person' can also connote a stillborn child, an 
unborn child, a viable unborn child, an unborn human being or a living foetus. ,,185 

The court came to the conclusion that if section 28 of the Constitution, the section 
. ' 

specifically designed to protect the rights of the child, does not include ~e foetus within the 

ambit of its p~otection then it can hardly be said that the other provisions of the bill of 
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Olivier Legal FiotiOl1l: An Analysis and Evaluation (Dootoral Thc:ais Leiden) and L M du Pleuis 'Juriaprudcntial ref1.ectiODl on 
the atua of unborn life' 1990 TSAR 44 maintain that the foetus i. reoogniaed II a legal pcncna and is protected II mob. AI 
pointed out by Profeaor Du Plessis, the decision in Plnchln and Another NO "Santam Insurance Co Ltd 1963 (2) SA 254 (W), 
in which a penon.. right to olaim, after birth, compensation far injuriCl IUItained in ventre marri" WBI rcoopiaecl, ma1cca acme 
only if it is lS11DDcd that that pencn WII indeed in law a penona at the time when the injuries were sustained. The statui of the 
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the Inquests AI:t sa of 19S9. There we South Afiioan decisi<XII denying the foetus legal personality - see Chriltlan £Bogus of 
Southem Afitca " RaIl 1981 (2) SA 821 (0) at 829 in fin; Friedman" Gliciaman 1996 (1) SA 1134 (W) at 11400. It is not 
neceaamy for me to make any firm docision .. to whether an unbarn child is a legal persona under the oommcn law. What is 
impartant for pUl'pOlCl of interpreting s 11 of the Conatituticn is that, at beat far the plaintifli, the .tatUi of the foetus under the 
camm.calaw may, II at present, be lClIDewhat unoertain." 
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rights, including section 11, were intended to do so. This conclusion, said the court, finds 

further support in the fact that in all the provisions of the Bill of Rights , other than those in 

which a specific class of person is singled out for special protection, the rights are conferred 

on 'everyone'. Yet in many instances it is clear that the term 'everyone' could not have 

been intended to include the foetus within the scope of its protection. Thus, the right not to 

be deprived of one's freedom (seciion 12(1)(a», not to be detained without 1rial (section 

12(1)(b», to make decisions concerning reproduction and to security in and control over 

one's body (section 12(2)(a) and (b», not to be subjected to slavery, servitude or forced 

labour (section 13), rights relating to privacy and freedom of conscience, religion, thought, 

belief, opinion, expression, assembly, association and movement (sections 14, 15(1), 16(1), 

17, 18 and 21) and other rights in regard to language, cultural life, arrest and detention (ss 

30 and 35) are all afforded to 'ev~ryone' and clearly do not include a foetus. 

The court held that to include the foetus in the meaning of that term in section 11 would 

ascribe to it a meaning different from that which it bears everywhere else in the bill of 

rights and that, in the courts view was untenablel86
• 

Discussion 

The statement of the court concerning the status of the foetus under the cammon law is 

being 'somewhat uncertain' is, it is submitted, somewhat unfortunate given the ruling in the 

SantamUn case insofar as it may cast doubt upon the right ofa child who is subsequently 

born alive to take legal action for delictual harm caused to it whilst en ventre matris. It 

appears,. at least partly, to contradict the court's earlier'statement that it is desirable that 

some consideration be given to the common-law status of the foetus and its observation that 

there is a growing number of jurists who hold the view that the application of the 

nasciturus pro iam nato habetur quotiens de commodo eius agitur rule of the Roman law 

amounts to predating the legal subjectivity of the foetus. It is submitted that the positions of 

the common law and the Constitution on the subject of rights ~ttributable to a ~hild whilst 

still in its mother's womb are reconcilable in logical terms and that the nasciturus fiction is 
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a valuable part of South African jurisprudence which should not be undermined. The 

important point about the arguments in the Christian Lawyers l
- case was that the 

nasciturus rule did not and could not logically assist arguments regarding the constitutional 

right to life of a conceptus because it begged the question as to whether or not it would be 

born alive. The nasciturus rule, even ifit does confer legal subjectivity on a foetus, contains 

a suspensive condition. The child must subsequently be born alive. If it is not born alive 

then no rights accrue. Questions of the termination of the pregnancy negative the possibility 

of fulfilment of this suspensive condition within the nasciturus rule. This does not mean 

that the nasciturus rule should be discarded or that tlie decision in the San tam Ill) case was 

wrong. This would be throwing the baby out with. the bathwater. Whilst it may not be 

logically possible to apply the nasciturus fiction to the right to life, what about the other 

rights in the Constitution? If the bodily integrity of a child is breached in utero so that she 

is subsequently born disabled should she have a right of action? If a pregnant mother 

presents at a hospital with foetal distress and the unborn baby is denied emergency medical 

treatment with the result that he is born with cerebral palsy should there be no right of 

recourse for the child? 

The court in Christian LawyerslfJO observed that: 

"There is no express provision affording the foetus (or embIYo) legal personality or protection. It is 
improbable, in my view, that the drafters of the Constitution would not have made express 
provision therefor had they intended to enshrine the rights of the unborn child in the bill of rights, in 
order to cure any uncertainty in the common law and in the light of case law denying the foetus 
legal personality. One of the requirements of the protection afforded by the nasciturus rule is that 
the foetus be born alive. There is no provision in the Constitution to protect the foetu~ pending the 
fulfilment of that condition." 

Does this mean then, that for purposes of any of the rights contained in the Bill of Rights, 

the nasciturus rule cannot be applied? It is submitted that this question stands at the 

interface of constitutional and common law. It provokes a further question. If the nasciturus 

rule is inapplicable to rights conferred by the Constitution then why should it remain 

applicable to rights conferred at common law? In Van Heerden and Another v Joubert NO 
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and Others1PI, th~ Appellate Division had to consider the question of whether a stillborn 

baby was a person for the purpose of the Inquests A~t, 1959 (Act No 58 of 1959). As the 

court pointed out in this case, the main objects ofan inquest are to determine the cause of 

death, the circumstances surrounding the death, whether any person was responsible for 

such death, and whether the death can be attributed to the commission of any offence. It 

observed that: 

"The State has an interest in the proper investigation of deaths due to other than natural causes. 
Even if nobody can be held responsible for a death in a particular case, it may still remain pertinent 
to detennine the circumstances and cause of death in order that appropriate measures can be taken 
to prevent similar occurrences. There might therefore be reasons to proceed with an inquest in the 
present case. The question however remains .whether the provisions of the Act are wide enough to 
confer jurisdiction upon the magistrate to do so. That in turn depends on the meaning of the word 
'person' in the context of the ACt."l92 

The court after studying dictionary definitions of the term "person" came to the conclusion 

that there was no suggestion in any of the dictionary meanings that the word 'person' can 

also connote a stillborn child, an unborn child, a viable unborn child, an unborn human 

being, or a living foetus. Significantly, the court then turned to. the decision of the American 

Supreme Court in Roe v Wade l93
• It also referred toR v Tait11J4 in which the Court of Appeal 

held that a threat to a pregnant woman to kill her foetus was not a threat to kill a person 

under the Offences Against a Person Act, 1861. On the strength of these decisions the court 

came to the conclusion that the word 'person' in the context of the Inquests Act does not 

include an unborn child. 

Counsel for the respondents relied on Santam 1PS and its application of the nasciturus rule in 

the context of the law of delict. The court skirted the que~tion of whether the application of 

the nasciturus rule in terms of the law of delict supported its conclusion that a stillborn 

child was not a person for purposes of the Inquests Act by saying that the issue was not . 
whether a foetus should be regarded as a legal persona or to what extent life before birth 

should be protected, but whether the Act applies to the present case. It observed that had the 
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drafters of the Constitution wished to protect the foetus in the bill of rights at all, one would 

have expected this to have been done in section 28, which specifically protects the rights of 

the child. The right of every child to family or parental care (28(1 )(b», to basic nutrition, 

health care and social services (28(1)( c», to protection against maltreatment, neglect, abuse 

or degradation (28(1)(d», and to legal representation (28(1)(h», as well as the provision in 

ss (2) that a child's best interests are of paramount importance in every matter concerning 

the child, would have been particularly apposite to protect the foetus as well. Yet, said the 

court, there are clear indications that the safeguards in section 28 do not extend to protect 

the foetus. A 'child' for purposes of the section is defined in subsection (3) as a person 

under the age of eighteen years. In the court's view, age commences at birth. The protection 

afforded by subsections (1 )(f)(i) and (1 )(g)(ii) is dependent on the 'child's age'. A foetus is 

therefore not a 'child' of any 'age'. It said that the rights afforded by section 28(1) are in 

respect of 'every child' - i. e. all children. Yet certain of the rights could not have been 

intended to protect a foetus; para (f) relates to work, para (g) to detention and (i) to armed 

conflict. The protection afforded in the other paragraphs of subsection (1) must accordingly 

also exclude the foetus. 

The Constitution itself is forward looking. Section 24(b) states that everyone has the right 

to have the environment protected, for the benefit of present and future generations, 

through reasonable legislative and other measures. Future generations are persons not yet 

conceived let alone not yet born. The question, in the light of the foregoing discussions is 

whether the as yet unborn generations would have the right, when they are subsequently 

born to take legal action against a previous generation for damage to the environment? The 

answer, it is submitted, lies in the wording of section 24(b) which says 'everyone' has the 

right In accordance with the arguments above, an unborn generation would only have the 

right to take legal action after it was born in which case it would then be included in the 

category of' everyone'. It could take action for the benefit of its own and future generations 

to protect the environment. Whether or not it could take action, on the basis of the 

nasciturus rule, in terms of the law of delict for damage to the environment whilst it was in 

its mother's womb is a matter which has still to come before the courts and which is 

beyond the scope of this chapter. Presumably the notion of 'environment' would have to be 
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the immediate environment of the pregnant mother and the damage to the environment 

would have to be such that the unborn child sustained some harm. If it was the 

environment, as opposed to the foetus, that sustained the harm so that the foetus, when 

subsequently born could no longer enjoy it because it has been rendered dangerous to 

health or well-being, the issue becomes interesting from a constitutiona1lawpoint of view. 

Should the matter be treated as a constitutional violation or a constitutional delict? If the 

latter then the nasciturus rule might apply, if the former then pos~ibly not, depending upon 

how uncertain the constitutional court perceives the nasciturus rule to be. 

At a general level, one cannot help but feel a certain measure of unease with the judgement 

in Christian Lawyersl96
• The logic seems devoid of the value considerations which are so 

central to constitutional issues generally and the rights in the Bill of Rights in particular. 

Human dignity, as noted before, is a not only a right but a constitutional value, and the 

court seems to have taken scant cognisance of this in its judgment. It is submitted that the 

question of whether or not a foetus is a person and therefore capable of being the holder of 

the right to life is only one aspect of abortion. Whilst it is not submitted that the court 

necessarily erred in its finding that a foetus cannot be the bearer of constitutional rights, its 

approach to the concept of balancing not only the rights of the mother and the foetus, but 

also the interests and values of an open and democratic society against those of the mother 

was possibly overly simplistic. The idea that because a foetus cannot logically hold some of 

the other rights in the Constitution which are conferred upon everyone, it cannot also hold 

the right to life does not bear scrutiny. un One cannot help but get the impression from the 
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judgment of McCreath J that there is no wrongdoing in harming a foetus - even outside of 

the context of abortion - and that this is entirely consistent with constitutional values. In 

terms of even the common law the unfeeling message is if one negligently or intentionally 

harms a foetus, one should hope that it does not survive to sue for damages consequent 

upon such harm. It was possibly a weakness of the case made by the applicants that they 

seem to have based it purely upon the right to life of the foetus as a person as opposed to 
. . 

the some of the arguments cited by Naude in the article referred to in footnote 226. Whilst 

it is not disputed that the question before the court had to be decided on the grounds oflegal 

logic and law rather than philosophical or religious questions and that the decision of the 

court may well be correct in terms of its ultimate result, i.e. the constitutional validity of the 

Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Act, the logic by which the court reached its decision 

could still prove problematic in the future. 

2.4.2.2 Christian Lawyers Association vs Minister of Health (No 2)198 

Facts 

The plaintiff instituted an action in which it sought an order declaring sections 5(2) and 

5(3) read with the definition of "woman" in sections 1 and 5(1) of the Choice On 
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Termination of Pregnancy Act 92 of 1998 ("the Act") to be unconstitutional and an order 

striking down sections 5(2) and 5(3) and the definition of "woman" in section 1 of the Act 

The provisions of the Act against which the plain~iff's claim was directed are those that 

allow women under the age of 18 years to choose to have their pregn8:Ilcies terminated 

without (a) the consent of the parents or gUardians, (b) consulting the parents or guardians, 

(c) first undergoing counselling, and (d) reflecting on their decision or decisions for a 

prescribed period. The measures in (a) to (d) are collectively referred to as parental consent 

or control. In essence the plaintiff's case was that young women or girls below that age are 

not capable on their own - without parental consent or control - to take an informed 

decision as to whether or not to have a termination of pregnancy which serves their best 

interests. In order to succeed the plaintiffs had to establish that the relevant provisions of 

the Act were in conflict with those of the Constitution. 

The plaintiffs argued that a pregnant girl requires special protection by the state inter alia 

by ensuring that when enacting legislation which affects her she is not deprived in any way 

of the support, guidance and care of her parents/guardian and/or counsellor. Essentially the 

plaintiffs attacked the provisions of the Act on the grounds that there were unconstitutional 

because they permit a woman under the age of 18 years to choose to have her pregnancy 

terminated without parental consent or control. The defendants filed an exception to the 

plaintiff's claims on the grounds that the conclusions in law with regard to the plaintiff's 

claims and the overall conclusions that flow therefrom are not supported by the facts on 

which they are based. 

Judgment 

Mojapelo J in giving judgment noted that it was necessary when considering the issues 

raised to bear in mind the statutory provisions that cameo under attack in this case. The 

relevant sections of the Act provide as follows: 

In section 1 of the Act the word "woman" is defined thus: 
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" 'woman' means any female person of any age". 

Subsections 5(1) and 5(3) provide that: 

(1) Subject to the provisions of (4) and (5) the termination of a pregnancy may only 

take place with the informed consent of the pregnant woman. 

(2) Notwithstanding any other law or the common law, but subject to the provisions of 

(4) and (5), no consent other than that of the pregnant woman shall be required for 

the termination of a pregnancy. 

(3) In the case of a pregnant minor, a medical practitioner or a registered midwife, as 

the case may be, shall advise such minor to consult with her parents, guardian, 

family members or friends before the pregnancy is terminated: provided that the 

termination of the pregnancy shall not be denied because such minor chooses not to 

consult them. 

Subsections (4) and (5) deal with' exceptional cases and were irrelevant for the purposes of 

the judgment. They cover situations in which a woman is ~everely mentally-disabled or in a 

state of continuous unconsciousness or where medical practitioners are of the opinion that 

continued pregnancy would pose the risk of injuries to the woman's physical or mental 

health, where there exists a substantial risk that the foetus would suffer from severe 

physical or mental abnormality, where continued pregnancy would endanger the woman's 

life, result in severe malformation of the foetus or pose a risk of serious injury-to the foetus. 

The court observed that the constitutional pegs on which the plaintiff hung its case were 

sections 28(I)(b), 28(I)(d) and 9(1) read with section 7(1) of the Constitution. Section 

28(1) stipulates that -

"EvelY child has the right to family care or parent care". 
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Section 28(1)(d) stipulates that-

"Every child has the right to be protected from maltreatment, neglect, abuse or degradation". 

Section 28(2) provides that "A child's best interests are of paramount importance in every 

matter concerning the child." Section 9 (1) provides that-

"Everyone is equal before the law and has the right to equal protection and benefit of the law." 
Section 7{ 1) reads "This Bill of Rights is a cornerstone of democracy in South Africa. It enshrines 
the rights of all people in our country and aff'1Il11S the democratic values of human dignity, equality 
and freedom." 

Mojapelo ] remarked that the Act regulates the termination of pregnancy of women and that 

the principal rules by which it does so are as follows: 

(a) The termination of a pregnancy may only be done with the informed consent of the 

woman. 

(b) If she gives her informed consent to the termination of her pregnancy, no other 

consent is required (section 5(1) and 5(2». 

(c) During the first twelve weeks of pregnancy, no more is required than the woman's 

informed consent. 

(d) Thereafter a pregnancy may only be terminated in certain circumstances (section 2). 

( e) The termination may only be performed by a medical practitioner or, if it is performed 

during the first twelve weeks, by a registered midwife who has completed a 

prescribed training course (section 2(2». 

(f) The termination may only be performed at a facility designated by the Minister 

(section 3(1». 

(g) A pregnancy may not be terminated unless two medical practitioners or a medical 

practitioner and a registered midwife who has completed a prescribed course consent 

thereto (proviso to section 5) 

The court pointed out that the Act also has the following ancillary provisions regulating the 

termination of the pregnancy: The state is obliged to promote the provision of counselling 

to women before and after the termination of the pregnancy. The counselling is, however, 

not mandatory or directive (section 4). Young women (below the age of 18 years) are 
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encouraged to consult with their parents, guardians, family members or friends before 

termination of their pregnancy. The medical practitioner or midwife who performs the 

termination m.ust advise them to do so before their pregnancy is terminated. The actual final 

decision is, however, left to them as to whether or not to consult with their parents, 

guardians, family members andlor friends (section 5(3». The medical practitioner or 

midwife who perfonns the termination must inform the woman of her rights under the Act 

(section 6). Mojapelo J stated that it is not therefore as if the legislature left the termination 

of pregnancy totally unregulated. He noted that the cornerstone of the regulation of 

termination of pregnancy of a girl and indeed any wo111an under the Act is the requirement 

of her "informed consent". No woman, regardless of her age, may have her pregnancy 

terminated unless she is capable of giving her infonned consent to the termination and in 

fact does so. The court therefore considered it necessary to consider the juridical meaning 

and effect of the requirement of informed consent. 

After noting that the Act does not elaborate on what is meant by "informed consent" 

Mojapelo J pointed out that the concept is not alien to the common law. He stated that it 

forms the basis of the doctrine of volenti non fit injuria that justifies conduct that would 

otherwise have constituted a delict or crime. More particularly, he said, day to day invasive 

medical treatment, which would otherwise have constituted a violation of a patient's right 

to privacy and personal integrity, is justified and lawful only because as a requirement of 

the law, it is perfonned with the patient's informed consent. l99 Mojapelo J stated that it has 

come to be settled in South African law in this context that the informed consent 

requirement rests on the three independents legs of knowledge, appreciation and consent. 

He noted that the courts, in order to found a defence of consent, have often endorsed the 

statement by Innes CJ in Waring & Gil/ow v Sherbourne 200 that: 

"It must be clearly shown that the risk was known, that it was realised, that it was voluntarily 
undertaken. Knowledge, appreciation, consent - there are the essential elements; but knowledge 
does not invariably imply appreciation, and both together are not necessarily equivalent to consent." 
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The requirement of 'knowledge', said Mojapelo J, means that the woman who consents to 

the tennination of a pregnancy must have full knowledge of the nature and extent of the 

harm or risk. The requirement of 'appreciation' implies more than mere knowledge. The 

woman who gives consent to the tennination of her pregnancy "must also comprehend and 

understand the nature and extent of the harm or risk". The last requIrement of 'consent', 

sa~d Mojapelo J, means th~t the woman must "in fact subjectively consent" to the harm or 

risk associated with the termination of her pregnancy and her consent "must be 

comprehensive" in that it must extent to the entire transaction inclusive of its 

consequences" . 

The court then turned to the question of the capacity to consent and noted that in this 

context, valid consent can only be given by someone with the intellectual and emotional 

capacity for the required knowledge, appreciation and consent. Because consent is a 

manifestation of will "capacity to consent depends on the ability to form an intelligent will 

on the basis of an appreciation of the nature and consequences of the act consented to"201. 

Mojapelo J said that young and immature children do not have the capacity for real 

knowledge, appreciation and consent. Such young and immature children therefore would 

not qualify under the Act to access the rights to termination of pregnancy because they are 

incapable of complying with the importa.nt jurisdictional requirement of giving informed 

consent. If such children are to be considered for termination of pregnancy, then in such a 

case, the normal common law rules that require the consent to be given by or with the 

assistance of the guardian must necessarily kick in202
• He noted that what the Act does not 

do is to fix a rigid age or number of years for the kicking in of such rul~s. Instead of using 

age as a measure of control or regulation, the legislature resorted/opted to use capacity to 

give informed consent as a yardstick. Where such capacity exists, said Mojapelo J, the Act 

recognises it in spite of the youthfulness or age of the person. Where it does not exist, then 

no such recognition is given, again in spite of youthfulness or age of the candidate for 

termination of pregnancy. 
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A girl or any woman has the capacity to consent to the termination of her pregnancy and its 

concomitant invasion of her privacy and personal integrity only if she is "in fact mature 

enough to form an intelligent will" said the court. The court held that, within the context of 

the Act, actual capacity to give informed consent as determined in each and every case by 

the medical practitioner based on the emotional and intellectual maturity of the individual 

concerned and not on arbitrarily prede~ermined and inflexible age or fixed number of years 

is the distinguishing line between those who may access the option to terminate their 

pregnancies unassisted on the one hand and those who require assistance on the other. 

Following on from this conclusion, it found that it would be incorrect to approach the 

matter as if the Act is totally blind to the question of youth or minority. The court pointed 

out that the Act has specific provisions dealing with minors. In the case of a pregnane, 

minor, a medical practitioner or registered midwife is enjoined in peremptory language to 

advise the minor to consult with her parents, guardians, family members or friends before 

the pregnancy is terminated. The person performing the termination of pregnancy has no 

choice in this regard. This is a further regulatory measure of the Act but not a cornerstone 

of regulation under the Act said Mojapelo J. The injunction is thus subject to the proviso 

that the termination of pregnancy shall not be denied if such minor, having been duly 

advised, should choose not to consult with her parents, family members or friends. The 

court held that this was a useful provision that prevented frustration of a constitutional right 

when the minor is in fact emotionally and intellectually able to give informed consent to the 

procedure. A medical practitioner or registered midwife who is not satisfied that the 

pregnant minor has the capacity to give informed consent should therefore not perform the 

termination of pregnancy on such a minor. This of course applies equally to pregnancy 

minors and pregnancy adults, said Mojapelo J. If in such a case the medical practitioner or 

registered midwife performs the termination of pregnancy without the informed consent of 

his or her patient, his or her conduct will not be in accordance with the Act and will 

accordingly be unlawful. The court held that informed consent required by the Act is thus a 

consent that can be given by each and every person having the capacity to do so. It is a 

threshold with both intellectual and emotional attributes and those performing the 

termination of pregnancy operations have to satisfy themselves that it is met. 
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The court then went on to explore the ratio behind informed consent. It stated that an 

examination of the rationale behind the requirement of informed consent in medical 

procedures brings one to the very foundation principles of and from which the right to 

termination of pregnancy in itself arises. Referring to the case of Castell v De Greef203, 

Mojapelo J stated that Ackerman J on behalf of the full bench of the CPD made it clear that 

the ratio for that requirement was to give effect to the patient's fundamental right to self

determination. He quoted from the judgment at 420J where the court said that it was: 

"clearly for the patient to decide whether he or she wishes to undergo the operation, in the 

exercise of the patient's fundamental right to self-determination" and at 426E where it 

stated that "it is in accord with the fundamental right of individual autonomy and self 

determination to which South African law is moving. This formulation also sets its face 

against paternalism, from many other species whe~of South Africa is now turning away." 

Mojapelo J pointed out that the Transvaal Provincial Division recently endorses the 

approach in Castell on the basis of the patient's right to exercise her "fundamental right to 

self determination" in C v Minister of Correctional Services204. He held that the 

fundamental right to self determination itself lies as the very heart and base of the 

constitutional right to termination of pregnancy and pointed out that the recognition of the 

right of every individual to self determination has now become an imperative under the 

constitution and particularly in tenns of the provisions of section 12(2)205, 27(1)(a)20C5, 

section 10207 and section 142111 of the Constitution. It is recognition of these rights, said 

Mojapelo I, that provides a foundation for the right to termination of pregnancy in South 

Africa. The Constitution recognises and protects the right to termination of pregnancy or 

abortion in two ways, firstly under section 12(2)(a), that is, the right to bodily and 

psychological integrity, and secondly, under section 12(2)(b), that is, the right to control 

over one's bQdy. The court held that the closeness or commonality of the source of the right 

to termination of pregnancy with the ratio for informed consent make informed consent not 

only a viable and desirable principle for the regulation of the right but also the most 
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appropriate. It stated that the Constitution not only permits the Choice on Termination of 

Pregnancy Act to make a pregnant woman's informed consent the cornerstone of its 

regulation of the termination of her pregnancy, it requires the Act to do so. To provide 

otherwise would itself be unconstitutional. 

Mojapelo J observed that the plaintiff alleged that a girl below the age of 18 years is not 

capable of giving informed consent as required by the Act, i.e. to make the decision 

whether or not to have a termination of her pregnancy which serves her best interests 

without the assistance andlor guidance of her parents, guardian or counsellor. He noted that 

the plaintiff argued that it is because such a person is not in a position to appreciate the 

need for and value of parental care and support. Mojapelo J stated that if indeed this wereto 

be so then the very incapacity to give informed consent would disqualify such a girl from 

accessing the right to terminate her pregnancy. He found that the plaintiff'S approach is a 

rigid approach to maturity which is blind to the fact of life that there will be women below 

the age of 18 years who are in fact mature, much as there will be those above that age (or 

any fixed age) who are in fact immature. He said that it failed to recognise and 

accommodate individual differences and that this was a major flaw or weak link in the 

plaintiff's case. 

Mojapelo J said that when considering the validity of an exception to the particulars of 

claim on the basis that such particulars of claim do not disclose a cause of action, the proper 

judicial approach is that the allegations in such particulars of claim must be accepted as 

true. The plaintiff: the defendant and the amicus curiae all agreed on this point. He noted 

that what had to be accepted as true in the present case includes the allegation in paragraph 

20.2 of the plaintifFs particulars of claim that a woman under the age of 18 "is not capable 

of giving informed consent" as required in section 5(1) of the Act He stated that this 

approach is fatal to the plaintiff's claim as formulated as the allegations in this paragraph of 

the plaintiff's particulars of claim form part of the introductory portion of the particulars 

and therefore relate to the three claims which made up the entire claims of the plaintiff. He 

said that on the basis of the truth of the allegation in the plaintiff's particulars of claim that 

a girl under the age of 18 is incapable of giving informed consent then on the proper 
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interpretation of informed consent,· such a girl will for that reason be excluded from 

accessing the termination of pregnancy right under the Act because such consent is the 

cornerstone of the regulation and a prerequisite for the exercise of the right. He stated that it 

is in this regard that the offending paragraph was fatal to the plaintiff's claim. The plaintiff 

and the amicus curiae, said the court, ostensibly did not agree with the generalised 

statement in the particulars of claim that a girl under the age of 19 is incapable of giving 

informed consent Ho~ever, as a matter of correct approach ~ the allegations in the 

particulars of claim they both argued that the allegations in the particulars of claim must be 

accepted as true. Save for that purpose, however, they expressly reserved for themselves the 

right to challenge the truth of the ~tatement in paragraph 20.2 of the plaintiff's particulars of 

claim. He stated that the particulars of claim were only being considered for the purposes of 

the exception and for no other purpose and that for that direct purpose of determination of 

the issue in the present judgment, the court must accept that girls under the age of 18 years 

are incapable of giving informed consent. He further noted that section 5(1) of the Act 

provides that the tennination of pregnancy may only take place with the "informed consent 

of the pregnant woman". The implications of paragraph 20.2 of the particulars of claim are 

therefore that girls who are less than 18 years old cannot (on their own) have their 

pregnancy terminated under the Act For that reason they fall outside the ambit of section 

5(1) of the Act which is under attack ~d have to be dealt with on some other b~is since 

the subsection applies only to those who are capable of giving informed consent. Mojapelo 

J pointed out that the plaintiffs claims, A, B and C complain about the legislative failure to 

impose stricter or additional control on the termination of pregnancies of girls under 18. It 

snould, however, never be permissible for a girl under 18 years to have her pregnancy 

terminated because, on the plaintiff's case, she is never capable of meeting the threshold 

required for termination imposed by section 5(1} of the Act, namely informed consent. The 

court observed that the plaintiff therefore complains about the failure of the Act to impose 

stricter regulation on something which the Act does not permit at all. The Act cannot 

possibly impose stricter control on something it prohibits altogether. Mojapelo J stated that 

he expressly invited counsel for the plaintiffs to address him on paragraph 20.2 because in 

his view it posed difficulties for the plaintiff if one accepts its truth, albeit for present 

purposes (exception stage) only. He still maintained, said Mojapelo J, that one must accept 
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its truth. He even argued further that the allegations in the paragraph must be read and 

understood in the context of the preceding allegations and that in the content the paragraph 

meant that such a girl is not capable of giving informed consent as required in the section 

without the assistance andlor guidance of parents, guardians andlor counsellors. The court 

held that this argument did not help the plaintiff since, if people who, in terms of paragraph 

20.2 of the particulars of claim, incapable of giving informed consent, are unassisted girls 

under 18 years, then that becomes the category of persons in respect of whom the patient 

complains. It said that they are by virtue of their incapacity to give informed consent, 

excluded in the category of people for whom it is permissible to terminate pregnancy. 

Mojapelo J held that for the particulars of claim to disclose a cause of action the allegations 

contained in them must support the conclusion of filct reached by operation of law as well 

as the remedy sought. Because a category of persons to whom the plaintiff's complaint 

relates are those excluded by incapacity to give informed consent, the allegations in the 

particulars of claim do not, said the court, support the conclusion. It pointed out that the 

claims of the plaintiff were excipiable because they assume that the Act permits girls under 

18 years to have their pregnancies terminated when it in mct never permits them to do so 

(assuming the truth of paragraph 20.2). Thus said the court, on the basis that it is true that a 

girl under the age of 18 years is not capable of giving informed consent required by the Act, 

and if in practice the pregnancy of such girls is terminated on the basis of their purported 

consent, then the plaintiffs remedy is not to attach the Act but to stop medical practitioners 

and "midwives who terminate the pregnancies of girls under the age of 18 because they are 

doing so unlawfully in violation of section 5(1) of the Act. Mojapelo J held that the 

constitutionality of the attack could not be sustained on the particulars of claim. The 

exception was upheld. 

Perhaps because this was the second attack on the Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Act 

by the same plaintiffs209 on the grounds of constitutionality, MoJapelo J then went on the 

make some remarks and examined the matter from the perspective of the basis in law of the 

right of a woman to determine the fate of her pregnancy, or the right to termination of 
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pregnancy as he. called it in the judgment. He considered the American case of Roe v 

Wade210 in which the US Supreme Court founded the woman's constitutional right to 

determine the fate of her own pregnancy on the constitutional right to liberty entrenched in 

the Fourteenth Amendment to the US Constitution. He noted that it did so as follows: 

1. . In a line of previous cases the court recognised an implied constitutional guarantee of 

personal privacy derived from a variety . of express constitutional guarantees, 

principally the guarantee of 'liberty' in the Fourteenth Amendment. In some of those 

cases the court struck down state prohibitions on the sale of contraceptives. In one of 

them Brennan J articulated the point of those decisions as follows: 

"If the right of privacy means anything, it is the right of the individual, married or single, to 
be free from governmental intrusion into matters so fundamentally affecting a person as the 
decision whether to bear or beget a child'J211 

2. This right of personal privacy is "broad enough to encompass a woman's decision 

whether or not to terminate her pregnancy". Blackmun J in Roe v Wade 212 explained at 

177: 

"The detriment that the state would impose upon the pregnant woman by denying this choice 
altogether, is apparent Specific and direct harm medically diagnosable even in early 
pregnancy may be involved. Maternity or additional offspring, may force upon the woman a 
distressful life and future. Psychological harm may be imminent Mental and physical health 
may be taxed by child care. There is also the distress, for all concerned, associated with the 
unwanted child and there is the problem of bringing a child into a family already unable, 
psychologically and otherwise, to care for it. In other cases, as in this one, the additional 
difficulties and continuing stigma of unwed motherhood may be involved." 

3. The woman's right of privacy and her concomitant right to reproductive self

determination are, however not absolute. The state has an important and legitimate 

interest in the preservation and protection of the health and welfare of the woman 

herself and of the potential life of the foetus. When its interest in doing so becomes 

sufficiently compelling it warrants state intrusion upon the woman's privacy and self

determination 213. 
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4. During the first twelve weeks of the woman's pregnancy, the state's interest is not 

sufficiently compelling to warraI;lt intrusion. 

5: During the second period of twelve weeks, however, the state's interest in the 

protection of the health and welfare of the woman herself is sufficiently compelling to 

warrant regulation and control of that purpose. Its interest in the health and welfare of 

the foetus is however, not yet sufficiently compelling to warrant intrusion for its 

protection. 

6. Only when the foetus becomes viable, which occurs more or less at the end of the 

second trimester, does the state's interest in the protection of the health and welfare of 

the foetus become sufficiently compelling to warrant intrusion for that purpose. The 

state may then regulate and even prohibit abortion to protect the life of the foetus 

provided that it does not preclude an abortion when necessary to preserve the life and 

health of the woman herself. 

Mojapelo J pointed out that Professor Dworkin defends the court's conclusion that the 

Constitution protects the woman's freedom to determine the fate of her own pregnancfl4 . 

. He noted that in the later case of Thornburg v American College of Obstetricians and 

Gynaecoiogists2U Blackmun J again explained the fundamental nature of the privacy of a 

woman's decision to terminate her pregnancy: 
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He dcscribce the impact of a prohibition on abortion BI followa: ''Lawa that prohibit abortion or make it difficult or c:xpCl1llive to 

procure one, deprive a JRgnant waman of a freedom or opportunity that ia crucial to many of them. A woman who ia forced to 
bear a child IIhc doca not want bccaUIC Ihc oannot have an early and lIBf'e abortion u no lonser in charge of her own body: the 
law has impoacd a kind of lIavcry on her. That ill, howcvc:r, only the beginning. For many women, bearing unwanted children 
IDC8l1I the dcItruotion of their own Iivea, bccaUIC they will no longer be able to work or atudy or live in WII}'I important to them. 
or bccauac they cannot aupport the children ... Adoption c:vcn when it u available, doeI not remove the injury. for many wamcn 
would suffer great emotional pain for many yean if they turned a child over to othcn to nile and love." (Dworlcin R, Lifo ~ 
Dominion). Mojapclo J notc:s that Dworkin concludes that once one accepts that the Constitution protcotl pcnma1 privacy then it 
follows that it also protects women's right to determine the fate of their own pregnancy: He quotcl Dworkin • follows: ''But 
once one accepts (the dictum. of Brennan J quoted above) 81 good law, then it follows that woman do have 8 COIJItitutional rigbl 
to privacy that in principle includes the dcciaion not only whether to beget children but whether to bear them. (The line· of 
privacy decisiOl1l rcfc:rrcd to above) can be justified only on the prcaumption that decilions affi:cting marriaSC and childbirth arc 
10 intimate and pc:raonal that people mUlt in principle be allowed to ma1a: these decisiOl1l for thCIDICIYCl, COI1Iultins their own 
prc:fc:rcncea and convictions, rather than having society impoac ita collective decision on them. A deciaion about abortion u at 
lcut u private in that ICJJIC u any other decision the court ha protected In one way it ia more so, because it involved a 
woman's COI1IroI not just of her acruaI rclatiOl1l but of changes within her own body, and the Supreme Court has recognized in 
variOUl WII}'I the importance ofphyaical integrity." 
TlrJmburg (1986) 476 US 747 at 7T1. 
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"Few decisions are more personal and intimate, more properly private, or more basic to individual 
dignity and autonomy, than a woman's decision - with the guidance of her physician and within the 
limits specified in Roe - whether to end her pregnancy. A woman's right to make that choice freely 
is fundamental. Any other result, in our view, would protect inadequately a central part of the 
sphere of liberty that our law guarantees equally to all." 

Mojapelo J also referred to dicta in Casey v Planned Parenthood of Southeastern 

Pennsylvania216, the Canadian case of R v Morgentale,:z17, Rodriguez v British Columbia 

(Attorney General)218, and Bruggeman and Scheuten v Federal Republic of GermanY-19. 
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Carey (1992). 120 L ed 2d 674. Mojapclo J quoted the: follCJWina diota of O'Connar J in explanation or tha oonclmion of the: us 
Supreme Court that WomCll have a OOIlItitutiona1 right to determine the fate of their own pregnanay: lilt it lCttIe:d now, .. it wu 
when the court heard argumc:nta in Roe " Wads that the Constitution placca 1imita on a Itale'. right to intcrfc::rc with a penon'. 
mOIl basio dcoiliOlll about 1Bmily and parenthood."(at 696-697) "Some: of UI .. individuala find abortion off'Cllliw to our mOlt 
bBlio prinoiplca of marality, but that cannot oontrol our dc:oision. Our obligation it to define the liberty of all, not to mandate: our 
own moral code. The undcrlyins oOllltitutional iuuc it whether the .tate 08D rcaolve thc:ac: pbiloeophio qucatiODl in .uoh a 
dctinitiw way that a waman lacka all ohoioc in the mattc:r, c:xocpt pc:rhapa in thole rare: oiroumatanoca in which the: presnanay i. 
itlc:lf a danger to her own life or health, ar iI the n:ault of rape or inoc:st." (698-699) "Our law af1'ordII conatitutiona1 protcotion to 
thoac pcnonal dcoitions relating to marriage, oon1rBocption, family relati011lhipa, child rearing and cduoation ... Tbcac: mattcn 
involving the mOIl intimate and pcnonal choioc:a a penon may make: in a lifciime, ohoioca 0Cl1Ira1 to pcnonal dignity and 
autonomy, arc: ocnlraI to the liberty protaoted by the Fourtcc:nth Amendment At the: heart of liberty it the: right to dc:finc one'. 
own oonocpt of c:xUtcncc, of meaning, of the: uniWI'IC and the myitc:ry of hmnan life. Belie:fi about thcae: matten ~ould not 
dcfmc the: attributca of pc:nonhood were tIu:y formed under compulsion by the: ItatC," (at 698) "Abortioo i. a unique ael. It il 
fraught with COI1Ic:qucnCCI for othCl'l: far the waman who must live with the: implications of her deoiaioo; far tha pc:rIOIlI who 
perform and lIIIi.t in the prooc:durc; for the: IPOuse, family and lOOic:ty which mUlt oonfront the knowledge that thcaa prooc:dun:s 
cx:i.1t, procc:dun:s lOme: deem nothing short of an BOt of violc:ncc asainlt innocent human life; and, dcpc:ncIing on one'. belic:fi, it 
docs nol follow thal the: alale is e:nlilled lo proscribe: it in all m.tanCCl. That iI be:cauae the liberty of the woman i. at Ilake: in a 
ICIlIC unique to the human condition and 10 unique: to the law. The mother who oarrica a ohild to full term illUbjcot to anxic:tica, 
to phyaioal OODItrainb, to pain that only she mUlt bear. That thcae: uarifioc:a have: from. the begiming of the human race: been 
endured by woman with a pride that cnnoblca her in the C)'CI of otbcn and gi'YCI to the infant a bond of low, cannot alona be 
ground. far tha .tate: to insill that she makca the .acrifioc:. Her llUffering iI too intimate: and penonal far the ltate to insilt, 
without more, upon its own vision of the: woman'. role:, however dominant that vision hu bcc:n in the OOUI'IC of our hiltory and 
our ouIturc. The cbt.iny of the woman mUll be shaped to a large cxtcnl on her own oonocption of her apiritual impcrati'YCI and 
her plaoc in IOciety." (at P 698-699). MojapcIo J noted that the: IRma ODIIIiderationa BI applied in the US would oompcl one: to 
oonoIude that the: South Afii.oan CODItitution protect. a woman'. right to chooac under it. guaranlcc:II of dignity in ICOticm. 10 and 
privacy in ICOtion 14. He Ilatcd that it it howavc:r, not ncoc:uary to rcaort to thole: scncraI guaranlcaI bcoaUIc: aeolion 12(2) 
.pccifically guarantc:c:I the woman'. right "to bodily and payohologioal integrity" inoluding the right '"to. make dcoiliona 
oanccming reproduction" and "to lCCurity in and oantrol over their body". They were clearly designed, IBid Mojapclo J, 
lpCCifically to protect the woman'. right to rqroduotiw sc:lf-dc:tcrmination. 

Morgfmlalar (2) (1988) DLR (4-, 385. Mojapc:lo J noted that in Canada, ICOtion 7 of the: Canadian Charter aIao protaota the right 
to 'liberty' but 80Cl further by providing c:xprcu protection to the right to 'lCCurity of the penon'. In Morgenlalar the Canadian 
Suprc:mc Court he:ld that the woman'. right to determine: the fate: of her own pregnancy crYoy.:d oonatitutianal protection. He 
obaervcd that the majority of the: court founded that protcotion on the: guarantc:c: of '.courity of the penon' in ICOtion 7. Wilson J, 
who concurred with the majority, held that. the protcetion could a1lo be founded on the right to 'liberty' in ICCtion 7 and the 
oonoomitanl implied guarantee: of human dignity. At illUC bcfarc the: court WBI the ocxutitutionality of ICOtion 251 of the: 
Canadian Criminal Code which placed IICVCI"C procedural restrictiOlll 00 a woman I. frccdam. to obtain an abortion. Mojapc1o J 
quoted the dicta of Dickson CJ explaining biB oonclUlion that it violated that oanatitutional right to lCCurity of the penon • 
follow.: .. At the mOlt basio, physioal and emotional lcvcl r:vcry p-cgnaut woman iI told by the lICCtion that sha oannot lUbmit a 
gc:nc:rally I8fe medioal p-occdurc that might be: of clear benctit to her unlCII she mcc:ts gritcria c:ntircly unrelated to her own 
prioritica and BlpiratiOnl. Not only docs the removal of dccilion-making power threaten women in a physical ICI1IC; the 
indt:cision of knowing whelher an abortion will be granled inflicta emotional Itrc:u. Section 251 clearly intcrferc:II with a 
woman'. bodily in1c:grity in both a physical and emotional 1ICnIC. Forcing a woman, by threat of criminal IBIlOtion, to carry a 
foetus to term unlesl she meet. oertain criteria unrelated to her own prioritica and Blpirations iI a profound intc:rfc:rc:noe: with a 
Woman'l body and thUl a violation of acourity of the pCl'lCllL " 

Rodrlgusz (1993) 17 CRR (2cd) 193 at 203-204 and 107 DLR (4"') 342 at 391a-b. Mojapclo J noted that in the 08IC of Rodrigusz 
oancc:mins the col1ltitutionality or a crimina1 prosecution of 8IIIi.tc:d .woide:, Sopinka J, who gave: the judgment of the: majority 
of the oourt, reviewed it. juriaprudc:noc en tha right to lcourity of the penon and ooncluded .. foUoWl: "In my view then, the 
judgment of thi. court in Mo~nlalar{ fn 20S .nIpra) oan be leen to c:noampBII a notion of pcnonal autonomy involving, at the 
very least, control 0'YCl' one: 'I bodily in1c:grity free: from I18te in1crfcrc:noc and hcdom fran Ilatc-impoac:d payghological and 
emotional .trc:u ... 'There is no qucation then, that penonal autonomy, at lcast with rc:spcot to the right to make ohoiOCl 
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Mojapelo J noted that section12 (2)(a) and (b) of the Constitution provides that everyone 

has the right to bodily and psychological integrity which includes the right to make 

decisions concerning reproduction and to security in and over their body. He stated that 

compared to the foreign jurisdictions he had referred to previously, it is clear that the South 

African c~nstitutional provisions are the most explicit concerning this right and that the 

provisions of section 12 guarantee the right of every woman to determine the fate of her 

pregnancy. A woman's freedom of choice, said Mojapelo J, is further reinforced by the 

right to equality and protection against discrimination on the grounds of gender, sex and 

pregnancy (section 9 of the Constitution), the inherent right to dignity and to have her 

dignity respected and protected (section 10 of the Constitution), the right to life (section 

11), the right to privacy (section 14 of the Constitution) and 'more importantly' the right to 

have access to reproductive health care (section 27(1 lea) of the Constitution). He noted that 

some of these rights were themselves developed in the foreign jurisdictions previously cited 

by courts through judicial interpretation to found the right to termination of pregnancy. 

Cumulatively, therefore, the more explicit rights in section 12(2)(a) and (b) and all the other 

reinforcing rights provide a strong constitutional base for the right to termination of 

pregnancy in South African law. Mojapelo J points out in the judgment that like other 

constitutional rights the right to the termination of pregnancy is not absolute and that the 

state has a legitimate role in the protection of pre-natal life as an important value in South 
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ccnocminS QIlC'. own bqdy, oontrol ova' one'. phylical and paychologicaJ. integrity, and baaio human disnity. arc cnoanpaucd 
within ICCUrity of the penan, at least to the extent of frcc:dom from oriminal prohibitiona which intcrfc:n: with thClC. II Mojapc:lo J 
ltatcd that inaofBr u the South Afrioan Constitution allO suaranlc:c:a I right to 'Iccwity of the penon' in IICCtion 12(1) it oouid 
.imilarly found I OOI1Ititutionai protcotion of I woman'. right to dctc:nninc the fate of her own pregnancy. He noted that it iI, 
howCVCZ', not nCOCllary to n:aort to IICCtion 12(1) because IICCtion 12(2) (a) and (b) c:KprCIIIy guaranteel I more apcoifio right "to 
bodily and pyohological integrity" inoluding the right to make dc:cilions oonccming reproduction and to lecurity in and oontrol 
ova' one'l body. 
Bruggtunann (1971) 3 EHRR 244. Mojapclo J noted that the German oDllltitutionai ooUlt 11M held that the right to life cxtcnda to 
the protc:gt100 of prc-natal life but that it hal silO rcoogniacd a oountcrvailing OODItitutionai right which protcob the woman'l 
pc:nanal autanamy to dctcrminc the fate of her own prcsnanoy. He poinlcd out that the jurisprudcnoc of the German 
oDllltitutional oourt aooordingly Icnda IUpport to an alternative pc:npcotiva that the right to hcdom and acourity of the pc:nat 

affordl OOJUtitulimaJ. protcation to a woman'l right to clc:tcrminc the fate of her own pregnancy a1bc:it IUbjcot to limitation to 
protc:ot the life of the foetus. He also noted that in Europe article 8 of the European Cenvcntion en Human Righbl providca that 
"CM:rycne hal the right to respect fer his private and family life". Mojapclo J quoted the following dicta of the European 
Commilaion in Bruggeman" in holding that thil right founded oonstitutional protcotien of a Woman'l right to aclf-dctcrmination: 
''The right to rcapcct for private life il of loch IOOpC 81 to IICCW'C to the individual I .phc:rc within which he oan freely purma the 
development and fulfilment of hi. pc:nonality. To this c:ffeot, he mUit allD have the poalibility of establishing n:iatiONhip of 
variOUI kind&, inoluding 1ICXU81, with other pc:rIDI1I. In principle, therefore, whcnCVCZ' the .tate ICtI up rulca for the behaviour of 
the individual within thil sphere, it intcrl'Cl"CII with the rcapcct for p!jvate life ... " (at 2S2 para SS). "However, pregnancy oannot 
be IBid to pertain uniquely, to the Iphc:rc of private life:. Whenever a woman iI pregnant, her piwtc life bcoomca cloacly 
oOlU1CCted with the developing foclul'" Mojapclo J notCi that the Commiuion aooordingly concluded that although the woman 
hu a right of ICIf-dctcnnination, it wu pcrmiuiblc for the alate to regulate abal'tion because the rishl to privaoy oannot be 
intC1"pT'Ctcd solely as meaning that pregnancy and it. tcnnination arc 81 a principle lolely a matter of the private life of the 
mother. He ltalcl that the jurisprudcncc of the EW'OpCBD Union accordingly rcoognilca the woman'. oDllltitutional right to lelf 
dc:tcnnination but silO rccognilCl that it i. pcrm.iIsible for the stale; to regulate ill CltcrailC. 
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African society and may regulate and limit the woman's right to choose in this regard. 

However, he said, because the right itself is derived from the Constitution the regulation 

thereof by the state may not amount to the denial of that right. He stated that the provisions 

of section 36(1) of the Constitution would apply to any limitation of the right of a woman 

to terminate her pregnancy - in other words such limitation would be valid only to the 

extent that it is reasonable and justifiable in an open and democratic society based on 

human dignity, equality.and freedom. 

Mojapelo J noted that South African courts, unlike the US courts, have never had to address 

the impact of any state-imposed interference with the autonomy of a woman to determine 

the fate of her own pregnancy but have in different contexts recognised the potential for 

catastrophic consequences that might flow from the unwanted, but state-enforced birth of a 

child. He referred by way of example to Administrator Natal v EdouartP1!J. Mojapelo J 

observes that if the state were to prohibit termination, its prohibition would force pregnant 

women to bear, give birth to and nurture unwanted children at the risk of suffering such 

"catastrophes" and with the associated impairment of their physical and psychological well

being. The state's interference would clearly constitute an impairment of women's right "to 

bodily and psychological integrity" and more particularly their right "to make decisions 

concerning reproduction" and "to security in and control over their body" said the court. It 

noted ~at the plaintiff recognised and acknowledged that the right in issue is a 

constitutional one and that it complained about the way the legislature, through the Act, 

allows girls to access the right. The plaintiff wanted restriction or regulation of access to the 

right based on age. 

The court observed that the Act allows all women who have the intellectual and emotional 

capacity for informed consent, to choose whether to terminate their pregnancies or not, that 

it does not distinguish between them on the ground of age and that this is what the plaintiff 

complains of as being unconstitutional, Mojapelo J stated that this complaint is inconsistent 

with the Constitution because: 
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EdOllOrri 1990 (3) SA S81 CA) at S91G where Van Hecrdcn JA alated that: ''There iI no jOllification for holding, u a matter of 
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and the child itaelfbut aIIo for previously born liblingl." 
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1. The right of every woman to choose whether to terminate her pregnancy or not is 

enshrined in sections 12(2)(a) and (b)~ 27(1)(a), 10 and 14 of the Constitution. All 

of these rights are afforded to 'everyone' including girls under the age of 18. They 

are accordingly also entitled to respect for and protection of their right to self

determination. 

2. Section 9(1) provides that everyone is equal before the law and has the right to 

equal protection and benefit of the law. Section 9(3) goes further to prevent unfair 

discrimination against 'anyone' inter alia on the ground of "age". Any distinction 

between women on the ground of their age, would invade these rights. 

3. It follows that any limitation upon the freedom of any woman, including any girl 

under the age of 18 years to have their pregnancy terminated constitutes a limitation 

of their fundamental rights. Such a limitation is valid only if justified in terms of 

section 36(1). 

Mojapelo J stated that because the right is a co~stitutional one, one of the minimum 

requirements for justification is that the limitation must be rational. He said that the 

distinction made by the Act between those women who have the capacity for informed 

consent on the one hand and those who do not have the capacity on the other, is a rational 

distinction. It is for that reason capable of justification and is therefore con~titutiona1. He 

noted that the argument that the provisions of the Act that were under attack are 

unconstitutional because they do not cater for the interest of the child is unsustainable. The 

legislative choice opted for in the Act, he said, serves the best interest of the pregnant girl 

child (section 28(2) of the Constitution) because it is flexible to recognised and 

accommodate the individual position ofa girl child based on her intellectual, psychological 

and emotional make up and actual majority. It cannot be in the interest of the pregnant 

minor girl to adopt a rigid age based approach that take not account, little or inadequate 

account of her individual peculiarities. Mojapelo J stated that even if the plaintiff was to 

establish that the age based control or regulation was in the interest of the child, that would 

not be enough and that the plaintiff would have to go further and show that the legislative 
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choice adopted in the Act (based on informed consent) IS in fact unjustifiable and 

unconstitutional. 

The court observed that while the plaintiff had fonnulated its claim on the basis that girls or 

young women below the age of 18 are capable of giving informed consent, this is not 

necessarily so. The true position depends on the particular individual girl or woman and on 

her particular circumstances and must be determined for each and every woman in each 

case. In enacting the Act, the legislature assumed that there will be women below and 

above the age of 18 who will be incapable of giving informed consent and for this category 

the law requires parental or some other assistance in giving the informed consent. Mojapelo 

J pointed out that the legislature also recognised that there will be women above the age of 

18 who are capable of giving informed consent and for this category the legislature requires 

no assistance when they give consent to termination of pregnancy. He said that as to 

whether a particular individual, irrespective of age, is capable of giving such consent, the 

legislature left the determination of the factual position to the medical professional or 

registered midwife who performs the act. Mojapelo J stated that he could not find that the 

exercise of this legislative choice was so unreasonable or otherwise flawed that judicial 

interference is called for in what is essentially a legislative function. Women or girls under 

the age of 18 are not unprotected for as long as they are incapable of giving informed 

consent. He noted that the legislature makes provision to ensure that all young women or 

girls below the age of 18 are encouraged to seek parental support and guidance when 

seeking to exercise the right to reproductive choice. The constitutional right, said the court, 

of a pregnant child to family or parental care (section 28(1)(b» is ther~fore not denied. It is 

accommodated but not imposed. It is given effect under the Act in a manner that does not 

seek to negate other constitutional rights including the right to equality before the law, to 

equal protection and benefit of the law as well as the right to termination of pregnancy 

itself Thus, said Mojapelo J, he could not find that the legislation is unconstitutional when 

it provides for what is constitutionally permissible and regulates it without affronting the 

Constitution. For this reason, he held, the plaintiffs particulars of claim did not disclose a 

cause of action. The exception was upheld, the plaintiffs claims were dismissed and no 

order was made in respect of costs. 
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Discussion 

It is submitted with respect that the reasoning of the court in this case is a perfect example 

of the manner in which the logic within the Constitution itself must be applied to the 

detennination of whether or not legislation is unconstitutional or not. The court interrogated 

the issue before it with regard not only to the most obvious and direct constitutional rights 

involved but also with regard to the rights that support and reinforce them. The judgment 

beautifully illustrates the interconnectedness and interrelatedness of the various rights in the 

Constitution and how they form part of a complex legal matrix that has to be considered as 

a whole that is more than .the sum of its parts when adjudicating individual cases. The 

reasoning of the court also illustrates the wisdom of a bottom up approach to questions of 

human rights since the simple rights that are contained in the Bill of Rights can be used to 

construct other more complex rights that are no less constitutional. Just as the court was 

able to deduce a constitutional right to termination of pregnancy from the elemental rights 

contained in the Constitution, it is submitted, so can a constitutional right to health be 

deduced from the fundamental rights within the Bill of Rights. The need for such composite 

rights mayor may not arise depending upon the facts of each case. The value of such a 

bottom up approach is that it is far more flexible and adaptable to the circumstances of each 

particular case than the top-down approach. The latter postulates composite rights which it 

then tries to populate with more detailed precepts. This is likely to lead to inconsistencies in 

practice since it requires that the basic legal principles (which may be indivisible unit 

rights) upon which the right rests are derived from the notion of the right itself rather than 

having those indivisible unit rights, or fundamental legal principles, describe and delineate 

the right. Unlike the situation in international law, in South African constitutional law, 

when dealing with rights issues one does not sit with the problem of trying to populate 

composite rights in terms of concepts such as minimum core and other subjective 

paradigms. The legal matrix of relevant rights is applied to the unique factual matrix in 

each case. It is submitted that the judgment of Mojapelo J neatly illustrates the logical 

elegance of this bottom-up approach. 

At a more prosaic level, and from a different angle, it could be said that what is behind this 

case is an attempt by a group of religious fundamentalists to impose, by 'yrt8.y of a court 
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judgment, their views concerning abortion on the rest of the population. In this sense, the 

case is once again a battle between a collective and the individual. It is seldom that an 

individual will be in any position to impose his or her religious views upon the collective 

and the balance of power, as history indicates, has generally not been in favour of the 

individual in such matters. The freedom of the individual to live his or her own life as he or 

she sees fit, the right to self-determination as it has sometimes been called, is fund~ental 

to the South African constitutional· system of law. In this case this principle, applied at a 

pragmatic, individual level trumped the abstract moralistic argument, cloaked as legal 

principle, of a particular religious grouping. The judgment of the court therefore supports 

not only the rights to bodily and psychological integrity, dignity and reproductive health 

care to which the court refers,. but also the right to freedom of religion, thought, conscience, 

belief and opinion reflected in section 15 of the Constitution to which it does not expressly 

refer. The judgment itself is thus clearly consistent with, and integral to, a system of law 

that is larger than itself At the most abstract level, sound court judgments will manifest 

such consistency and, due to the polycentricity of the Bill of Rights, will be justifiable at a 

number of different levels or from many different perspectives. The richness of such a 

system of law lies in its relevance to many different facets of life. It is multidimensional in 

its effect 

The decision of. the court also emphasises ~e importance of flexibility in policy and 

legislation that impacts upon constitutional rights. It will be recalled that lack of flexibility 

was found to be a major failing in the government policy concerning access to Nevirapine 

for the purpose of the prevention of mother to child transmission offfiV221. The age issue is 

one that often arises as a threshold in law. It is relevant as such in the health care context 

inter alia in terms of the Sterilisation Acf!!Z which is currently in the process of 

amendmenf23. Section 2 of the current Act provides somewhat awkwardly that -

(1) No person is prohibited from having sterilisation performed on him or her ifhc or she is

(a) capable of consenting; and 
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Stailillllioo Aat No 44 of 1998 

The draft Sterilisation Amendment Bill WBI published fer public comment on 04 Septcmbc:r 2003 in· Govmmcnt Gazette No 
25415. Notice No 2303 for publio canmcnl. 
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(b) 18 years or above. 

(2) A person capable of consenting may not be sterilised without his or her consent. 

(3) (a) Sterilisation may not be performed on a person who is under the age of 18 years except 

where failure to do so would jeopardize the person's life or seriously impair his or her 

physical health. 

Subsection (2) is not entirely in keeping with suosection (1)(b) which, although it separates 

the capacity to consent from age, still imposes the age of 18 as a threshold. The peculiar 

phrasing of subsection (1) suggests that where a person is capable of consenting but is 

under the age of 18 years, sterilisation of that person is prohibited. However such 

prohibition must be inferred from section 2 (I) of the Act itself since there is no other legal 

prohibition or provision with regard to sterilisation either in the Act or outside of it. It is 

submitted that this subsection on its own could be in conflict with the constitutional right of 

a minor to bodily and psychological integrity given the arguments raised by the court in the 

second Christian Lawyers case224
• According to the decision of the court in this case, it 

should be that where a person is capable of informed consent, this should be sufficient 

grounding for a right to be sterilised irrespective of the age of the person being sterilised. 

Sterilisation, like termination of pregnancy, is an exercise of a reproductive right and the 

right to security in and control over one's body in terms of section 12(2) of the 

Constitution. Subsection (2) of section 2 of the Act could be read as taking the principle in 

subsection (1) a step further in saying that a person capable of consenting may not be 

sterilised without his or her consent Thus where a person is either over the age of 18 or 

under the age of 18, where he or she is capable of consenting, sterilisation may not take 

place without his or her consent. In this sense it is partially redemptive of subsection (1) 

because the latter gives everyone who is over 18 years of age and capable of consenting a 

right to be sterilised but does not address the converse which is the right of persons capable 

of consenting but under the age of 18 years not to be sterilised. It is only partially 

redemptive because the right to be sterilised in terms of subsection (1) is still age restricted 

even where a person is capable of consenting. It therefore limits the right to sterilisation for 

224 
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those persons who are under 18 years of age and capable of consenting. Since the right to 

make reproductive decisions and to security in and control over one's body are 

constitutional rights, it remains to be seen whether this provision constitutes a limitation of 

a constitutional right falling within the ambit of section 3 6( 1) of the Constitution. There is 

an argument that sterilisation from the point of view of the right holder - especially in the 

case of women - is generally of a more permanent nature than the termination of a 

pregnancy. A person who terminates one pregnancy can usually still decide to have another 

pregnancy but a person who is sterilised cannot always be sure that the procedure can be 

reversed should he or she have a change of heart later on. Children and young people have 

the whole of their reproductive lives ahead of them and the question is whether, as a matter 

of policy, they should be allowed to be sterilised where they are capable of consenting but 

younger than 18 years of age. Whilst the inclination of many is likely to be that this should 

not be permitted, the question is if the person is capable of informed consent why should he 

or she be denied this choice simply on the basis of age? What is the difference between a 

mature 1 7 year old who wants to be sterilised and is fully capable of informed consent and 

a highly immature 18 year old who is barely capable of informed consent? Perhaps the 

distinction is that in terms of section 28(3) of the Constitution, a child is defined as a person 

under the age of 18 years and section 28(2) stipulates that a child's best interests are of 

paramount importance in every matter concerning the child. In such a situation it may 

possibly be argued that a person under the age of 18 is not capable of knowing what is in 

his or her best interests even if he or she is capable of giving informed consent. Informed 

consent involves knowledge and appreciation of the consequences as well as consent but 

does it necessarily encapsulate an understanding of the individual as to what is in his or her 

best interests? It is submitted, however, that this distinction between informed consent and 

what is in a person's best interests could be equally applied to decisions on choice of 

termination of pregnancy. The court in the seconq Christian Lawyers case2~, although it did 

not discuss it directly, also did not identify it as a valid distinction. The problem with the 

concept of what is in a person's best interests is that it is highly subjective. This is well 

demonstrated in legal issues involving end of life decisions. For example, to accept high 

doses of painkillers may hasten death but will alleviate suffering. Which option is in the 

2~ 
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individual's best interests and who decides? Where a person is over the age of21 the law is 

clear. Where a person is under the age of 21 226
, or 18 for that matter, the law is not so clear. 

Section 39 of the Child Care Act states that a person who is over the age of 14 can consent 

to medical treatment of himself or his child, but it silent on the subject of the refusal of 

medical treatment by such a person. Many people would argue that a child of 14 is, not in a 

good position to know what is in his best interests and should not be allowed to refuse 

essential medical treatment. The same section allows a medical superintendent to give 

treatment in the absence of the consent of the parents in certain circumstances but does not 

address the situation where a child is over the age of 14 and is refusing the proposed 

treatment. Whose decision prevails? It is submitted that given the provisions of section 28 

of the Constitution that the interests of the child are paramount, as long as the medical 

practitioner acts in the best interests of the child, the courts are unlikely to deCide against 

such practitioner in a claim for violation of the rights of the child in section 12(2) of the 

Constitution. It is submitted, however, there must be clear evidence that the decision was 

taken in the best interests of the child because in the absence of such evidence, it is likely 

226 In tc:rma of ecction 1 of the Age of Majaity Act No ~2 of 1972 all persona, whether malc:s or females. attain the: age of majority 
when they attain the age: of twenty-one: yc:ara. In terms of acction 2 of thi. Act Any penon who has attained the: age of cightc:c:n 
yean may. IUbjcot to the: provWODI of thi. Act, apply to the provinoial divilion of the Suprc:mc: Court of South Africa havins 
juriadiotion in the: area within whioh IUch penon ia ordinarily n:aidcnt for an order declaring him to be a major. Dc:IpitG the: 
proviaiCIII of this Act many of the mere: rc:oc:nt ltatutes, pouibly bccauac: they are: following the Comtitution, UIC the age: of 18 • 
a thrc:ahold when it 0DmC:S to taking oertain decisimu ar performing ocrtain actiODL Sec: far example the EJlpJoows Act No 1 S of 
2003 which dcfinc::a a IllRlitable pc:r1OIl" • inler alia a penon who ia 18 )'C8I'1 or older with regard to a Iiocncc which mUll be 
obtained by any penon who wantJ to nm a magazine for the storage of cxpJOIiVI:I~ the: Private Security Industry ResuJatim Act 
No S6 of 2001 which alloWi pc:rIOI1I over the: age: of 18 yean to be: rcgiatc:rc:d II a ac:ourity ICJVice: provider; the EJc:otoral Act No 
73 of 1998 which defines B voter. South African citizen who is 18 YCBl'1l old ar older and whoac: name appc:BI'1I an the volen' 
roll; the TJ'8I1Iport General Amendmc:nl Act 16 of 1995 which ItiPUlates that a ndio operator on a Ihip whioh is rc:quiMd by the: 
Intcmational Convention far the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974. II amcndc:d, to haw a radio installation, shall be not leu that 18 
yean of agc~ the: Buo ConditiODl Of EmploymCDl Act No 75 of 1997 whioh .tipulates that "child' mC8l1l a pcr1C1l who iI under 
18 Y"B of age II docI the Social Aliillanoc: Act 59 of 1992, the Rcfugc:c:s Act No 130 of 1998. the Child Care Act Nc 74 of 
1983, the Corrc:otional SCJVioca Act No 111 of 1998; the Rccosnitim Of CUltamary Marriages Aat No 120 of 1998 which 
ltipulatc::a that for a OUItomary marriage cntcn:d into after the oommencc:mc:nl of thia Act to be: valid tho prospcotive IpOUICI must 
both be abow the age: of 18 yean; the: Liquor Act No Z7 of 1989 whioh stipulates that the: holder of a liquor Iioc:noc shall not 
employ any pcraon who i. under the age: of 18 yean; the Birtlu And Dealba RegUtratian Act No ~1 of 1992 which puvidc::a that 
a "majar' or "penon of age' mCBIlI any penon who hu attained the: age of 18 yean ar who hal under the proviJiCllll of ICCtiCll 2 
of the Age: of Majority Act, 1972 (Act No ~7 of 1972). been. declare:d to be a major, and includc::a a penon under the age of 18 
yean, who has oonlractc:d a legal marriage II does the South African CitizcnJh.ip Act No 88 of 19~. It would ICCD1 that thc:rc is 
a widely held view that a child and a minor arc not ncceaarily the lime thins and that for PurpcllCl of the former. the age of 18 
yean is the cut off point whilat for the purposc:a of the latter. the: out-oft' point it the age of 21 yean. Howcwcr this i. Dct aJwaya 
the: OBIC. Sec for example the Liquor Act whioh dcf1J1Cll a minor II a person who hal not attained the age of 18 yean. From a 
pragmatio pc:npcctivc what il happening il that pcnorII over the: age: of 18 yean arc i!mc:uingly being siwn legal oapacity far 
variOUl spcoifio purpDICI without the amendment of the general legislation, namely the Age of Majority Aol For health 
purposc::a. the Medioines and Related SubJtam:c:s Act No 101 of 196~ providc::a that Schc:dule 1. 2,3.4.~ or 6 .ubatanoc shall not be 
laid to any penon apparently under the: age of 14 yean except upon a paoription i.ued by an authaiJcd prc:soribcr and 
diapcmc:d by a pharmaoist, pharmaoist intern or pharmacist'. 8IIiJtanl ar by a wterinarian or a penon who il the holder of • 
liocnoe II contemplated in lICclion 22C (1) (a), or on a written order dilOlOIing the PurpolC for whioh .uch subatanoc is to be UlCd 
and bean a signature known to the ICncr 81 the: lignature of a penon known to Noh 1C1Ier and who is appan:ntly over the age of 
14 ycan. Scotian 39(4) of the: Child Care: Act stipulates that notwithatanding any rule of law to the contrary any penon over the 
age: of 18 yean Ihall be: canpc:tc:nt to 0ClI'IICnt, without the uai.tance: of hi. parcnl or guardian, to the pc:rformanoa of any 
operation upon hiJ1llelf and any penon over the age of 14 )'Can llhall be: competc:nl to conac:nl., without the .. iJtance: of hi. 
parent or guardian, to the pcri'ormanoc of any medical treatment ofhill1lClf or hia child. 
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that the action taken in consequence thereof could well be a violation of section 12(2) rights 

and the provisions of section 39 will not avail the medical practitioner if his actions prove 

to be unconstitutional with regard to section 12(2) ·and section 28. 

The judgment of the court in Christian Lawyers'-T1 is clearly to the effect that the right to 

self-detennination cannot be age restricted. It also suggests that the rights of children 

provided for in section 28 of the Constitution should not be imposed on them, for instance, 

by way of legislation that denies them the right to bodily and psychological integrity on the 

ground that their section 28 rights override all others. The implication is that these section 

28 rights must be capable of being exercised and balanced against other possibly 

conflicting rights. In other words, there is still an element of choice involved on the part of 

the right holder as to whether or not to enforce the right If the right is imposed then there is 

no question of its being exercised by the right holder. Generally, as far as children are 

concerned this issue does provoke some circuitous debates since children are often not in a 

position to exercise or enforce a right independently of an adult parent, guardian or 

caregiver. The younger the child the more this statement holds true. If the very rights 

designed to protect the child against inter alia an adult parent, guardian or caregiver must 

first be exercised by the child with the assistance of that parent, guardian or caregiver, this 

effectively weakens the protection tha~ the right affords. the child. It is this dilemma that the 

Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Act has to address - particularly in situations of sexual 

molestation of a minor woman by her parent, guardian or caregiver. The point of the 

judgment of the court in the Christian Lawyers case228 is that where a minor is capable of 

giving informed consent, the opposing will of a parent, guardian or caregiver should not be . 
imposed upon the minor under the guise of section 28 of the Constitution simply because 

the minor is of a certain age. The capacity to give informed consent counts for more in such 

matters than an arbitrary threshold imposed in the abstract without reference to the 

individual who is most affected. 

2T1 
228 
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It is submitted that it is also not in keeping with the concept of administrative justice that 

rigid criteria such as age limits should be imposed where a large number of factual 

permutations can occur and not every one of them can be anticipated by legislation. It is a 

well-established principle of administrative law that each case must be decided on its merits 

and there is no reason why this principle should not be incorporated into legislation 

involving minors and the giving of informed consent by them - especially where the right to 

bodily and psychological integrity is involved. 

Subsection (3)(a) of the Sterilisation Act does not take into account the right to 

psychological integrity referred to in section 12(2) of the Constitution in that it refers only 

to physical health. 

Section 3 of the Act stipulates as follows-

(1) Sterilisation may be performed on any person who is incapable of consenting or incompetent to 
consent-
(a) upon a request to the person in charge ofa hospital and with the consent of a-

(i) parent; 
(ii) spouse; 
(iii) guardian; or 
(iv) curator; 

(b) if a panel contemplated in subsection (2) after considering all relevant infonnation, 
including the fact that-
(i) the person is 18 years of age, unless the physical health of the person is threatened; 

and 
(ii) there is no other safe and effective method of contraception except sterilisation, 

concurs that sterilisation may be performed; and 

(c) if the person is mentally disabled to such an extent that such a person is incapable of-
(i) making his or her own decision about contraception or sterilisation; 
(ii) developing mentally to a sufficient degree to make an informed judgement about 

contraception or sterilisation; and 
(iii) fulfilling the parental responsibility associated with giving birth. 

(2) The person in charge of a hospital contemplated in subsection (1) must upon request, as 
prescribed for sterilisation, convene a panel which will consist of -

(a) a psychiatrist, or a medical practitioner if no psychiatrist is available; 
(b) a psychologist or a social worker; and 
(c) a nurse. 

(3) Where a person to be sterilised is in custodial care, no member of the panel may be an employee 
of the custodial institution. 
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(4) If sterilisation is to be perfonned in a private health care facility, the members of the panel may 
not be employees ot: or have a financial interest in, that facility. 

(5) The person perfonning the sterilisation must ensure that the method of sterilisation used holds 
the least health risk to the person on whom sterilisation is perfonned. 

(6) Sterilisation may not be perfonned in terms of subsection (1) unless the person suffers from a 
severe mental disability. 

(7) For the purposes of this section, 'severe mental disability' means a range of functioning 
extending from partial self-maintenance under close supervision, together with limited self
protection skills in a controlled environment through limited. self care and requiring constant aid 
and supervision, to severely restrained sensory and motor functioning and requiring nursing 
care. 

In this section, once again the question of 18 years of age is ,to be used as a threshold. In 

this instance, it is even more problematic because the section is dealing expressly with 

persons who are incapable of ~onsenting. This incapacity is not linked in the Act to mental 

di.sability or lack of consciousness due to physical injury or illness. It can therefore also be 

applied to children who lack capacity simply because of their age. However section 2(3) 

deals with the sterilisation of mentally healthy minors and it is therefore unnecessary to 

regard this section as relevant to them. Age is only one factor that is an indicator of mental 

capacity. In the case ofmenta1ly disabled persons it may not be relevant at all since persons 

who are mentally disabled may never achieve legal capacity irrespective of their age. 

Mental capacity is often indicated or measured in terms of mental or developmental age. 

Thus an eighteen year old mentally disabled patient's cognitive functions may be pegged at 

the level of those of a healthy twelve year old. While the mind may not achieve full 

maturity the body of a mentally disabled person may well reach puberty and be capable of 

procreation. Indeed one of the primary concerns of the Sterilisation Act when it was first 

passed was to ensure that unnecessary sterilisation of mentally disabled persons was 

prohibited since mentally disabled persons also have reproductive rights. It was much 

easier in the past for parents and caregivers of such persons to have them sterilised than to 

worry about sexual activity leading to the birth of an unwanted child. However on one 

possible interpretation of section 3, the Act went too far in the directi on of preventing 

sterilisation of mentally disabled persons under the age of 18 years insofar as the provisions 

of this section can be interpreted to mean that disabled persons younger than 18 years of 
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age may not be sterilised at alF29
, In the case of mentally disabled persons the age of 18 

years is even more arbitrary for the purposes of sterilisation than it is for those who are not 

mentally disabled. In the context of sterilisation, the age of puberty is more relevant in the 

case of mentally disabled persons than the age of 18 years since the capacity of mentally 

disabled persons is unlikely to be related to their physical age. To apply the a.ge of 18 years 

in this context as a reason for the refusal of sterilisation could have the effect of denying a 

mentally disabled person who is under the age of 18 years the right to dignity, to 

psychological integrity and to security in and control over his or her body. The proposed 

amendment to the Act seeks to preclude this. 

The decision of the court in Christian Lawyers (No i) has far reaching implications for 

legal capacity in general and is more in keeping with the Roman Law on the subject which 

attributed at least partial capacity to children over the age of seven and a significant degree 

of capacity to those over the age of fourteen years230. It is in keeping with more recent 

229 ' 

230 

It ia .ubmitted that it iI pouible to interpret ICCtion 3(1)(b) of the ~t to mean that under certain oUcUDlltanCCl 8 penon may be 
.teriliacd even when: he or abc ia muter the 8ae of 18 years and c:ven though hia or her phylical health ia not threatened becauae 
thc aeotion rc:quirell the panel to OOOIider "all relevant information" of whioh the fact(O of age, physical health and availability 
of alternative methoda of contraception an: jUlt a IUbaet 81 indicated by the \lie of the word "inoluding" in relation to thClC 
facton. Howcvc:r, practical cxpc:riencc has been that panela have been inclined to rcfuIe atcriliaatiQIUJ even in the face of very 
I1rong Br81DenfI in favour then:of when: the penon to be Itcriliac:d i. under the age of 18 yean and it w. thus decided to amend 
the Stcriliaation Act to C!\IUre that the righta to dignity and psyohclogical integrity of IUCh penON arc not ocmpromiled by IUOh 
miaintezpretation. 
See Long G. 'Inf8l1l' La:w Curthu Roman Law (Smith '8 DictioPltlr)l, 187J). He notes that in the Roman law there were aevcraI 
diatinDtiOl1l of age whiah were made with rc:fcrenoe to the capacity for doing legal acll: 

1. The fint period W8I from birth to the end of the ac:vc:nth year during whioh time perIOl1I wen: oalled Infanlel or Qui fair 
noa. poIIUIIl. 

2. The second period W8I from. the end of aevcn yean to the end of fourteen or twelve yc:an.. aooording BI the penon w. 8 

male or 8 female, durina whioh per1Ol1I were dcfmed 81 Qui fari pouunL The pcncm inoluded in thCIIC fint two claICII 
were Impubcres. 

3. The third w. from the end of the twelfth or fourtecnt to the end of thc twenty-fifth yc:ar, during which period pc:nau were 
Adoieacentcl. Adulti. The perlOnl included in thcae three: olallCl were minorea xxv ennil or annorum, and were often for 
brevity'. uke, called minores m1y[CURA TOR]; and the penona inoluded in the third and fourth 01 .. were puberea 

4. The fourth period W8I from the age of twenty five during which peI10111 were MajOl'Cll. 
He utes: "The term Impubel comprehenda InfBl1l, • all Infima are Impubcrea; but all Impubcrea are not lnfanfCI. TbuI the 
Impubc:res were divided into two olasaea; Infantes or thUl under aevcn yean of asc. and thoae above aevcn" who arc generally 
wxlc:ntood by the term lmpuberel. PupillUl ia 8 seneral name for all Impuberea not under thc power of a father 
(Dig. !5 O.tit 1 !5L239)." , 
See aIao Lema G °Impube.' LQCWI Curtiw Roman Law (Smith '8 Dictionary, 187J). "An irfanr W8I inoapable of doing any lesal 
act. An impube3, who had puaed the limill of infamia, could do Illy legal act with the auctoritaJ of hi. tutor; without .ud!. 
auctoritaJ he could only do thOle acll which were for hi. benefit Accordingly IUCh an impubea could atipulate (8tipulan) but n~ 
promiae (promittBre); in other warda, BI GaiUl (iii.l07) expresaea it, • pupillw could only be bound by the auctorita8 of hia tutor. 
but he could bind another without .och auctorltal. But thia remark 81 to pupiUl only appliea to tho., who had understanding 
emush to know what they were doing (qui iam aliquam Intellectum habent). and not to thole who were infanta or irfanll 
prc»cimi, though in the cue of the irfanti proximi a liberal interpretation W81 given to the rule of law (benigior jura 
interpretatio), by virtue of whioh 8 pupll/w, who WBI infanti proximUl, W8I placed on the lame fcolina 81 one who W81 pubertati 
proximUl, but thia W8I done for their benefit only (propter utilitatem ,onlm), and therefan: could not apply to a 0.., where the 
pupillw might be a 10ler (0£ lnItiii.tit19 110 with GaiUl, iii.108). An impubu W8I in the power of hi. father; for in the caae of. 
pupillw, the auctorltaf of the tutor W. only allowed, in respect of the pupillu.r having property of his own, whioh • 1011 in the 
power of hi. father could not have. In the C8IC of obligationea ex delicto, the notion of the auctoritQ8 of. tutor W8I of ooune, 
r;xgluded, 81 such auctorita8 WBI only rc:quiaite for the p1DpOlC of Bivins 'effect to rightful acta. If the impubes WBI of lufficient 
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thinking on the subject of legal capacity and the medical treatment of children in 

particular.231 For the purpose of medical treatment the question of the consent of a minor 

231 

oapaoity to undcntand the nature of hia delict, he w. bound by it; athc:rwise, he W8I nat. In the cue: of a penon who was 
Pubertali praximw, there w. a legal prc:sumption of auch oapacity; but Ilill thi. prcIUIDption did not exDluda a OOnIideration of 
the desrcc of undentandina of the impubc:l and the nature of the act, far the 8~ might be luch 81 eitlu:c to be perfcatly 
intelligible, as theft, or it might be an act which an impubel imperfectly undentood, • when he was made the m.lrument of 
fraud. Theae principlca were applicable to CMCII of fUrtum. damnum injuria datum. l,yurla and athen; BOd alia 'to crimea, in 
which the nature of the act mainly determined whether ar nat guilt IhouId be imputed. An impubca oouId enter into a oontract 
whereby he W8I released from a debt, but he could not release a debt without the auctoritas of hia tutor. Hc could not pay money 
without hi. tutor; nor could he receive money without his tutor, at Icast it was not a. valid payment becauae auch payment W81 81 

a conaequcnce, followed by a releaae to the dcbtar. But .inee the rule as to inDapacity of an impubea W8I made cnIy to I8VC him 
from lou, he could not retain both the money and the claim. An impubea could not be a plaintiff or 8 defendant in a mit without 
hia tutar ... With the attainment of pubBrtaa, a penon obtained the full power of his property, and the tutela ceued: he oouId a1.0 
diapcac of hia p-aperty by will; and he oould contract marriage. According to the lcgislation of Juatinian (Inali tit.22), pubc:rtas, 
in the cue of a male, was attained with the oompletion of the.. fourtcc:nth and, in a female, with the oomplction of the twelfth, 
year. The Sabianini maintained that the age of pubatu WBI to be determined by physical capacity (habitu oorporla), to uccrtain 
which a pcr1IODBl examination might be nCCCllla!)'; the Procu1iani fixed the age of fourteen complete, • that which ablalutely 
determined the attaimneat of puberty (GaiUl, i.I96; U1p.Frag.xi.28). It appcara. thercfarc that under the earlier c:mpc:ron Ihcrc 
was lCXDe dcubt • to the time when pubertaa w_ attained, thoush there w_ no doubt that with the attainment of puberty, 
whatever that time might be, fulllcgal capacity W8I acquired." htur/lwww.ukana.eduJhjstoryicurope/ancimt rome. 
Sec for inatanoa the Children'. Bill on bttn;l/www weImrc.gov.za which providea in ICOtion 13 that: "Every child hu the right 
to: (a) have BQQCII to information on health promotion, aexuality, rcp-oduction and the preva1tion of ill-health and diaeue; and 
(b) confidentiality regarding hi. or her health ItatuI and the health statlll of a parent, care-giver or family member, cxgept when 
maintainina IUCh confidentiality i. oot in the belt intc:rcIIt of the child. . 
Scotian 17 of the Bill atipulatCI that a child, whct:hcr male or female, beeomea a majar upon reaohing the age of 18 yean. 
BOO!1ltra H and Nub E 'Minora and the Right to Conaent to Health Care' The GuttmacMr Report on Public Policy note: "The 
notion that many minon have: the capacity and indeed the right to make important decilliOl1l about health care hal been wc:ll 
c:atabliahcd in fcdc:ral and Ilate policy. Many states apecifically autharizl: minors to CODICIlt to contra~tive acrviCCll, testing and 
treatment for HIV and other sClCU8lly transmitted dilCBlCl, prcna1a1 care and delivery lel'ViCCll, treatment for aloohol and drug 
abuse. and outpatient mental health CBrc. With the exception of abortion, lawmakcn have genCl1llly reaisted attempts to impose 
parcn1al oonaent or ootifioation rcquircmenta on minon' 8CCCIB to reproductive: health care and ather lCI1Iitivc: aavicea. 
Ncwc:rthclcu the movement to "rClllore" parc:l1la1 rightl and to legialate parental control over minon' reproductive: health care 
deciaiOl1l remains active." They point out that in the US, .tatea have: traditionally recognized the right of parenta to maka health 
care dcciaiOl1l OIl their children's behalf, on the prc:aumption that before reaching the age of majority (18 in all but four .tatea), 
young people lack the c:xperieaoc and judgment to make fully informed decisiOlll. There have: long been cxgeptiODl to thia rule, 
however, IUCh 81 medical c:mergenciea when there is no time to obtain parental COI1Icnt and in Q8ICI where a minor ia 
ClDllDQipatcd by marriage ar other circumatancca and thUi legally able to make dcciaiODl on his or her own behalf In addition, 
courtl in lQIDe Ilatca have adopted the ICHWled mature minor rule, which a1loWl a minor who ia IUfficic:nt1y intelligent and 
mature to undentand the nature and conacqucnocs of a propoaed treatment to CODICIlt to medical treatment without COIlIUlting hia 
or her parenti ar obtaining their pennillion. They .tate that: "Moreover, over the Iut 30 yean, Ilates have paaacd IBWI explicitly 
authorizing minon to ocmc:nt to health care related to aexuaI activity, .ubatance abUle and meatal health care. AlthoUgh lODle 
IlatCI siva docton the option of informing parenta that their minor ICXl or daugh1er hal rcocivcd or ia ICCking thcIe ICI"viCCl, 
thcIe Iawa leave the deoiIion of whether to inform the parcnta cntin:ly to thc diacretion c# the physician _ to the beat intcrellll of 
the minor. Thia cqJ8DIion of minon' authority over health care dccillioJ1l wu 1IpW1'Cd in part by US Supremo Court rulin81 
cxtcndins the oonatitutional right to privlq' to a minor'. decision to obtain contraceptivca Dr' to terminate an unwanted 
pregnanoy. It alao reflcctl a recognition on the part of lawmaken that while parental involvement is deairablo, many minon will 
not leek IICMQCI they need if they have to tell their parenti." They obaervc: that the Alan Guttm.,hcr Inatitute has periodically 
reviewed .tate laws pertaining to minor'. authority to cement to medical care and to make ather important decilliOl1l witho~ 
their parenta' knowledge ar pcrmillion. In 2004 itl review was expanded to alaa take into acccunt .tate court deci.iona and 
attorneys general opiniOJ1l that affect young people's 8COCII to confidc:n1ial ICI"viCCl. The review conducted in July 2000, found 
the following: 
Twenty-five: statCl and the Diatrict of Columbia have laws ar policica that explicitly sive minon the autharity to 00IIICI1l to 
contraceptive: acMcca. 
Tweaty-.cvcn Itatc:I and the District of Columbia have laws or policiCI that specifically authorize a pregnant minor to obtain 
pn:na1a1 care and delivery scrvicCi without parental consent or notification. 
All SO .tatea aDd the District of Columbia, apcoifically allow minon to conaent to testing and treatment far sm.. inoludina mv 
(With respc:gt to HIV, three .tatea limit thiI authorization to testing only.) Forty-four .tatca and the Diltrict of Cohmbia have 
laws or policiea that authorized a minor who abUICI drusa or alcohol to oonacnt to confidential CClUI1ICling and medical care. 
Laws in 20 ltatea and the Diatrict of Colwnbia give minon the explicit autharity to 00lUICllt to outpatient mcntal health acrvicea. 
No state explicitly rcquirca parental coJ1lCDt ar notification for any of thcIe acMcca. However two statca • Texu 8l1d Utah -
prohibit the UIe of state fundi to provide contraceptive: .c::rvicca to mincn without parental COJ1ICI1t. One stat.c, Iowa, requirc:a that 
parcnta be notified if their child rcccivea a poaitive HIV teal 
Boonatra and Nub note that in addition to laws and policica that permit mincn to COIlICI'lt to specific aervicea, 21 Ilatea have 
.tatutea that authorize minara to cODlent to general medical and IUl"gical care, at lcut under IODlC ciroumatancea, auch .. having 
a child, being pregnant or having reached a certain age. In Alabama, for example, minon aged 14 and alder may 00I1ICDl to 
general medical care; in South Carolina, they may do IQ at 16. 
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has proved problematic232
• The legal basis of the transaction is clearly of particular 

relevance in this context. since minors do not usually have contractual capacity. If health 

services may only be rendered on the basis of the law of contract then a minor does not 

have the capacity to obtain such services without the assistance of his or her guardian. This 

is clearly, however, not in keeping with the provisions of section 39 of the Child Care Act 

discussed previously. The dicta of the court in Christian Lawyers (No 2)233 is in marked 

contrast to the legal position that prevailed even some five years ago2l4
• The question is 

whether the judgment of the court should be restricted to the provisions of the Choice on 

Termination of Pregnancy Act concerning informed consent only in relation to terminations 

of pregnancy or whether it should logically be extended to other kinds of health care 

services. In principle it is difflcult to see why the logic used by Mojapelo J in this judgment 

cannot be applied to most, if not all, other health care services for minors. 

232 

233 

234 

They point out that the one notable exception to the cx:pBlllion of minon' decision-making authority on health care matten il 
abortion. Only two lltatca - Connecticut and Maine - and the Distriot of Columbia have laW! that affirm a minor'. ability to 
obtain an abortion on her own. Thirty ODe stalcl have laWi in effect that require the involvement of at lcaat one parent in their 
daughlc:r'. abortion decision. In 16 of these stalcl, a minor must have the consent of one or both parents; in the other IS ltatca, 
ODe or both parenti must be notified prior to the abortion. They further note, however, that more than half of the Ilatcs that 
require parcntaI mvolvanc:nt for aborticn permit a minor to make the dccisicn to con1inuc her pregnancy and to CODICIt to 
prenatal oarc and delivery without oonsu1ting a parcnl. Furthermore stalcl appear to oonaidcr a minor who ia a parent to be fbUy 
ocxnpctc:nt to make major decilions affecting the health and future of hia or her child even though many of these l81De lltalcl 
require a minor to involve her parents if !!he decides to terminate her pregnancy. In stark cmtrut to this rcatrictive approach to 
Lc:rminalion of pregnancy decisions, states allow minon to make other cieciliODl that oan have a luting effect on their lives. For 
example, most It&teI permit tccnagen to drop out of high Ichool without their parents' approval and despite the dooumc:ntcd 
adverse"effects lIIOCiated with the lack of a diploma Although all states require ymmg people to stay in IDhool at least to age 16 
or 17, ~ in very limited Oircumltanoca, coce that aF thrc:ahold has been reached, the statca penlly impose no barriers to 
minon' deciding to leave. The most Itriking of aU il that 34 IlatCI and the Diatrict of Columbia explioitly permit a minor mother 
to place her child for adoption without hc:c own parents' pcrmiaion cr knowledge. In addition, II .tatca make DO distinction 
bctwccn minor and adult parents; in thcIc: lltalcl, it appcan, the decision to relinquish her child for adoption rests with the young 
mother. 
Boonstra and Nub m 231 !upra state that: ''Establishing rules for minor's CDnICIlt for medical care ru. been one of the more 
difficult iauea to face policy makers. On the: one hand it ICCmI eminently reasonable that parenti should have the right and 
rapcmibility to make hc:a1thcarc decisions for their minor child. On the other it may be more important for a young penon to 
have accCII to oonfidcntial medical ICI'Vices than it it to require that panmll be informed of their ahild'i cmdition. Mincn who 
arc IICXUBUy aotiva, p-cgnant. or infc:ctcd with a IClrually transmitted disease (SID) and those who abuse drugs or alcohol or 
luffer from c:moticnal or payohological problems may avoid accking care if they mWlt involve their parcnta. Rcoognizins this 
reality, many .talcl explicitly auhorizc a minor to make dcci.iOl1l about their own medical care but balancing the rights of 
parents and the rights of minon remains a topic of debate." 
Chrutian Lawyen (No 2) fit 199 mpra 

Sec for instaDcc S y ChlpingfJ RWYll Council 1989 (2) SA 342 (ZS) the court lltated that: '"There ill rcapcotable: authority for the 
proposition that majority it the criterion determining the cx:iatencc of legal capacity in respect of consent ar the voluntary 
aaumption of risk. Sec: Spiro Law of Parsnl and Child 4th ed at 192; Boberg Delict: Principia and CtD68 vol I at 731 - 2. But 
even if cap.,ity to COl1ICJI1 is not coextensive with capacity to contraot, in the words of Professor Van dcr Walt in hiB work 
Delict: Principia and CtDU para 34(h) at S4, the child must have ' ... the mental capability and maturity to evaluate respanlibly 
the nature, and cxtCl1l and implicatiOl1l of his consent cr IIIIUDlption of risk. The existence of legal capacity in thia IICI18C it 
therefore relative to the partioular circumstances of the case and particularly to the nature of the intcrcstl involved and the 
seriOUlllClll of the harmful conduct involved. A child of 14 yean may, CS' have the ncccuary legal capacity to ccmcnt to the 
destruction of her doll, but she would nonnally not haw the ncceaary legal capacity to consent to medical treatment Where the 
child doca not have the ncccuary legal capacity, the guardian mUit act on behalf of the child.' Sec also Snyman Criminal Low at 
101; Burchell and Hunt South Africcm Criminal Low am ProceduT'fJ (General Principia) 2nd ed vol I at 378. 
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The decision in Christian Lawyers (No 2)23~ illustrates the importance of not taking 

longstanding legal principles for granted and the need to constantly re-examine the 

statutory and common law in the context of the Constitution. The capacity of a minor to 

enter into a contract, at least for health care services, must be construed not only in terms of 

the common and statutory law on legal capacity but also with regard to the right of access 

of 'everyone' to health care services including reproductive health care. It may be 

unconstitutional to take the view that a minor lacks contractual capacity and therefore 

cannot have access to health care services without the assistance of his or her parents. This 

is putting the cart before the horse since contractual capacity is subject to the constitutional 

right of access to health care services. This is not to say that in every situation a minor's 

contract for health care services has to be upheld. Clearly issues of informed consent are 

highly relevant as is evident from the judgment ofMojapelo J in Christian Lawyers (No 2). 

It may be necessary in some instances to avoid the idea of contract altogether as a legal 

basis for the rendering of health care services to an unassisted minor. Presently this is 

possible on the basis of the provisions of the Child Care Act and in the case of terminations 

of pregnancy, the Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Act The Children's Bill does not 

seem to have similar provisions but the National Health Bill does make some provision for 

informed consent in the context of health care services for minors. Due regard must also be 

had to the constitutional rights of 'everyone' to bodily and psychological integrity and to ' 

freedom and security of the person when considering. the rendering of health care services 

to minors. Furthermore, it is the circumstances and capacity of the individual minor 

concerned, as opposed to minors as an amorphous group, that must be considered by those 
t 

rendering health c'are services. Broad generalisations when dealing with specific patients on 

the basis of factors such as age, gender and health status are not only inadvisable, they may 

also be unconstitutional in a number of different aspects not least of which is unfair 

discrimination. The constitutional rights to dignity, to podily and psychological integrity, to 

freedom and security of the person are powerful rights that canno~ be ignored in the context 

of health service delivery and minors are entitled to these rights to no less a degree than 

anyone else. 

Christian Lowyttn (No 2) m 199 supra 
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2.5 The Right of Prisoners to Medical Treatment 

The right of prisoners to medical treatment is ref1ect~d in section 35(2) of the Constitution 

which states that: 

''Everyone who is detained, including every sentence4 prisone.r, has the right-

(e) to conditions of detention that are consistent with human dignity, including at least 
exercise and the provision, at state expense, of adequate accommodation, nutrition, reading 
material and medical treatment; 

(f) to communicate with, and be visited by, that person's-

(iv) chosen medical practitioner". 

The obvious question is whether this right of detained persons is yet another facet of the 

right of access to health care services or whether if is a discrete right which has no 

connection with the more general right expressed in section 27(1) of the Constitution. There 

are differences in the terminology used between the two sections. Section 35(2) refers to 

"medical treatment" whereas section 27(1) speaks of "health care services". Section 27 

refers to the progressive realisation of the rights within available resources. Section 35 

contains no such qualification. What is the difference' between these two sections, if any, 

for practical purposes? Section 35(2) makes specific mention of a choice of medical 

practitioner whereas section 27(1) does not make any reference to providers of health care 

servIces. 

The Cape High Court considered some of these questions of the case of Van Biljon and 

Others v Minister a/Correctional Services and Others236 

2.5.1 Van Biljon and Others v Minister o/Co"ectional Services 237 

Facts 

236 

237 
Van B iljo" 1997 (4) SA 441 (C) (B cmd Othen v Mi"ister o{CoJ'Tflctional ServicfU awl Othsn 1997 (6) BCLR 789) 

Van B i/jon fu 236 supra 
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The applicants were IllY positive prisoners who sought orders declaring, inter alia, that 

'the right to adequate medical treatment of the applicants and the prisoners infected with 

lllV, who have reached the symptomatic stage of the di~ease and whose CD4 counts are 

less than SOO/ml, entitles them to have prescribed and to receive at state. expense 

appropriate anti-viral medication'. Anti-viral medication had been prescribed for the fIrSt 

and second applicants but had not been provided to them by the prison authorities.238 

It was argued for the respondents that convicted prisoners are entitled to the same standard 

of medical treatment as is provided for persons attending state institutions and that since 

ordinary persons attending provincial hospitals were not entitled to antiretroviral drugs for 

the treatment oflllV/AIDS due to budgetary constraints, neither were the prisoners. At the 

time, patients in provincial hospitals who were in the .same condition as the applicants were 

not provided with antiretrovirals at state expense. Counsel for the applicants contended that, 

since the right to adequate medical treatment is guaranteed to prisoners in terms of the 

Constitution, prison authorities can never be heard t<? say that they are unable to provide 

such treatment as a result of budgetary constraints or lack offunds. 

Judgment 

The high court observed that: 

"Once it is established that anything less than a particular fonn of medical treatment would not be 
adequate, the prisoner has a constitutional right to that form of medical treatment and it would be no 
defence for the prison authorities that they cannot afford.to provide that form of medical treatment. 
I do not, however, agree with the proposition that financial conditions or budgetary constraints are 
irrelevant in the present context. What is 'adequate medical treatment' cannot be detennined in 
vacuo. In determining what is 'adequate', regard must be had to, inter alia, what the state can 
afIord. If the prison authorities should, therefore, make out a case that as a result of budgetary 
constraints they cannot afford a particular form of medical treatment or that the provision of such 
medical treatment would place an unwarranted burden on the state, the Court may very well decide 
that the less effective medical treatment which is affordable to the State must in the circumstances 
be accepted as 'sufficient' or 'adequate medical treatment'. After al~ as was pointed out by Mr 
Scholtz, s 35(2)(e) of the Constitution does not provide for 'optimal medical treatment' or 'the best 
available medical treatment'~ but only for 'adequate medical treatment'." 

238 From. headnote of Vall Bi~·oll fn 236 mpra 
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Counsel argued, however, that the state owes a higher duty of care to mv positive 

prisoners than to citizens who suffer from the same infection, in general. The court agreed 

with this argument on the basis that with reference to, inter alia, accommodation, nutrition 

and medical care, the Constitution itself draws a distinction between prisoners and people 

outside pris on. 239 

The court held that the declarator sought by the applicants would compel medical doctors to 

prescribe some form of anti-viral medication and refused to make such order because it was 

not the function of the Court to make an order of that nature. It held that because anti-viral 

medication had in fact been prescribed for the first and second applicants on medical 

grounds, the question whether they were entitled to receive such therapy at state expense 

became an issue. The court said that although, in principle, lack of funds could not be an 

answer to a prisoner's constitutional claim to adequate medical treatment, and that 

therefore, once it was established that anything less than a particular form of medical 

treatment would not be adequate, the prisoner would .have the constitutional right to that 

form of treatment, financial conditions and budgetary constraints were not irrelevant 

considerations: what amounted to 'adequate medical treatment' had to be determined with 

regard, inter alia, to what the state could afford. The court noted, with regard to the 

argument that the state owed a higher duty of care to mv positive prisoners than to citizens 

outside prison suffering the same infection, that the Constitution itself drew a distinction 

between prisoners and those outside prison. It said that acceptance of the respondents' 

239 
Sec: Van Biljon fit 236 IUpra paraS3 p 457 onwarda when: the court obac:m:d that: "Unlila:: pmor1I who arc free. priaoncn have 
no IIQOCII to other I'CIO\U'CCI to .. illt them in gaining IICCCIIII to medical trcatmcnL It is true: that IOIDC HIV positive priaoncn will, 
upon release, be: dcpc:ndcnt on the state for medical treatment. On the other hand, there: arc priaoncrB, like tint applicant. who 
may well be able, upon their n:ICBIC, to cam an income which will enable them to dord anti-viral treatment er who will receive 
oharitable usistance from their c:mploycn. A. far as the latter catcgcry of priaonc:n is oonocmc:d, an inroad would be made upon 
their pcnona1 liberties if they were: to be n:fuIcd IIQOCII to anti-viral treatment Sinoc such inroad oannot be described. a 
ncocuary OODIICqucnOC of incarocration, I do not believe that the refusal to provide thc:sc prisoncn with anti-viral medication is 
CClIIIiatc:nt with the principles of our oommon law. In .. ying that I obviously do not intend to suggest that the IIlandard of medical 
tn:atmcnt for any partioular prilOllCl' mould be determined by what he or she could affcrd outJidc prilOll. What I am. saying, is 
that the standard of medical treatment for pisonen in general cannot be determined by the lowest common denominator of the 
poorest prisoner on the basis that he ar she could afford DO better trcatmcnl out.idc. A. far 81 HIV priscmcn an: oonccmcd, there 
is another factor which should, in my view, be borne in mind, namely that they arc mere cxpoecd to opportunistio viruses than 
mv auff'c:rcn who arc Dot in pilon. It is applicants' 08IC that tuberculosis and pneumonia an: prc:'Valent in priaao. Althoush 
respondent. deny the prcwalcnoe of thc:Ic partioular opportunistio infccticns, they do admit that the overcrowded omditions in 
which priaoncn arc accommodated ccaoc:rbatca the w1ncrability of mv piaoncn to opportunistio infr:oticm. Even if it is, 
thcrcf'orc, aooc:ptcd 81 a general principle that priaoncn arc entitled to no better medical Ircatm.cnt than that which is provided by 
the state for paticnb outside, thil pinoiple can, in my view, not apply to HIV infected pUoncrs. Since the state is k.cqlins these 
prisoners in omditiOl1l where they arc more vulnerable to opportunistio infections than HIV patient. outside, the adequate 
medical treatment with which the state mull provide them must be tn:atmcnt which is bcttc:r able to improva the immune systems 
than that which the state providca for mv patients outside. The conclusion that the standard of adequate medical Ircatment fer 
mv infcotcd priaanen is not ptI1' 8t1 determined by what the state provides outside for mv patients is in effect a omclUlive 
IIIIIWcr to respondents' omtc:ntiOlL" 
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argument would mean, for example, that the fundamental right of prisoners to adequate 

accommodation, also provided for in s 35(2)(e), would entitle them to no better 

accommodation than that provided for people outside prisons, whereas it was a fact of life 

that there were many people in the country whose accommodation could not by any 

standard be described as adequate. The court found that to refuse prisoners, some of whom 

might upon their release be able to earn an income which would enable them to afford anti

viral treatment, access to anti-viral treatment would be an inroad on their personal liberties, 

which inroad could not be described as a necessary consequence of incarceration. It noted 

that the standard of medical treatment for prisoners in general could not be determined by 

the lowest common denominator of the poorest prisoner on the basis that he or she could 

afford no better treatment outside than that offered at state institutions and pointed out that 

due to prison conditions the state could even be said to be exposing prisoners to a greater 

risk of opportunistic infection than they would encounter outside of prison. On this basis it 

could be argued that the state was obliged to afford mv positive prisoners medical 

treatment that was able to boost their immune systems and protect them from this risk. The 

court found that the applicants had established that anti-viral therapy was the only 

prophylactic and that the benefits of such treatment,.in the form of extended life expectancy 

and enhanced quality of life, were such that the treatment claimed by them had to be 

regarded as no more than the 'adequate medical treatment' to which they were entitled in 

terms of s 35(2)(e) of the Constitution. It ordered the first and ,second respondents to 

provide the first and second applicants with the anti-retroviral drugs that had been 

prescribed for them. 

Discussion 

At first glance it might appear that the finding of the court in Van Biljon is to the effect (a) 

that prisoners have greater rights to medical treatment than other persons in society and (b) 

that this right of prisoners does have a certain minimum core content. These conclusions 

might be founded (a) upon the fact that the court held that prisoners were entitled to 

antiretroviral medication for IllY whereas patients of provincial hospitals were not so 

entitled due to budgetary, constraints and (b) upon the discussion in the judgment of what is 

meant by 'adequate' medical treatment. These conclusions might lead to the further 
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conclusion that the right of prisoners to medical treatment is separate from and different to 

the right of everyone to health care services in terms of section 27(1) of the Constitution. It 

is submitted, however that such conclusions would be erroneously drawn for the following 

reasons. 

The court in Van Biljon stated expressly that if the prison authorities had argued a lack of 

resources for the provision of antiretroviral medication, its finding may have been 

different. 240 This was recognised by the high court in Soobramoney241 in a judgment which 

was subsequently upheld by the Constitutional Court, in the following terms: 

"There remains for me to deal with one decision upon which the applicant's counsel relied and that 
is the recent decision in Van Biljon and Others v Minister o/Correctional Services and Others 1997 
(4) SA 441 (C) (B and Others vMinistero/Correctional Services and Others 1997 (6) BCLR 789). 
In that case Brandt J held that s 35(2)(e) of the Constitution obliged the state to provide prisoners 
suffering from HIV with certain very expensive drugs at state expense. If prisoners are entitled to 
enforce their right to adequate medical treatment the same should apply to the applicant who after 
all, is not a criminal (so counsel argued). A careful reading of the judgment, however, reveals that it 
does not provide support for the applicant's case. It is clear that the question of budget constraints 
was argued - see 454C (SA) (801 E (BCLR)) where the following is said: 'If HIV patients in 
provincial hospitals are to receive the combination therapy claimed by applicants, Mr Scholtz 
submitted, it would involve a prioritisation of resources in their favour. In view of the budget 
restrictions on the hospital services, such prioritisation would necessarily be at the expense of other 
patients dependent upon the provision of health care by the state. Such patients may include persons 
suffering from acute heart disease, cancer sufferers, children, the elderly, pregnant women and so 
on." 

240 

241 

Van Biljon fit 236 IUpra. In fact what the court IBid at P 4S7 onwards wu: [S6] What respondcntJ have mown through the 
affidavit of Dr Wood ia that provincial hospitall carmot afford to provide all State patic:ntB who arc HIV infecllcd with the ati
viral treatment olaimed by applicant&. Dr Wood'i motivation of thil ldatemcnl il - at lcast 81 far • Somcnct Hospital is 
COIlCCl'DCd - not disputed by applicants and, in filet, appcar1 to be unanswerable. It appears fran rcspcndc:nII' papcn that the 
Department of Com:otional ScrviCCl is also IUbjeot to budgc:buy constraints. I asrcc with the lubmiuion by Mr Seligson. 
howCYa', that no OIllCl is made out by I'ClpondCl'ltl that, 81 a result of budgetary OCXIItrainta, the Department of Corrcotiooal 
Sc:rvioes cannot afford to p-ovide such anti-viral treatment for mv positive prilOltCR who an: eligible for this trcatmcnL With 
rc:sard to pcuible finanoial ocmstraintl, there is the further OOI1Iidcration of a COIt-lBVing raised by applicants' apcr1I to which 
rapandcnts have, in my view, not given a oonolUlivc BJ1IWCI'. AI appcan fhxn the afcrcsoins. it is oonlcndcd by appliClll1ll' 
cxpcrtI. on the bMil of intcmati.onaI 1'CICBI'Oh, that the administration of anti-viral therapy at an early aSC is cost-cffcctiw: in 
that the treating of opportunistio infcotiCXII ia lignifi08Dlly reduced. It is true that rcspondc:nts' mcdioal expert; Dr Wood, docs 
not agree with the results of the:: international relCBrCh. It is allO true, BI W8I IUbmittcd by Mr Scholtz, that this dispute bctwcc:n 
medical cxpc:rtI cannot be dctc:nnined on motion papcn. It doc:&, howevcr~ stand to reason that the poatponcment of the OOIt1y 
tn:almc:nt for opportunistio infc:otiOl1l mUll rcIult in lQIDe 00IIt-uving. even if such IRving docs not exgc::c:d the:: COlt of 
prophylactic anti-viral treatment, 81 appcm to be luggested by the results of international research. From. respondents' papcn, it 
appcan that they have:: diarc::gardcd the pouibility of any COIIt-lsving through anti-viral tn:atmc:nL In these circumatanoa, the 
polycentrio iuue:: refcm:d to by Mr Soholtz docs not arise. If a proper 08IC WBI made:: out by respondents that, due:: to the:: 
OCXlltraints of ill own budget, the:: Department of Com:oticoal Serviccs limply cannot afford the medical trcatmc::nl olaimed by 
applioantB, I might have come to the lame:: conclUlion 81 the Englilh Court of Appeal in R " Cambridge Health Authon'tiu 
([1m 2 All ER 129 (CA)]) or I might have found that 'adequate medical tn:atmcnt' for applioanla ia diotated by luch budgetary 
oonstraint&. From what I have already ltated, it appcm, however. that on the facts of this C8IC it ia not nc::oc:uary far me to make 
a definite: finding on these difficult iuuc::s. " 
Soobramonsy fit 23 supra 
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In dealing with this argument the learned Judge at 4S4C--D (SA) (802E (BCLR)) says the 

following: 

"I do not, however, agree with the proposition that financial conditions or budgetary constraints are 
irrelevant in the present context. What is 'adequate medical treatment' cannot be detennined in 
vacuo. In detennining what is 'adequate', regard must be had to, inter alia, what the State can 
afford. If the prison authorities should, therefore, make out a case that as a result of budgetmy 
constraints they cannot afford a particular fonn of medical treatment or that the provision of such 
medical treatment will place an unwarranted burden on the State, the Court may very well decide 
that the less effective medical treatment which is affordable to the State must in the circumstances 
be accepted as 'sufficient' or 'adequate medical treatment'." 

The learned Judge then concludes that the prison authorities had not made out a case on the 

papers that as a result of budgetary constraints they could not afford to provide the anti

viral treatment for the prisoners." 

The court in Van Biljon242 did not concede that the ambit of the right as it related to 

prisoners was greater than the right afforded to everyone else with regard to medical 

treatment. Rather it agreed that the state owed a higher duty of care to HIV positive 

prisoners and proceeded to give the reasons for this as being that the state itself: by 

incarcerating people, created a greater risk for them of exposure to opportunistic i~fections 

and at the same time nullified their ability or opportunity to work and earn enough money 

to obtain adequate treatment for their condition. Antiietroviral drugs are available in the 

private sector in which people can either belong to a medical scheme or can payout of their 

own pockets for medical treatment. The approach of the court was that one could not say, in 

the absence of arguments around budgetary constraints, that prisoners must receive the 

same medical treatment as other people who are not incarcerated because other people who 

are not incarcerated are not necessarily exposed to the same risks of opportunistic infection 

and they have the further advantage of being free to work and pay for their medical 

treatment themselves. What the court was in effect saying is that the state cannot increase 

the risks to health of a certain sector of the population, whilst at the same time effectively 

restricting them in their ability to pay for their own medical treatment and then in the same 

breath argue that its obligations towards them are the same as for those members of the 

population to whom those risks and restrictions are inapplicable. It is not that the content of 

242 
Va" B;~·o" fit 236 rupra 
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the right of prisoners to access to health care services is substantially different to those of 

non-prisoners but rather that the fact of incarceration materially restricts their access to 

health care services and moreover exposes them to the risk of opportunistic infections 

which would not necessarily have been characteristic of their lifestyle outside of prison and 

which they could take steps to avoid outside ofprison243
• 

In view of the foregoing, it is submitted that it is not that the right of prisoners to adequate 

medical treatment that is materially different to the·right of everyone to access to health 

care services. It is the context in which the right is exercised, or the circumstances in which 

the right holder finds himself, that results in a practical difference. Van Biljon highlights the 

fact that it is important to realise that the right to health care services is highly 

contextualised and always will be. Every judgment of the constitutional court on the subject 

of socio-economic rights and the wording of the rights in the Constitution itself points to 

this. In Grootboom244
, for instance, the court said these matters have to be decided on a 

case-by-case basis. If one considers the wording of section 27(1) in relation to the situation 

of prisoners, the judgment in Van Biljon is entirely consistent with the right of everyone to 

access to health care services. Incarceration carries an opportunity cost which affects a 

prisoner's access to health care services. The state is required in some way to make good on 

that opportunity cost and if available resources permit it, this means affording to prisoners 

treatment which is reasonably necessary for their condition and which they would have 

been able to buy outside of prison. The court and the counsel for the applicants stressed in 

Van Biljon that the applicants were not entitled to optimal treatment or the best possible 

treatment - only adequate treatment24
'. If one looks at the judgment as whole, another 

description for "adequate" might be " ... reasonable legislative and other measures within its 

available resources ... n. The right of the poor with regard to access to health care services, 

when expressed in practical terms may seem different to those of the rich who can afford to 

pay for health care services or who do not have the same disease profiles. The rights of 

243 

244 

24.5 

Van Biljon 1h. 236 supra. The court obecrved. at p 457 that: "Even if it is, thc:rcforc, &QOC}ltcd as a general pinoiple that prisanc:n 
IU'CI entitled to no better medical treatment than that which is provided by the state fer patients outside, thil. principle can, in my 
view, not apply to HIV infected prilOllCl'l. Since the: ltate il kc:c:pinS these: prilonc:n in conditions whc:rc they an: mere vu1nc:rable: 
to opportunistio infcctiOlli than HIV paticnll owide:, the: adequate: mcdioal treatment with which the ltate mUll provide them 
must be trc:at.ment whiah il bl!ttc:r able: to improve: the: immune: Iystcma than that which the: ltate: p-ovicb for HIV patients 
owide." 
Grootboom fit 10 IUpra 

Van B Ilion fit 236 mpra. p 4SS para 49 
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those in desperate need;. vulnerable groups such as old people, the disabled and children, 

may find expression in very different ways to those of healthy young adults. This does not. 

change the nature of the right. Everyone has the right of access to health care services and 

legally speaking, there can be no discrimination between different groups. However, the 

effects of the exercise of the right, its expression in differing circumstances, may well be 

different due to the different levels of risk and the nature of the specific need24C5. 

2.6 Conflicting Rights 

The question of conflicting rights is a considerable subject in its own right and underpins 

many of the issues that have already been raised with regard to the unitary nature· of the 

right of access to health care services and the interconnectedness of this right with other 

socio-economic rights. It is not proposed in this section to canvas the potential conflicts 

between various areas of the common law and the constitutional rights that relate to health 

care services but rather to examine more closely potential conflicts between other 

constitutional rights and the right of access to health care services inter se. A closer 

examination of the interface between the constitutional right of access to health care 

services and rights in other areas of law will be conducted at a later stage when these other 

areas of law as they relate to health care services are explored in more detail. The question 

for now is how does one reconcile conflicts between constitutional rights. 

In Van Zyl and Another v Jonathan Ball Publishers (Pty) Ltd and Others,247.the court 

o bserved that: 

"There is no hierarchy of rights set out in the Constitution. There is no precise formula for dealing 
with a tension between opposing rights. One right in chap 2 of the Constitution does not 
automatically trump another. At 17 of Personality Rights Cop cit) Burchell states the following in 
dealing with the importance of the right to freedom of expression: 
'Self-esteem, respect and individual privacy are aspects of what makes up the totality of human 
dignity. Freedom of expression does not trump all other individual rights - it is, like these other 
rights, subject to reasonable and justifiable limits which, in tum, must also reflect the dictates of 
freedom, equality, democracy and dignity.' 

246 

247 
Thi. i. COI1IIistcnt with the:: doctrine:: oftransfonnativc:: cOIIBtitutionalism rc::fc::rrc::d to e::lac::wha-c in thiI chapter. 
Van Zyll999 (4) SA !571 (W) pS91-S92 
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When competing rights are asserted, one must view the assertions and the clashes in context and 
against the circumstances of each case. See Holomisa v Argus Newspapers Ltd 1996 (2) SA 588 
(W) at 607B et seq. Opposing parties in cases like the present will respectively assert equally 
emphatically and with great enthusiasm that either the right to dignity is a primary right or that the 
role of the media in a democratic society cannot be overstated. At 18 of Personality Rights (op cit) 
Burchell states the following: 'The balancing of rights and interests is the essence of the legal 
process and an adjudicator cannot avoid making difficult decisions. The appropriate balance 
between individual reputation, dignity and privacy and freedom of expression, for instance cannot 
be sidestepped. ", 

The constitutional court recognised that there would be a need for the courts to balance 

competing rights as early as the Certification judgmenf48 

In the health arena there is considerable scope for conflict. One example that the 

constitutional court has already resolved appears ·from the case of Soobramoney249. Sachs J 

observed with regard to the apparent conflict between the limitations imposed by the 

Constitution on the right to have access to health care seivices and the right to life that: 

"However the right to life may come to be defined in South Africa, there is in reality no meaningful 
way in which it can constitutionally be extended to encompass the right indefmitely to evade death. 
As Stevens J put it: dying is part of life, its completion rather than its opposite. We can, however, 
influence the manner in which we come to terms with our mortality. It is precise~y here, where 
scarce artificial life-prolonging resources have to be called upon, that tragic medical choices have to 
be made." 2SO 

The constitutional right to life clearly does not imply an unqualified and unlimited right of 

access to health care services for the continued postponement of death. 

2.6.1 Children's Rights 

Another highly emotive and controversial area is the interface between the right of children 

to have access to health care services and the child's right to bodily and psychological 

248 

249 

250 

Sec Ex Parte C hailpBrlon Of The COlUtitulional A.rsflmbly: In Re Certificati07l Of ThtJ COlUtitution Of The Republic Of South 
Africa, 1996 (4) SA 744 (CC) p 792 para SS whc:rc: the court DOted: "A further argument raised by the objccton W8I that NT 8(2) 
would bestow upaI Court. the task of balancing competing rights which, they argued, il not a proper judicial role. ThiI argumcnl 
once again mill to rcoognUe that even whc:rc a bill of rightl bindl only otglU1l of State, CourtJ ara often required to balanoa 
competing righta. Fer example, in a O8IC conccmmg a challenge to Icgillation resulatins the publication and distribution of 
ICXU8lly explicit material, the Court may have: to balanoc freedom of Ipccch with the rightl of dignity and equality. It cannot be 
gainaaid that thiI il a difficult task, but it iI one fully within the compctcncc ofCourtl and within the contemplation ofCP IL" 
Soobramons)I fit 23 811prQ 

Soobramoney fit 23 8U[JrQ p784 para S7 
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integrity contained in section 12 (2) of the Constitution. In South Africa there are children 

who live without an adult caregiver often as a result of the mv and AIDS pandemic to 

which their parents and mmilies have lost their lives. Older children take care of the 

younger ones in informal groups in outlying areas where there are no formal institutions in 

which these children can be accommodated. The question is what happens when these 

children require medical treatment? In circumstances where emergency medical treatment 

is required issues of consent are not usually problematic because the law caters specifically 

for emergency situations but consent does become a problem for routine medical attention 

such as all children require from time to time. A child's right to bodily and psychological 

integrity is no less than that of an adult and indeed children are more vulnerable to 

infringement of this right as evidenced by the high levels of child abuse in South Africa. 

This right would ordinarily be protected by means of the informed consent to treatment of 

the child by a parent or guardian. Where there is no parent or guardian what is the legal 

position? How does one implement the right to basic health care services of children in this 

situation? The obvious solution would be either to apply for a court order as the high court 

is the upper guardian of all minor children in South Africa or to request permission from 

the Minister of Health in terms of section 39 of the Child Care Acf51
• At the time of writing 

the Department of Social Development is busy with a draft Children's Bill which deals 

more comprehensively with the subject of medical attention for children than does the 

current legislation.2
'2 It remains to be seen whether its provisions will be more workable 

2'2 

Child Care Ailt :fiJ. 33 8UprQ. Aooordius to this ICOtion • 
11(1) If any medical JrBCll.itioner iI of opinim that it iI nccc:uary to perform an operatim upcn a child er to submit him to any 
treabnc:nt which may not be applied without the consc:nt of the parc:nt or guardian of the child, and the: pan:nl or suardian rc:fiJICII 
hiI 00I1ICDl to the operation or treatmc:nt, or cannot be found, er iI by I"C8IOI1 of mental illnc. unable to give that COIIICI1l, er iI 
dcocaacd, that practitioner lhall report the matter to the Minister, who may, if aatidied that the operation or treatment ia 
DCOCIIIIary, COI1ICI1l thereto in lieu of the parent or guardian ofthc child. 
(2) If the medical mpcrintcndcnt of a hOlpital or the medical practitioner acting (Xl hil er her behalf iI of opinion that an 
operation or medical trcabncnl ia ncoc:uary to prcIICIVC the life of a ohild or to .. vc him er her from acriOUI and latins ph)'lical 
injury er diubility and that the nced for the operation or medical treatmc:nt iI 10 w-gcnt that it ought not to be dcfcm;d for the 
purpose of oonmiting the penon who is legally aompc:tcnt to CODICl1l to the operation or medical tn:atmcnt, that aupc:rintcndcnt 
or the medical practitioner actina on hiI or her bcha1f may givc the ncacuary CCXl8CII.l 
(3) The penon whole duty it i. to maintain the child aonccmcd Ihall be liable fer the COlt of any treatment 0( or operation ~ 
the child in term. of IUblcation (1) or (2) u if the treatment had bcc:n given or the operation had been performed on hiI 
inatruotiOlll. 
(4) Notwithstanding any rule oflaw to the aontrary. 
C-)any penon over the age of 18 yean Ihall be competcnl to aanac:nt, without the aui.tance of his parent er guardian. to the 

performance: of any operation upon himlc:lf; and . 
(b)any penon over the age of 14 )'Cm IhaIJ. be aompctcn1 to QOllIcnl, without the ... iItanac: of his parent or guardian, to the 

performance: of any medioal tn:abncmt ofhimlclf or hiI child. " 
Section 13!S ofthc Bill dcalI with CONCnl to medical treabnc:nt and BUrBioal opcratiDlll in the foliowins' tcmu • 

Cl) A child may be submitted to medical treatment or IUrgical operation only if aanac:nt for luch treatmCDl or operation hal 
been given in terms of either IUbacction (2), (3), C 4) er CS). . 

(2) Ca) A child may COIlICIlt, IUbjcot to paragraph (b), to medical trcabnenl or a surgioal operatian, provided the child-
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that those of the current legislation in addressing the needs of children. The draft Bill has 

not yet reached the stage where public hearings have been conducted by the relevant 

parliamentary portfolio committee. It is therefore likely to be considerably refined before it 

is finally passed. Consequently a detailed discussion of the Bill is not appropriate for 

present purposes. 

Another aspect of this problem of protecting the rights of children is the issue of child 

abuse and choice on termination of pregnancy. There is evidence that due to the high levels 

of sexual abuse of children, many teenage pregnancies are the result of incest or rape by a 

guardian, parent or other family member who would, in normal circumstances be called 

upon to give consent for the medical treatment of that child. If the child is in a situation 

where she is pregnant with the parent's or guardian's or family member's child and wishes 

to tenninate' the pregnancy without the knowledge or involvement of that person, most 

people would argue that the child should have the right to do so - that the responsible 

person has demonstrated that he or she is not fit to take decisions concerning the welfare of 

the child. The Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Act does not define a woman as being 

of any particular age. This has been challenged at the ti~e of writing by an interest group 

which maintains that the constitutional rights and interests of children are not being served 

by allowing them to undergo terminations of pregnancy in the absence of the support, 

(i) i. at least 12 yean of age; and 
(ii) iI of .uffioicnt maturity and hal the mental capacity to undcntand the bc:ncfill, rub and IOCiai implicatiDl1l of 
the treatmalt or operation. 

(b) A child may not oonsc:nt to a mrgical operation in tctml of paragraph (a> without the auiltance: of -
(i) the parent of the child; or . 
(ii) the primary carc-givcr ofthc child 

(3) The parent or primary care-giver of a child may mbjcct to lCOlion 43 OOI1Icnt to the medical trcalment of or • wrgical 
opc:ratiat at the child if the child iI -
(8) under the age of 12 yean; or 
(b)over that age but is of insufficient maturity or docs not have the mental capacity to undcntand the bc:nc:fita, riakJ and aooial 

implications of the treatment or opcralim.. 
(4) The lUpc:rinlcndc:nt of. hospital or the penon in charge of the hospital in the abac:noo of the auperint.cnc:lcm, may oonICIll to the 

medical treatment of or • aurgical operation on • ohild if -
(a) the treatment or DpQ"ation iI neoc:uary to preserve the life of the child or to save the child thxn .crioua or luting physical 
~ury or disability; and 
(b) the: need for the: In:atment or operation il 10 urgent that it cannot be dcfc:rrcd for the purpose of obtainin8 C(lIlICII.t that 

would otherwile have been required. 
(S) A child and family court may DOIlIc:nt to the medical treatment of or a lUIlPoai operation on a child if -

(a) the child has been abandoned; or 
(b) the pareuI: or pimary oarc-giver of the child -

(i) n:fiuc:s to give oonaent or to BUilt the child in giving conaent; 
(ii) iI physically or mentaUy incapable of givins consc:nl or lIIIilling the child in giving CODICIl!; 
(iii) iI dcoeucd; or 
(iv) cannot n:adily be ~ . 

(6) No parent or primary oaro-givcr of a child may n:fuae to Blailt a child in tcnDI of IUbaccticn (2) (b) or withhold consent 111 

lama of IUbacotiat (3) by rcBIOI1 only of religious or other bclicfi, unIcu that parent or primarY caro-givc:r can ahow that 
therc iI B medically accepted alternative choice." 
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guidance and advice of their parents, guardians or adult family members. The matter has 

not yet been heard by the court. 

2.6.2 mv Positive Patients and Sexual Offenders 

Another area of conflict of rights is that of health workers who deal with patients who are 

possibly IllY positive. Some patients know of their mv positive status but many do not. If 

a health worker is accidentally exposed to IllY infection in an occupational incident he or 

she is in a similar position to a person who has been sexually assaulted by a person who is 

IllY positive. They have both been involuntarily exposed to the virus. "The Department of 

Justice is busy with a draft Bill at present which makes provision for the compulsory mv 
testing of alleged sexual offenders. This is a further instance of the legislative balancing of 

rights in favour of the victims of sexual assault to bodily and psychological integrity 

against the rights of alleged sexual offenders to privacy and bodily and psychological 

integrity. There seems to be growing recognition for the need to balance the rights of health 

care workers and victims of sexual assault against those of persons with whom they have 

been involved and who may have infected them with IllY. In the case of children, section 

136 of the draft Children's Bill deals specifically with testing of children for IfIV2S3. These 

2!53 "(1) No child may be tcItcd for mv cxgcpt when -
(a) thia is in the best interest of the ohild and consent has bcc:n given in tcrma of mbacotion (2); or 
(b) the test is ococuary in order to establish whether -

(i) a health worker may have contraoted HIV due to cxmtaat in the COW1IC of a mcdioal proccdurc involving oonlact 
with any IUbstanae from the ohild's body that may transmit HIV; or 

(ii) any other penon may have contraotcxl HIV due to oonlaot with any IIUbItanoc from the ohild's body that may 
lranlmit mv. provided the tc:It hal bc:cn authariacd bY a court. 

(2) CoDICl1l far a HIV -test on a child may be given by -
(a) the child, iftha ohild iI-

(i) 12 yean ofase ar older; ar 
(ii) under the age of 12 yean and iI of sufficient maturity to undentand the benefit., riIka and lOCial implioatiOlll of suoh a 

test; 
(b) tha parent or aaro-giver. if the child iI under the age of 12 yean and iI DOt of lII1ffioient maturity to undentand the 

benc:fitl, rillb and lOCial implioatiOl1l of IUCh a tClt; 
(0) a designated ohild protecticn organisation arTIII18in8 the placement of the child, if the ohild is under the age of 12 yean 

and ia oot of lIIlffioient maturity to undcntand. the bcnefill, riBkl and lOCial implioatiClll of IUClb. -teat; 
(d) tha head of a hOlpital, if -

(i) the ohild ia under the agC of 12 yean and iB not of .ufficiCDl maturity to understand the: benefit., riskl and lOCial 
implioatiOl1l of IUCh a test; and 

(il) the child has no parent or oare-giver and then: is no designated child protection organisation arranging the 
phuxzncntofthechild;or 

(e) a ohild and family court, if -
(i) consent in terms of paragraph (a), (b), (0) ar (d) i. unreasonably withheld; ar 
(ii) the ohild ar the parent ar carc-givcr of the child ia incapable of giving 00I1ICII1." 
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provisions are likely to be controversial especially on the subject of testing in order to 

establish whether a health worker may have contracted mv due to contact in the course of 

a medical procedure involying contact with any substance from the child's body that may 

tI"a:nsmit mv. In effect this section is seeking to balance the constitutional rights of health 

workers to bodily and psychological integrity against those of the child to privacy. Those 

opposed to involuntary or compulsory testing for mv argue that if universal precautions 

against infection are routinely undertaken then it should not be necessary to force a patient 

to undergo an HIV test. They also point out that if a health professional is accidentally 

exposed to HIV infection in a work related incident, he or she is likely to opt for mv 
prophylaxis even if the patient in question tests negative for HIV due to the existence of a 

window period for sero-conversion in which a patient can still infect someone else with 

lllV but does not test positive for the virus. However it is not the intention to discuss the 

draft Children's Bill in this chapter but merely to highlight some of the issues concerning 

the balancing of the rights involved in the rendering health care services. 

2.7 Rationing of Health Care Services and the Limitation of Rights 

The rationing of health care services is a complex subject that embraces many more areas 

than just that of law. It is implicit in a world of limited resources and often explicit in 

decisions involving the allocation of resources. It involves questions not only of 

constitutional law but also of the law of contract, administrative law and even the law of 

delict. Since this chapter is dealing only wi~ the constitutional law aspects of health 

services delivery, it is only in this context that the rationing of health care services will be 

discussed here. Rationing and access are two sides of the same coin. Rationing, properly 

applied, can improve access at a certain level since it can ensure more equitable distribution 

of resources so as to include people who previously had no access at all. However, it clearly 

has the potential to reduce access and whether or not this is a good thing depends a great 

deal upon the values and beliefs of the society in which it is effected. In the South African 

context, the term 'values' brings the discussion back to the Constitution. It is clear that 

The Compulsory Tcstins of Alleged Scooal Oft'endcn Bill (810·2003) p-ovidcs for the victim of an alleged IOXUIl offence to 
apply to a magiitratc for the oompulsory testing for HIV of the alleged offender. If the offender il 8 minor, the Bill when it 
bcocmea law, will allow a magiatratc to grant an order allowUtg him to be tcatcd for HIV. 
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rationing decisions involving health will be judged against the rights in the Bill of Rights 

and the Constitution holds considerable potential for usefully informing rationing decisions. 

Since the Constitution awards a right of access to health care services, any limitation of this 
, , 

right would have to be in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution relating to the 

limitation of rights. Furthermore, because the right of access to health care services must be 

seen within the context of the other rights in the ,Bill of Rights, one must consider how the 

implementation of a right of access to health care services could restrict the other rights 

contemplated by the Constitution. It is necessary to establish whether there is any case law 

on this subject from which guidance may'be obtained. It is also necessary to explore the 

entities which may either explicitly or implicitly ration access to health care services and on 

what basis. That rationing is implicit in the system itself is reflected by the observation of 

the court in Soobramoney54, .subsequently quoted with approval in Grootboom2SS
, that the 

content of the right is limited by the available resources. It is submitted, however, that this 

type of implicit rationing should rather be viewed in the context of the scope of a right 

rather than as a justifiable limitation of the right., i.e. rationing per se, since no right is 

absolute or unbounded2S6
• They are alllimited in their scope. It is submitted that the concept 

of the scope of a right is slightly different to the justifiable limitation of that right as 

contemplated in section 36 of the Constitution since 'scope' envisages an initial or original 

state of the right in a given set ,?f circumstances whereas justifiable limitation implies a 

narrowing or restriction of the scope of the right so as to decrease the area included within 

254 Soobramoney 1b 23 aupra .,.. II, P 771"What U apparent 1iom thee JrQViaions u that the obliptiom impo.ted on the Jtate by 
.. 26 and 'r1 in reprd to 80CCIII to housing, health care, food, water', and lOOial IOCUrity In dcpcndcnt upm the rcsoUfCCII 
available for luch purpCllCl, and that the ocm:apondil1J rigbta themsel-w:a arc limited by I'C8IQI1 of the lack of 1'C8OUI'OCII. Givm 
this 1aclc. of reaourcea and the aignffioant demands en them tI\at have already been rcfeaed to, an unqualified oblisatim to meet 
theae nceda would not prcaently be oapable ofbeing fulfilled." 
Grootboom fh 10 supra at .,.. 46, P 70 

In Soobramoney " Minilter Of H tJQlth, Kwazulu-Natal fit 82 "'Pm, Combrinck J noted that: "The 08IC made out by the applioant 
mirrors what at present ICCD1I to be a popular conception that the rights oreated in the Bill of Rights arc abaolute and oan be 
cxa-oiacd and enjoyed without limitation. ThiI u of ooune not 10. The rights arc by I 36(1) limited in terms of law of sencraI 
application to the extent that the limitation il reasonable and juatifiablc in an open and demooratio society. The rights are also 
limited by the rights of others. A right extends only 10 far 81 the point to where it docs not infringe upon another pencn'a rishl" 
In Qoz,18nl " Mini8tar Of Law And Order And Another 1994 (3) SA 625 (E), the oourt noted at p 640 that: "The fundamental 
riahts protected by the ohapter are enumerated (a 8·32), but they are not absolute rights. Apart fiom the paw"bility of theac: 
rights confliotil1J with e.,h other in a sivm lituation, they are all .110 lubject to a sencraJ. limitatim olause (I 33) and may CMm. 

in certain olosely prescribed oil'ounutanoc:a be luspended under a state of emergency (I 34). Any allcsed breaob. of the 
fimdamental rigbta let out in chap 3 therefore neccuitatcs a two-pronscd enquiry (leavins aside for the moment the posaibility of 
I1IIpcmion WIder a alate of cmcrscncy)' viz, fl1"ll:ly, whether' there baa been an infiinscment of the right, and, aeoonclJ.y, if so, 
whether that infiinscmcnt of the right il justified in tcrma of the limitation clause (I 33)". Sec also Rudolph And Another y 
Commil,ioner For /n/Qnd Rsvenue And Othe,., NNO 1994 (3) SA 771 (W) at P 74 in which Goldblatt J obscrwd that: "FirstIy, it 
!DUIt be recognised that the rishts and ficcdoma guarantcc:d by the Conatitution arc not absolute. These rights and fi"ccdoma may 
be limited by laWi which are not oontnay to I 33(1) of the Ccnatitutim. " 
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its original boundaries~s7. This argument would seem to be supported by the observations of 

Woolman2S1 in his criticism of the language of Makwanyane2S9 and the final Constitution 

with regard to limitation of rights. 

2.7.1 Constitutional Aspects 

The Constitution makes provision for situations in which it is necessary to limit the rights 

in the Bill of Rights in section 36260. 

It has been observed that rights can be violated by administrative conduct on the part of the 

state and that legitimate reasons for depriving an individual or group of people access to a 

particular socio-economic right (for example non-compliance with a means test for social 

assistance) must be justified under the general limitation clause2C51
• It is important to note 

that the wording of section 36 stipulates that the rights ~ay only be limited in tenns of a 

law of general application. The question is whether administrative action itself can ever 

limit constitutional rights in terms of the wording of section 36. Although administrative 

action is taken in terms of a law of general application the question is whether the meaning 

of the phrase "in terms of' in section 36 encompass administrative action "in terms of' a 

law of general application or whether it was the intention that it could only be the "terms 

of' the law of general application that limit the right. It would seem that administrative 
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2S9 
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This dUtinction has been recognised by the OO11IItitutional oaurt in Bsmrlstn And Olhers 11 ButrJr And Ollie,., NNO (m 43 6Upra) 
in which Aakcrmann J observed at P 792: "AI will be seen in the followinS paragraphs, this echoes to lOIDe mcnt the approach 
of the United States CourII in detaminiJIs the existence of a 'l"C8ICII8ble cxpeotation of privacy', but it IIlUIl of OOUI'IIC be noted 
that the above CClIDIDeI1l was in reprd to the limitation and not the scope of the right in question." 

See Woolman, fh 264 Irfra 

Makwarryan. fh 2 IIIpra 

Section 361tipulalel that: 
(1) The rights in the Bill ofRighll may be limited only in terms of law of general applicatim to the extent that the limitation is 

reuanable and justifiable in an open and democratio society baaed on 1wman dipity, equality and freedom, taldns into 
account all relevant faolon, inoluding. 

(a) the nature of the right; 
(b) the importance of the p\U}'OlO of the limitation; 
(0) the nature and extent of the limitation; 
(d) the relatim between the limitation and its purpose; and 
(e) leu restrictiw means to achicw the purpose. 
(2) Except 81 provided in II (1 ) or in any other provision of the COI1ItitUtion, 110 law may limit any right entrenched in the Bill of 

RislD·' 
Liebenberg in Cbaskalson sl al m 67 IIIpra at p41-29 
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action in terms of a law of general application is capable of limiting a right as contemplated 

in section 36 of the Constitution. The court in DawootP62 stated that: 

"It is an important principle of the rule of law that rules be stated in a clear and accessible manner. 
It is because of this principle that s 36 requires that limitations of rights may be justifiable only if 
they are authorised by a law of general application. Moreover, ifbroad discretionmy powers contain 
no express constraints, those who are affected by the exercise of the broad discretionmy powers will 
not know what is relevant to the exercise of those powers or in what circumstances they are entitled 
to seek relief from an adverse decision. In the absence of any clear statement to that effect in the 
legislation, it would not be obvious to a potential applicant that the exercise of the discretion 
conferred upon the immigration officials and the DO by ss 26(3) and (6) is constrained by the 
provisions of the Bill of Rights and, in particular, what factors are relevant to the decision to refuse 
to grant or extend a temporary permit. If rights are to be infringed without redress, the very 
purposes of the Constitution are defeated." 

From the foregoing it is clear that while the court did not raise the question of whether or 

not administrative decisions were capable of limiting rights in terms of the wording section 

36 it dealt with the matter of the exercise of discretionary powers authorised in terms of the . 
law of general application stating that there should be express constraints in the legislation 

so that those exercising the power know what is relevant to its exercise. The argument is 

clearly that where legislation gives an official discretionary powers the scope of which 

includes the power of limitation of a right then the discretionary powers must be exercised 

in accordance with section 36. Presumably the power to limit the right can be either express 

or implied in the legislation. 

In S v Makwanyane26J the constitutional court observed thaf64: 

"Our Constitution deals with the limitation of rights through a general limitation clause. As was 
pointed out by Kentridge AJ in Zuma's case, this calls for a 'two-stage' approach, in which a broad 
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Dawood 1h 12 supra 
Makwanyane fn 2 supra at p435-436 (footnotea CllDittcd) 

Woolman S. 'Out of Order? Out of Balance? The Limitation ClaUIC of the Final Constitution', (1997) 13 SA.JHR 102 is critical 
of the language in both Makwcmyans and the final Constitution llyinS that it IICCIIlI to oonfuse the stepI of fundamental rights 
analysis and faill to undentand that not cwcy limitation question involves qUCllliOl1l of proportimality. He: notca that: "'Tho first 
question the Makwanyanc court 11)'1 \W should ask is what is the nature of the right that is limited, and its importance to an apcn 
and dcm.ooratlo society bued upon freedom and equality? The final CCDBtitution rchcanca tbia lansuaF with the more 
tclcgrammatio injunotion that \W rcflcot upon the nature of tho right. The problem i. thiI. In two-atasc fundamental rishta 
anal)'li.. the inquiry into the nature of the risht limited and ita impartanoc in an open and dcmooratio .ocicty baled upon frccdam 
and equality oooun at the tint •• of anal)'lil. The fimdamcnta1 rightl .tagc. Although I do not dcfcncl an abaolute1y rigid 
distinction bet\wcn rightl anaIysiI and limitation anal)'lil, the ICOClIld distinction bctwccn righ1I anal)'lil and limitation anaI)'1is 
- the limitation Itap dircota ,our attention primarily, if not exclusively, to the reaonablcncu and jUllifiability of a limitation in 
an open and democratio lOCiety baled upon 1mman dignity, &ccdom and equality. Canaideration of the nature and IOOpc of the 
risht i. lCIIDething that mould already have takr:n plaoc. To ensage the queation of a rigbt'. nature • aecand time would ICCID to 
invite anaIytioal oonfuaion." . 
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rather than a narrow interpretation is given to the fundamental rights enshrined in chap 3, and 
limitations have to be justified through the application of s 33. In this it differs from the 
Constitution of the United States, which does not contain a limitation clause, as a result of which 
courts in that country have been obliged to fmd limits to constitutional rights through a narrow 
interpretation of the rights themselves. Although the 'two-stage' approach may often produce the 
same result as the 'one-stage' approach, this will not always be the case ... It is not whether the 
decision of the State has been shown to be clearly wrong; it is whether the decision of the State is 
justifiable according to the criteria prescribed by s 33. It is not whether the infliction of death as a 
punishment for murder 'is not without justification', it is whether the infliction of death as a 
punishment for murder has been shown to be both reasonable and necessary, and to be consistent 
with the other requirements of s 33. It is for the Legislature, or the party relying on the legislation, 
to establish this justification, and not for the party challenging it to show that it was not justified." 

The court further observed concerning the criteria for limitation of the right that: 

"The criteria prescribed by s 33(1) for any limitation of the rights contained in s 11(2) are that the 
limitation must be justifiable in an open and democratic society based on freedom and equality, it 
must be both reasonable and necessary and it must not negate the essential content of the right'~ 

It said that: 

"the limitation of constitutional rights for a purpose that is reasonable and necessary in a democratic 
society involves the weighing up of competing values, and ultimately an assessment based on 
proportionality. This is implicit in the provisions of s 33(1). The fact that different rights have 
different implications for democracy and, in the case of our Constitution, for 'an open and 
democratic society based on freedom and equality', means that there is no absolute standard which 
can be laid down for determining reasonableness and .necessity. Principles can be established, but 
the application of those principles to particular circumstances can only be done on a case-by-case 
basis. This is inherent in the requirement of proportionality, which calls for the balancing of 
different interests. In the balancing process the relevant considerations will include the nature of the 
right that is limited and its importance to an open and democratic society based on freedom and 
equality; the purpose for which the right is limited and the importance of that purpose to such a 
society; the extent of the limitation, its efficacy and, particularly where the limitation has to be 
necessary, whether the desired ends could reasonably be achieved through other means less 
damaging to the right in question. In the process regard must be had to the provisions ofs 33(1) and 
the underlying values of the Constitution, bearing in mind that, as a Canadian Judge has said, 'the 
role of the Court is not to second-guess the wisdom of policy choices made by legislators.,,266 . 

265 

266 
MakwanyanB ih 21Upra at p 436 

Makwanyane fit 2 supra p 436. The court proceeds to an examination of Canadian law and points out that: "In a frequently oited 
pauage. Dicbcm. CJC desoribed the components of poportionality u follows: "There .-c, in my view, three impcxtant 
componcnta of a proportionality test. Firat, the measures adopted must be ·oare1UJ.ly deaisned to achieve the objective in question. 
They must not be arbitrary, unfair cr baaed on imtional considerations. In abort, they must be raticna1ly OClI1lIDCted to tho 
objective. Secondly, the means, even ~ ntionally connected to the objective in this first ICIIIO, should impair ". little: • 
passible" the risht or freedom in question: R v Big M Drug Marl Ltd at 352. Thirdly, there must be a propCll'tionality between the 
e1recta of the measurcl which .-c responsible for limiting the Charter risht or freedom, and the objective which has boat 
identified u of "suffioient importance". (R v 0., 1986 19 CRR 308 ([1986] 1 SCR 103; (1986) 26 DLR (4~ 200 (sec); 
[1987] LRC (Canst) 477». In S v Zwna 1995 (4) BCLR 401 (CC) at para 35 the court cautioned against the attachment of 
overmuch importance to the test in the Oakes caae uying that the Oakea criteria may well be of .. istanoe to our courtI in oua 
where a delicate balanciq of individual rights against lOCial interests is required. "But 133(1) itself lets out the oriteria which we 
have to apply and I see no reasan, in this oue alleut, to attempt to fit out analysis into the Canadian pattem." 
The queation of tho role of the oourtB in altering or reviewing policy decisions of another branch of government arises in this 
context u welL ChaIkaIIan P notes at p 437·438 that: "The second requirement of the Oakes teat, that the limitation should 
impair the right ' .. Iittlo u pouible', railes a fundamental problem of judioial review. Can, and should, an uneleoted oourt 
substitute ita own opinian of what il realOD8blo cr IICCCII8I')' fcr that of an eleoted legialature? Since the judsment in R " OakBt, 
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Woolman267 notes that the limitation clause has a fourfold purpose. He says that firstly it 

functions as a reminder that the rights enshrined in the Constitution are not absolute. The 

rights may be limited where the restrictions can satisfy the test laid out in the limitation 

clause. Secondly, he says, the limitation clause indicates that rights may only be limited 

where and when the stated objective behind the restriction is designed to reinforce the 

values which animate ihis constitutional project. Those values include openness, 

democracy, freedom and equality, as well as· the more specific values reflected in the 

individual rights themselves. Thirdly, say Woolman, the test set out in the limitation, clause 

allows for open and candid consideration of competing government, public, private and 

constitutional interests. That is the limitation clause should provide a mechanism for 

weighing or balancing competing fundamental values against one another. Fourthly, he 

says, the li~itation clause represents an attempt to solve the problem of judicial review by 

establishing a test which determines the extent to which the democratically elected 

branches of government may limit constitutionally protected rights and the extent to which 

an un elected judiciary may override the general will and write the law of the land. He 

observed that by making the guid~lines for judicial nullication of majoritarian decisions 

reasonably precise the drafters hoped to provide at least a partial solution to the problem of 

judicial review. 

Woolman268 has commented that the limitations clause in the final Constitution differs in 

two important respects from that in the interim Constitution. Firstly, it removes the 

justificatory requirement that a limitation b.e necessary for certain classes of rights and 

freedoms. He notes that all limitations on the rights and freedoms enshrined ~n the new Bill 

of Rights must simply be reasonable and justifiable in an open and democratic society 

based upon human dignity, equality and freedom in order to pass constitutional muster. 

267 

268 

the Canadian Sup-eme court baa shown that it is le11Iitive to thil tension, which is particularly acute whc:ro ohoicea have to be 
made in respect of mattcn of policy. In Irwin. Toy Ltd, " Quebec (Anorn.ey-Gen.eral), Diokaon CJ cautioned that oourts 'must be 
mindful of the legislature'l representative fimction'. In Reference Re" 193 and 195.1(1)(c) of the Crimin.al Cods (Man), it W8I 

laid that 'the role of the Court is not to second-sue .. the wisdom of policy ohoicea made by ••. lesislatcn'; and in R " Chaulk, 
that the me811l must impair the risht '81 little _ is n:uonably possible'. Where ohoicea have to be made between 'diffains 
reasonable policy optiOl1l', the oourta will allow the government the defeccnoc due to leplatcn, but '(will) not sive thmn .. 
umcatrioted licence to disregard an individual's Charter Rishts. Where the government cannot show that it had a I'C8IOl18ble basis 
for concluding that it has complied with the rcquiranent of minimal impairment in seeking to attain its objectives, the leplatian 
will be 11ruck down. "(footnotes omitted) 
See Chaakalaon et al fh 67 at pl2-1 to pl2-2 

Woolman m 264 supra 
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Secondly, it removes the "shall not negate the essential content of the right requirement". 

Woolman observes that this means that courts need no longer concern themselves with the 

apparently recondite detennination of what constitutes the inviolable core of any given 

right. 

In a discussion of the relevant factors in secti~n 36(1) of the Constitution, Woolman 

complains that the order or these factors does not reflect accurately the proper order of 

factors for the purpose of limitation analysis. He says that the express ordering of the 

factors may lead the courts to ask the wrong questions at the wrong time and then observes 

that the first factors and ,second factors - the nature of the right which has been infringed 

and that importance of the purpose of the limitation - are both well placed. It is with the 

third factor, according to Woolman, that the problems begin. This factor is the nature and 

extent of the limitation. He asserts that this fact9r is misplaced and that it should be placed 

last, inviting as it does, cost-benefit analysis, arguing that the fourth factor - the relation 

between the limitation and its purpose - belongs after the second factor. Once the 

legitimacy of the objective is established, says Woolman, it makes sense to ask whether the 

means employed to achieve the objective are rationally related to achievement of the 

objective. Woolman alleges that it is not at all clear what the Makwanyane. court or the 

drafters mean by the 'nature ... of the limitation', saying that they seem to be concerned that 

an apparently justifiable limitation - one which serves a legitimate end, employs means 

rationally connected to that end and reflects one of the least restrictive means possible for 

achieving that end - does not impose costs or burdens upon the rights-holder(s) which far 

outweigh the benefits said to flow to other members of society. He says that this enquiry is 

the only one which compares directly the competing and often incommensurable values at 

stake and is also an enquiry bound to put the court under the greatest political pressure. It 

asks the court to revisit the compromise of social interests struck by the co-ordinate 

branches of government. It is submitted that this point is nicely illustrated by the situation 

facing the court in the TAC case although the question of justifiable limitation of rights was 

not expressly discussed in the judgement. Woolman observes that various constitutional 

goods are incommensurable with one another and that equality is not reducible to freedom 

and dignity is not the same thing as expression. He predicts that there will be situations in 
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which constitutional goods will urge independent and irreconcilable claims upon us: in 

such situations we will have to choose between incommensurable goods and then goes on 

to give some topical examples, illustrating that the balancing of rights and interests is very 

often a matter of personal preference depending upon one's ideological point of view. 

2.7.2 Limitations of rights in the health care context 

In the context of health there is a considerable potential need to limit the rights of persons 

in order to preserve and protect health and to protect the users of health care services. Thus 

there is legislation which -

• regulates the practice of various health professions including the qualifications people 

must have in order to practice as health professionals, compulsory community service 

upon qualifying as professionals including where such community service must be 

carried out, questions of how they may advertise and the manner in which they must 

conduct their practices;-

270 

• regulates the donation, acquisition storage supply and use of human tissue for 

various purposes;270 

Health Profcuicms ArA 1974 (Act No 56 of 1974), Nursing Act 1978 (Act No 50 of 1978), Pharmacy ADt 1974 (ADt No 53 of 
1974), Allied Health ProfeaiODl Act 1982 (Act No 63 of 1982), Dental TeoImioi8l1l Act 1979 (Act No 19 of 1979) TIae ia lOOn 

to be a Traditicmal Health Praotitiancra Act • welL At the time of writing it is being prooaacd tbroush Parliament. It ia olear 
from the dates of this legislatica that it precedes the 1996 CODItitution by many yean and that its provisiODl haw not been tested 
in tama of litiptiQl\ against the Bill of Rights which illustrate the fact that the a1igmnent of South African law with 
oonstitutional principles ia an ongoing prooc88. This legislation hu been amended from. time to time, in some C8IC8 after the 
Constitution came into e1fcot but not all of these amendments haw been substantially significant. The Pharmacy Act is probably 
a notable cxceptim in that in 1997 oertain amendments were p-opoecd which would open up access to owncnhip of pharmacies 
by DOIl-pharmaoists. The other c:xception is the Health Profeuicms Act which compels dispensing dootors to obtain a liccnoe 
from the Director-GeneraL Davia, Cheadle and Hayaom (:lit 124 mpra) after pointing out at p305 that t1ut limitatian proviaiODl of 
the South Aiioan Canstitution were drawn from the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms refer at p313 to a Canadian oase 
Roc.t " Royol Co~ge of Dental Surgeo'" of Ontario (1990) 71 DLR (4.., 68 in which resuJatians governing the dental 
profession prohibited dentists from. adwrtising. They observe that the Canadian Suprane Cowl had no clifticulty in auc:rting the 
'JR88ins and substantial' interest in rcgulatins tho p'ofeuion and preventins imsponsib1e mel mis1eadinS advcrtiainS en mattcra 
not lUlCeptible to vc:rificatian but found that the OCIIJlplctc ban en adwrtisinS was a dispropartionatc means to c:ft'ect this 
objectiw. It said that dentists should be able to 'advertise their houn of operation and the languages they spca1c, informatica 
whidt would be useful to the publio and present no mous danger of misleading the publio or undennlttins 
profCllllionaliam ... Moreover the value served by he expression in the cue of profCllionai advertising is not purely the 
enhanoemc::nt of the advertiser's opportunity to profit ... [t]he public has an interest in obtaining information • to dentist's office 
houn, the lquap they speak and other objective facts relevant to their p-actice-infOlDlatian which [the law[ pohibits dentists 
fiom conwyins by adwrtising. Uac1Ul information is restricted without justification. The oourt held it was satisfied by these 
oonsidcratiOlll that the adw:nc c:ft'ect of infiinscment of the freedom of expRIIIion in this case outweip the benefits oanfc:rred 
by the 1eplation. 
Human Tissue Act No 6' of 1983 
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• restricts the freedom of people to smoke where they please and the ability of 

suppliers of tobacco products to sell tobacco products and advertise such products 

as they choose;271 

• restricts the location, nature and types of services of various kinds of health 

establishments;272 

• how ~nd by whom medicines may be sold;273 

• who may own a pharmacy and under what conditions274
• 

Much of this legislation highlights the points made by Woolman about choices in the 

balancing of constitutional rights and interests. In 'view of Woolman's observations, the 

concept of balancing of rights and interests is possibly overly simplistic. In i~ regulation of 

health professionals and health care goods the legislation offsets the restriction of supply 

against the need for public safety, academic and professional freedom and freedom of 

expression and commercial activity against public health and freedom and security of the 

person. These constitute value choices which mayor may not be constitutional, depending 

upon a wide variety of circumstances. It is precisely due to the idea of the balancing of 

rights that a potentially boundless number of possibilities for constitutionally based 

litigation exists with regard to each of these statutes. The concept of balance implies a 

situation centred approach. What constitutes a balance in one situation may not necessarily 

271 
272 

273 

274 

Tobacgo Products Control Aot No 83 of 1993 

The National Health Act, at the timo of writing hal nat yet been proclaimed effcotive by the President. It ocmtama provWQI1I for 
cc:rtffioatos of need in terms of which the Direotcr-Gencra1 has the power to dcoidc where a health establishment may be 
OOll8truotcd. well .. whether any modifioatiOll8 to existing health CltablilbmcntB may be made. The Hc::a1th Act No 63 of 1m 
which is oummtIy in forac also makes limited provision in terma of regulations, fer a ocrtificato of nccd type prnccss in the 
iauing of 1iocncca fer private hospitals and lOme of the provinocs, luch .. KwaZulu-Natal, whioh have enacted their own 
lesislation also make provision for certiiioatos of need to control hc::aIth ClltablillhmcntB. 
The ModicincI and Related Substances Centrol Act, 1965 (Act No 101 of 1965). An amendment to this Aot in 1997 which 
becomes opecatianal in May 2003 makes provision fCX' the licensing of dispcnains dooton and other health profoaIicna1a who 
wilh to sell medioinca and rcstrioll the power of luch profc:slionall to do 10 by oompeIling them to attend and pall a OOUl"lO to be 
ostablilhc:d by the Pharmacy Counoil. Prior to this legislation dispensing dooton were able to dilpClUlC without IUOh a licence. 
An amendment to the Health ProlessiOlll Aot which wcrb in tandem with thCllO p'OYisiOlll of Act 101 of 196' and which 
oanpols dispensins dooton to obtain a liccnoc to dispcIllO medioines. The relevant 1COticn, 52 of the Hc::alth ProfeuiOlll Act, 
reads .. follOWl: 
II DilpCl18ing of mcdioinca 
(1) A medical praotitiener, dentist or other penon regilllcn:d in tcrmI of this Act-

(a> may compound or dispenac medioines only on the authority and IUbject to the ccnditians of a lioenoc snmted by til: 
Direotar-Gcncral in lcrmI of the McdioiIICI and Related SubstanOCl Act, 1965 (Act 101 of 1965); 

(b) shall nat be entitled to keep an open IIhop or phannaoy. 
(2) For the purposes of this ICOtion 'open shop' mC8111 a situation where the lUpply of medioines and scheduled IubstanOCI to the 

publio is not dane by pn:scriptien by a penon authorized to pI'C!Oribe medioine." This is olearly a limitation of the right to 
punue a trade, occupation or profeuion in terms of lCOlien 22 of the COIIItitutian. The argument of the legislature is that it 
is jUltifiod. Whether or not it will be ohaIlcngcd on the balis of BOOtioo 36 of the Constitution rcmaiJII to be ICCIl. 

Pharmacy Aot, 1974 (Act No 53 of1974) 
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constitute a balance in another. The number of permutations of practical situations 

involving this legislation, the fact that cases of infringement of rights must usually be 

considered on their own merits and that generalisations are seldom possible, that one is 

often dealing with incommensurables, could lead to a situation in which, for a part~cular set 

of circumstances a particular law of general application does not constitute a justifiable 

limitation of rights but for another set of circumstances, it does. One cannot help but feel 

that within this paradigm, or lack thereof, the question of whether a limitation of rights is 

justifiable in terms of section 36 resembles a lottery. If the right combination of facts 

happens to proceed to litigation, the courts will decide that the limitation is unjustifiable 

despite numerous other factual combinations in which the limitation is un contentious and 

justified. In other words, if constitutional validity of a particular provision or enactment is 

relative, one can never state with absolute certainty that such a provision or enactment is 

constitutional. It is a question of constitutionality of the effect or result of the limitation in 

each individual case rather than the constitutionality of the limitation itself 

2.7.3 Case Law 

Interestingly there have been relatively few instances of significanf" litigation against the 

state, challenging the legislation mentioned above, since the 1996 Constitution came into 

effect. The most pertinent case is that of Minister o/Health and Another v Maliszewski and 

Others discussed below. 

2.7.3.1 Minister of Health and Another v Maliszewski and Others 276 

Facts 

275 

276 

In another oase the Pbarmaoc:uticaI Manufacturer'. AIIooiation sought to ohaIlenF a pcrociwd limitatiao of rights imposed by 
Act 90 of 1997, the Medioines and Related Substancca Control Amendment Act, was sc:ttled out of court in favour of the state. 
The leplatiw prinoiple that w. contested remains unohansed Another 08IC, involving the 1993 ConstitutiCll'l, w. against the 
state amd the registrar of medicines who operata in tenns of the Medicines and Related Substanoca Control Act No 101 of 1965. 
This oasc, Reitzsr Phannaceullcall (Ply) Ltd " Reglltrar Of Medici1Hll And Another 1998 (4) SA 660 (T) it dilOUllCd further 
below. 

Maliazewlki 2000 (3) SA 1062 (SCA) 
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In this case, the Minister of Health appealed aga~ns~ a decision of the Transvaal division of 

the High Court in favour of 11 plaintiffs who had all obtained their medical qualifications 

outside South Africa and whose applications for full registration were denied on the ground 

that they had not written the Council's examination for full registration277
• The plaintiffs 

argued that the Council's decision was unfair and unreasonable. In terms of the Medical, 

Dental and Supplementary Health Service Professions Acf78 as it read on 29 October 1997 

(the date on which proceedings had been instituted) a medical doctor who had qualified 

overseas and whose qualifications were not accredited as being on a par with those of South 

Africa could be granted limited registration in terms of s 26. Those who had been granted 

such limited registration could qualify for full registration if, having met the requirements 

prescribed by s 28(1)(b) and (c), they passed the examination for full registration (EFR), a 

practical, clinical and oral examination similar to that set for South African medical 

students at the end of their final year of training. In order to facilitate the return of South 

Mrican exiles and their spouses who had studied and qualified as medical practitioners 

while abroad, a special dispensation, under. which the normal requirements for the 

recognition offoreign qualifications was eased, operated between April 1991 and the end of 

1991. The special dispensation was a once-off concession to returning exiles, there being 

no intention of introducing a lasting change to ·the normal rules governing the recognition 

of a foreign qualification or of introducing a "general practice. As the class of intended 

beneficiaries did not lend itself to simple definition, the d~spensation also applied to 

foreigners who were not spouses of South African citizens but who had acquired South 

African citizenship by naturalisation before the cut-off date. Those who sought registration 

under the special dispensation had to qualify ~d apply for it before the end of 1991. The 

special dispensation departed from the normal rules governing the recognition of foreign 

qualifications in a number of respects, including the careful assistance and monitoring of 

candidates during their period of practice under limited registration, their qualifying for full 

registration after one year's practice under limited registration, and, if their heads of 

department certified them to be suffi~ient1y competent for full registration, their not being 

required to do the EFR. The respondents, all medical doctors who had passed their primary 

278 

When the 0880 initially began the 1993 C011Ititution was applicable. By the time it reaohed the IUpreme court of appeal, the 1996 
Constitution had oome into effect and the court had to deoide weier whioh oonstitutional dispensation the 0810 should be decided. 
It concluded that it had to be decided under the 1993 ConstitutiOll. 
Health Professions Act m 269 mpra 
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medical examinations at certain overseas, universities before emigrating to South Africa, 

had been granted limited registration by the second appellant council, which form of 

registration permitted them to work only in the public service. All had since become 

permanent re,sidents and had acquired South African citizenship after 31 December 1991. 

They sought an order in a Provincial Division compelling the appellants to register them as 

medical practitioners without restrictions, without their being required to do the EFR, as it 

was only with full registration that they would be able to enter private practice as general 

practitioners. They contended that, on the basis of their qualifications and experience, they 

were entitled to equal treatment with South African-born citizens or foreigners who had 

acquired South African citizenship and who had been able to benefit from the special 

dispensation. 

Judgment 

In its judgment the Supreme Court of Appeal began by acknowledging that: "The 

appellants are entrusted with the funct,ion of administering the health seNices in the 

Republic of South Africa."279 It observed that in terms of section 28 of the Medical and 

Dental and Supplementary Health Professions Act (now called simply 'the Health 

Professions Act'), doctors like the respondents who had only limited registration could 

quallfy for full registration provided they met the following requirements: 

(1) In terms ofs 28(1)(b) they must have held limited registration for at least two years. 

(2) In terms of s 28(1)(c)(i) they must, while so registered, have practised in South 

Africa for at least two years, of which at least one year must have been at a public 

health facility approved by the Council. 

(3) In terms of s 28(1)(c)(ii) they must submit a certificate by the head of the health 

facility at which they practised certifying that they are 'competent and of good 

character' . 

(4) In terms of s 28(1) they could ~en apply to the Council to sit for the EFR In terms 

of s 28(2) the EFR had to be an examination designed to ascertain whether the 

practitioner -

279 
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'(a) possesses professional knowledge and skill.which is of a standard not lower 

than that prescribed in respect of medical practitioners ... in the Republic; 

(b) has sufficient knowledge of the laws of the Republic applying to medical ... 

practice ... ; and 

(c) is proficient in at least one of the official languages of the Republic'. 

The court noted further that the EFR could be taken at any South African medical school. 

Only after the practitioner passed the EFR and complied with all the other requirements 

was he or she entitled to·full registration (s 28(4»211). 

It acknowledged that in order to accommodate South African exiles returning home, the 

state and the council had introduced a temporary special dispensation for registration. 

Those who sought registration under the special dispensation had to qualify and apply for it 

before the end of 1991. The special dispensation was made subject to a cut-off date because 

it was intended to be a once-off concession to returning exiles. The court found that there 

was no intention to introduce a lasting change to the normal rules that govern the 

recognition of foreign qualifications, nor to introduce a policy to be followed in all future 

cases, nor to introduce a general practice281. 

The respondents abandoned their initial attack on the invalidity or unconstitutionality of 

any provision of the Act or the regulations. On their behalf it was also conceded that they 

were not entitled to full registration (and to the relief sought) merely by relying on the 

provisions of the Act and the regulations282
• 

The court held2Bl that: 

"There is no basis for ·extending the provisions of the special dispensation to the respondents. The 
special dispensation, by its very terms, is not applicable to them. They cannot rely on an extension 
of it because it created no entitlement on which to rely; it did not establish a policy or general 
practice binding the Council in respect of future cases, nor could it be said to have created a 
reasonable or legitimate expectation on the part of the respondents that they would be able to rely 

211) 
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on it or benefit from it. The respondents always knew what the requirements for full registration, 
applicable to them, were. They had either to pass the EFR or to approach the Council under s 4(g) 
to recognise their qualifications as being equal, either wholly or in part, to any prescribed 
qualifications. For individuals in the position of the respondents these requirements are neither 
onerous nor unfair. It follows that the respondents have failed to prove a basis for the application of 
the equality principle and thus of compelling the Council to grant them full registration." 

It is important to note that the court commented that although the cut off date was 

somewhat arbitrarily chosen, as with all similar exemptions or exceptions or special 

dispensations, it was not done so unreasonably or unfairly and it was established and made 

known by the Council. When the special dispensation came to an end the full registration 

criteria became applicable. The court also observed284 that the special dispensation: 

"did not establish a policy or general practice binding the Council in respect of future cases, nor 
could it be said to have created a reasonable or legitimate expectation on the part of the respondents 
that they would be able to rely on it or benefit from it. The respondents always knew what the 
requirements for full registration, applicable to them, were. They had either to pass the EFR or to 
approach the Council under s 4(g) to recognise their qualifications as being equal, either wholly or 
in part, to any prescribed qualifications. For individuals in the position of the respondents these 
requirements are neither onerous nor unfair." 

Discussion 

In the last few observations of the court quoted above are some important guiding 

principles for setting policy, especially for once-off situations, in a way that avoids 

exploitation of the situation by the unscrupulous. 

1. Arbitrariness does not necessarily equate to unfairness or unreasonableness where the 

circumstances are such that it is unavoidable to some degree. 

2. Neither the dispensation nor the cut-off of the dispensation violated the principles of 

equality and there was no discrimination against the plaintiffs285. During and after the 

dispensation the same rules applied to everyone. 

284 

285 
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In Maliszewllci (m Z16 wpm) at p 1073 the court noted at that: "AHainat the aforcsoins it ncc:da to bc stated, II far II the 
equality argument is 0ClIlCCI'1lCd, that the respondents havr= been treated on the IIBIDC basil as aU the other fenian dootora 
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the respondents. Nor il thcro discrimination against them Yi .... vis South African oitizens by birth who qualified clsewhere but 
IOUght regiltration after December 1991 in South Afiica: they have to pall the prescribed examinatian (unlca they qualified in 
certain countries whose standards of training were by repalion accredited _ being on a par with those of South Afiica • which 
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3. The dispensation was communicated and established in such a way that it did not 

establish policy or general practice binding on the Council in respect offuture cases. 

4. The nature and limits of the dispensation- were clearly defined, thus ensuring that the 

intention of the Council to create a once-off situation for a limited period of time was 

established. 

5. No legitimate expectations were created in the minds of the plaintiffs that they would or 

could benefit from the dispensation. 

It is submitted that the golden thread in Maliszewski, and the reason for the state's success, 

is the clarity of the Council's intentions and the fact that they were obviously 

communicated to relevant.persons coupled with an absence ofunfaimess or unreasonabless. 

Another case, Reitzer Pharmaceuticals2fr1 highlights the possibility that it is not only 

express, detailed and conscious limitations of rights that can be problematic but also the 

limitation of rights through the formulation of legislation that is either overbroad or too 

vague or both. The facts of the case are given below together with the main points of the 

judgment. 

2.7.3.2 Reitzer Pharmaceuticals (Ply) Ltd v Registrar Of Medicines288 

Facts 

286 

287 

288 

is not the case with the respondents). The only basis for the reliance on the equality principle liOi in a aompariaon of the 
reapcndcnta, who acquired citizenship after December- 1991, and other forcisn doctors in their pasition who 8CXJuired oitizenahip 
before that date ... 
The court in Mo.lilzewski (m 2:76 aup1'Q.) at p 1073 pointed out that: "h explained IIbc>w, the special dispcI1IBtion w. a 
relaxation of the normal requirements for full registration for a limited group of individuals and for a limited time with a olear 
culd date. It amounted to a clearly defined exemption :&em the EFR. For the wry reason that the Counoil did not wish to 
establish the special c:xcmption • a general rille of practice or to create cxpcctatiOlll, the cut-01f date was established and made 
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In this case, the applicant pharmaceutical company sought an order referring to the 

Constitutional Court the question of whether the definition of 'medicine' in s 1 of the 

Medicines and Related Substances Control Act 101 of 1965 (the Act), read with sections 14 

and 19 of that Act, was i~ conflict with the provisions of s 26(1) of the Constitution of the 

Republic of South Africa Act 200 of 1993 which' deals with the right to freely engage in 

economic activity. It also sought an order, pending the decision of the Constitutional Court, 

interdicting the respondents from preventing it from manufacturing, selling and distributing 

one of its products called Florex. This was a dried yeast product prescribed by doctors and 

used by patients as an anti-diarrhoeal as an adjunct to antibiotic therapy, the (as yet 

unproven) theory being that it would restore the flora in the intestines destroyed by the use 

of antibiotics. The product was sold in pharmaceutical dosages in capsule form. All anti

diarrhoeals which were not available for sale immediately before 5 July 1968 were called 

up for registration In terms of a resolution of the Medicine Control Council, approved by 

the second respondent, the Minister of Health, and published in the Government Gazette of 

5 July 1968. Florex had not been available for sale before that date and had therefore been 

called up for registration. Sales ofmedicines subject to registration but which have not been 

registered are prohibited by s 14 o~ the Act. The applicant's case was that Florex was a 

dietary supplement, not a medicine, and would therefore not have been subject to 

registration under the Act save for the over-broad definition of 'medicine' in s 1. Although 

at the time of the application no medicinal claims were being made in the advertising and 

packaging material, at the ti~e of its launch the Florex label had indicated that it was 

intended 'for concurrent use with antibiotic therapy . . . or as prescribed by your doctor'. 

Further indications that the applicant regarded Florex as an anti-diarrhoeal were, inter alia, 

that it regarded Inteflora, a product manufactured, sold and used for a similar purpose, as a 

competitor and the manner in which Florex had been marketed on the applicant's behalf 

The applicant's attack on the definition of 'medicine' was primarily directed at the word 

'used' in the introductory phrase on the grounds that, for example, even water would fall 

under the definition of 'medicine' if it were used to treat or cure thirst 289 

From headnote RBitzer fit 27S supra 
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The respondents contended that the applicant itself conceded that the regulation and control 

of medicines, properly defined, is necessary and that its only complaint was that the 

definition of a medicine was too wide, so that the Act controls substances that are not really 

medicines. The respondents argued that Florex was so clearly and so obviously a medicine, 

whichever way one wished to define medicines, that it must and will fall within any 

reasonable definition of the word, and even the dictionary meaning thereof Consequently, 

even if the Constitutional Court should declare the whole of the definition of medicine 

invalid Florex would still be a medicine - as understood in the ordinary grammatical sense 

of the word - and subject to registration, with the result that the declaratoty order sought by 

the applicant would not be decisive of the real dispute between the applicant and the 

respondents, viz whether or not Florex should be registered as a medicine. 

Judgment 

The court did not accept the respondents' contention. It observed that the objection raised 

by the respondents was squarely dealt with in Gooding v Wilson 29O
• That case concerned the 

constitutional validity of a Georgia statute making it a misdemeanor for any person, without 

provocation, to use to or of another, and in his presence, 'opprobrious words or abusive 

language, tending to cause a breach of the peace'. The conviction was based on the 

defendant's remarks to police officers while the defendant was participating in a picketing 

protest against the war in Vietnam. It quoted Mr Justice Brennan, delivering the opinion of 

the US Court as follows: 

"It matters not that the words appellee used might have been constitutionally prohibited under a 
narrowly and precisely drawn statute. At least when statutes regulate or proscribe speech and when 
no readily apparent construction suggests itself as a vehicle for rehabilitating the statutes in a single 
prosecution ... the transcendentant (sic) value to all society of constitutionally protected expression 
is deemed to justify allowing "attacks on overly broad statutes with no requirement that the person 
making the attack demonstrate that his own conduct could not be regulated by a statute drawn with 
the requisite narrow specificity" .... This is deemed necessary because persons whose expression is 
constitutionally protected may well refrain from exercising their rights for fear of criminal sanctions 
provided by a statute susceptible of application to protected expression. 
'Although a statute may be neither vague, overbroad, nor otherwise invalid as applied to the 
conduct charged against a particular defendant, he is pennitted to raise its vagueness or 

290 
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unconstitutional overbreadth as applied to others. And if the law is found deficient in one of these 
respects, it may not be applied to him either, until and unless a satisfactory limiting construction is 
placed on the statute. The statute, in effect, is stricken down on its face. The result is deemed 
justified since the otherwise continued existence of the statute in unnarrowed fonn would tend to 
suppress con~itutionally protected rights.' Coates v City of Cincinnati . ... ". 

The court pointed out that the doctrine of over-breadth and vagueness are distinct but 

related concepts and quoted with approval from a judgement of the Canadian Supreme 

COUIf91 which said that: 

"Overbreadth and vagueness are different concepts, but are sometimes related in particular cases. 
As the Ontario Court of Appeal observed in R v Zundel (1987) 29 CRR 349 ... cited with approval 
by Gonthier J in R V Nova Scotia Pharmaceutical Society . .. the mean~g of a law may be 
unambiguous and thus the law will not be vague; however, it may still be overly broad. Where a law 
is vague, it may also be overly broad, to the extent that th~ ambit of its application is difficult to 
define. Overbreadth and vagueness are related in that both are the result of a lack of sufficient 
precision by a Legislature in the means used to accomplish an objective. In the case of vagueness, 
the means are not clearly defmed. In the case of overbreadth the means are too sweeping in relation 
to the objective. Overbreadth analysis looks at the means chosen by the State in relation to its 
purpose. In considering whether a legislative provision is over broad, a court must ask the question: 
are those means necessary to achieve the State objective? If the State, in pursuing a legitimate 
objective, uses means which are broader than is necessary to accomplish that objective, the 
principles of fundamental justice will be violated because the individual's rights will have been 
limited for no reason. The effect of overbreadth is that in some applications the law is .arbitrary or 
disproportionate." . 

At 209 Cory J said the following: 

"In determining whether s 179( 1)(b) is overly broad and not in accordance with the principles of 
fundamental justice, it must be determined whether the means chosen to accomplish this objective 
are reasonably tailored to effect this purpose. In those situations where legislation limits the liberty 
of an individual in order to protect the public, that limitation should not go beyond what is 
necessary to accomplish that goal." . 

The court of appeal noted that a similar approach was adopted by the Constitutional Court 

in striking down the Indecent or Obscene Photographic Matter Act 37 of 1967 in which it 

was plainly recognised by the court that there were certain fonns of obscenity which would 

justify a prohibition even on their possession. This did not prevent the Court from striking 

down the statute as a whole. The court quoted with approval the following words ofDidcott 

J in Case and Another v Minister of Safety and Security and Others; Curtis v Minister of Safety and 

Security and OtherslVl
: 
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"Such questions do not arise at present and are- best left unanswered until some future case 
confronts us with them. But the trouble one now has with s 2(1) is that it hits the possession of other 
material too, material less obnoxious and sometimes quite innocuous which we cannot remove from 
its range while it lasts because the parts of s 1 giving it that effect are not satisfactorily severable 
from the rest." 

It then proceeded to consider the prospects of success and looke~ inter alia at the purpose 

of the Medicines and Related Substances Control Acf93.1n doing so i~ referred to the words 

of Kriegler AJA, as he then was, in Administrator, Cape v Raats Rontgen and Vermeulen 

(Pty) LttP94
: 

"It would be advisable to pause for reflection lest the wood become obscured by the trees. 
Manifestly the Act was put on the statute book to protect the citizenry at large. Substances for the 
treatment of human ailments are as old as mankind itself; so are poisons and quacks. The 
technological explosion of the twentieth century brought in its wake a flood of pharmaceuticals 
unlmown before and incomprehensive to most. The man in the street - and indeed many medical 
practitioners - could not cope with the comucopian outpourings of the worldwide network of 
inventors and manufacturers of medicines. Moreover, the marvels of advertising, marketing and 
distribution brought such fruits within the grasp of the general public. Hence an Act designed, as the 
long title emphasizes, to register and control medicines. The enactment created a tightly meshed 
screening mechanism whereby the public was to be safeguarded: in general any medicine supplied 
to any person is, fll'St, subject to stringent certification by experts; then it has to be clearly, correctly 
and comprehensively packaged and labelled and may only be sold by certain classes of persons and 
with proper explanatory infonnation; to round it out detailed mechanisms for enforcement are 
created and ancillary measures are authorised." 

The court ruled that the limitation does not negate the essential content of the right in . . 
question and that it was reasonable and justifiable for 'medicine' to be defined widely. "295 

On the strength ~f the foregoing, the temporary interdict sought by the applicant was 

refused. 

Discussion. 

It is submitted that the interests of the public represented by the legislation and which were 

sought to be protected by the legislation were highly influential of the court's decision not 

to grant the interdict and to tolerate an extremely broad definition of a medicine. Thus a 

provision which may be very broad in its scope, and might even be regarded as overbroad 
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in other circumstances, can be saved by the weight and nature of the public interest it seeks 

to protect. The rigorous nature of the court's examination of both the definition of 

'medicine' and the relevant constitutional principles is indicative, however, of the level of 

judicial caution that is applied to questions of over broadness and vagueness of legislative 

provisions that have an impact on constitutional rights. In this case the right in question was 

of freedom of economic activity because the defmition of a medicine, when read in 

conjunction with another provision of the Medicines Control Act that prohibited the sale of 

medicines unless they were first registered in terms of the Act, had the effect of 

significantly restricting the freedom of economic activity in relation to medicines. 

It is surprisingly difficult to define a medicine legislatively particularly when one starts 

looking at the question of whether a substance is a nutritional supplement and also given 

the fact that certain substances when applied or used in a certain way could constitute a 

medicine and at other times, not. For instance, common salt (sodium chloride) can be used 

as a medicine in certain circumstances. The natural element of the periodic table, iodine, is 

usually a solid and has many different applications only some of which are medicinal. It is 

when it is combined with certain other substances for use in the treatment of wounds, 

hyperthyroidism or medical diagnostics, that it becomes a medicine. In terms of the general 

regulations to the Medicines and Related Substances Act, a wound dressing is also a 

medicine despite the fact that when most people think of medicines they think of potions 

and pills. Certain chemicals that occur naturally within the human body are also classified 

as medicines for example, testosterone, oestrogens and prostaglandins since they are used 

as medicines in the treatment of illness. Vitamins can be either dietary supplements or 

medicines depending upon the purpose for which they are used and their dosage strengths. 

There is also the question of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) and the 'packaging', 

in the fonn of the other inactive ingredients, with which they are sold for use by patients. A 

tablet for example consists of a combination of the API and the inactive ingredients. An 

API on its own, mayor may not be a 'medicine' depending upon whether it is in a form 

that is suitable for use as such by a patient since a medicine is a substance that is "used or 

purporting to be suitable for use or manufactured or sold for use in-
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(a) the diagnosis, treatment, mitigation, modification or prevention of disease, 

abnormal physical or mental state or the symptoms thereof in man; or 

(b) restoring, correcting or modifying any somatic or psychic or organic function in 

man" [writer's italics] 

It is clear from the foregoing that the concept of a medicine is highly complex and technical 

matter that depends on the circumstances of its use and the purpose for which it is sold. The 

Act refers to medicines and scheduled substances the latter being defined as "any medicine 

or other substance prescribed by the Minister under section 22A". 

It is submitted with respect that the decision of the court was constitutionally correct in this 

case because it weighed up the interests concerned and came to the conclusion that the 

balance was in favour of a wide definition 'of a medicine. The constitutional right to 

freedom of economic activity in the interim constitution has been replaced in the 

Constitution with a right tofreely choose a trade, occupation or profession. It is significant 

that the drafters of the Constitution saw fit to niake such -a change. One can no longer speak 

of a constitutional right to freedom of economic activity in the broad sense as one could 

when the interim constitution was still in place. The Constitution expressly states that the 

practice of a trade, occupation or profession may be regulated by law. Furthermore, the 

right to freely choose one's trade occupation or profession in the Constitution is limited to 

citizens. Since only natural persons can become citizens the right does not available to 

juristic persons. In any event, it is submitted that given the existence and regular application 

and enforcement of legislation such as the Competition Acr96
, the Consumer Affairs, 

(Unfair Business Practices) Acf97 and the various pieces of provincial legislation 

concerning consumer affairs298
, not to mention the common law of contrict, it is submitted 

that a broad right to freedom of economic activity is notional at best 
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2.7.3.3 Affordable Medicines Trust and Others v Minister of Health 299 

Facts 

The relief sought by the applicants initially entailed an extensive challenge to various 

sections of the Medicines ~d Related Substance Act300 as amended and regulation 18 of the 

General Reguiations301 to that Act on the basis of their constitutionality. At the core of the 

relief sought by the applicants was a ruling by the court that the legislative provisions that 

medical practitioners may not dispense medicines without a licence issued by the Director

General of Health was unconstitutional and thus invalid. At the hearing the relief sought by 

the Applicants was narrowed down to the following -

1. That section 22C(I)(a) of Act 101 of1965 was unconstitutional and invalid inasmuch 

as it refers to "on the prescribed conditions". 

2. That Regulations 18(3)(b),(f),(g),(h) and (i), 18(4), 18(5), 18(6) and 20 of the General 

Regulations were unconstitutional and invalid. 

Section 52 of the Health Professions Acf02 was amended by the Health Professions 

Amendment A~03 to the effect that a medical practiti~ner could only dispense medicines 

on the authority and subject to the conditions of a licence granted by the Director-General 

in tenns of the Medicines and Related Substances Act. The applicants objected to the fact a 

medical practitioner's dispensing licence is coupled to a particular premises arguing that 

doctors has for centuries held the right to dispense medicines as part of their practice. This 

was subject in principle to regulation by the Health Professions Council but in practice only 

a register was kept by the Council with no further regulatory requirements imposed. The 

applicants argued that section 22C(1) of the Medicines Act was silent on the question of 
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premises associated with the licence and that the Minister of Health was effectively making 

law which adversely affected the rights of health professionals and their patients. The 

respondents argued that the provisions of the Health Professions Act did not sufficiently 

regulate the 11000 or so practitioners whose names were on the register as being dispensers 

of medicines. It argued that there were no standards, norms or guidelines to ensure that 

dispensing medical practitioners complied with or adhered to good dispensing and 

compounding practices and that a number of ltnacceptable practices, including bonussing, 

sampling of medicines and receipt of unacceptable incentives by dispensers of medicines 

occurred. This led to inappropriate prescribing, compounding and dispensing of medicines, 

increased costs of health care to the public and resulted in widespread bad dispensing 

practices. The applicants argued that if the legislature intended to limit a practitioner's right 

to dispense medicines to particular premises it should. have said so in the relevant statutes. 

They argued that the regulatory provisions as they stood offended against the rule of law 

and the principle of legality. The stated government purpose of the licensing process is to 

increase access to medicines that are safe for use by the public. 

Judgment 

Kruger AJ observed that it is trite that one of the pillars on which the South African 

democratic dispensation is based is the principle of separation of powers and that as a 

general point of departure courts will be loath to enter into the fray of legitimate 

government policy. He stated that it is not for a court to adjudicate upon or apply value 

judgments with regard to the contents of government policy. At the same time, the 

principles of transparency and accountability constitute values which underpin the entire 

fabric of the Constitution. Herein, he said, lies a marked difference between the old order 

and the current dispensation. In the latter the formulation of policy is subject to public 

scrutiny and input and the end product is susceptible to assessment by the public. Public 

officials whether politicians or civil servants must be held responsible for their policies by 

the public. Kruger AJ noted that accountability in this sense forms part of the political 

process and it is not for the courts to interfere with policy matters under the guise of 

accountability. He observed that the respondents in their answering papers provided ample 

detail regarding the process which was followed and which resulted in the government 
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policy at issue and that the constitutional requirements of transparency and accountability 

had been complied with. The merits or de-merits of the policy that ensued were therefore 

immaterial, sa~d Kruger AI, for purposes of the constitutional challenges to be adjudicated 

upon. He stated that the remaining question was whether it could be said that the existence 

of a legitimate government purpose had been proven. In a nutshell the stated government 

purpose was to increase access to medicines that are safe for use by the public. Kruger AI 

observed that this constitutes a legitimate government purpose304. The court noted that the 

applicants alleged in essence that the envisaged system of licensing with particular 

reference to the coupling of a licence to specific premises, is not rationally connected to the 

stated government purpose and that the licensing of premises was introduced for the first 

~ime by way of regulation 18, which the first respondent purportedly made in terms of 

section 22C(1). It noted further that the applicants alleged that regulations 18(3) and 18(4) 

where they refer to licensed premises are unconstitutional, that regulation 18 was 

unconstitutional inasmuch as the Minister had no power to make them and that substantial 

parts of the regulations are invalid on the grounds of vagueness or arbitrariness. 

Kruger AI pointed out that it was evident that the General Regulations were made in terms 

of the empowering section of the Medicines Act, namely sec:tion 35. The latter, inter alia 

makes -provision for the making of regulations regarding storage, sale or use of medicines 

in respect of safety, quality and efficacy, the conditions under which medicines or 

scheduled substances may be sold and generally for the efficient carrying out of the objects 

and purposes of the Act. Hence, said the court, the Minister has comprehensive powers to 

make regulations on any aspect pertaining to the safety, quality and efficacy of medicines 

including their storage, keeping, use, sale, supply and the like. Kruger AJ stated that it is 

self-evidence that premises where medicines are kept or stored should adhere to certain 

minimum requirements and should be controllable as such. Even under the previous 

304 Kruger AJ noted the rcfcn:ncc by ChaskalSQl1 PinS" Solberg: S" Negal.· S "Lawrmce (fn 137 ,upra) where he referred with 
approval to a P-BSC fran Carmichael. Attorney GtmerQI of Alabama" Southem Coal and Coke Co 310 US 495 [1937] at '10, 
~ [43]: "A State lesillaturc, in the cnac1mcnt of laWl, has a widest possible latitude within the limits of the CDllltitutiOlL In the 
nature of the case it cannot record a complete catalogue of the COIIIicicrations which move its mcmben to enact laws. In the 
nature of tho case it cannot rooord a complete catalogue of the COIIIidcratiCllll which move its memben to enact laws. In the 
absence of BUCh a rcoonl oourtl cannot 8IIUDlO that its action is oaprioiOUl or, that, with its informed acquaintanoe with Jooal 
conditions to whioh the lesillation is to be applied, it W8I not aware of {aots whioh dord rcuonablc buis for its actiOlL Only by 
faithful adherence to this pidins principle of judioial review of leplation il it passible to p1'IICI'W to the legillatiw branch ill 
rightful indcpendenoe and its ability to fUnction." 
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regulatory regime which only registered dispensing medical practitioners, they were 

required in terms of section 52(1 lea) of the Health Professions Act to confirm the address 

from which they would dispense. In their replying affidavit the applicants had also 

confirmed that the register kept in terms of section 52(1 lea) of the Health Professions Act 

regulates "technical aspects such as appropriate premises, adherence to statutory 

requirements, the storage of medieines etc." Kruger AJ observed that the fact that the 

applicants concede that dispensing practices should be properly controlled appears from the 

statement made in the rel?lying affidavit where the deponent states that issues such as the 

appropriate premises, adherence to statutory requirements and the storage of medicines are 

matters of which a patient would have no knowledge "but which would need to be 

regulated and controlled in the public interest". He noted further that the applicants 

elsewhere made mention of the need for adequate dispensing controls and conditions and 

that they support the governments' goals to ensure that high quality and appropriate 

medicines are safely distributed from clean and suitably equipped dispensing premises by 

properly trained dispensers. They also supported the regular inspection of premises to 

ensure that good dispensing practice is maintained. The court concluded that the principle 

of a known and identifiable address where medicines are kept is thus not foreign or new, 

even to the old dispensing, neither did the applicants contest that regular inspection and 

proper control go hand in hand with the safe supply of medicines from clean and suitably 

equipped dispensing premises. Thus, said the court, requirements regarding "licensed 

premises" are fully compatible with these facts in the context of section 35 of the Act. 

Kruger AI noted that the applicants relied heavily on what they referred to as "as symbiosis 

between section 22C(1 lea) and the regulations". This "symbiosis" was allegedly borne out 

by way of the express reference in Regulation 18(1) to section 22C(1). He observed that 

section 22C(I) in essence deals with the empowerment of the Director-General to issue a 

licence to compound and dispense medicines. Regulation 18(1) does no more than confirm 

that an application for a licence to dispense or compound medicines should be directed at 

the Director-General. It is in that sense, said the court, that the reference to section 22C(I) 

as it appears in regulation 18(1) should be understood. Consequently, Kruger AI found that 

he could not agree with the submission on behalf of the applicants that the relevant 
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regulations were not made in terms of section 35 of Act 101 of 1965 but as per regulation 

18(1) they were made in terms of section 22C(I) of the Act The court held that the 

regulations in general and regulation 19 in particular were made by the Minister in terms of 

section 35 of the Medicines Act. Thus the proximate cause of the alleged infringement did 

not lie in section 22C(1 )305. 

The court noted that it is within the power of parliament to determine what scheme should 

be adopted to attain the stated government purpose. The core issue is where the impugned 

provisions (which include the "prescribed conditions") are rationally related to the stated 

government ,purpose. The latter includes the provision of medicines that are safe for use by 

the public. That in turn, by necessary implication implies the regulation of premises from 

which medicines are dispensed. That indeed, said the court, is what the legislation and the 

scheme brought about by it intend to address and achieve. It held that there was a clear 

rational relationship between the stated government purpose and the impugned legislation 

to the extent that the scheme brought about by the latt~r is clearly aimed at the provision of 

medicines that are safe for use by the public, and which will inter alia only be provided 

from identified premises which are controllable. The court noted that in terms of section 1 

of the Medicines Act, "prescribed" is defined as "prescribed by or under the Act". The term 

"this Act" is defined to include "any regulation". The latter means "a regulation made and 

enforced .under this Act". The term "on the prescribed conditions" therefore means 

conditions made or enforced under the Medicines Act. Thus, said the court, the fact that 

regulation 18(3 )(b) provides for that the exact location of the premises where compounding 

and/or dispensing will be carried out must form part of the appli~ation at the utmost differs 

only in degree from the former position in terms of section 52(1)(a) of the Health 

Professions Act In terms of the latter the medical practitioner has to confirm the address 

from which he or she will dispense. Whether providing such an address could or could not 

be regarded as a "condition" said that court, is a matter of degree. At the very least, stated 

Kruger AI, the higher threshold brought about by the new dispensation did not render the 

impugned provisions irrational vis-a-vis the legitimate government purpose. On the 

contrary, not only was the condition that the exact location of the premises (where 

305 The court rd'errc:d in this regard to New National Party of South Africa v Government oftfle Republic ofSOUlhAfrica and Others 
1999 (3) SA 191 (CC) at 20SC-E parasraph [21]. 
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compounding andlor dispensing will be carried out) rationally related to the stated 

government purpose, it did not differ materially from the old dispensation to the extent that 

it did not introduce a wholly new and foreign element. Read with regulation 18(7), said the 

court, it made perfect sense. The court held that the words in section 22C(1)(a) "on the 

prescribed conditions" read with the contents of regulation 18 are rationally related to the 

stated government policy. 

Kruger AI noted that the regulations were made in terms of section 35 of the Medicine Act 

and not in terms of section 22C(1 )(a). This section, he said, provides ample scope for the 

Minister to make regulations. He stated that the purpose of regulations is to spell out detail 

which, should it have been included in empowering legislation would render the alter 

cumbersome or which, by the very nature of the legislation itself could conveniently be 

dealt with by way of regulations without attempting to empower the relevant Minister to 

supersede Parliament's "legislative function or to assume legislative powers which due to 

their very nature reside with Parliament. In the current instance the court found that the 

Minister did not assume Parliament's residual legislative powers, nor did she exceed the 

powers bestowed on her by section 35 to make regulations; the impugned parts of the 

regulations fall squarely, said the court, within the parameters imposed by section 35 

regarding issues on which the Minister is empowered to make regulations. The court . . 
observed that the legislature probably appreciated that the conditions to be imposed might 

be ofa specialised nature which required certain skills and expertise which would be more 

appropriately dealt with by those possessed of such skills and expertise. It helc;t that the 

conditions imposed by the Minister, in consultation with the specialist body (the Medicines 

Control Council) were foreseen by the legislature to be of a nature which would not, in the 

ordinary course of events be conveniently dealt with by the Legislature itself For this 

reason said the court it took the view that the Minister did not exceed her powers in making 

the regulations which co~ple the doctors' right to dispense medicines to licensed premises. 

With regard to regulation 19 the court observed that it required very little imagination to 

envisage that circumstances prevailing at different proposed dispensing premises may differ 

considerably. The circumstances of a busy city practice would be substantially different to 
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those in some far off comer in the Karoo or the Limpopo Province. It may be easier, said 

the court, for the dispensing doctor in a remote rural area to provide particulars with regard 

to the existence of other licensed health facilities in the vicinity of the premises from where 

the compounding and dispensing of medicines is intended to be carried out; to give a 

description of the geographic area to be served by the applicant; or to provide demographic 

considerations including disease patters and health status of the users to be served. On the 

other hand, the city practitioner would find it relatively simply to describe the geographic 

area to be served by herself by naming the suburb!s served by the practice, but may 

experience some difficulties in estimating the number of health care users in that 

geographical area. The court stated that circumstances would dictate the particularity with 

which the requested information could be provided. Kruger AJ .held that it did not follow 

that the information requested was necessarily arbitrary or capricious in nature. He 

observed that it is trite that words and expressions used in an enactment must be interpreted 

according to their ordinary meaning as well as in the light of their context. The latter is not. 

limited to the language of the rest of the enactment but extends to the subject matter 

thereof, its apparent scope and purpose and within limits, its background. Where the 

language itself appears to admit of more than one meaning, one may from the beginning. 

consider the context and the language to be interpreted together. 30C5 The court said that 

taking into consideration the wide variety of circumstances that may prevail between 

different applicants from different cities, towns or parts of the country, the regulations must 

of necessity be phrased in a way in which, when responded to by the different "categories" 

of dispensing doctors, will provide the relevant decision-maker with sufficient material in 

order to be able to come to an informed decision. Kruger AI said he found it hard to 

conceive that information which is to be supplied for the pllrposes envisaged by the 

regulations and in particular, Regulation 18(4), could be phrased in a more specific or 

normative way taking into consideration that the factors relevant to the decision to be made 

are so numerous and varied. He said it would have been extremely difficult (if not '. 
impossible) for the legislature as well as for the executive to have been more specific. To 

have attempted to identify potentially extreme variables in terms of narrow and specific 

criteria would not only have been impractical but well nigh impossible. He noted that the 

30C5 
The court rcfc:rred to Jaga y Danga N.D. and AnothBr 19'0 (4) SA 6'3 (A) at 662G-663A in this regard. 
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criteria in the regulations apply equally to all applicants and taking into consideration his or 

her prevailing circumstances each applicant could, to the best of his or her ability, provide 

the required information. The overarching objective is to increase access to medicines that 

are safe for use by the public. Kruger AJ then analysed in further detail the provisions of 

regulation 18(4)(a), 18(4)(b), 18(4)(c) and (d), 18(4)(e) and 18(4)(f), 18(5), 18(6) and 20. 

he observed with regard to the whole of Regulation 18(4) that it was evident that none of 

the factors referred to therein was decisive, of its own, of the decision to grant or refuse a 

licence and that clearly the objective was to attain an overall picture regarding the issues 

mentioned within the context of the overarching government purpose. He said that within 

the stated context the impugned provisions ·were clearly not intended to establish rigid 

norms or standards, nor to elicit rigid responses. They are phrased in a general way for 

reasons which are intended to elicit generalised responses with a view to enable the 

decision-maker to construe a general impression. Within that context, said the court, it did 

not regard any of the impugned provisions as arbitrary, vague or capricious or not 

objectively ascertainable with regard to the overall objective they were devised to attain. 

Kruger AJ said that it should further be borne in mind that should an applicant be aggrieved 

by the outcome .of his or her application, the law provides for the means to address any 

alleged injustice. He said it was important to bear in mind that discretionary powers may be 

broad307 

The court then went on to examine the alleged infringement of rights and noted that the 

constitutional challenge was narrowed down considerably compared to the initial attack on 

the licensing system en bloc. The main bone of contention was the coupling ofa dispensing 

licence to particular premises. It noted that certain rights in the Bill of Rights had been 

relied upon by the applicants, namely the right to equality in terms of section 9, the right to 

practice their profession freely in terms of secti.on 22, the right to dignity in terms of secti.on 

10, the right to freedom of movement in terms of section 21 and the right t.o property in 

307 
The court referred in thia regard to Dawood and Othen Y Minuter of Home Ajfain fit 12 8upra at 969 B-C para [53] where it wu 
ltated: "DilCl"Ction playa a orucial role in any legal l)'Item. It pcnnill ablltraot and gencraI rulCl to be applied to lpeoifio and 
partioular oil'oumatanoe. in a fair manner. The lOope of dilOt'Ctionary powen may YBJy. At timca they will be: broad, partioularly 
when the facton relevant to a decilion arc 10 DUDlC!'OUll and varied that it iI inappropriate: or impollible for the Leplaturc to 
identify them in advance. Diacrctionary powen may alao be broadly formulated where the fact.orl rclCV8Dl to the cxmoilCl of the 
diaorc:tionary power arc: indisputably olear. A further lituation may arilCl where the decilioo-maker iI pclIIICMed of cxpc:rti1Cl 
rc:lc:vant to the dcoWOI1I to be made." 
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terms of section 25. The allegation was that the coupling of the licence to dispense 

medicines to licensed premises unjustifiably interferes with these rights in a manner that 

cannot be justified having r~gard to the provisions of section 36 of the Constitution. In 

addition the applicants contended that the coupling ofa practitioner's licence to dispense to 

a particular premises constitutes and infringement of patients' rights, eg the right of choice 

from whom she wishes to receive medicine or will receive medicine in the future. The 

upshot was that the alleged infringement interfered with the patient's right to choose a 

particular practitioner and her right to enter into a private contractual relationship with such 

practitioner. The applicants alleged that this was an affront to the patient's dignity. 

The court noted that section 22 of the Constitution provides that: 

"Every citizen has the right to choose their trade~ occupation or profession freely. The practice of a 
trade, occupation or profession may be regulated by law" 

It stated that the content of the right in section 22 is ~e right to choose a trade, occupation 

or profession within the framework of any lawful regulation which controls its practice3
(11. 

Kruger AJ pointed out that the government may control the practice of a trade, occupation 

or profession provided that any restrictions on the practice must be rational. He noted that 

the fact that section 22C of the Medicines Act introduces a licensing system for the 

dispensing of medicine by medical practitioners was not challenged per se and that the 

applicants aver that there is a conceptual difference between regulating and limiting. They 

argued that the impugned legislation goes beyond mere regulation and that it limits under 

the guise of regulation. The respondents contended that the impugned provisions did no 

more than regulate and that it is legitimate to regulate the practice of a profession so as to 

prevent harm to the general public, that public health is an important community interest 

3(11 
The court refc:m:d to Vcm Re1I8burg V South African POJt Office Ltd 1998 (10) BCLR 1307 (A) and S v So1b8rg: S v Negal.· S v 
Lawrence (m 137 mpra). In Solberg the court held that: "CCl'tain OCOupetiOl1l call for partioular qualifioatiODI pracribcd by law 
and one of the DOl1Itrainb of the economio Iphc:n: i. that pc:nanl who lack luell qualifioatiODl may not engage in .uch 
OCOupabOl1l. For irutancc nobody it entitled to p1ICtiac .. a dootor or a lawyer unlcu he or me holdll the p-caoribcd 
qualifioatiODl and the right to cnsagc 'freely' in economio aotivitiCi Ihould not be oollltrucd • conferring IUCb a right on 
unqualified pc:nons. Nor Ihould it be conatrucd .. cmtitling pc:nonI to ignore lc::gillation regulating the manner in whioh 
partioular aotivitiCi have to be conducted, provided alwa)'l that .uoh regulatiODl arc not arbitrary." In Van Re1I8burg it WBI Itatcd 
that: '"The important point it that the POIt Offioc Act doCI not p1aoc any abIolutc or unqualified barric:r to the appellant'. choioc 
of a lawful trade, occupation or prof'cuion. It doCI not more than put re8llOl18blc oontroll into plaoe QQ the conduot of the poItal 
lCrVioc. controla which haw regard to the coonomio ncccuitic:e of our timCi. ThiI doc:I not violate the appellant'. ICCtion 22 
rigllb". 
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that calls for regulation and that the orderly dispensing of safe medicines is crucial for the 

health of those who receive and consume such medicines. The applicants contended that 

legal practitioners have a constitutionally protected right to dispense medicines, that such 

right had been historically established, that a medical practitioner has had a right to be 

registered as a dispensing doctor in terms of section 52(1 lea) since 1984, that the said 

section gave recognition to the right of medical practitioners to dispense (should they 

comply with the requirements for registration) so that the section merely gave that right a 

statutory context by requiring a name to be entered in the register. As such it merely 

constituted statutory confirmation of the right of doctors to dispense and the right of 

patients to receive medicine; none of the restrictions envisaged by the new system applied. 

The respondents argued that where the protection of public health is in issue, a more 

rigorous form of protection has been considered to be more appropriate by the legislature 

and given effect to by the executive. Although section 52(1 lea) of the Health Professions 

Act allowed a medical practitioner whose name was entered in a register to compound and 

dispense medicines such medical practitioners were not adequately regulated; there were no 

standards, norms or guidelines to ensure that they complied with or adhered to good 

dispensing and compounding practices. The coupling of the licence to dispense with a 

particular premises addresses· those needs. The issue is not whether medical practitioners 

have a right to dispense for some or other reason but whether the impugned legislation in 

the first instance exceeds the boundaries of lawful regulation. Only if the answer to the 

latter question is in the affirmative, does the question regarding the possible curtailment of 

rights arise. 

The court held that the issue was whether the impugned provisions limited the rights 

claimed by the applicants to the ~xtent that they infringed any of these rights. In the view of 

the court the impugned provisions did no more than regulate the practice of dispensing and 

did not infringe the medical practitioner's rights to choose to practise as a medical 

practitioner or to choose to dispense medicines as part of his or her practice, albeit at an 

identified premises. The court stated that medical practitioners were not barred from 

applying for and being granted a licence entitling them to do so. It found that the 

overarching consideration is one of a legitimate government purpose regarding which a· 
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particular scheme was devised by the legislature and to which the executive has given 

effect within lawful and valid bounds. It was the view of the court that issues regarding 

possible limitation of rights need not be considered at all as none of the rights relied on had 

been infringed upon. Consequently, said the court, whether the stated government purpose 

could have been achieved by less intrusive means fell outside of the ambit of its judgment. 

It held that it was not for the court to express an opinion regarding the state's preference for 

the scheme of licensing or to speculate with regard to better ways of attaining the stated 

government purpose. 

The court found with regard to the alleged encroachment on patient's rights that no such 

encroachment had occurred. The fact that some patients may suffer a certain degree of 

inconvenience as a result of the way in which medical practitioner's rights to dispense are 

regulated does not result in the conclusion that a patient's dignity is being impaired on that 

his or her right to enter into a contractual relationship with a doctor of his or her choice is 

encroached upon to an extent which would render such encroachment unconstitutional. It 

said that to hold thus would be to extend the boundaries of patients' rights to an unrealistic 

Utopia. 

The court concluded that the application should be dismissed on all grounds relied on by 

the applicants. 

Discussion 

The appellants in this case lost sight of a number of well established points of law with 

regard to the manner in which legislative requirements can and must be construed and 

applied. The law does not require the impossible of peopleJCliI
• Where it is objectively 

3Cli1 In Ga8S1llJ1' NO y MinlstBr 0/ Law And Order And Others 1995 (I) SA 322 (C) Van Zyl J obecrvcd that: "A IIIbItanlial amount 
of academia dilCUllion has been directed at the applicability of the maxim. lIDc non cogll ad impouibilia in criminal law. See 
Jaubcrt (cd) Ths Law af South Africa yol 6 para 55-9 at 45-6; van 00Itcn F F W 'Die Aard CD Ral van die Stclrc:c!1 Lc:x non Cogil 
ad Impouibilia in die Strafrc:g' in (1986) 49 THRHR 375-410 (an article containing an interesting diJguuion of the legal nature 
of the mlDtim _ a defence: and with a usc:fuJ. rc:aum6 of relevant oanparativa law); Burohcll and Hunt South African Criminal 
Law and ProctJdurB 2nd cd (1983) vol I at 351-4; Dc Wd. and Swanepocl Stra[mg 4th cd (1985) at 92-4; Viucr and Vontcr 
General PrincipltJS a/Criminal Law Ihrough Ihs Casu 3rd ed (1990) at 234-40; Snyman Strafreg 3rd ed (1992) at 62-5. See also 
Goldstein E L 'Onmoontlikhcid in die Suid-Afrikaanle Slrafi-cgsillcc:m' in (1966) 29 THRHR at 366-8 and the disouuion by 
Elli. J of S "Mxhosa 1986 (1) SA 346 (C) in (1986) De Jure at 393-7. In hill diJoUlliCD of the maxim lex non cogll ad 
Impo.rslbilia. Broom A Selection of Legal Maxims 10th cd (1939) at 162 IranIlalcll it 81: 'The law docs not oompel a man to do 
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impossible for an applicant for a dispensing licence to supply certain infonnation he or she 

cannot be expected to do so. Administrative officials are required to act reasonably in 

taking administrative decisions31o
• They are also required to act reasonably in interpreting 

and implementing legislation. They are obliged to give reasons for their decisions both 

generally in terms of the Promotion of Administrative Justice AcinI and in tenns of the . 
Medicines And Related Substances Act312

• There appeared to be an assumption or belief on 

the part of the applicants that the Director-General would act unreasonably in enforcing the 

relevant provisions of the Act and the regulations and that the intention was to refuse as 

many applications for dispensing licences as possible. The only alternative is that they were 

simply trying to attack the relevant legislative provisions on every possible front. 

The Constitution itself recognises the power of the state'to regulate the practice ofa trade, 

occupation or profession. The argument of the appellant that regulation does not mean 

limitation is specious since it is an inherent quality of regulation that it sets boundaries or 

310 

311 

312 

that which he cannot pouibly perform.' The word 'law' is used here: in a general IICIIIC and is apparently not restricted to 'a law' 
in the ICIlle of a ltatutory enactment. I do not believe that this is an accurate translation, lince 'law' in a general ICIIIC would 
usuaUy be rendered as hu rather than lex. That lex doca in fact refer to a ltatute or a law appc:arl from Broom'l (lac cit) equating 
the IBid maxim with Impotflntia fIJC1:U8at legem, in the acme that the inability to perform or comply with an obligation imposed by 
a legal provilion ClCQUICII IlUCh failure to perform or non-compliancc:. This is the meaning accordc:d to impotflntla 8XCWaI legem 
in the English cue of Eager v Furnivall (1881) 17 ChD 11 S at 121 (per Jeuel MR.). A bettc:r approach than that of Broom may 
be foWld in CraiCi en Statute Law 7th ed (1971) at 268, where it is IBid: 'Under certain circumslaneel compliance: with the 
proviliOlll of ltatulcll which pacribe how IOIDcthing is to be done will be CXCUICd. Thm, in accordance with the maxim of law, 
L«JC non cogtt ad imparlibilia, if it appcan that the pcrl'ormancc of the formalitica prcacribcd by a Itatute hu been n:ndcrcd 
impcuible by circumatancc:a over which the pc:nonI intcrc:stcd had no control, like the act of God or the Kina'i cncmica, thcac 
circumllanccl will be taken 81 a valid CXCUIC.' Thil approach appcan to haw: been acceptable in Englilh law and has bcc:n 
applied in South African dccWOI1I from 81 early as 1880. I rct'er in thil regard to Hay v TM Divi8lonal Councllo[Klng WiUiam " 
Town (1880) 1 EDC 97 at 100, where Smith J lays: ' ... [W]hcn a duty il impoaed upon anyone. by law, there mUlt alwa)'l be an 
implied CCIldition that it il in hil power to pcrfonn it. Lex non cogi' ad Impouibilia and impotflntta ucwat lsgem (Coke on 
Littlc:ton), are w:ry old maxirru of law.'" The court noted fwthcr that: "In John Roderick', MotDrl Ltd v ViljOfln 1958 (3) SA 57S 
(0) at S77H-578A the maxim il rcndcrcd 81 lex non cogi' ad impouibilia aut inutilia, the inutilia pawnably rcfcrrins to 
'unreuanable thin8ll' or, limply, 'WU"C8IOI18blcocu'. In thi. context inutilia is ocrtainly not .ynonymOUl with impar,ibilia in 
that WU'Casonablcocu need not give rise to or cw:n luggcat impOllibility. Smit AJP appcan to haw: relied on Maxwell on Ths 
Interpretation of Statutfl.l 8th ed (1937) at 322 81 a IOUrOC for this rendition of the maxim. Counsel for the appliClllll rcfem:d the 
lcamcd Judge to the ninth edition (1946) at 387: Neither of these editiCl1l W8I available to me but in tho 12th edition by P St J 
Langan (1969) at 326 the maxim is cited without the addition of the words aut inutilia, in the cmtc:xt of intcntiODl attnbuted to 
the Legillature when none il expreued." . 
Sec a1!1o ,.,.fonts;s;,· M;niste,. Van Polisie 1984 (1) SA 619 CA) 
AmpojO And Othsn v MEC For Education, Arts, Culture, Sport3 And Recreation, NorthfJ171 Province, and Anothtr 2002 (2) SA 
21S (T) Ngocpe JP, HUluin J and B8IIOI1 J held that: "Reasonable adminillratiw: action in tcrma of I 33 of the Constitution hal 
alao been held to mean that a functionary (Iuch 81 the department) is obliged to make dccisiOl1l that are rationally justifiable 
(PhcmnactlUtical Manu[acturen Association of SA. and Another: In re Ex parle President of the Republic of South Africa and 
Othen 2000 (2) SA 674 (CC) (2000 (3) BCLR 241 ». The Department cannot thcrc:f'ore be obliged to c:xcrcilc ill diacrction in a 
particular manner merely bccllUlC it hu done 10 in the put. It il required to c:xcrciac ill diacrction in a rational and unfettered 
flllhion. A. Ilatcd earlier, a legitimate c:qx:otation cannot be relied Upal to force: a functionary to act unlawfully or cantrary to ill 
ltatutory dutiCi ... 
Sec alaoMahambehlala vMECfor WelfQ78, Et18tBm Cape, andAnotMr2002 (1) SA 342 (SE) 

Aot No 3 of 2000 

Section 22C(4) of Act No 101 of 1965 apccificaUy ItalcII that: .. When the Dircctor-Gencral or the council, 81 the cue may be, 
granll or rc:fuael an application for a licence-
(a) written notice ahall be giw:n of that fact to the applicant; and 
(b) in the c:venl of the refusal ofan application, the applicant IhaII be fumiahed with the I'C8IOI1I for luch rcfuIal." 
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parameters for the conduct or activity being regulated. A boundary is a limitation. Such 

boundaries may be set in Ii number of different ways, for instance by defming a particular 

term as inclusive of some aspects and exclusive of others, by outright prohibition of certain 

activities, by imposing conditions or defining the circumstances in which certain actions 

must or must not be taken. Regulations may not always limit constitutional rights as 

.envisaged by section 36 of the Constitution since constitutional rights may not always be in 

issue. However, where the constitutional right itself includes a recognition that it may be 

regulated or controlled in some way, by implication this means that it is inherent to the 

right itself that its exercise can be limited and is subject to government controp13. If one 

wants to split hairs one can talk about the limitation of the power to exercise a right as 

opposed to the limitation of the right itself but such detailed analysis is seldom likely to 

take matters much further given that the courts have already said that the rights in the Bill 

of Rights are not absolute314. One can have unlimited power to exercise a limited right or 

limited power to exercise a very board right. To speak in such terms, is however to draw 

false distinctions as is illustrated when one takes the spectrum to its extremes - i.e. one can 

have so little power to exercise the widest possible right that it can seldom' if ever be 

exercised or every power to exercise a right which is so devoid of content that it is 

meaningless. Either way one ends up with nothing. In any event section 36 of the 

Constitution refers to limitation of the rights in the Bill of rights while section 22 states that 

the practice of a trade occupation or profession may be regulated by law. If one looks at the 

wording of section 22 more closely the right is not to practice any trade, occupation or 

profession freely. This possibility is expressly excluded by the second sentence in section 

22. The first sentence e~bodies a right to ,choose the trade occupation or profession freely. 

The right is thus a right to take a decision as to which trade, occupation or profession to 
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Sec for inatanoc South African P08t OfliC8 Ltd" Van Reruburg and Aml'-r in 308 IIIpra 

Soobramont1)l fn 23 811prQ. In De RtnlCk " Director Of PubUc PIWtJCUlioru. Witwate1'lrand Local Dfvl3;on, and Othen 2003 (3) 
SA 389 (W) the court noted that: "In Hutl.!on Cmmty ij"aler Co "McCortIII' ( 209 US 349 (1908) at 3~~) the following wu 
ldated: 'All rights tend to declare themselves abeolute to their logioal cxtrcm.c. Yet all in fact arc limited by the ncighbourhood of 
principlca of polioy which arc other than thOle on which the particular right ill founded, and which become strong enough to hold 
their own when • ocrtain point ia reached.' The reason why all rights arc not absolute ia pc:rl'cctly articulated in the judgment of 
LaWi U in Gough (Gough awJ Another" ChlqCoTlStablB oftha Derbyshire Corutabulary «(2001] 4 All ER 289 CQB) at 3190) 
in the fo\lowinS dictum: 'To give effect to the right's uttermost aacrt.ion • ill logical c:xtrcme • would alike oonfound the right's 
moral crc:dentiala and ill practioal utility. The reason ia, lint, that the claim of moral authority fer any right given by the gencra1. 
law rcata upcn the fact that the right belOll8l to CM:r)' citizen, 81 do all other' thin81 thUl given; 10 that in any particular C8IC, 

where there ia a clash of intcrcata, it i. inhc:nml in the nature of the right itself that the individual who claim. ill bcnc:fit may have 
to give: way to the supc:rvcning weight of other' clam And ac:condly. the right's p1Ictical utility I"CI1:I upon the fact that there can 
be no traDquillity in the state withwt a plethora of W11'UIy individual frecdoma, which will be mc:asurcd in the Jansuagc of righll; 
anything cllC loob tyranny in the faoc without blinking, 10 that in any particular C81e, to crown the pclIICIIOrI of one such right 
and CODIign the othc:n beneath tha throne, willaoaru:r er later undcmut the community fabric .... 
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follow. A limitation of this right, it is submitted would be one that interferes with that 

freedom of choice and not necessarily with the manner, place, or tjme or any other 

conditions in or under which, once that choice has been made, the trade, occupation or 

profession is practised31
'. Interference with this right may be seen in the refusal of 

education authorities to allow a person to enrol for a particular course or an unreasonable 

31' In City Of Cape TOWrI Y Ad Outpost (Pty) Ltd And Othen 2000 (2) SA 733 (C) the oourt noted: .. Section 22 appcm to be 
modelled on I 4(1) of the German Basio Law, which proYidca that all GcrmaJ1I have the righl freely to choolc their oaoupation 
and profCllllioo, their place [of] w~ ltudy or training. The practicx: of an occupation or profcuion may be regulated by law. Sec 
Dc Waa! fit al Bill of RightJ Handbook at 368-74. The German Courtl have intc:rprctcd I 12 to provide a CDnlidcrablc amOUlt of 
COI1Ititutionai protection for commercial aotivitics. Sec Currie D ThB Conrtitulion of thB Fedsral Republic of GemICmy at p 300 
and Kcmmm D P Corutillltional JurispnuJence of thB Federal Republic of Gennany (2nd ed) at 270 ct acq. 1'huI in the 
Plwmaoy CIIIIC 7 BVcrlUE 3771 (Kommcn at 274) art 12 (1) WBI intc:tprdc:d to empower a legislature to regulate the practioc: u 
well BI the cheioc: of an occupation RegulatiDnl dealing with the latter arc greatly circUIDICribcci by the article. The practice of 
an occupation which ia the relevant ill~ in the prcICIlt CIIIIC may be 'l"CItrictcd by rcuonable regulations predicated en 
cDnlicicratiOlll of the CODlDlen good'. Cited in Kommmat277. See allo the Chocolate Candy 08IC 53 B VcrfUE 135...... . 
Davia J diatinguiahcd German article 12 from. the South African lectioo 22 in thClC wordl: "Then: ia alwa)'l a great danger in tbc: 
uncritical employment of foreign law in the proccu of domestic CODItitutional interprctatian. Notwilhltanding that art 12 IIId I 

22 arc limilar in wording, the latter mUit be intc:rprc:tcd in the context of the South African conatitutional text and ill 0W\l 

pedigree. nm., in my view, the interpretation of I 22 mUit tala: account of the difference of wording between I 22 of the 
COIlItitution and s 26 of the interim. Constitutian. The diffc:rcnac is manifest BI follows: 
(a) the right contained in 122 ia sranted to citizCIII cnIy; 
(b) a men IpCcific fcrm.u1ation of oheicx: of trade, occupation, profCllion il rc:placx:d by a marc gc:ncra.l phrue, namely 

cngasc:ment in economic activity, [Writer'l note: It ia the other way around. In aeolion 22 of the Constituticn, the scncral 
provisions of the Interim Constitution an: replaced the specific proviaions of the Constitution] 

(c) the UIC ofcvc:ry citizen requires that the provision is aimed at the individual rather than at thejuriltic body. 
The PurpolC of s 22 would thus appear to be to ensure that regulations which control a citizen's right to chOOlC a trade and 
occupation or profcaion should be implemented in a rational manner. AI Jones J IBid in J R 1013 Invutmelltl CC and OtM" , 
Minister of &fety and Security and Otllen 1997 (7) BCLR 925 (E) at 930B-E: 'We have a history of rcprcuion in the choice of 
a trade, occupation 01' profellion. This l'CIIulted in diaadvantagc to a large number of South AfiiC8lll in earning their daily brc:ad. 
In the pn>Comtitulion era the implementation of the policies of apartheid directly and indirectly impacted upon the ffc:c choice 
of a trade, occupation or profCllllion: unequal education, the prcvc:ntien of free movement of people: throughout the oountry, 
I'CIItrictions on where and how long they could l'CIIidc in particular areas, the practice of making available Ilruolm'cl to dcvcIop 
akilll and training in the employment sphere to aclccted SCCtiOIlI of the population only, and the Ilatutory I'CIIcrvation of jobl far 
membm of particular racca, arc examplca of put unfaimcll which cauac:d hardship. The result WBI that all citizc:na in the 
counlry did not have a free: choice of trade, occupation and profeslion. Section 22 il designed to prc:vcnt a perpetuation of thiI 
atate of affain.' In my view I 22 introducc:a a constitutional prolcotion to be enjoyed by individual citizens BI oppaacd to juristic 
bodica. The: right CI1IW"CII that each citizen will have the right to chOQllC how to employ hia 01' her labalr and akilll without 
ilTBtional governmental restriction. It is not a provision which ahould be extended to the regulation of economic intcrcounc • 
undc:rtakcn by c:ntcrpriaes owned by juriatic bodica which might othcrwiae fall within the dcaoription of coon.omic aotivity." The 
impcrtant point to note ia that lection 22 cannot be corutrucd BI a right to freedom 01' economic activity - otherwise it could nat 
have bcc:n rc:stricted to private individua.. as Davil J opined. It ia a right to chooec a trade, occupation or profeui.on. 
Furthermore, Davil J held that it iI a right to employ labour or Ikilll without irrational govc:mm.c:ntall'Clltriction. 
Sec a110 R/J8eman Y General Council OfTh. Bar Of South Africa 2004 (1) SA 568 (SCA) in which Streicher JA held: ''C0UIlIC1 
lubmittcd that the diviaion of work between the profCllioDi WBI arbitrary and irrational and CDnltituted an unrc:aaonable 
limitatioo on his client'l right to practiae hia profCllion now cnahrined in I 22 of the CODItitution But that begs the question. The 
appellant baa the right to become an attorney or an advocate but he has no right to rcdc:fme the limill of either profcuion. He: 
carmot complain that he ia not being permitted tho free cxc:rcile of hia right if he il W1Willing to practiac within the acknowledged 
or accepted ICOpC of the pro_on" Thia CBIC dealt with tha illuc of the IO-CIlled '.plit bar' in legal practice in South Africa. In 
tha contcxl of diapcnBing doclorl, the limill of the profcuion with regard to the diapalling of mcdicinca were refined by ICCticn 
22C(1) of tha Mcdicinm and Related SUbatanCCl Act No 101 of 1965. The. definition of the limill of a profeslion ia clcarly 
within the capaoity of the legillaturc: which may devolve certain of the dctaila of thia CKCfCiIc to the c:xccutiw (X' to • Ilatutory 
profCllicnai body. The oourt referred in thiI cue to the dicta of Cameron JA in D. Frsitcu and AnothBr " Society of AdvocalU of 
Natal and Another 2001 (3) SA 750 (SCA) at 763G where he IBid: '(I)t ia in the public intcrat that then: Ihould be a vigorOUl 
and independent Bar serving the public, which. subject to judicial supervision, ia self-regu1atc:d, whole: membcn arc in prinoiple 
available to all, and who in general do not perform adminilltrative and preparatory work in litigation but concentrate their skil .. 
on the craft of forensio praotice. Slrc:icher JA held: "Thc:rc: can, in my view, be no doubt that one of the objecll of the n:fc:rraI 
practice is to ensUI"C that adminiltrative and preparatory work in litigation iI handled by altomc:yl who arc trained and organiacd 
to do 10, thereby enabling advocalcl to conccnlrate their skil .. on the craft of fOl'Cl1lic practice. It follDWI that • proper use of the 
referral practice ICI"VCI the public intCl'Clt. It folloWl, furthermore, on the other hand, that to allow advocalcl to accept 
inltructions by attomcya to conduct litigatien on behalf of a client from beginning to end, i.e. to do aU the adminiltrative and 
preparatory work in rc:Ipcct of litigation, would not ICI'YC the public interclt and would constitute an abuse of the refc:rral 
practice." 
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legislative or policy provision which restricts admission to a particular trade or profession -

for example purely to keep the numbers down or to avoid competition for existing 

practitioners. In the present context, it is significant that the courts have held that 

agreements in restraint of trade, which impose all kinds of restrictions in terms of where a 

person may practice a trade occupation or profession, are notper se unconstitutionaP16. It is 

submitted that if the courts are prepared to uphold contractual arrangements in which 

section 22 rights are restricted it is difficult to see why in principle, they should not uphold 

legislative provisions which have the same effect, provided of course that the tests of 

reasonableness and rationality are satisfied. The Harmful Business Practices Acf17 is a case 

in point. De Waal et aP18 point out that in Janse van Rensburg NO v Minister van Handel 

en NywerheirP 19 the applicants challenged the Act as a violation of the occupational 

freedom right. According to the court, the purpose of the Act was acceptable. The court 

held that: "It is a praiseworthy governmental objective to protect consumers from 

exploitation". According to the court, the definition of & harmful business practice' was not 

vague. The Act permitted a Committee to propose guidelines for definition of the term 
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Sec Fidelity Guordr Holdi"g$ (Pty) LId TM. Fidelity Guard.J v Peam/at" 2001 (2) SA 8S3 (SE) in which LicbcnberS J obaervcd: 
.. Whether a covenant in restraint of trade W8I unconstitutional in the light of the provillions of I 26 of thc interim ConItitutioo 
(the Constitution of the Republic of South Afrioa Act 200 of 1993) rcocivcd the attention of the Courta. In Walta"" Stationery Co 
(Edml) Bpk v FouritJ II" ." A"der 1994 (4) SA 507 (0) it WBi held that oovc:nanll in l'CItraint of trade were not excluded by I 26 
and that the Magna AUo)'l OBIC irfra Ilill reflected thc positive law. The dccilion W8I mbacqucntly followed in KDtz8 fill GeniI 
(Edms) Bpk fI1I 'n A"clsr v PotgillttJr II" A"dfIIYJ 1995 (3) SA 783 (C) and Knox D'Arcy Ltd and Anothflr v Shaw and Anothflr 1996 
(2) SA 651 (W). The following remarb by Van Schalkwyk J in Knox D'Arcy Ltd and Another v Shaw and Anoth8r (.rupra at 
660C - DIE) arc, although he WBi then oonocmcd with the provisiOOI of I 26 of Act 200 of 1993. ltill appaeite. 'The Constitution 
docI not take luoh a mcddlClCllDe inten:st in the private affain of individuali that it would ICCk, BI a matter of policy, to protect 
them asaimt their own foolhardy CX' rash dccisi011l. AI 1008 ... thc:ra iI no overriding principle of public policy which il ilOlated 
thereby. the freedom of the individual oomprchcnda the freedom to purI1lC, 81 he chOOllCl, hiI bcnc:fit or hiI diaadvantagc.· And 
at 6601 - 661A: 'It ia generally resarded BI immoral and diahonourable for a pranillcr to breach his trust and, CM:1l if hc docIlO 
to ClCapc thc oonacqucnces of a poorly COl'IIidcrcd barsain, then: it no prinoiple that inhcrca in an open and democratio lOOicty. 
based upon freedom and equality, which would justify his repudiation of hil obligations. On the other hand, the enforcement of a 
bargain (evcn me which WBI iU-ccmidcn:d) siVCI recognition to the important ccmtitutional principlc of the autonomy of the 
individual.' lnIof'ar .. a restraint il a limitation of the righll cnlrcnched in I 22, the common law 81 devclcpcd by the CourII, in 
my view, complies with the requircmentl laid down in I 36(1). Any party to any agrccmcr4 when: a rcltrainl olauac ia regarded 
.. material i. free to agree to include moh a claUie in the agreement and the common law in thiI regard ia thcrcforc of gcnc:ral 
application. In lenni of the common law ratrainl claUICI arc only c:nforocablc if they arc not in ccmflict with publio polioy. In 
thiI regard the relevant prinoiplce wc:rc IICl out by Rabie CJ in Magna AUo)'l and Re8I1Q1"Ch (SA) (Pty) Ltd v Ell" 1984 (4) SA 874 
(A) at 8971 - 898A BI follOWl: '(4) Oit it 'n bc:ginIcl van OM res dat oorccnkomltc wat tc:cn die openbarc helBD8 is, nie 
afgcdwing Un word nie, en 'n mClll IOU duB kon .: dal 'n oorcc:n1amu wat icmand Ie handcllVl')'hcid inkort teen die opc:nbarc 
bclana. en dUl onafdwingbaar is, indico dic ODlItandighcdc van die betrokkc Scval IOdanig iI dat die Hof van oordccl iI dat die 
afdwing van die oorccnkoml die opcnbarc helang IOU Ikaad. 
(S) Oil iI in dic opcnbarc helanS dat oorccnkomlf.c wat vryclik BIIl18cgaan iI, nasckom moct word. Oit iI csta" ook, in dic 
algcmccn p. in dic cpcnbarc bclang dat icdcrccn hom vir lOVer moontlik vryclik in die handcla- en bcrocpawercld moct kan 
laal geld. Dit kan aanvaar word dat in bcpcrking van 'n pcnoon Ie handclM)'heid wat onrcdelik ia, waankyn1ik oak die 
openbarc helanS IOU skaad indicn dic bctrokke pcnoon daaraan scbondc schou IOU word. ' 
From the aforegoing it ICCDlI to me that if a I"CItraint claUle iI found to be cnforocable after application of the prinoiplCl laid, 
down by t1u: Courts, the rcquircmentl ofl 36(1) will have been met 
Consumer Maim (Unfair BUlincu PraCtiCCl) Aot No 71 of 1998 

Dc Waal st al,fn 2:rupra 

JaNe WI" RllnIIII'g No v Miniltflr va" H a"del a" Nywerhflid 1999 (2) BCLR 204 (T) 
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which would be published by the Minister. This helped to concretise the abstract concept of . 
a harmful business practice. The parallels with Affordable Medicines Trusf!20 are obvious. It 

is submitted that the purpose of the Unfair Business Practices Act is very much akin to that 

of the governmental purpose in requiring health professionals other than pharmacists to 

obtain a licence to dispense medicines. 

De Waal et aP21 note that it is arguable that the second sentence applies only to measures 

that regulate occupational freedom without denying choice or access to an occupation. On 

this argument, they state, section 22 is a right freely to choose a trade, occupation or 

profession. This right to choose a trade, occupation or profession cannot be limited except 

by law of general application that is justifiable in terms of the criteria laid down in section 

36. They note that the second sentence then adds little to the scope of the right by 

prohibiting regulation of the practice of an occupation other than by law and state that 

choice and practice of an occupation are not conceptually distinct, but rather 'constitute 

poles of a continuum'. It is submitted that De Waal et al do not accurately convey the 

content of the second sentence in interpreting it as prohibiting the regulation of the practice 

of an occupation other than by law. It is submitted that this is not the thrust of the second 

sentence. Prohibition does not feature in the second sentence. The object of the second 

sentence is to qualify the right that is awarded in the first. The first awards the right to 

freely choose and occupation, trade or profession. The second cautions that the practice of 

the occupation trade or profession chosen can be regulated by law. The first sentence 

should not therefore be interpreted to mean that people can choose to do anything they want 

by way of a trade, occupation or profession without limitation or reference to law. As· it 

turns out the drafters of the Constitution were wise in inserting the second sentence because 

there is a large number of occupations that the law does not permit people to pursue at all

most notably those that fall within the realm of criminal activity. There are, however more 

subtle issues that manifest within the health service delivery context. It is submitted for 

instance that the right in section 22 cannot be exercised in the context of health service 

delivery without due regard for patient safety and wellbeing. They state that both are 
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Affordable Medicines Tnut fh 299 supra 
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afforded protection from arbitrary regulation by section 22. By the same token, this would 

mean, they say, that both choice and practice are subject to the internal qualification and 

observe that it is implausible to argue that the internal qualification will not apply when 

regulation of the practice of an occupation also impacts on access to or choice of that 

occupation. This will almost always be the case. The better interpretation is therefore that 

the internal qualification in principle applies to restrictions on entry, choice and practice" of 

an occupation. De Waal et al state in interpreting the internal qualification, emphasis 

should be placed on the tenn 'regulation' which refers to a rational ordering or organising 

of a certain trade, occupation or profession. A measure which attempts to close down a 

certain profession or trade cannot qualify as a regulation, but many measures that restrict 

access to a profession may qualify on this basis. For example the practice of certain 

professions (lawyers, doctors) is routinely regulated in order to protect the interests of the 

general public. It is submitted that this goes to the heart of the regulation versus limitation 

argument submitted by the applicants in Affordable Medicines Trusf22. De Waal et aPD 

refer to the dicta of Chaskalson P in S v Lawrence .. S v Negal; S v Solberg!24 that: 

"Certain occupations call for particular qualifications prescribed by law and one of the constraints 
of the economic sphere is that persons who lack such qualifications may not engage in such 
occupations. For instance, nobody is entitled to practise as a doctor or as a lawyer unless he or she 
holds the prescribed qualifications, and the right to engage 'freely' in economic activity should not 
be construed as conferring such a right on unqualified persons; nor should it be construed as 
entitling persons to ignore legislation regulating the manner in which particular activities have to be 
conducted ... " 

They note that the meaning of 'regulation' may be illustrated with reference to the South 

African Post Office case3~ in which the court accepted that section 7 of the Post Office Act 

prima facie violated the right to freedom of occupation but then concluded that the section 

merely regulated the 'practice of the trade of running a postal service by law and therefore 

did not offend section 22. De Waal et al comment that the court was perhaps too eager to 

accept that the measure was a regulation in the true sense since protecting the Post Office 

against competition cannot qualify as regulation. 
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Affordable Med;c;nu fit 299 mprt:l 

Dc: Waal et al fh 2 1Uprt:l 

S" Lawrence fh 137 IUJ'rt:l 

SA. Post Office fh 308 supra 
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The Affordable Medicines Trust case326 demonstrates a number of issues not least of which 

is the level ofresistance by the health professions to change intended to benefit and protect 

the public. The fiduciary aspects of the provider-patient relationship have been 

demonstrated by the circumstances of this case, to be largely non-existent for many South 

Africa health professionals. They failed to do the necessary course and to apply for licences 

within the allotted time p~riod in the full knowledge that this would be to the detriment of 

their patients, choosing instead to pinning their hopes on a court decision which they could 

not predict. The costs of compliance were not prohibitive, the course was available online 

in a self-study format and gave recognition to prior learning. Despite this many registered 

for the course too "late to meet the deadline, even after extensions of time were effectively 

granted by the court. They found it convenient in their arguments in court to use patient 

interests to justify their failure to comply with the law, apparently refusing to appreciate 

that access to health care services is more than just mere availability and also entails safety 

and efficacy. They at first attempted to attack the government by way of a court action 

claiming that the Department of Health did not have the necessary infrastructure in place to 

implement the relevant legislative provisions. When it became apparent that this line of 

attack was not going to yield the desired results they produced a plethora of constitutional 

arguments that in the end boiled down to the very narrow issues outlined by Kruger AJ in 

his judgment. The legislation that imposed the dispensing licence requirement was passed 

by parliament in 1997 some six years before the initial litigation was instituted. It was only 

when government commenced with its implementation in 2003 that litigation commenced. 

The belatedness of the reaction by the applicants to legislative provisions which, in their 

view, were unconstitutional from inception is inexplicable. They also changed the direction 

of their arguments a few times during the course of the two sets of litigation, giving the 

distinct impression that what they wanted was a way out rather than confirmation of a point 

of legal principle. The arguments of the applicants as stated in the judgment of Kruger AJ 

were paper thin in the light of the other cases referred to in the discussion above. 

Pharmacists and phannacy owners are subjected to similar regulations in terms of which 

they have to observe good pharmacy practice and the premises are inspected. In terms of 
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Affordable Medicines m 288 6Upra 
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section 22(1) of the Pharmacy Acr27
, "A person authorised in terms of section 22A to own 

a pharmacy shall in the prescribed manner, specifying the prescribed particulars, apply to 

the Director-General for a licence for the premises wherein or from which such business 

shall be carried on and the Director-General may be entitled to issue or refuse such licence 

on such conditions as he or she may deem fit". Section 22(4) stipulates that: "A pharmacy 

shall, subject to such conditions as may be prescribed, be conducted under the continuous 

personal supervision of a pharmacist, in accordance with good pharmacy practice as 

determined in the rules made by the council". The Director-General issues the licence for 

the pharmacy which is tied to the premises. The competence of the phannacist is 

established through training recognized by Pharmacy Council, the body within which the 

necessary expertise resides. The dispensing of medicines falls most specifically within the 

purview of the professional skil~ and knowledge of the pharmacy profession. It is for this 

reason that the course on dispensing for other health professionals in terms of the 

Medicines and Related Substances Act had to be approved by the Pharmacy Council. The 

licensing of dispensing doctors to dispense medicines is associated with the premises from 

which the medicine is to be dispensed for the same reasons that the licence to own a 

pharmacy is associated with the premises. The objection of the applicants to the licensing 

of dispensing of medicines in association with particular premises given the stated 

government purpose to ensure safety ignores the fact that medicines must be kept under 

certain very specific conditions if they are to retain their efficacy and safety. The applicants 

were also apparently oblivious of the difference between bona fide medical practitioners . 

running established, hygienic medical practices and those itinerant purveyors of snake oil 

more commonly referred to as charlatans and mountebanks. Application for leave to appeal 

has been lodged in respect of both the constitutional court and the supreme court of appeal, 

the idea being that if the appeal is not heard in the former it will be heard in the latter. 

Whatever the appeal court decides, one thing is clear. The practice of medicine in South 

Africa appears to have lost its human face quite some time ago. 

2.7.4 Rationing By Medical Schemes 
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The Medical Schemes Acf28 governs the manner in which medical schemes, which are not 

for profit entities, fund medical expenses. In the past, and to a large extent still currently, 

medical scheme expenditure is significantly concentrated within the private health sector 

although the situation is changing with certain relatively recent legislative and regulatory 

amendments which are designed to encourage explicif29 utilisation by medical scheme 

members of public health facilities. In terms of section 29 of the Act, medical schemes 

must provide in their rules for inter alia -

"The terms and conditions applicable to the admission of a person as a member and his or her 
dependants, which tenns and conditions shall provide for the determination of contributions on the 
basis of income or the number of dependants or both the income and the number of dependants, and 
shall not provide for any other grounds, including age, sex, past or present state of health, of the 
applicant or one or more of the applicant's dependants, the frequency of rendering of relevant health 
services to an applicant or one or more of the applicant's dependants other than for the provisions as 
prescribed. ,,330 

and 

"the scope and level of minimum benefits that are to be available to beneficiaries as may be 
prescribed. ,,331 

Medical schemes may not ration prescribed minimum benefits that are obtained from a 

public hospitaP32. They ar~ required to pay the costs of such treatment in full and may not 

cancel or suspend a member's or his or her dependent's membership except on limited 

grounds that are unrelated to the health profile of the member or dependent. 333 In terms of 
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Medical Schemel AetNo 131 ofl998 

The publio health lCCtor has opc:ratcd for many yean 81 a safety net for medical scheme membcn in the IICJ1IC that when their 
benefits nut out or the OOIt of a partioul .. health oare intervention il not covered by their medicallchem.c then they l'CIOrt to the 
publio health aector for treatmenl. This hal n:mItcd in adVCTIIC aclection practiCCl by medical schemCl that hal bcc:n referred to • 

'dumping' of private patients onto the public acotor for the high COlt levcls of care suoh 81 arc typioally required by the 
chronically ill and the elderly. The reguIatiODl to the Medioal SohemCl Act (dated 20 October 1999. Regulation Gazette No 
66S2, Notice No R 1262) oontain an explanatory note to the prc:!Klribed minimmn benefits package whioh IltalCl that one of the 
objcotiYCI of the package is lito avoid inoidcntl where individuals 10lC their medical BOheme oovcr in the C\'CI1l of 1Cri0Ul i11ne11 
and the oonsequent risk ofunfoundcd utilisation ofpublio hospitals." 
Section 29(1) (n) of Act No 131 of 1998 

Section 29(1) (0) of Act No 131 of 1998 

In lc:nnI of.lCOtion 29(I)(P) of Act No 131 of 1998, liNo limitation IhaIl apply to the reimbw'1cm.cnt of any relevant health 
service obtained by a member from a publio hospital where this ICIVice oompliCl with the general IIOOpC and levcl • 
contemplated in paragraph (0) and may not be different. from the entitlement in termJ of a service available to • publio l¥>IIpital 
patient" 
"In terms ofaection 29(2) of Act No 131 of 1998. medicalsoheme shall not canoel or suspend a member's mcmben1Up or that of 
any of his or her dependants, cxoept on the sroundl of-
(a) f'B.ilure to pay, within the time allowed in the mcdicalschcme'. rulcs, the membcrlhip fees required in such rulC1; 
(b) failW'C to repay any debt due to the medicalschc:me; 
(0) lUbmi.ion of fraudulent olaiDII; 
(d) committing any fraudulent act; or 
(e) the non-disclosure ofmatenal information." 
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the regulations334 any benefit option that is offered by a medical scheme must reimburse in 

full, without co-payment or the use of deductibles, the diagnostic, treatment and care costs 

of the prescribed minimum benefit conditions specified in Annexure A of the regulations in 

at least one provider or provider network which must at all times include the public hospital 

system. The power of medical schemes to ration access to health care services by capping 

the amounts of expenditure on certain types of service is therefore only with regard to those 

services falling outside of the prescribed minimum benefits package. If they select the 

public hospital system as a preferred provider they may be able indirectly to ration to a 

limited extent, access to services by means of that choice since services which are not 

available in the public hospital system cannot, by definition form part of the benefit 

package. An example of this is the fact that in public hospitals premature babies weighing 

under one kilogram are not usually ventilated because their prognosis is poor and there is 

the usual scarcity of resources. In the private sector no such restrictions apply. The question 

is whether a medical scheme is obliged to pay for the ventilation of a premature neonate in 

terms of the minimum benefits package and the answer that is generally given is in the 

negative since the minimum benefits package follows public health sector treatment 

protocols and norms. !fa prescribed minimum benefit is unavailable in the public hospital 

system, however, schemes are obliged to pay for that service in the private health sector 

regardless of the cost. 

2.7.4.1 Constitutional Issues 

The question of whether the rationing by a medical scheme of access to health care services 

is constitutional is dependent upon whether the right of access to health care services as set 

out in section 27(1) applies as between private persons. This subject is discussed elsewhere 

under the question of the horizontal application of constitutional rights. However it should 

be noted here that the answer to this question must, in practice depend upon the 

circumstances prevailing within .the health system generally. For instance if one assumes 

that the state takes a decision to completely privatise the provision of health services so that 

it becomes purely a funder of health services rather than a supplier and that all health 
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services must therefore be delivered within the private sector, the constitutional right of 

access to health care services and the obligation of the private sector to provide those 

services changes the fo.cus and the obligations of the private sector dramatically. 

Admittedly it could be argued that the obligations of the private sector in such a model may 

be primarily contractual in terms of an agreement between a state owned funder and the 

private sector or even legislative if the model was implemented in terms of some form of 

enacted social health insurance system and that the primary constitutional obligation to 

provide access to health care services would rest with the state. If one accepts the system 

itself as legitimate, however, then the state can effectively transfer to the private sector at 

least some of its constitutional responsibility to provide the services to the private sector to 

the extent that there is funding within state coffers for the services in question. This is not I 

to suggest that the state can contract out of its ultimate constitutional obligations as stated 

in section 27(2) but it is submitted that the wording of section 27(2) is sufficiently broad as 

not to impose upon the state a particular method for the fulfilment of its obligations as 

contemplated therein. The state is simply obliged to take reasonable legislative and other 

measures to achieve the realisation of the right within its available resources. 

In terms of a different scenario, assume that for some reason the public health sector 

dwindles away to an almost insignificant level due to factors outside of the control of the 

state - for instance an unwillingness on the part of health professionals to work in the 

public sector for: reasons that relate to more than just remuneration e.g. professional 

independence etc. The stite has the funding for health care services but does not have the 

capacity to deliver them. It is submitted that it would be difficult for the private sector to 

refuse to negotiate with the state for the provision of health care services to persons who 

would under other circumstances have been public sector patients. This difficulty would 

rest on the basis of the constitutional right of access to health care services. As stated 

previously a right of access does not mean 'free of charge to everyone'. It does not imply 

that the private sector. has no right to. charge for services rendered. In fact any other 

conclusion would make nonsense of the validity of the existence of the private sector. The 

private sector does not exist simply to be in business and to recover the costs of doing 

business. It exists to make profits. It competes for shareholding as much as it competes for 
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customers. If a private hospital group makes better profits than its competitors this is good 

for business because it is able to attract more interest in terms of share holding. The value of 

its shares goes up which means it is attractive to investors and its survival in the longer 

term is assured. 

2.7.5 Rationing By The State 

Rationing by the state can take a number of different forms, not all of them obvious. In a 

system in which resources are limited there is always rationing of services whether implicit 

or explicit. The treatment protocols set and used by the state as considered in 

Soobramoney~ are an example of explicit rationing. Certificate of need systems such as 

that contained in the National Health Acf36 and the restriction of the entry offoreign health 

professionals into South Africa in order to practice may constitute less obvious fonns of 

rationing. Most decisions relating to rationing of health care services are likely to be 

controversial given the nature of the services. There is a worldwide shortage of organs for 

the purpose of organ transplantation. A policy that favours citizens and permanent residents 

on the list for organ transplantation is bound to come under the spotlight sooner or later as 

is a policy that favours mv negative organ transplant candidates over mv positive ones. 

The legally acceptable bases for rationing have been canvassed in the previous discussion 

of Soobramoney. However it is appropriate to consider some of the specific. issues raised in 

the context of certificate of need' and foreign health professionals since these two tropics 

involve the interface of the constitutional right of freedom to pursue a trade, occupation or 

profession as contained in section 22 of the Constitution and so take the rationing debate 

further. 

2.7.5.1 Certificate of Need 

3~ 
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The draft National Health Ace37 makes provision for certificates of need to be issued to all 

health establishments. The considerations for the granting of a certificate of need, over and 

above the operational requirements and standards for a particular type of health 

establishment, relate to demographic issues such as the health needs of the population that 

is intended to be served by the proposed establishment, its geographical location, the 

proximity of existing health establishments offering the same services or services that are a 

substitute for the proposed service etc. Systems of certificate of need represent a form of 

rationing of health care services in the sense that they restrict the freedom of health care 

professionals and other persons in the business of the provision of health care services from 

setting up shop where they please. In South Africa there is a tendency for service providers 

to accumulate in heavily populated urban areas to the extent that there is mal distribution of 

health care services. This problem is not unique to South Africa as many countries which 

have large, relatively sparsely populated rural areas have to deal with the problem of 

ensuring the availability of h~alth care services to people in these areas. Apart from 

inequitable distribution of health care services, an oversupply of service providers in urban 

areas creates its own problems in terms of overservicing of patients, perverse incentives and 

inappropriate provision of health care services, for example, based on the supplier's need to 

sell a certain quantity of a certain type of medicine rather than what would be the best and 

most suitable treatment for the patient's health condition. 

In the sense that a certificate of need system attempts to redress problems relating to 

inequitable distribution of health care services it can be seen not as a system of rationing 

but rather an administrative tool to promote equitable distribution of health care services in 

order to ensure that people who may not previously have had access to certain health care 

services now do. From the foregoing it is clear that certificate of need issues cut across 

health economics at both macro and micro levels in that they require a balancing of the 

needs of a particular community with those of the larger population of a province or even 

the nation as a whole. The certificate of need concept comprises a form of health care 

market regulation in which the laws of supply and demand are only a part of the equation. 
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It also has the potential to create competition between the private and public health sectors. 

Consider a situation in which a large privately owned hospital group decides to build a 

hospital in a particular area with a limited market for the services it proposes to provide at 

that hospita1. Suppose that in the same area there is a public sector hospital which, for 

various reasons is not providing adequate health care services to the local population of the 

kind proposed by the private hospital group. If the public sector hospital, which is operating 

on a fee retention system, is not operating at full capacity due to poor management but has 

the potential to render most if not all of the services proposed by the new private sector 

hospital, what should the decision be concerning the private hospital group's application for 

a certificate of need for a new private hospital? The latter will be operating in direct 

competition with the existing public sector hospital which has for some years now enjoyed 

its own small monopoly in the delivery of these services. The issues raised by this question 

illustrate the potential impact of a system of certificate of need on competition within the 

health market generally whether between private and public sector or the private sector 

inter se. As such it may be argued that it constitutes unconstitutional interference in a 

person's right to pursue his or her chosen profession or occupation. 

Whether or a system of certificate of need is constitutional can be dealt with on two fronts 

namely, the question as to whether it constitutes a justifiable limitation of the rights 

. contained in section 22 of the Constitution but also whether the regulation by way of a 

certificate of need system is within the ambit of the provision in section 22 which allows 

for a trade, occupation or profession to be regulated by law. They are both li~ely to canvass 

the legitimacy of the concept of certificate of need it?- general mther than the validity of a 

particular decision not to grant a certificate of need which is likely to be in the arena of 

administrative rather than constitutional law38
• The certificate of need process as it is 

envisaged in the National Health Act will cover not only hospitals and other large facilities 

but the consulting rooms of individual doctors, physiotherapists, dentists, psychologists and 

other health professionals. Depending upon the criteria on which certificate of need 

decisions are based, a dentist could find himself unable to practice in the small town where 

he grew up because there are already sufficient dentists practising there. The certificate of 
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need rationale is intended to encourage this dentist to set up practice in a town where there 

is a shortage of dentists in order to improve the access of the population to health care 

servIces. 

The question therefore arises as to whether a certificate of need system is justifiable in light 

of the government's obligation to ensure the progressive realisation of the right of access to 

health care services within available resources. The argument from the side of government 

would be that in order to ensure the progressive realisation of the right of access to health 

care services within available resources it cannot rely only on strategies to increase the 

available resources but must also look at methods for ensuring the more effective and 

efficient utilisation of the resources that are available. One can have sufficient numbers of 

general medical practitioners within the country but if they all set up practice in the major 

cities with the result that the rural towns and villages do not have access to their services, 

then it could be argued that the state is not fulfilling its constitutional obligations to ensure 

access to health care services within available resources. The tension is between the right of 

a private individual to practice his or her profession or occupation in the location of his or 

her choice and the obligation of government contained in section 27(2) of the Constitution. 

As stated previously section 22 of the Constitution gives a right of freedom to choose a 

trade, occupation or profession but allows for the regulation of the practice of such trade, 

occupation or profession. 

Section 26 of the interim Constitution provided 'as follows: 

"( 1) Every person shall have the right freely to engage in economic activity and to pursue a 
livelihood anywhere in the national territory. 

(2) Subsection (1) shall not preclude measures designed to promote the protection or the 
improvement of the quality of life, economic growth, human development, social justice, 
basic conditions of employment, fair labour practices or equal opportunity for all provided 
such measures are justifiable in an open and democratic society based on freedom and 
equality." 
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In considering these provisions Chaskalson P observed in S v Lawrence; S v Negal; S v 

Solber?!39 that: 

"The requirement that the measures be justifiable in an open democratic society based on freedom 
and equality means that there must be a rational connection between means and ends. Otherwise the 
measure is arbitrary and arbitrariness is incompatible with such a society." 

(At para [41].) Chaskalson P then went on to say: 

"Section 26 should not be construed as empowering a court to set aside legislation expressing social 
or economic policy as infringing "economic freedom" simply because it may consider the 
legislation to be ineffective or is of the opinion that there are other and better ways of dealing with 
the problems. If s 26(1) is given the broad meaning for which the appellants contend, of 
encompassing all fonns of economic activity and all methods of pursuing a livelihood, then, if 
regard is had to the role of the courts in a democratic society, s 26(2) should also be given a broad 
meaning. To maintain the proper balance between the roles of the Legislature and the courts s 26(2) 
should be construed as requiring only that there be a rational connection between the legislation and 
the legislative purpose sanctioned by this section. ,,340 

The differences between the Interim Constitution and the Constitution concerning the 

section 26 and section 22 rights have already been canvassed. The former refers more 

generally to economic freedom whereas the latter has been narrowed down to a right to 

freely choose a trade, occupation or profession. 

The right contained in section 22 is a right only of natural persons341
• In the health care 

context this distinction is somewhat artificial given the fact that health care professionals 

can and in many cases do fonn juristic persons as a basis from which they pursue their 

professions. Pharmacy is a prime example. Many, if not most, pharmacists in South Africa 

practise under the umbrella ofa close corporation or a company. In terms of the legislation 

on pharmacy, up until very recently42, only pharmacists could have shares in a company 

that offers pharmacy services. Private hospitals invariably operate as companies. It is also 

open to other health professionals to create juristic persons from which to conduct their 
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s V LawrsI'K:fl m. 137 llipra 

Quoted with approval in City ofCaptJ Town v Ad Oulpo.rt (Ply) Ltd and Othtrn (m 315 supra) 

Although Scotian 8(4) of the Constitution ltates that a juri.tio pcraOll is entitled to the rights in the Bill of Rights to thc Cldcnt 
required by the nature of the rights and the nature of that juristio pc:raan, acction 22 rcfc:n apccifically to 'oitizcna'. Juriltic . 
pc:nonI arc not Ulually embraced by the term ·oitizen'. 

Scotion 22A of the Pharmacy Act alloWi for the opening up of owncnhip of pharmacies to nOD"Pharmacill1ll. The regulations 
required to effect the prinoiplcs in thilSCCtion WCII"C promulgated in 2003. 
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practices. The upshot of the decision in Ad Outposf43 is apparently that if one wants to 

conduct a hospital business, which can most effectively be run as a company, then one must 

either forfeit the right to choose this trade or occupation freely as contained in section 22 or 

one must forfeit the benefits of operating as a juristic person rather than a sole trader. The 

alternative, if one is seeking to rely on the rights conferred by section 22, is to conduct the 

litigation in the name of the individual shareholders rather than in the name of the juristic 

person. A group of doctors wishing to own and run a hospital as a company cannot, in the 

name of the company, claim the right to freely choose this trade or occupation when, for 

instance, attacking a decision not to grant a certificate of need for the hospital, but these 

same doctors can, in their individual capacity, attack a decision not grant them a certificate 

of need for their consulting rooms on the basis of section 22. The only difference is the 

legal vehicle they have chosen for their business344
• 

2.7.5.2 Foreign Health Professionals 

It is worth noting that the section 22 right is accorded only to citizens and not to 'everyone' 

as are so many of the other rights in the Constitution. This has the implication in the present 

context that foreign health care professionals, theoretically, may be legitimately prohibited 

from practising medicine in South Africa by South African law or in terms of a certificate 

of need process. This aspect of section 22 was discussed by the constitutional court in the 
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Sec howc:vcr, Dc Waal, Currie and Erasmus, m 2 supra in their dillCUlsion of the application of the Bill of Rights at p40-4htatc 
that the COIlIlitutional court has rejected an all-or-nothing approach oblCIving that it il prepared to extend the protcctico of 
fundamental rights Iw:h .. the right to privacy, to juristic penON, but with a reduced level of protection on the bail Ihat they arc 
not capable of Inunan dignity which fOl'1lll the core of many of the fundamental rights. It would IICCID from their dilOUllion of the 
iauc that the lest il the extent to which juristic pcnonI arc used by individuals for the collective cxcroise of their fundamental 
rights. They give the example that while it is difficuh to ICC how lIOme organs of ltale IUch u Parliament will CM:I" be able to rely 
on the protection of the Bill of Rights, the South African Broadcuting Corporatico or corporate entities IUCh as universities 
which arc let up by the State for the purpose of inter alia realilins fundamental rights lIhould bel in a diffc:rcnt poaitico with 
regard to rightJ IUCh u frecdan of speech. They suggest that in the C8IC of privately owned juriltic pcrIOI1I it il not the lize or 
the activities of the juristio person that arc decisive but the rclaticnahip between the activities of the juristio pcnClIl and the 
fundamental rights of the natura1 pc:tlOl1l who stand behind the juristio penon. Juristio pcnor1I thus baoome worthy of p-otccticn, 
they say. when they arc UJCd by natural. persons for the collective exercise of their fundamc:n1a1 righta. 
Woolman in Chaskalaon ., al m 67 supra at p 10-8 acknowledges that certain rights by their nature arc simply inapplicable to 
juristic perIODI but at 10-9 stales that: "'Other rights must apply to corpcratiODl if their presence in the text is to be c:vcn partially 
vindicated." He cammcnll that it is difficult to imagine the rights to prcperty and eccnomic activity belonging to natural pcnons 
and not to juristic persons and stales that "'Even in a regulated market economy, corporaticns mUit be able to form lODle Itrons 
expeclaliODl about what kind of property they can hold and tranafer." Thil IBid he notCII that giving equality rightJ to 
corporaticns 10 that they can purIUC economic ends not only diminishes these: valUCI but could also lead to a weak equality 
jurisprudc:nce and that the judicial defcrcncc paid to legislative restrictiOlll on commercial concemB may "infcot' the closer 
judicial scrutiny accorded other equality concCl11l. Woolman 8r8UCI that this restrictive approach should be rejected bccaWIC it 
artificially suppressel qUCItions worth aaking IIUCb. u: arc lome corpcraticns discriminated against in lOIDe circUlllltanOes? (at 
pl0-IO). 
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certification judgmenf4s. In subsequent judgments, however, the court has departed 

significantly from the more conservative position expressed in the certification judgment 

especially in respect of permanent residents346
• 

34S 
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Ex Parttl Chairpe170n Of Thtl Constitutional Allembly: In Re Ctlrtlficatfon Of ThtJ 1997. (2) SA 97 (CC) at para 17 anwardi 
when: it noted that: "An objection, made by the Black Sab T~ that W81 not raillCd before relatc:s to AT 22 (a Wll"balim 
rcpctitian of NT 22), the: rc:ICMll1l part of which provides: 
'Every oitizen has the: right to ohOOlC their trade, ooeupatian or profc:uion freely.' 
The: contcntian iI that the right of oocupaliona1 choice Clttcndcd to citizens by AT 22 iI a 'uni~ly aooc:ptc:d fundamental 
right' which Ihould be: c:xtc:ndc:d to everyone:, i.e:. irrespective of ci1izcmhip, in ardc:c to comply with CP IL The objcotian iI 
foundationally flawed and it ICrVCI little: purpOllC to cite, as the: objector does, c:xamplCl in international human righta inatrumc:nta 
ostensibly c:xlc:nding the right of oocupational choice: to oitizcm and nan-citizcm alike:. We: uy 'OItcmibly' bc:caUIIC the: 
instrumc:nlll oited do not upon JX'opc:r analysil bear IlUCh an unqualified meaning. 
The: European Convention for the: Protc:ctian of Hwnan Righb and Fundamc:nt.al Freedoms c:mbodiCi no IUCh right to 
oocupational choice. Nor docII the: Intc:mational Covenant on Civil and Political Rightl ('ICCPR'). Artiole: 124 of the ICCPR 
provides that '(n)o one ahaJ.l be: arbitrarily deprived of the: right to enter hiI own country'. The: risht, in tc:rma of the ICCPR, to 
cnler a partioular country iI aooardingly I"'C:8CIVed for nationals only. This would I""CIIC:J"VC to StatCI Partic:I the: right to regulate 
naticnality, oitizc:nlhip or naturalillllion. Then: does not appear to be: anythins in thCIIC inltrumenta which would prohibit StatCI 
PartiCi when resulating thc:se mattcn from. impDling mtable: oonditiona, which would not othcrwilc: conflict with the: 
instruments, limiting the righlll of non-naticna1s in rcspc:ot of freedom of occupational ohoice:. 
Artiale 6.1 of the Intc:mational Covenant on Eoonomia, Social and Cultural Righta (,ICESCR') Dltcmibly rc:cogniIc:I the: right of 
'everyone' to 'the opportunity to gain his living by work which he freely ohOOllCl or BOOq:Jta'. But thiI right would be: IUbjeat to 
what baa been laid in the prcaeding paragraph. Even mare important iI the: fact that Article: 23 of ICESCR itac:1f a1loWl 
devc:loping OOW1lriCI 'with due: regard to human righta and their national cconomy' to 'detc:nnine to what c:x1c:nt they would 
guarantc:c: the c:conomio righta rc:oognillCd in the: prc:ac:nt Covenant to non-nationala'. It il lubjeOt to the even broader qualification 
in art 21 which makc:a it cle:ar that the right in question iI not fully enforceable: immediately, e:ach State Party only binding itself 
'to the: maximwn of ill available: resOlU'OCl' to 'achieving progressively the full realisation of the righlll rcoognillCd in the: presc:nl . 
Covenant'. In no way do we intend to denigrate the: importance of advancing and IICOuring such rights. We: merely" point out that 
their nature and c:nforoeability differ matc:rially from thole:: of other rights. 
The European Social Charter part I (1) which ltatc:l that C"e:)veryone IIhalI have the opportunity to earn his living in an 
oocupation freely entc:rc:d upon' mUll be: evaluated in the ume light. The introduction to part I makc:s olear that the obligation an 
Contraoting Partic:s in rcapc:ot of thi. right gOCl no further than 'aooc:pt(ing) 81 the: aim of their policy, to be: punued by all 
appropriate mc:ana, both nalicnal and international in oharacter,the attainment of oonditiOltl in which the: following rights and 
principles may be: c:ffc:otivc:ly realilc:d'. The: inltrumenta dilOuued do not support the: propoIition that non-oitizcm arc entitled to 
be: treated an the: 18Dle: footing 81 citizr:nl in regard to the: frccdom of occupational ohoice:. [21] This dilllinotian iI in fact 
rc:cogniac:d in the United StatCl of America and also in Canada. Then: arc: other aoknowledged and exemplary CDIlItitutional 
dcmocraoiCi where the: right to occupaticnal choice: iI Cldc:ndcd to citizC11l only, or iI not guarantc:c:d at all. One nc:c:d do no more 
than rcfc:r to India, Ireland, Italy and Germany. CP II, aa we: made plain in the CJ, rc:quircI inolUlion in • bill of righta of 'cnIy 
thoac: righlll that have gained a wide mcaaur'C of international acceptance: 81 fundamental human righta'. The fact that a right, in 
the: lc:rm.I contended for by the objector, iI not rc:cogniac:d in the international and regional inltrumc:nlll referred to and in a 
significant number of aoknowlc:dgc:d COIlIlitutional demooraciCi iI fatal to any claim that ita inclusion in the new South African 
Bill ofRighta is demanded by CP II. It follawa that the: obje:ction mUlt be: rcjc:otc:d ''(Footnotc:l omitted) 

Sc:c: for iMtance: Larbi-Odam And OthtJ,., v Member Of ThtJ ExBcutive Council For Educalion (North-Welt ProvI1JC8) And 
Anothtlr m 130 supra. Regulation 2(2) of the: RegulatiDnl I"Cgarding the Terma and ConditiDnl of Employment of Eduoaton (GN 
R1743 of 13 Novc:mbc:r 1995) (the: n:guIatiDnl) p-ovide that no penon IhaII be: appointed aa an cduoatcr in a State lIChool in a 
pcnnanc:nt capacity, unIeu hi: or abe: iI a South African citizen. The first respondent, aa part of a raticnalilalion prooea, 
advcrtilc:d pDllII hl:ld by foreign tc:aohcn temporarily employed in the: North-We:lt province:, and iuuc:d IlUCh tc:aohc:n with 
notiOCl purporting to terminate: their c:mploymc:nl. The appellants (e:ight fareign tc:achcn temporarily employed in the: North
WCll Provinoc:, 1OIDe: of whom had pc:rmanc:n1 rc:sidence ItatUl) applied to the Bophuthatswana Provincial Diviaion of the: 
Supreme: Court for an order declaring reg 2(2) invalid on the grounds that it OClIlItitutc:d unfair dilcriminatian in oontravc:ntian of 
s 8(2) of the: in1c:rim CDnltitulian (the CDnltitution of the Republio of South Afrioa Act 2000 of 1993). The: application w. 
diunilled. The: applioanlll appc:aled to the oonstitutional court which he:ld that: ''BccaUIC oitizcmhip il an UDIpc:citied ground, the 
tint le:g .of the: enquiry rcquirCI oonaidcring whether diffi:rc:ntiation on that ground oonatitutc:l diaorimination. Thil involvCl an 
inquiry aa to whether, in the words of Harbc:n, '. . • objectively, the: ground is bued on attribulCl and oharaotc:riltiOi whillb haw 
the potential to impair the fundamental human dignity of pCl'lOOI • human be:ings or to ail'c:ot them ad"YCl'llc:ly in a comparably 
ac:ri0Ul manner'. 
I haw no doubt that the: ground of oitizcnlhip does. Firat, farcign oitizCDI arc a minority in all counbiCl, and haw little: political 
mUlOle:. In thil I'CIIpCCt, I .. ociate: myaelf with the views c:xprc:IIed by WillQII. J in the: Canadian Supreme Court in Andrewa v 
Law Socie:ty of Britiab Columbia that: 'Relative to citizc:ns, non-citizcm arc a group lacking in politioal power and • IUOh 
wlnerablc to havina the:ir intc:rc:lll overlooked and their righta to c:quaI ooncc:m and respect violated. They arc: among 'thoac: 
groups in lDoiety to whole: needs and willhc:s e:lected offioiall haw: no apparent intcrCIt in attending'. 
(Citatian omitted) 
SCCClIld, oitizenship iI a pc:nonal attribute which iI difficult to change:. In that regard, I would like to note the "following view. of 
La Forest J, from the: lame 08IC: "The: oharacteristio of citizenship il one: typically not within the control of the individual and, in 
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The effect of the decision of the constitutional court in Larbi Odam347 is that permanent 

residents must be treated in the same way as citizens for purposes of employment 

opportunities. Since "employment opportunities" is simply another translation for "trade, 

occupation of profession", it would seem that the rights of permanent residents in this 

regard are the same as those ascribed to citizens in section 22 of the Constitution. Only 

temporary residents may not choose their trade, occupation or profession in South Africa 

and so presumably they might be capable of being legitimately excluded in terms of a 

certificate of need process from operating a health establishment. The problem with the 

present state of the law is that permanent residence status is rela~ively easier to obtain than 

citizenship but comes with most of the significant constitutional rights and benefits of 

citizenship. If there is little or no benefit in becoming a citizen (provided that one is not 

interested in a political career or in the right to vote) because most of the same rights can be 

enjoyed by permanent residents, and permanent residence status is relatively easy to come 

by, then it becomes very difficult to control or regulate an influx of foreigners all with an 

eye to making large amounts of money in an already crowded private health sector, often 

for transmission to their extended families in their countries of origin. At the same time, the 

public sector, where foreign doctors could be deployed to considerable advantage, must 

347 

this 1ICJ1IC, il immutable. Citizenship it, at IC8lt temporarily, a characteristic of pcnonhood nol alterable by cOIIIOioUi action and 
in lOIDe OIllCl net alterable ClWCpt on the: blli! of unacceptable oosta. ' 
This general lack of control over one's citizenship hll particular rc:IOJ1III1Ce in the South Afiican oontc:xt, whc:n: individuals were 
deprived of rights or benefits, ostensibly on the basis of citizc:nshi.p, but in reality in circumatanQCI where citizenship wa 
governed by race. Many became statutory forcigncn in their own country under the Bantustan policy, and the Lcgill.atura CMI1. 

managed to create remarkable beings called 'foreign natives'. Such people wen: treated .. instruments of cheap labour to be: 
discarded at will, with ICBIlt regard for their righla. or the rights of their families." The COIIItitutiona1 court in Lorbi-Odam does 
net IICCID to haw considc:rcd the C8IC befen: it in light of section 22 of the: Constitution at all but rather decided it on the buiB of 
unfair disaimination. Mokgoro J Itatc:d: "I hold that reg 2(2) constitutes unfair discrimination against pcrmancnl residc:ntB, 
bccausc they arc: ~ludcd from c:mploymc:nl opportunitiCi c:vc:n though they have: been permitted to enter the country 
pc:rmanc:ntly. The government hII made: a commitment to pc:rmanc:nl residents by permitting them to 10 enter, and disariminatins 
against them in this manner is a detraction from that commitment. Denying pc:rmancnt l'CIidents lCCurity of tenure, 
notwithstanding their qualifications, competence and oommibnent is • hanh mCBlW"C. .. (at para 25 p 7S9) He alao lltatc:d that: 
"PcrmanCl1l residents should, in my view, be vic:wc:d no diffc:rc:nlly from South Afiican citizens when it OODlCl to reducing 
unemploymc:nl In other words, the government's aim should be to reduce: unemployment among South African citizC:nl and 
pc:nnanc:nt residents. AI explained above, pc:rmancnt residents have been invited to make their home in this country. After a few 
ycara, they bc:com.e: eligible: for citizenship. In the interim, they merit the full concern of the govmmnent canocrning the: 
availability of employment opportunities. UnlCII posts require: citizcnahip for lOme: reason, for c:umple: due to the: particular 
political ICDIitivity of luch posts, employment should be: available without discrimination betwc:c:n citizc:ns and permanent 
residenta. Thus it is simply illegitimate to attempt to reduce: unemploymc:nl among South African citizc:ns by inarcuing 
unc:mploymc:nl among pcrmanc:nt residents. Moreover, depriving pcrmanc:nl residc:nla of posts they haw he:1d, in· some: C8ICI for 
many )'C8rI, it too high a price: to pay in return for increasing jobs for citizc:ns." (at para 31 p760-761; footnotes omitted). Thia 
judgmc:nl could be ICCl\ II nullifying to an extent the cxpn::8I refcrc:ncc: in acction 22 of the Constitution to 'citizcnl'. The: 
constitutional COID1 in £orb/-Odam (m 130 supra). without reference to lCCtion 22 of the: Constitution, IICCIDI itaclf to have taken 
the decisioo that it referred to in the: certification judgmc:nl in its observation that Article: 2.3 of ICESCR itBc:lf alloWi dcvc:loping 
COWlbies 'with due regard to human rights and their national economy' to 'determine to what cxtc:nt they would guarantee: the 
economic rights recognised in the: present Covc:nan1 to non-nationals' and has paid .oant attention to its commc:n1 that "The: 
instnunc:ntl dilCUllCd do not ILlpport the: proposition that non-citizc:ns arc entitled to be treated on the: 18IIle: footing .. citizens in 
regard to the: fi-c:edom of ocoupational ohoice. " Sc:c: alao DawOtJd 1h 12 supra 

Larbi Odam 1h 130 supra 
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choose between employing health professionals who are temporary residents, and running 

the risk that they will often sooner rather than later attempt to obtain permanent residence 

status with a view to entering private practice, or not having sufficient numbers of health 

professionals to deliver services because many local health professionals do not wish to 

work in the public health sector at all. In reducing the already narrow legal gap between 

permanent residents and citizens the constitutional court has rendered South Africa a highly 

accessible and attractive location for the nationals of many less prosperous and less 

developed countries. 

The Dawootf48 case goes even a step further in that it essentially allows people who are 

temporary residents but who are married to South African permanent residents and citizens 

the right to apply for permanent residence from within South Africa on the understanding 

that such permanent resident status will be granted unless there is good reason not to. It is 

the experience of the national Department of Health that many foreign health professionals 

who enter the country marry South African permanent residents and citizens expressly with 

a view to obtaining permanent resident status. The result is that the public· sector in 

employing foreign health professionals on a temporary basis is, in the long term creating a 

point of entry into the private health sector for these same professionals in an environment 

where in many instances there are already sufficient numbers of local professionals to 

render the services. With the introduction of certificate of need processes, South African 

citizens who are private sector heal~ professionals will be competing with foreign health 

professionals for prime locations in which to pursue their chosen trade, occupation or 

profession. 

2.8 Emergency Medical Treatment 

The right not to be refused emergency medial treatment is specified in section 27(3) of the 

Con stituti on349
• The elements of the right require closer examination. Questions also arise as 

to the structuring of section 27. Does the available resources restriction contemplated in 

348 
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section 27(2) of the Constitution necessarily apply to this provision? The structuring of 

section 27 as a whole is such that section 27(2) is sandwiched between section 27(2) which 

expressly uses the word "right" and section 27(3) which does not. Section 27(2) refers to 

"these rights" Which rights are "these rights"? If section 27(2) had been intended to refer to 

the provision concerning medical treatment then why was the order not reversed? Why was 

section 27(2) not placed as the final provision in the section rather than the penultimate one 

if the intention was that it should apply to both health care services and emergency medical 

treatment? If one has to consider the question from a pragmatic perspective, however, then 

surely emergency medical treatment must also be limited by the availability of resources? If 

there are no resources for emergency medical treatment then how can the position be 

different to a situation in which there are no resources for the provision of health care 

services generally? In fact is not emergency medical treatment a subset of "health care 

services" or must the phrase "health care service" be read as excluding emergency medical 

treatment altogether? The'se questions will be explored in more detail below and in the 

discussion of the Soobramoney case3SO
• 

2.S.1 No-one may be refused 

The right is couched in the negative. The high court pointed out in SoobramoneySI that 

section 27(3) was not so much creating a right to emergency medical treatment as a right 

not to be refused emergency medical treatmenf'2. This does not necessarily mean, however, 

that there must be no balancing of the' rights of one emergency victim with those of another. 

Even if Soobramoney's condition had classified as a medical" emergency, if there were 

other patients who stood a better chance of survival due to a general health status superior 

to that of Soobramoney, and there were limits as to how many patients could be treated, it 

is possible that Soobramoney would still not have been eligible for treatment since he was 

3SO 

3S1 

3'2 

Soobramoney" Minuter olHtJalth, KwaruJu-Natal fit 23 8UpTa 

Soobramoney fn 23 8Upra 

Sec Soobramoney fit 23 8Upra whc:rc the: oourt noted that: •• The: applioant oontcnds that the 1BDle: limitation doc:a not apply to 

c:mc:rgc:ncy mc:diOal trc:abnc:nt. AI pPintc:d out by counscl for the: respondent I 27(3) doCI not orc:alcI a right to emergency me:dioal 
trc:abnc:nL It prohibit. anyone from rc:fuaing c:mc:rgc:ncy mc:dioal trc:abnc:nt. n The COI1IItitutional court in Soobramoney m. 23 
'''Pro, at p 714 alIo c:mphasilCd that the: right ia Btated in the: nc:gati'VC. It IBid: ·'Section 27(3) itac::lf il couched in ne:gative tc:rmB -
it u a right not to be: rcfusc:d c:mc:rgc:ncy trc:abncnt. The purpDIC of the: right ICCIDI to be: to cmUI'C that treatment be: given in an 
c:mc::rgc:noy, and u not 1iustratc:d by rc:asoo ofburc:aucratic rc:quirc:mc:nts or other formalitic:a." 
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not a candidate for a kidney trar:tsplant which was the main criteria used by the provincial 

health authorities to prioritise patients with chronic r~nal failure for dialysis. The legal 

principle that 'no-one' may be refused emergency medical treatment is qualified and must 

remain qualified39
• It is no more absolute than the other rights in the Bill of Rights and is 

apparently just as affected by the availability of resources as the right to health care 

services in section 27(3)3S4. 

As medical doctors are wont to point out, in real life, many' of them, especially those 

working in trauma or emergency units in major hospitals are faced with situations every 

day in which they must prefer the interests of one patient over the other. A scientific 

method of prioritising medical attention to multiple injured known as triage is used in 

emergency medical departments throughout the world. Triage, a sorting or classification of 

patients based on their levels of medical urgency was first developed as a military term and 

used in wartime. The French used "triage" in the early 19th century to decide who would be 

taken from the battlefields to be treated and who would be left behind. Over the next 

century the practice was further developed in armies throughout the world and during 

World War 1 improved outcomes of some battle injuries were accredited to appropriate 

triage. It comprises a brief clinical assessment that determines the time and sequence in 

which patients should be seen in the emergency department or, if in the field, the speed of 

transport and choice of hospital destination. Triage in a disaster is neither perfect nor 

democratic. Patients who are severely injured and not expected to survive are the most 

difficult to categories3
!5!5. The question as to where triage fits in the practice· of South 

African medicine in the light of the constitutional directive that no one may be refused 

emergency medical treatment raises some interesting questions. Some practical examples of 

triage in emergency departments are: 

3!53 

3!54 

3S!5 

Sec: SoobramOl1fJY fit 23 8Upra whcra ChaskallOl1 P obllCt"md at 7T1 that: ''But the Itatc'. I'CIOUI'OCI arc: limited and the appellant 
doc:I not mcc:t the criteria for admillion to the renal dialysis programme:. Unfortunately, this i. lIuc not only of the appellant but 
of many othcn who need BCCCIII to renal dialysis unita or to other health IICI'Yiccs" and "There will be timcI when this requircl it 
to adopt an holi.tic approach to the larger needs of society rather than to fOCUl on the lIpCoific needs of particular individual. 
within society." 
Sec: further diaouuion below. 

Sec: Dcrlc:t RW 'Triage' b!!Pi..Iwww.CIP.~P.in.e.CQ;l)l-.-~mm2~ZQ.h...b)]. The cardinal qUCItion which no-one ICCDlI oomfortable 
in articulating ia whether one utililCl valuable time and n:IOUr"CCI on • critically injured patient who baa ICII than • 20% chance 
of survival when that lame time: and those 1'CI0lU'CCII could be uacd to IBVC another patient who ia alao lila:ly to die in the interim. 
but who IlandI an SOOAa chance of .urvival if attended to immediately. If ClIlC attends to the tint patient fint the ohancc:s arc that 
two people will die whcrcu if ooe attcnda to the ICcond firat the OhanCCl arc: that only one will die. 
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A 55 year old man presented to the emergency department complaining of abdominal pain. He 
stated that he thought his condition was secondary to eating too much greasy fast food too rapidly. 
As the emergency department was busy the patient was sent to the waiting room after his blood 
pressure, pulse, respiration rates and temperature had been taken. Two hours later, the patient's 
friend complained that he looked pale and had increasing weakness. The patient's friend was told 
that the emergency department was overcrowded. Three hours after triage, the patient collapsed in 
the emergency deparbnent waiting room. He was brought into the emergency department 
hypotensive and was taken to surgery where he died of a ruptured aortic aneurysm. 356 

A 43 year old woman presented to the emergency department complaining of a headache. The 
patient had nonnal vital signs except for a temperature of 10 1.2F. The emergency department was 
very busy and overcrowded. Since this patient seemed no worse than the others, and the triage nurse 
has seen many patients that day whose symptoms included headache, she sent the patient to the 
waiting room. Four hours later another patient came to the triage desk stating that the woman, who 
was still in the waiting room, was having a seizure. A repeat temperature 5 hours after the initial 
presentation was 104.5 F and she was admitted to hospital with a diagnosis ofmeningitis.351 

The above examples may not found a claim in terms of the law of delict as it is traditionaU), 

understood because it is quite possible that the triage nurse in each case did not act 

negligently. What about the patient's constitutional right not to be refused emergency 

medical treatment? Is making a patient wait in a busy crowded waiting room tantamount to 

a denial of his constitutional right? The answer to this question, it is submitted, is to be 

found in the judgment oftbe Durban High Court in Soobramoney~ in which Combrinck J 

observed that: 

"I consider that the section must be interpreted in such a way that it is implicit in the words 
'emergency medical treatment' that such treatment is possible and available. It could surely not 
have been the intention of the Legislature that irrespective of the costs and whether or not funds 
were available and irrespective of whether the treatment was available the persons requiring 
emergency medical treatment had to receive such treatment. So, for instance, if a hospital had an 
intensive care unit which was full and an emergency patient arrived would it be obliged to move 
one of its patients out so as to accommodate the emergency patient? Alternatively, is the state 
obliged to build additional intensive care units, procure additional dialysis machines, ventilators, 
heart-lung machines and other life-saving equipment to enable it to cater for all the patients 
requiring emergency medical treatment? It could surely not. have been the intention of the 
Legislature that the right to access to health care was subject to the constraints of the state's 
resources and that a patient could be refused treatment but when his or her condition reached a 
critical stage and emergency treatment was required, the state then had to provide it irrespective of 
the cost" 

356 
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Derlct fit 3SS ntpra 

Dertet fit 3SS supra Theae c:umples are from the United Stale •. 
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This said, perhaps there is scope for an argument that there could, in certain circumstances, 

be a responsibility on the hospital whose emergency unit is full to refer the patient to an 

alternative emergency facility and possibly even arrange for him to be transported there by 

ambulance if it such transport is available. 

2.8.2 Emergency 

How does one define a situation as one of 'emergency'? !fit is defined too broadly then the 

emergency department simply becomes more crowded and its· resources more thinly 

stretched in treating people who could possibly afford to wait. Who decides when the 

patient is suffering from a condition requiring Cemergency' medical treatment, as opposed 

to just 'medical treatment'? Laypersons may perceive a situation as an emergency when in 

fact, from a medically trained person's point of view it is not. In the US there has been 

considerable debate on this subject and even, in some cases, legislation in an attempt to 

resolve the issue. In South Africa, it is submitted, the test is likely to be objective rather 

than subjective for purposes of determining whether a health facility has in fact violated a 

person's constitutional rights in turning him away when he came seeking treatment or in 

rendering health care services but not with the urgency dictated by an emergency. Since a 

health facility in the public sector is unlikely to tum a patient away unless it is full to 

capacity or does not have the resources to render the services required, and since in terms 

of Soobramoney3SfJ these are acceptable reasons for not rendering emergency medical 

treatment, the question is more likely to arise in the private health sector where a patient is 

turned away because he cannot demonstrate that he has the ability to pay. 

2.8.2.1 Horizontal Application 

It is submitted that in looking at whether a person's constitutional rights were violated in 

this context, a court is likely first to consider the question of whether the right to emergency 

359 
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medical treatment is of horizontal application or not Liebenberg360 contends that the right is 

horizontally applicable w~en read with section 8(2) of the Constitution361 • It follows that if 

a private facility does have the right to claim payment for emergency treatment after the 

event then the logic of turning someone away because they are unable to pay at the time of 

the emergency is likely to constitute a violation of the right. In practice, however, the right 

to demand payment is not always capable of fulfilment due to the circumstances of the 

patient Private hospitals and health care professionals are often obliged to write off 

significant amounts of money due to non-payment by patients for any number of reasons. 

Sometimes the cost of pursuing the debt is more than the debt itself. Debts also prescribed 

after three years so there is limited time in which to track the debtor and interrupt 

prescription. In a situation where an indigent person arrives on the doorstep of a private 

hospital requiring emergency medical treatment, the power of the hospital to demand 

payment is not likely to be of much assistance in aiding the hospital to recoup the costs of 

treatment. The only viable strategy, from a cost containment perspective, is to render 

sufficient treatment necessary to stabilise the patient and then transfer him or her to a public 

health facility as soon as possible362
• 

It is submitted that the manner in which section 27 of the Constitution has been structured 

is also conducive to an interpretation that the right is horizontally applicable as is the fact 

that the right has been couched in the negative in section 27(3). Section 27(2) is 

sandwiched between section 27(1) which deals with the right of access to health care 

services and section 27(3) dealing with the right ·not to be refused emergency medical 

360 

361 

362 

Davia 8t 01 em 124 mpra) at p 358. She ltales that "AI health care: IICI'ViCc:l III"CI nat yet wUvcraaUy available and arc lubjcot to 
progreaivc rcaliaation under aection 27(2), the protection of thil right cxtendI only to .ituationa in which a patient iI 'rcfiJsed' 
emcrgcncy medioal treatment. owing to a lack of money, race or other cxclUlionary practicca. ThiI IUbecotion allO doc:a nat 
oonfCl" a right to 'free' emergency medical trcabnent. Although a patient may not be turned away from • medical facility owing 
to a lack 'offunda, the DOItI ofthc: treatment may be recovered later." 
Sc:gtion 8(2) IlatcI that: "A pwilion of the Bill of Righu bindl • natural or a juriltic penon it: and to the c:!Ctc:nt that, it iI 
applicable, taking into accOWlt the nature of the riahl and the nature of any duty impOBCd by the right." Sec .110 Dc Waal, Currie 
and Erasmua, Co 2 mprQ at 450 where they note that: "We have argued elacwhc:rc that the right may be applied horizontally, 
entailing • duty for private hospitall. The right doea not c:xtc:nd to routine medioal trcatmc::nt and it doca nor prantcc free 
aerviCCl. Emc::cgency treatment may not be refuacd bccauac of lack of funds. but payment for trcabncnl may be 10ught after the 
Ircatmc::nt baa bec::n provided." 
ThiI dOCl not alwaya work well in practice • thc public hcapital in qUCItion arguc:a that it doca nat have bcda or lCXDe other 
rcaouroc nccc:uary to treat the patient or limply rc:fuaca to take him or her for rc8IOI1I that arc nat c:qrcllCd at the time. It 
obviOUlly payI private hoapitall to have a healthy and co-opcratiw rclatiODlhip with the looal publio hospitala if they arc to 
manage the problem of prcacntcd by a CODIItitutional obligation to render what 08D amOW1l to OOItly emergenoy medical 
treatment and still remain profitable. The othCl" altc:mative il to negotiate with the ltate IOmC kind of fcc in rcapcot of indigcnl 
patic::ntl which COVCR the OOIU of rendering the ncocuary lCI"Vioca. It iI only in an ideal world that private haapital. can .urviw 
onclwity. 
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treatment. The reason for this was probably the intention on the part of the drafters that 

section 27(2) applies only to the rights contemplated in section 27(1) and not to those 

contemplated in section 27(3). If it had been intended that the phrase 'these rights' in 

section 27(2) must be applicable to section 27(3) rights then it would have been much more 

logical to place the wording contained in section 27(2) at the end of the section rather than 

in the middle. Liebenberg argues, presumably for this reason, that "Unlike the general right 

. of access to health care services (sic) is not subject to the qualifications of progressive 

realisation and resource constraints."363 It is submitted, with respect, that whilst this may 

have been true on the wording and structure of section 27(2) alone, it is not correct in light 

of the judgment in SoobramoneY64. 

In view of the judgment in Soobramoney, if a court concludes that the right is of horizontal 

application, it is likely to proceed to questions of reasonableness in deciding whether or not 

there was an infringement of the right by a private sector health care provider. Did the 

health care professional in turning the patient away do so because he could not pay? What 

kind of medical treatment would have been reasonab~y necessary under the circumstances? 

Could the patient have been stabilised at relatively low cost to the private provider before 

being transferred to a public health facility? Was the private provider already so busy that it 

could not cope with another patient? If the right is of horizontal application, it is submitted 

363 
364 

Davil fJI al fn 124 6Upra at p 3S8 

Soobramoney m· 23 supra at para 20, 774 ChaskalIOll P ales that: "A pc:nan who den a .udden catastrophe which call. for 
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obliged to build additional irIlCDIive care unill, procure: additional dialysis machinca, ventilators, bc:art-lung machines and other 
l.ifi:-savina equipment to enable: it to cater for all the patienbJ requiring emergency medical treatment? It could .urely not have 
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Alilm P • Adjudicating Constitutional PrioritiCi in a Transnational Context: A Commc:nt on SoobramOl'l8y'.r Le:gacy and 
Grootboom '.r Promise' (2000) 16 SA./HR 206, atp 236. 
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that refusal to treat a patient on the grounds of his or her ability to pay is likely to constitute 

a violation of the patient's constitutional rights. Given the fact that private providers are 

unlikely to want to pay for emergency medical treatment for the indigent out of their own 

pockets and profits, they are likely to try and recoup these costs in a number of ways, the 

most obvious being from private patients who can afford to pay for private facilities. They 

may also attempt to conclude agreements with the state in terms of which they are 

remunerated a basic fee for the treatment of such cases. Either way, the horizontal 

application of the right not to be refused emergency medical treatment probably has 

significant cost implications for the state and private consumers of health care services 

alike. The 'impact on the private health sector of the horizontal application of the right not 

to be refused emergency medical treatment depends largely upon the scope of the right H' 

the court in Soobramoney had found that urgent treatment for chronic illnesses falls within 

the scope of emergency medical treatment it could potentially have put the private health 

sector out of business even with its ability to charge patients for its services. Billing is 

something quite unrelated to a patient's ability to pay. If the meaning of the phrase 

emergency medical treatment is too wide, it will impose an onerous burden on private 

providers of health care services such'that they may not be able to remain in business. 

2.8.2.2 Soobramoney 

In the case of Soobramoner the constitutional court had reason to consider the nature of 

emergency medic'al treatment as opposed to health care services as contemplated in section 

27(1) of the Constitution. The facts of Soobramoney have already been canvassed 

previously in this chapter. For present purposes it must be noted that the applicant argued 

that the renal dialysis treatment he required fell into the category of emergency medical 

treatment as envisaged in section 27(3) of the Constitution as opposed to health care 

services generally and that the respondent could therefore not refuse to give it to him. 

Chaskalson P stated that: 
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"The words 'emergency medical treatment' may possibly be open to a broad construction which 
would include ongoing treatment of chronic illnesses for the purpose of prolonging life. But this is 
not their ordinary meaning, and if this had been the purpose which s 27(3) was intended to serve, 
one would have expected that to have been expressed in positive and specific terms" 

pointing OUf66 that: 

"The purposive approach will often be one which calls for a generous interpretation to be given to a 
right to ensure that individuals secure the full protection of the bill of rights, but this is not always 
the case, and the context may indicate that in order to give effect to the purpose of a particular 
provision' a narrower or specific meaning' should be given to it" 

The constitutional court, after considering foreign law with regard to the right to life in 

general and to emergency medical treatment in particular, made the important 

observation3C57 that: 

"In our Constitution the right to medical treatment does not have to be inferred from the nature of 
the State established by the Constitution or from the right to life which it guarantees. It is dealt with 
directly in s 27. If s 27(3) were to be construed in accordance with the appellant's contention it 
would make it substantially more difficult for the state to fulfil its primary obligations under ss 
27(1) and (2) to provide health care services to 'everyone' within its available resources. It would 
also have the consequence of prioritising the treatment of terminal illnesses over other forms of 
medical care and would reduce the resources available to the State for purposes such as preventative 
health care and medical treatment for persons suffering from illnesses or bodily infinnities which 
are not life threatening. In my view, much clearer language than that used in s 27(3) would be 
required to justify such a conclusion." 

It was the view of the constitutional court that section 27(3) requires that remedial 

treatment that is necessary and available be given immediately to avert that harm36B and that 

the purpose of the right seems to be to ensure that treatment be given in an emergency, and 

is not frustrated by reason of bureaucratic requirements or other formalities. The court 

found that the applicant's situation did not fall within the scope of section 27(3) and that it 

therefore had to be considered in the light of the resources available to the state in terms of 

section 27(1). 

366 
367 

368 

Soobramoney en 23 8Up1Yl at 772 -773 

SoobramOMyen 23 8Up1Yl at 773-774 

Soobramoney en 23 8Up1Yl P 774 
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The constitutional court, it is respectfully submitted, correctly refused in Soobramoney to 

blur the lines between ordinary health care services and emergency medical treatment 

Sachs ps observed that: 

"The special attention given by s 27(3) to non-refusal of emergency ru.edical treatment relates to the 
particular sense of shock to our notions of human solidarity occasioned by the turning away from 
hospital of people battered and bleeding or of those who fall victim to sudden and unexpected 
collapse. It provides reassurance to all members of society that accident and emergency departments 
will be available to deal with the unforeseeable catastrophes which could befall any person, 
anywhere and at any time. The values protected by s 27(3) would, accordingly, be undennined 
rather than reinforced by any unwarranted conflation of emergency and non-emergency treatment 
such as that argued for by the appellant." 

The court was of the view that an emergency involves some sudden or unexpected 

catastrophe which calls for immediate medical attention370
• 

Even though the treatment required by the applicant in Soobramoney, was necessary for his 

survival this did not necessarily mean that it constituted emergency medical treatment. The 

Durban High Court took the view that: 

"In any event, the applicant, in my view on the facts, cannot rely on the provisions of s 27(3). He 
has been suffering from the diseases mentioned for some years. He has not contracted a sudden 
illness or sustained unexpected trauma. It is true that if he does not receive the treatment he will die. 
Unfortunately, that is the position with all persons who suffer from long term disease. So, for 
instance, a person who has cancer may suffer from the disease for a number of years, but will 
eventually reach the stage where within days he will die. It is then an emergency situation for him 
but it is not the emergency that, in my view, the Legislature had in mind in s 27(3).,,371 

There were really two issues in SoobramoneY12. The first related to the question of what 

constitutes emergency medical treatment as contemplated in section 27(3) of the 

Constitution. The second related to whether the state can be compelled to provide health 

care services, as contemplated in section 27(1) of the Constitution, to the terminally ill, 

regardless of the availability of resources or perhaps on the basis that the available 

resources should first be used to treat the terminally ill first and thereafter, any resources 

that are left can be used to render health services to everyone else. 

369 

370 

371 

312 

Soobramoney fn 23 supra at p 781-782 

Soobramoney fn 23 supra Chaskalaon P at para 20 P 774 

Soobramontty fn 82 supra at p 439-440 

Soobramoney fit 23 supra 
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It is submitted that unlike many of its critics373
, the Constitutional court in a sound and 

highly rational judgment was able to take a clear sighted and unemotional approach to the 

harsh realities of the real world in which all resources are limited and come to a conclusion 

that difficult decisions regarding the allocation of resources are not always best made by the 

COUrts.
374 It is submitted that if emergency medical treatment had been too widely construed 

by the constitutional court in this critically important judgment, not only would the 

obligations of the state have been skewed in favour of the treatment of terminal illness as 

suggested by Chaskalson P but the practical significant of the rights to both emergency 

medical treatment and health care services, as well as the distinction drawn in the 

Constitution between them, would have been undermined to the point where South Africa 

could have found itself in the same position as Venezuela - with court orders that impose 

upon the state impossible obligations and the content of the right to health care services has 

no meaning for those who need it most.37
!! In the words of Sachs J in Soobramoney,375 "The 

values protected by s 27(3) would, accordingly, be undermined rather than reinforced by 

any unwarranted conflation of emergency and non-emergency treatment such as that argued 

for by the appellant." 

373 

374 

375 

375 

Sec for instance the oommc:nta of'Burchill R in 'Soobramoney y Miniltcr ofHcalth (Kwa-Zulu-Natal)' at 
htlp:llwww/nottiJl!duun.ac.uk/lawlhrlc/bmcwslmarch98!SOOBRA.~.HTM who .latcI that tho COI1Itituticnal court judgCl in 
Soobramoncy "have failed to provide any inlight u to the oircumatanoc:l whioh will allow for a right to health care to be 'mOlt 
fairly and c1fcotivcly enjoyed'" and then procccdI to the Ulual debate en government .pending en defence YCnUI health 01ll'Cl and 
.tatins that ''Have dcoi.i011l been made ratienally and in good faith in determining the allocation of rctIOUI'CCI ncoc:uary to have a 
healthy .ooicty? It would be intcrcating to ICC what ChukallOD P bad in mind oonocming a holiatio approach to government 
.pcndins" It would appear that BW"Cbill £cell that the South African OODIlituticnal courtil18 ill omniaoient role Ihould have 
undertaken a review of the entire budget of the South African government in deciding Soobramoney'. O&IC and that pcrhapa it 
ahould have directed that IOmO of the CKpCIlditure devoted to defence mattcn Ibould hllYC been redirected by the court to lAve 
Mr Soobrameney. Dc Waal, Currie and ErumUl, fn 2 I"pra at pl39 refer to the o011llitutional court'. "'molt oontrcM:rIial UIIc: of 
oontc:Ktual interpretation to date in Soobramoney vMinlltero!Health (Kwazulu-Natol)". 

AA ChaIkalIcn P (m 23 lupra) obacrved at pT16 onwarda "Although the problem of IOIU'CC r'CIOW'OCII iJ particularly acute in 
South Africa thiI iJ DDt • peculiarly South Afrioan problem. It iI a problem whioh hOlpital admini.traton and doctorl have bad to 
confront in ether par1B of' the world, and in which they have bad to take .imilar dcoiJiona. In biJ judgment in thiJ 08ICl Combrinok 
J rcfcn to dcoili011l of tho Englilh Court. in which it baa been held to be undcairablc for a oaut to make an order _ to how 
IC&rDC medioal r'CIOUI"OCII Ihould be applied, and to the danp of making any order that the r'CIOUI"OCII be UICd for • partioular 
patient, which misht have the cffcot of denying thcac I'CIIOuroCl to other patientJ to whom they might mCll'C advantagcoUlly be 
dcvotcd. The dilemma confronting health authoritiCi faced with .ueIl CUCI w. dcaoribcd by Sir Thomu Bingham MR in a 
pauagc oited by Combrinck J from the judgment in R v Cambridge HflalthAuthorlty, fIX parte B: 
'I have no doubt that in a pc:rfcot world any trcabnent whioh 8 patient, or • patient'. family, lOusht would be provided if dooton 
wc:re willing to give it, no matter how much it COlt, particularly when • life wu potentially at Ilake:. It would howcw:r, in my 
view, be Ihuttina onc'. cyca to the real world if the Court were to proceed on the baail that we do live in IUCh • world. It ia 
CClIDJDen knowledge that health IUthoritiCi of all kinda arc comtanlIy prcucd to make cnda meet. They cannot pay their DunCI • 

much _ they would like; they cannot provide aU the trcatmcn1l they would like; they CIUII1at puroru.c all the cxtramely 
c:xpc:ruivc medical equipment they would like; they oannat oarry out all tho rcaearob they would like; they OSMOl build all the 
hOlpitala and apccialiBt unill they would like. Difficult and agoniJing judgmcnll have to be made u to how a limited budget iJ 
beat all00atcd to the maximmn advantage of the maximum number of patienll. That i. not a judgment which the court oan 
make:. In (foolnotcl omitted) 

Sec: the dilCUlllion of the oue of Cruz Bermudez. fit al "Minuterio til SanidarJ y AsiltBncia Social in chapter 1 ofthia thClia. 

Soobram01/fly fn 23 supra para 51 at p 782 
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2.8.2.3 EMT ALA 

Whilst it is not the intention within this thesis to conduct a comparative study of the law 

relating to emergency medical treatment of South African and foreign jurisdictions, it is 

worth reflecting on some of the issues concerning the concept of 'emergency' in relation to 

health care services that have arisen in the United States if only to anticipate some of the 

complications which may accompany questions concerning emergency medical treatment 

in South Africa. The Constitution moreover permits South African courts to consider 

foreign law in terms of section 39 (l)(c) when interpreting the Bill of Rights. The debate 

about what constitutes emergency medical treatment or an emergency medical condition is 

fraught with complexity if the American experience is anything to go by. Firstly there is the 

question of what is an emergency and who decides that it is and. the nature of the treatment 

to be provided377
• A further question is whether the provision of section 27(3) is in a sense 

not self-defeating because if left untreated for too long, many health conditions do become 

medical emergencies requiring emergency medical treatment? If the available resources 

limitation applies only to health care services and not to emergency medical treatment then 

377 Combrinok J in Soobramoney (fit 82 supra) gave at least a partial answer to thi. qUCItion when he noted at p 437 onwarda that: 
"Insofar 81 the p-cac:nt c.c ia conoc:med bowcvcr. I am. of the: view that it ia not the: function of the Court to decide: who lball and 
who ahaIl not rc:cc:ive the: required medioal treatment It ia for the medical praotitionc:n to make: thc:ac dc:oiuOlll. They arc 
qualified, whc:rc:al I am not, to decide on olinioal ground. which patient will benefit the: mOlt 1i'cm the: tn:atmc:nl The: Court will 
ODIy intc:rfc:rc: if the: docton inwlvc:d have: c:x:c:rciac:d their judgment IW'C8IOI18bly. arbitrarily or have: diaoriminated againat a 
patient. In thia regard I am in oomplc:tc aooord with the: rc:marka of Baloombe: LJ in the: 01lllC of R, J (a minor) (wardahip: mc:dioal 
trcabnent) a judgment of the: Court of Appc:a1 reported in [1992] 4 All ER 614 at 62Sg: 
'I would allO Itrc:II the: absolute: undc:airability of the: oourt making an crdc:r whioh may hIM: the: c:ffc:ot of oompc:l1ing a dootcr cr 
health authority to make: available: SCBrOC rc:IIOUr'CC:S (both human and material) to a particular ohild, without knowing whcthc:r ClI' 

nol there: arc: other patienta to whom thoac: relOUI'Cc:a might more: advantagc:ous1y be: devoted. Lord Donaldson MR hal IICt out in. 
his I'CIIIODI the: oanditicn of J and hil very limited future: prospccta. The: e:ffe:ct of the: order of Waite: J. had it not bec:n 
immediately stayed by thil oourt might have been to require: the: hc:alth authority to put J on a vc:ntilator in an intc:nlivc: oare unit, 
and thc:n:by pouibly to deny the: benefit of thoac: limited rc:sounx:a to a ohild who il much more likely than J to benefit fi"om 
them.. I find further .upport in the: obiter remarkJ of Hoflinann LJ in Ai1'8dale MIS TT'II8' " BlDnd a judgment of the Court of 
Appeal rc:portcd in [1993] 1 All ER 821 at 8S7b-ci: 'I laid that thc:rc: wc:rc: two distinotiOOl bc:tw=n the: prohibition on violatinS 
the: penon and the: duty to provide: care: and assiltance:. So far I haw mentioned cnIy one:. The: ICOOIld ia that while: the: prohibition 
on violation ia abaolute:. the: duty to provide oarc: il rc:striotc:d to what one oan rc:BIOI1IIbly provide:. No-one: ia under a moral duty 
to do more: than he: can or to wist one: patient at the: OOIIt of neglccting another. The: R:IOW'OCI of the national health sc:rvioc: arc: 
not limitlc:u and choiOCl have: to be: made:. Thia qualification on the: moral duty to provide: oarc: did not enlc:r into the: argument in 
this 08IIC at all. The Ai1'8dale NIlS TT'II8' invited UI to decide: the OIIC on the 8IIumptiOO that ill fCIOUI'OCI wc:rc: unlimited and we: 
have: to do 10. But cnc: ia bound to obsc:rvc that the: OOlt of kc:c:ping a patic:nt like: Anthony Bland alive il very oonsidc:rable: and 
that in anotlu:c 08IC the: hc:alth authoritic:a might ooncludc: that ita I'CIOUI'CCI wc:rc: bc:ttc:c devoted to otlu:c patic:nta. We: do not have 
to oonsidc:r mch a 01llC. but in prinoiple: the allocation of rc:aouroc:. bc:twc:en patienll il a matter for the: he:alth authority and not 
for tm: oourtl.· 
In that oue: the: patient w. a viotim of the: Hilliborough football ground dillltc:c. He: Illffere:d a ac:vm: orusbc:d oheat injury which 
rc:aulted in brain damage and le:ft him in a pcnilltent vegetative ltalc:. The iuuc: W8I wbc:thc:r mc:dioai tn:abnent oould be: 
withdrawn and the: patient allowed to die:." It il .ubmittc:d that what the: court W8I in c:ffi:ct IIIying W81 that c:vc:n in emc:rgcnoy 
medioal oiro1lD1ltanoc:l, the: cic:oilion of medically trained ltaff to prioritile: cc:rtaUi 'paticnta CM:I' othc:n oannot be: faulted ~ 
whc:rc they arc: acting unrc:aaonably. It ia IUbmitte:d that a dc:oilion that a partiou1.ar patient docs Dot in faot require: emergency 
medical treatment at all bc:causc: the: oondition from whioh he: or me: ia luffi:ring iI not an cmc:rgc:noy ia a .imilar cnc:. It oan only 
be: faulted where: the medioal pcnonnc:l in quc:ation acted unn:BIOIl8bly or arbitrarily or in a discriminatory fBlhion. 
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this is a way in which the available resources limitation can be circumvented?J78 Another 

question is what is the bare minimum that should be done in the emergency? What is the 

nature of the emergency services that are required and is it the same irrespective of the 

nature of the facility involved in the situation? 

The federal Emergency ·Medical Treatment and Active Labour Act, otherwise known as 

EMT ALA, uses the term "emergency medical condition" and defines it as follows 319
: 

"Emergency medical condition" means -

A a medical condition manifesting itself by acute symptoms of sufficient severity 

(including severe pain, psychiatric disturbances, andlor symptoms of substance abuse) 

such that the absence of immediate medical attention could reasonably be expected to 

result in: 

(i) Placing the health of the individual (or with respect to a pregnant woman, the 

health of a woman or her unborn child3
S» in serious jeopardy; 

(ii) Serious impairment to bodily functions; 

(iii) Serious dysfunction of any bodily organ of part; 

B. with respect to a pregnant woman who is having contractions: 

378 

379 

381 

(i) that there is inadequate time to effect a safe tranSfer to another hospital before 

delivery; or 

(ii) that the transfer may pose a threat to the health or safety of the woman or the 

unborn child"381 

The court pointed out in Soobramaney (m 82 mpra), howeva' that "In the Constitution itlclf the Legislature rcoogniaca that the 
right. which it aft'orda the oitizen arc not absolute: and arc limited by the funds availabla" and that ·'It oould IUl'Cly Id haw: been 
thc intention of the Lasilla1urc that the right to 800CII to health care was IlIbjeot to the CODItrainIll of the State" I'CIOUI'QCI aDd 
that a paticmt could be rcfuIcd treatment but when hi. or her condition reaohed a critical 1tase and c:mc:rgmcy treatment waa 
required, the Slate then had to provide it irrcspeotive of the COlt." 11 iI fbrthcr .ubmittcd that moe the condition of • patiCDl il 
stabililcd and thc:rc iI no longer an immediate threat to life or of moUl impairmc:ot of bodily CX'gBDI or funotiOlll, the mcdioal 
trcabnent required oan no lanlF be regarded AI cmcrgcngy medical treatment and that the penon. who tu. received tho 
emergency treatment that was immediately ncceslary to save hiI life or health revc:rtI to ICGtion 27(1) IItatua in tc:rmI of biB ClI' her 
c:nt.itlcmcnl to health can: ICl'ViCCI. 

. The definition ICCDlI to have ohanged relatively rcocntly to include pychiatrio di.turbanOCI 8l1dIcr Iymptouu of IUbatancc 

abule.. Some lOurocI still oite a prcviOUl wording which does not include: these upcotl - only p:verc pain. 
In South Afiican conatitutional law the: unborn ohild i. not rccognilcd 81 a penon an.d therefore holds no CONtitutional righlll 
(ICC dilcuaion ofwhat iI a ohild ellcwhc:re in thil chapter). 

Examination and treatment for emergency medioal oonditiOl\l and women in labor 42 USC 13~dd (1986) 
http://www.mcdlaw oom/ltatutc.htm; and http://www.cmedicinc.ocmIc:mcrgltopic860.htm 
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EMT ALA was enacted in 1986 as part of the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation 

Act of 1985 primarily in response to concern that some emergency departments across the 

country refuse to treat indigent uninsured patients or inappropriately transferred them to 

other hospitals, a practice known as 'patient dumping'.382 The mischief it sought to address 

is thus similar in nature to the mischief that section 27(3) of the Constitution seeks to 

address. EMT ALA requires hospitals that participate in Medicare to provide a medical 

screening examination to any person who comes to the emergency department, regardless 

of the individual's ability to pay. Unlike the right in section 27(3) it apparently applies only 

to hospitals but there is a similarity in that it is likely that in terms of the Constitution, 

emergency medical treatment will have to be rendered regardless of the ability to pay. In 

terms of EMT ALA if the medical screening reveals that the patient has an emergency 

medical condition as defined, then the hospital must provide treatment to stabilize the 

condition or provide for an appropriate transfer to another facility. If the hospital is unable 

to stabilize the condition, it must provide for transfer to another medical facility. The 

delaying of the medical screening examination and the stabilization of the patient in order 

to enquire into his or her ability to pay is prohibited. EMT ALA.obliges a hospital to accept 

a patient from a transferring hospital if it can provide the specialized care the patient needs 

and to report any inappropriate transfers. The regional offices of the Department of Health 

and Human Services' (llliS) Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) are 

responsible for investigating complaints of alleged EMT ALA violations and forwarding 

confirmed violations to HHS' Office of Inspector General (OIG) for possible imposition of 

civil monetary fines 383. The GAO commented in its report that the overall impact of 

EMT ALA is difficult to measure because there are no data on the incidence of patient 

dumping before its enactment and the only measure of current incidence - the number of 

confirmed violations - is imprecise. Hospital and physician representatives told the GAO 

that more people were coming to emergency departments with non-urgent conditions as a 

result of EMT ALA. The provider representatives said that patients who face financial or 

other barriers to care used emergency departments as their primaIy health provider because 

382 

383 
United Stalcll Gc:ncral Accounting Offioc Report to Congrcuional Committea "Emergency Care: EMf ALA Implcmc:ntalim 
and Enforcement Iamc:a" June 2001 available at http·/!www.cm.talaoom 
United Stalca Gc:nc:cal Accounting Office Report m 382 aupf'Q 
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they know they will receive care there. EMT ALA requires that a medical screening 

examination must be conducted on every patient who requests examination or treatment for 

a medical condition. This illustrates one of the problems of mandatory emergency medical 

treatment. One first has to establish that it is an emergency medical condition and the only 

way of doing this is usually to examine the patient If the majority of seriously ill patients 

present to the emergency room of a hospital and the law requires that they must all be 

examined before they can be reclassified as noon-emergencies, this has the potential to 

severely interfere with the delivery of emergency medical treatment to those patients that 

are in a genuine emergency situation. Even if the patient presents with medical records it is 

not safe to assume that his condition is as reflected in the records since some time may have 

elapsed between the compilation of the record and the examination to establish whether it is 

an emergency situation or not Some emergencies are fairly obvious but there are others 

that are not. What is the position where a hospital turns a patient away without even seeing 

him or her for example it refuses to take transfer of the patient from another health 

facility?384 Yet another question is the extent to which secondary risks associated with 

emergency medical conditions are included in the tenn emergency medical treatment. 38S 

384 In St Anthony Hospital" United Statu Department of Health and HumQl'l Senicu the:: us Cowt of Appc::a1s (tenth oirouit) bad to 
oOlllider IUOh a llituation. The:: judgmcml w.- handc::d down on 28 August 2002. St Anthony'l Hospital had ba:n fined for 
violation of EMT ALA provisions Bgam.t 'rc::vcnc-dumping' i.e::. rcfuuJ. to aocc::pt an appropiata tranIfcr of a patient or to treat a 
patient who doc::I not have:: medical m.nnncc::. The fine:: WBI imposc::d by the: Department of Health and Human Sc::rvi0CI and the:: 
Dcpartmc::ntal Appc::all Board uphe::ld the:: violation finding whc:reupon St Anlhony'l applie::d for rc::vic::w of the: dc::oilion to the 
Cowt of Appc::aIa. The moll wc::rc:: that a 6' year old male:: patient wu mvolval in a motor vehiola lIOOidc::nt on a highway outlidc:: 
of Oklahoma City in April 1995. He:: W8I taken that aftc::moon to the cmc::rgenoy room at Shawnac:: Regional HOIpital, a lDlall 

hOlpital about 3' milCi outlidc of Oklahoma City that IlKlkc::d the:: ability to perform many oomph:!c: medioal prooc:durcL AlmOlll 
two houn later, "the:: paticml wu diagnOllCd with a nc:urologioal injury and hiI trBnlfcr W8I arranged to Univenity HOIpital in 
Oklahoma City. AI he: wu boarded onto an ambulance:: anothc:r doctor arrival at the:: cmc:rgc::ncy room and wu briefly informe::d 
of the:: paticml'l injury and that W8I being transfcm:d to Univcnity HOIIpitai bcoaUBe hi. back w.- broken. En route to tha othc:r 
hOlpital the: paticml'. oondition dctc:rioratc::d and the:: ambulanoc w.- forced to return to ShawnCCl. In hindlight it W8I diIcovcrc::d 
that the:: patient had ammlly IUff'ercd from a life:: threatc::ning traumatio injury to hi! abdominal aorta which abut oft" the:: flow of 
blood to hi. lower c::xtrc:mitiCi. The doctor on duty examined the: paticml and immc::diatc::ly bc::oame: oonocmc:d about hi. ooodition 
81 he: W81 CIt1rc:me::ly oyanotio from. hi. mnbiliCUI throughout hiI lower cxlrc:mitiCi and had no ICIlIIBtion 1rom. hiI mnbilioUl 
down. He:: had no pulJc: in hiI femoral artcriCi or feel The: doctor knew that the injury W8I life:: thrc:atcning and that the patient 
nc::c::dcd lurgcry. He:: aIIo knew that Shawnee w.- not equipped to dc:aI with that typa of injury and 10 dc::tcrminc::d that he: had to be 
tranlfc::m:d by airlifting him to UniVCl1lity HOIpitai. He:: lpoke to Univc:nity HoIpitai over the telephone: and W8I informed that it 
did not have the capacity to aoomnmodatc:: the patient bccaUBe it alrc::ady had two cmcrgcnoy .urgc:riCi to perform. A ICBI"Oh for 
another hOlpitai WBI oonduotcd and the: acaroh inoludc::d a oaIl to St Anthony, a largc modem hospital in Oklahoma City with 
Itat.o of the: art .urgioal faoilitiCl. A thoraoio and YBlouiar I1D"8C01l working at St Anthony'. refused to take:: the patient who w. 
c:vcntuaIly transfcm:d to Prc::Ibytcrian HOIpitai in Oklahoma City. In an invatiption, St Anthony w.- found to poIICIII the:: 
lpCOiaIize::d faoilitiCl, 81 wc::Il .- the:: capacity, to trc::at the: patient and that nona of ill operating I'OOIl1I where:: in UBe that evening. St 
Anthony'. w.- tined $25 000. The Appeal Board afl"mnc::d the finding and increuc::d the penalty to $35 000. The court obac:nred 
that giw:n that the:: patient .uffc:rc::d from an UIlItabilized c::mc::rgc:ncy mc::dioal condition and that Shawnac:: lackc::d the ability to 
paform tha complex mc:dioal procedure nac::dc::d, EMf ALA impoICd on Shswnc::c an obliption to c1fcot 811 appropriate patient 
1ranIfcr to another mc::dioal fiIoility. The court abo IBid that it bad OOIlIidercd the: degrc::c of oulpability and found it to be 
mbatantial. St Anthony HOIIpitai w.- aware of the oritical oandition of the patient and the nc:cd for lUI tnIIlIfc::r. Tha hOlpital'. on
oaIl phyaioian n:fuac::d to oame in to perform IIlrscrY on the: multiple:: trauma patient dc::Ipitr: the:: fact that tha hOllpitai had both the:: 
capacity and the:: capability to trc::at him and that the: hOllpitai inappropriatc::ly pc:rmittc::d the: on-oall ph)'llioian to make:: the final 
decillion for the hoIpitai .- to whc::ther or not the: hospital would aooept the: patic::nL The:: Court denied St Anthony hoapilal'l 
rc::qUCIt to have:: the: apoy'. dctc::rmination modified or let .-ide. (available:: at http://ww\o\'.k!cow1s.org.calO casCll'2002/08/00-
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In terms of EMT ALA a pregnant woman who is having contractions is considered to be in 

an "emergency medical condition" if there is not enough time to safely transfer the woman 

38S 

9S29.hbn) In the South African contClCt, the liability of a private hospital for refusal of cmc:rgency medical treatment in the 
circUDlllances of the pn:aent cUe would be limited due to the fact that the aurgcon in question il unlikely to be an employee of 
the hospital. In the private acctor, medioal Ipcoialista that usc private hospital facilities arc ICldam if m:r, employed by the 
hoapital ThiI oould haw the l'CIult that a private hospital il unable to oompcl any doctcr to perform the lurgc:ry including the 
doctor who initially refused to do il The question is whether there: would be a duty on the private hOlpital to attempt to fmd a 
doctor who is JX'CPU'Cd to do the .urgcry or whether it should try to arrange for trlll1lfcr of the patient to a public hoapital which 
doe. employ doctorl and can rc:ndc:r the required acrvicea. The private hospital oould not be held liable ftr the resident mrgcon'B 
rc:fuaaI to operate: on the srounda of vicarioua liability becaUIC it ia not hia employer. It gould not be held liable for failure to 

perform the Burger}' uains other pcraonnel bcoBUIC the personnel that private hospitala tc:nd to employ in South AfiiOl arc DurICII 

and adminiatratiw Itaff who arc certainly not qualified to perform vaacular lurgery. In the pOOlia ICOtor the BituatiDII would be 
cmsiderably different bccBUIC it doca anploy doctorI and it can iuuc inIItruotiona to a doctor to perform an operation in 
appropriate oircumstancca if nced be or locate another doctor who can do the lurgery. AI an employer it can be held vioarioUily 
liable for ita anployee'l rc:fusaJ. to provide emergenay medical treatment. The question ia wbcthcr the obligation to provide 
emcrgcncy medioal treatment extends to a juriltio penon, in view of the fact that in tcrmI of the dcciaion in Ad Otlrpon (fn 315 
supra) juriatia pCROlll do not generally ~oy protcotion of the OOI1Ititutionai right to purlUC a trade, occupation tr profCllilXL 
There ICcmI to be lOme kind of inoonsruity in 8 lituation where they do not enjoy luch a right but arc at the lBIIle time 
conatituticnally obliged to pcrl"mm the exact lame IcrvicCi that would be protcctcd by the right to follow a trade, occupabCII C'I 

profCllion. A oomplicating factor ia that in the private lCOitr, the pcnona who can provide the BpCCialiacd amgiOlI or other 
medical treabnent arc not the juriatic pcnona owning the: hospitall but rather the health profcuionall who UIC the ~i\itic:a. 

Indeed lOme private hoapitala do not even nul their own trauma unita (emergency rooma) but let out the tralma faoility within 
the hospital to medical docton who apccialiae in cmerscncy medicine. 
In Rtlynold.! and Anothllr v MaiT!BGtlntJral Htlalth the United StatCi Court of Appeala (Firat Circuit) had to intcrp'et the IOOpC of 
OOVCI'age under EMT ALA for Iccondary rillb BIIIOciated with emcrgcnay mediOll oonditiOlll. In that cue. the dcoeaacd, William 
o Rcynolda WBI driving 8 car that collided head-on with another vehicle. AI a rc:ault of the aooidcnt Reynolds auffcrcd VariOUl 

injurica including aevcral fracturca of bonea in his lower right leg and left fool He WBI taken immediately by ambulance from 
the aocidence ICCDC to the c:mergenay room in Kennbcc Valley Medioal Center' (now known .. the MaincGencral Medical 
Center). After an emergency room nunc had triaged Reynolds he WBI examined by a doctor who took an oral mediOlI history 
and ordered a acrica of laboratory lcIta, X-rays and an abdominal CT 1Can. After conaidc:ration thil information the doctor 
determined that Reynolds IUffcrcd from multiple trauma to hil lower right leg, including a probable open fracture of the right 
tibia and fibula and pouible fi"aotun: of the left foot .. well a. a pouible intra-abdominal injury. He rcqucstcd cmsuitatiDnl frcxn 
8 aurgc:on and an orthopaedic lurgcon, the latter taking another oral medical hiltory. Reynolds WBI lranlfc:rrcd to the opcralins 
room where the trthopacdic IUJ'8CCXl pczfonned a cloacd reduction and inlramedullary roddins of the right tibia fracture and a 
clOlCd reduction and pcroutancoua pinnins of the left 1CCOl\d, third and fourth metataraal neck and head fractures. Following 
surgery Rcynolda wu admitted to the hospital floor where the hOlpital ltaft' monitored hil conditioo and be began rcociving 
phyaioal therapy. He WBI IUbscqucntly returned to the operating room for closure' of hi. right lower lea wound and the next day 
he WBI diJchargcd from. hOlpital. Five days later he died of a lIlBIIiw pulmonary cmbo1iam. that emanated from the deep winOlll 
thrombosia (DVT) at the fracture lite of hia right leg. A witnCII IBid that me had overheard Reynolds infmmins an employee of 
the hospital that hil family had a blood olotting problem on hia father'l and brother'. lide of the family whenever they had a 
trauma. Scvc:ral family mcmbcra alao IBid that they had told a MaincGcnc:ral employee in the hospital room after Rcynoldl 
undc:rwcnt lurgery that he had a family hi.tory of hypc:rcoagulability. His widow filed a oomplaint that Mainc:Gcncral had failed 
to Icn::en Reynolds appropriately for DVT and that they had failed to Ilabiliac him for DVT before relCBllins him. The court had 
to dctc:rmine the prccilC IOOpc of the hoapital'l duty to Iorcc:n for riaka or related oonditiOl1l BIIOCiatcd with or a88rBvatcd by an 
emcrgc:m:y medical condition. The appcllanta aTgucd inter alia that the DVT W8I 8 'Iymptom' .. contemplated in the dcfinitioo 
of 'ancrgc:nay medical condition' in EMT ALA but the oourt did not aoocpl thia argument lBying that it WBI not aupportcd by 
ltatutory lc:!ct or calC law. It noted that in another caac, COT'1'8a v HfMpital San Francisco 69 F. 3d 1l84, 1192 (ht Cir.l995), 
aymploml of DBUICB and dizzincaa which arc not normally 8IIociatcd with an emergency medical oonditioo might well herald an 
emergency medioal condition in the C8IC of a hypcrtcnaivc: diabetio. In auch a caac the symptoms WCl"C coupled with a hiltory of 
hypc:rtc:naion and diabctca. The court diltinguilhed Correa'. OBIe aaying that at the time of the c:x.amination Correa W. 
experiencing the symptom. of a pathological condition thai were communicated to the ltaff of the ancrscncy room whcrcu in 
Reynold'. OBIe he w. not experiencing any lymptODll of DVT that he cxprcaaed to anyOl1e at MaincGencrai. The oourt ICCIIIII to 
be relying on the usc of the wording 'manifelting' in the definition of medical emergency condition in EMT ALA and uying that 
Rcynolda WBI not manifesting the aymptOlD. of DVT when he wu being examined. The appellants aIao argued that the duty to 
acrccn did not atop after an initial IOrccning but 'mould be tolled, in effect, until after the: traumatio injuries had bcc:n treated and 
clotting waa mtrC likely to haw begun.' The court noted that EMT ALA il 8 limited anti-cilmpins Ilalutc and not a federal 
malpractice ltalute and that the avowed purpose of EMT ALA W8I not to guarantee that all patients arc properly diagnosed, or 
cwo to CDI1D"C that they rcociw adequate oarc but instead to provide an • adequate fint respODlC to a medioal crilis ftr all patic:ntl 
and to acnd a clear lignal to the hospital community that all Americana, rcgardlCII of wealth or ltatUl, should know that a 
hospital will provide what acrvicea it oan when they arc truly in physioal diatrcu. It· is intcrcating to note that one of the key 
faolon behind EMf ALA is equality, a very prominent value in the South African ConIItilution and IICOtion 27(3) is aimed at 
lupporting the principle of equality with regard to emergency medical treatmenl Liebcnbcrg in Davis tit al fn 124 8Upra obIcrYCI 
at p 358 that "AI health oarc lCIViOCI arc not yet univcnally available and arc IUbjcot to progreuiw reali.ation under I 27(2), the 
protcotion of thia right C)dc:nda only to IituatiOl1l in which a patient il refiucd emergency medical trcatmc:nl owing to a lack of 
money, race tr other CKOIUlionary practiOCl." Available at http://www.low.emory.edu/1cirouit/jul2000l99-21S3.01a.html 
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prior to delivery or a transfer would pose a threat to the woman or her unborn child386
• It is 

not clear at this point whether the same approach will be adopted with regard to the 

constitutional right to emergency medical treatment especially in view of the fact that in 

South Africa it is highly likely that hundreds of women still give birth outside of medical 

facilities in their cultural homes assisted by traditional birth attendants. It is likely that the 

circumstances of each case of a woman in labour will determine whether or not the 

situation does necessitate emergency medical treatment. It is submitted that even a woman 

living in an urban area attended to by a general practitioner or a gynaecologist and who 

always intended to have her baby in an urban hospital may not necessarily be considered to 

be a medical emergency simply because she goes into labour in a shopping mall and there 

are no anticipated or actual complications with the birth process. She might be in need of 

some assistance at the birth and a relatively quiet and private place to do so but the question 

of whether a normal birth is a condition which requires 'emerg,ency medical treatment' as 

contemplated in the Constitution is a matter for debate. By the same token it seems illogical 

to treat a woman in labour in a rural village who is being attended to by a traditional birth 

attendant (midwife) as an ~mergency when it was planned that she would have the baby in 

this way and there are no complications. Onset of labour can be a sudden and unexpected 

event (although the extent to which it is unexpected is debatable) and some women do give 

birth after only short periods of labour but that it constitutes a medical emergency'in every 

case is unlikely. Health care services of some kind may certainly be necessary but not 

necessarily emergency medical treatment. However, if a woman presents at a hospital and 

she is in labour and her medical records and attending doctor are not available, it may be 

wise to examine her in order to establish whether or not she is an emergency case because 

there can be complications which may well necessitate emergency medical treatment such 

as a Caesarean section. Giving birth is not always a life-threatening situation but it can be. 

The key question is whether the situation is in fact an emergency or simply requires health 

services that are available and necessary for the process to run smoothly and to watch for 

potential complications. 

386 
Medical Staf[LtJodBr Handbook at "Ww.Clltc!!Qaric.Drv/mHtcriahl20022003idana.pointlhadded.Rt18.383 04.poticyAnn PDF 
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By contrast with EMT ALA, the Constitution does not define 'emergency medical 

treatment' which does not make for a great deal of certainty for those who are obliged to 

provide it. The KwaZulu-Natal Health Act No 4 of 2000387 does not define emergency 

medical treatment but defines emergency medical services as follows: 

"emergency medical services" means emergency medical services prescribed by regulation 

and included in the package of basic essential health services;" 

Section 29(3) of that Act states that: "A person employed by a public health care 

establishment or private pealth care establishment who turns away a person requiring . 

emergency medical services in terms ofsubsection(l) is guilty ofan offence." 

The use of the term 'emergency medical services', as opp,?sed to 'emergency medical 

treatment', tends to get around the argument that any attempt to define emergency medical 

treatment as contemplated in the Constitution will end up being unconstitutional as the 

Constitution itself has left it open. The reference to the Constitutional concept of 

emergency medical treatment is oblique but nonetheless substantial as evidenced by the fact 

that failure to provide emergency medical services in KwaZulu-Natal is an offence. The 

approach to emergency medical treatment in the National Health Act is simply to restate the 

constitutional right No regulations have yet been made on the subject of emergency 

medical treatment 

2.8.3 Medical Treatment 

This phrase raises the question of who is liable to render the emergency medical treatment. 

For instance does it extend to first aid by persons who are not medically trained but have 

done a course in first aid? Does it extend to everyone in the crowd of people in the 

restaurant in which a patron is suffering a heart attack who know how to do cardio 

pulmonary resuscitation? Does it only apply to those who are medically trained and who 

are on duty at the time when the services are required? It thus also raises the question of an 

387 
Gazc:ttc KWN No '560, Notice No 4, dated 13 September 2000 
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obligation to treat a person in an emergency irrespective of whether the medical 

professional concerned is on duty or not The well-worn example is that of the general 

practitioner who is on his way to a concert one evening and who sees that a motor vehicle 

accident has just happened and ·emergency medical services are yet to arrive at the scene. 

Leibenberg388 argues that as the scope of the right is confined to 'medical' treatment it only 

binds those persons and institutions qualified to ad,minister such treatment, including 

doctors, nurses and paramedics. A narrow interpretation· is more in keeping with the 

traditional reluctance of the South African common law to impose upon the person in the 

street a positive duty to interfere in the affairs of another89
• It must not be forgotten, 

however, that the values that are enshrined in the Constitution must inform the common 

law and not the other way around. Considerations of public policy even at common law 

have lead to the imposition of liability for omissions in cases such as that of Ewels39O
• The 

fact that the Constitution stipulates that no one may be refused emergency medical 

treatment as opposed to conferring a right to emergency medical treatment does suggest 

that a general obligation to rescue was not intended. Refusal implies that there is some kind 

of request for assistance. The question is whether, in the event that a person is unable to 

388 

389 

390 

Davis st al fn 124 mprtJ at p3~8-3~9 

StraUII SA Doctor, Patient anti ths Law p 90 obac:rvc:a that there ia no legal duty upon a penon to rc:scuc another. ew:n if it cauld 
be: expcotc:d of him, on purely moral ground&, to act positively to JlRVCIIl the: damage: (he: rc:fc:n in footnote: ~ to Mini8tfU' wm 
Poluill y Eweu 197~ (3) SA ~90 (A) ~96H). He: notc:a that a duty to oome: to the: n:lDUC of another may arise: fran 00IItrart (e:g in 
the case: of the: man who joins a munioipal fire: department 81 fireman, or the man who joins a haapital 81 ambulance driver or 
paramedic) or from IIlatute: (eg the: duty impoac:d upon doctora, dc:ntiatJ and DlU'ICII who attend a child who has apparently bc:c:n 
ill-treated or abuac:d). He: doc:e ltatc: that, quite: apart from thcac: lituatiCllll a duty to rc:aouc may by common law arUc: from 
oircumatanoc:a in which the partic:a, i.e:. tha penon in distrc:u and tho would-be rc:acuc:r find thc:m1C1vc:a. He obICrvca that in the: 
08IC of Mini8tflr \lQn Polisill y Ewflls the Appellate Division g8VC rc:cognition to thia duty in the oontcxt of dc:finiIIs the limitJ of 
dc:lictual liability for a non-fc:aaanoc: in c:aac:noc: an omiuion it wrongiW. whc:rc the: oiroumJtauacl arc auch that the omiuion 
would not only evoke: moral indignation but alao that the: oonvicti011l of lOOie:ty would rc:quin: that the omiaaion be rcprdc:d • 
wrongful. Applied to the medioal lituation, aaya StraUll, it it not difficult to oonocive of oiroumataDoc:a in which there would 
clc:arly be: a 1e:ga1 duty on the: part of dootora, IWI1ICI and other medically qualified pc:nona to oame: to the: rc:aouc: of aooidc:nl 
viotima by mcana Df mc:dioal aid. He IUbmill that a duty to n:lDUC lomconr: by mcana of medical treatment will not ariac: where: 
there: it danger for the: potential rc:aouc:r. Howc:vc:r at p2S in a dilOUlaion of Ewsu he pointJ out that: IIIt it thcrc:forc: clear that out 
law baa c:volvcd from itJ older. highly individUalistic ltanoc to a viewpoint reilc:cting a health aocial rc:tponIibility. A court may 
now we:1I hold a doctor liable: fer harm luffi:rc:d by an injured or ailing penon, whc:rc the doctor was aware: of hit oondition and 
unrc:aaonably rc:fuaed or faile:d to attend. Tho word 'unrc:aaonably' mUlt be cmphaailCd." The: motJ of the: 08ICI in Eweu wc:rc that 
the plaintiff w. unlawfully .. aultc:d by an off-duty polioc:man in the prc:acnoc: of other polioc:men who wc:rc on duty and failed 
to take: any action to .. itt the: plaintiff. The: quc:ation W81 whether the Miniltc:r of Police could be held vioariOUlly liable: for thil 
omi.ioo. It it aubmittc:d that the argumc:ntJ in favour of the: vioarioUl liability finding in EwIlU arc: c:xlrc:mely atrong bc:oauac of 
the nature: of a poliocman'l work - to protect the pililio and to JlRVCIIl er atop crimm from being oommittc:d. The: policeman who 
failed to act were on duty. They failed to pc:rfonn an cucnt.ial function of their work in failing to prc:wnt an unlawful .... ulL 
ThOle: employed for the purpoac: of protc:otion of mc:mbc:n of the: publio failed to protcot a member of the: public. In casc:a where 
medical p-aotitionc:ra, c:apc:cially thoac: in private: praotioc,. arc: an· 'VBC8tion or arc: attending a lOOial functiOll for rcorc:ational 
purpoac:a the argumcntJ that they ahould go to the .. iatanoc of a penon who it ill or injured in their aurroundinga arc: not u 
Itrong • thOle: in EWllu. Thit it not to say that no liability can be impoacd on them for failing to .. iat - only that the: chanoc:a of 
them being found liable: for an omillion arc: very much dc:pcndc:nt upon the ciroumatancc:a. If the: aame: private: medical 
practiticaCl" it in hil I"OClIDI OD a lunoh brc:ak before accing the: next paticnl and a pc:non ltaggc:ra in who baa juat bcc:n abot in a 
drive by ahooting the: obanoca arc greater that luch a medical praotitioner would be held liable: for an ami.ion to .. itt the: 
wounded pc:non. 
Ewsu fit 3891UprCI 
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make that request because they are unconscious or so badly injured that they are unable to 

speak, means that a failure to give them emergency medical treatment does not constitute a 

refusal and is thus not a violation of section 27(3). Clearly this cannot be the case. A 

request for assistance in an emergency could be tacit or implied in certain circumstances 

and it is likely that a refusal to assist a person in such circumstances will constitute a 

violation of the section 27(3) right - particularly if the refusal is unreasonable. In the 

example given previously of the general practitioner on his way to an evening function who 

sees a motor vehicle accident on the other side of a highway there is still a probability that 

if he drives on without offering assistance this will not necessarily constitute a violation of 

the section 27(3) right. Such examples are, in reality of limited value, however in that the 

only principle they really serve to illustrate is the importance of the circumstances of each 

particular case. If one changes just one detail of the story - for instance that the doctor is 

employed by the provincial emergency medical services to assist motor vehicle accident 

victims on roads within the province - the initial conclusion may be significantly revised. 

2.8.4 Intellectual Property Rights and Access To Technology 

There is significant potential for conflict of rights in the arena of intellectual property where 

an inventor of a new drug or a medical device or a similar health care invention wishes to 

commercially exploit the intellectual property rights in that invention. The more vital the 

invention is for the saving of life or the curing of a disease and the relative availability of 

other treatments for the same condition can contribute greatly to the tension between a right 

of access to health care services on the one hand and the right of a patentee to exploit an 

invention on the other. Such tension can assume international significance as it did when 

the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association challenged the provisions of the. Medicines 

and Related Substances Control Amendment Act No 90 of 1997 concerning parallel 

importation. The United States of America put South Africa on its so-called Watch List of 

countries against which it considered imposing sanctions. The case was eventually settled 

out of court but it attracted considerable global attention. 
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2.8.4.1 Patents on Medicines 

The question of patents on medicines will be dealt with in this chapter only from the 

perspective of the constitutional right of access to health care services and what this implies 

with regard to intellectual property rights in medicines. Many of the international debates in 

this area have centred around access to IllV/AIDS drugs for obvious reasons but the 

principles and issues involved relate to many different medicines used to treat various 

health conditions. As stated previously there is a tension between the law on intellectual 

property and society's interest in promoting and protecting the development of intellectual 

property on the one hand and the law on access to health care services and society's interest 

in ensuring the general health and well-being of the population on the other. 

The Patents Acf511 is the relevant intellectual property legislation in South Africa insofar as 

the patenting of medicines is concerned. Section 4 of the Act stipulates that: 

"A patent shall in all respects have the like effect against the State as it has against a person: 
Provided that a Minister of State may use an invention for public purposes on such conditions as 
may be agreed upon with the patentee, or in default of agreement on such conditions as are 
detennined by the commissioner on application by or on behalf of such Minister and after hearing 
the patentee." 

Section 25 of the Patents Act governs what the subject matter of a patenr5l2
• Generally 

speaking, a patent may be granted for any new invention which involves an inventive step 

and which is capable of being used or applied in trade or indusUy or agriculture. 

Subsection (9) of section 25 affects patents for medicines in particular. It states that: 

391 

3512 . 
PaleIIlI Act No 57 of 1978 

Aoocrdins to lIc:otion 2!S -
Cl) A patcnl may, IUbjc:ct to the proviaiOl1l ofthialCOtion, be granted for any new invention which involVCI an invc:ntiw IItcp 

and whioh ia oapable of being used or applied in trade or industry or agrioulturc.. 
(2) Anything which eorWltI of

Ca) a diaoovcry; 
(b) a lOicntifio theory, 
(0) a mathcmatioal method; 
(d) a li~, dramatic, musical or artiltiO work. or any other acathctio creation; 
ee) a achcme, rule or method for performing a mental IIOt. playing a gBIDe or doing buaincu; 
(f) a program for a oomputer; or 
(g) the prcacntation of information, 

shall nol be an invention for the purpOlCl of this Aot. 
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"In the case of an invention consisting of a substance or composition for use in a method of 
treatment of the human or animal body by surgery or therapy or of diagnosis practised on the 
human or animal body, the fact that the substance or composition fonns part of the state of the art 
immediately before the priority date of the invention shall not prevent a patent being granted for the 
invention if the use of the substance or composition in any such method does not fonn part of the 
state of the art at that date." 

Subsection (11) of section stipulates that an invention of a method of treatment of the 

human body by surgery or therapy or of diagnosis practised on the human or animal body 

shall be deemed not to be capable of being used or applied in trade or industry of 

agriculture. 

The effect of these provisions is that medicines or therapeutic substances, which are 

capable of being used or applied in trade or industry or agriculture, are patentable but that 

methods of surgical, therapeutic or diagnostic treatment are not. The result is that a holder 

of patent rights in a medicine is entitled to exploit those rights for the duration of the period 

of the patent which is usually twenty years. In the case of a medicine, however, this period 

can be significantly reduced by the amount of time that it takes to have the registration of a 

medicine approved by the medicines regulatory authority which, in South Africa, is the 

Medicines Control Council (MCC) established in terms of the Medicines and Related 

Substances Acf5l3. In terms of this Act a medicine may not be sold in South Africa unless it 

has been approved and registered by the MCC. 

The effect of a patent is described in section 45(1) of the Patents Acf94 as follows: 

"The effect of a patent shall be to grant to the patentee in the Republic, subject to the provisions of 
this Act, for the duration of the patent, the right to exclude other persons from making, using, 
exercising, disposing or offering to dispose of, or importing the invention, so that he or she shall 
have and enjoy the whole profit and advanta~e accruing by reason of the invention." 

Section 56(1) of the Patents Act provides that any interested person who can show that the 

rights in a patent are be.ing abused may apply to the commissioner in the prescribed manner 

3513 

394 
Fn 226 8Uprtl 

Fn 319 IUprtl 
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for a compulsory licence under the patent. What constitutes abuse is set out in section 56(2) 

of that Act 39S 

The subject of compulsory licensing in the context of intellectual property rights is often a 

contentious one since it usually allows the state in certain circumstances to override the 

intellectual property rights in goods needed for instance to deal with national crises or states 

of emergency. Compulsory licensing provisions usually attempt to achieve by means of 

legislation, an acceptable balance between society's real interest in encouraging inventors 

and its need for those inventions to be readily available to address matters of national 

interest. This subject will be canvassed in more detail in a subsequent chapter. 

Questions as to the legitimacy of the interests of holders of intellectual property rights in 

medicines when weighed against the constitutional right of access to health care services 

will be discussed in more detail in another chapter as this is an area in which the interface 

between international law and international regulatory institutions on the one hand and 

national law and national regulatory institutions on the other is fairly extensive and needs to 

be explored in some depths. Intellectual property rights in medicines are very often a cost 

factor of the medicine since the patent holder is seeking to recover the costs of research and 

development on a particular drug within the limited lifespan of the patent while it still has 

the exclusive right to exploit its invention. Issues concerning the balancing39ti of interests in 

3~ "(2) The righll in a patent shall be deemed to be abused if-

396 

Ca) the patented invention il net being worked in the Republio at a commercialaoale or to an adequate extent, after the: expiry 
of a period of four yean aubacquenl to the: date of the application for the: patent or three yean lubacqucnt to the: date of the 
applioation for the patent or three: yt:ar'I IUbacqucnl to the date on whioh that patent WII lcaled, whiohever period lilt 
cxpiraa, and there il in the opinion of the oommiuioncr no UtiaflKltary rc.on for auoh Dat-)vorlcing; 

(b) 
Co) the demand for the patented artiole in the: Republio is not being met to an adequate cxlcDl and on rcaonable tcrma~ 
Cd) by r'CBIOIl of the rcfuaal of the patentee to grant a liocnoc or licc:noca upon rcuonable term .. the trade or induatry ar 

agrlguJturc of the Republio or the b"adc of any penon or au of pcnma trading in the Republio, or the catablilhmcnt of 
any new trade or industry in the Republic, il bcins prcjudiocd, and it ia in the publio intcrcat that a lioc:noo or licc:noca 
should be sranted; or 

(e) the demand in the Republio for the patented artiole is being met by impartation and the: price oharged by the patcntcc, his 
liCCDICC or agent for the patented article il ~ive in relation to the price ohargcd thcrc:£or in ooWltries where. the 
patented artiole is marwfacturcd by or under liCClKlC from the patentee or his predeocaaar or IUOOCIIOI" in title." . 

On the lubjc:ot of balanoing of OOt1Ititulional rigbla, valuca or inlcrcatl, Woolman ·Out of Order? Out of Balanoc?' fn 256 mpra 
pointa out lomewhat pcuimistically that balanoing at ita beat often involvca terminological oonfiWon and ill wont it is an 
impouible W1dcrtakin& pointing out that we value things in qualitatively diffcrcnl ways and each good il valued in our own and 
ill own particular way. He 18)'1 that we do not value thinSl in quantitative tcnn.a: intcnaity or utility. Citing Walzer M. Spheru of 
Jwtice (1985) he obaava that gooda, like people, have aharc:d mcaninga in a lOCicty, bc:oauac gooda, like people, arc a product 
of lOCial, political, c:cononUo, educational, rcligiaua and linguistio practicc:a which generate meaning. It is the aharcd mcanina or 
W1dcnrtanding of a good whioh determines or should detcnninc, ita movement and diltribution. He uYi that IKlcardins to Walzer. 
when the mcaninga of lOOial gooda arc distinct, their dilltributiona mUit be autonamaua. That is, for each good thera axilla a act 
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this area can become acute, particularly with regard to lifesaving drugs that are effective in 

dealing with large scale public health problems such as IllY/AIDS and there has been 

extensive debate on a number of different levels at this place where public and private 

international law collide. They will be canvassed in due course in the chapter dealing with 

medicines regulation and control. 

2.9 Reproductive Health Care 

The phrase 'reproductive health care' is expressly included in the section 27(1) right of 

access to health care services. It is therefore necessary to consciously consider what 

implications it has for the rendering of health services and the constitutional obligations of 

the state and others in this regard. It is clearly important in this context to explore the 

subject ofreprodu~tive rights397 and the controversial issue of human cloning a topic upon 

which just about everyone who surfs the internet has written their views. There are at least 

two possible reasons for the express inclusion of reproductive health care in the section 

27(1) right of access to health care services, depending on whether the reference to 

reproductive health care was intended to widen the concept of health care services to 

include services which would not ordinarily be regarded as such or whether it is a subset of 

health care services that was intentionally highlighted to emphasise health care for women 

in the area of reproduction. An example of the former is the artificial insemination of a 

fertile healthy woman with the sperm of a donor because her husband is infertile. This 

procedure is not designed to cure or remedy the husband's infertility and it is not really a 

health care service to the wife as there is nothing wrong with her. In human rights terms it 

is a procedure which is assisting the couple to exercise their reproductive rights. It may at 

first glance seem to be a highly contrived interpretation that the reference to reproductive 

rights was included in order to emphasise the health of women but when on'e takes into 

account the fact that as a concept, "reproductive rights was originally formulated by women 

activists, or better say, women's groups involved with health issues such as reproductive 

health, and that it contains a radical critique of patriarchal society and the dominant 

397 

of criteria and prooc:durea deemed to be appropriate: for their diabibution. Woolman II}'II that Walzc:r'. view may need to be: 
qualified and that the: demands ofjusticc: an: in fact more oomplc:x: than Walzc:r'. acoount aUoWl. 
On thiJ topic see further AIbcrtyn C 'Reproductiw: health and the right to chOOle: Policy and law reform QI1 abortion' in 
Engendering the Political Agenda: a South African Case Study C Albc:rtyn et al (eds) CALS 1998 
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development model (Vuola 1998,11 ),'398, such interpretation is not as contrived as it may 

sound. Women in male dominated societies, which includes just about all of the cultural 

groupings in South Africa, historically and even in many instances right up to the present 

day, have tended notoriously to get the short end of the stick when it comes to balancing the 

reproductive rights of men against theirs399. Aitken400 points out that in its 1993 World 

Development Report, the World Bank estimated that 34% of the burden of disease of 

reproductive age women in developing countries is due to reproductive health problems and 

that reproductive health problems account for 60% of the burden of disease for women in 

Africa. He states that it is hardly surprising therefore that prenatal delivery care, treatment 

of STDs a~d family planning are all included in the minimum essential package of clinical 

services recommended in the World Development Report. 

It is submitted that the second interpretation, i.e., that the reference to reproductive health 

care is in acknowledgement of the prejudice suffered by women in this area and constitutes 

an express undertaking to remedy the situation is the m·ore likely of the two ·possible 

reasons for it. This does no, of course, mean to say that men are not entitled to reproductive 

health care the same as women. Their right of access to reproductive health care is no less 

than that of women. 

2.9.1 Reproductive Rights 

The Constitution does not expressly refer to reproductive rights. Section 27(1) says that 

everyone has the right to have access to health care services including reproductive health 

care. The right to bodily and psychological integrity also has a bearing on reproductive 

398 

3951 

400 

Ollila J in ·Wome,., Reproducti~ Rightr· www mv hclsinki.fv'homelimollilq/cssgy htm notca that at least three ~CI of 
reproductive rights can be: diBtinguiahed: (1) the freedom to decide how many children to have and when to have tbcm; (2) the 
right to have information and mC8J1l to regulate one's fertility, and (3) the right to "control one'. own body" (Dixon, Mcullcr, 
1993,12)". 

Ollila, fit 398 8upra, notes that: "Male-gcndcrcd inatitutiana of sovcmmcnl, religion and the health profcui.OI1I have justified 
intervention in women'. reproductive aclf-dc:tc:rmination by invoking their own prinoiplCl of publio order, morality and publio 
health. There m'C IIlilI laWi against oontraccption and abortion in many oounIriCII; women . lack control over their ac:xuaJ. and 
rc:productive liw:a and the ovc:nU quality of reproductive health care is poor. AlIO the statistics show the inic:roonnc:otion bctwccn 
poverty, lack of reproductive rightJ and women '. mortality." 
Aitken IW 'Decentralization and Reproductive Health' Dcpar1ment of Population and International Hc:alth, Harvard Sohool of 
Publio Health, June 24 1998 y,ww nrprohc:alth erg 
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issues since it is specifically recognised that this right includes the right to make decisions 

concerning reproduction4ol , Significantly, there were objections to this section of the Bill of 

Rights on the grounds that it opens the way for abortion402
, The Choice on Termination of 

Pregnancy Act403 refers in its preamble to the promotion of reproductive rights, As with the 

right to health, reproductive rights are thus a derivative of other fundamental constitutional 

rights such as the right to privacy, the r~ght to freedom and security of the person, and the 

rights to dignity, access to health care services and information404
, This section concentrates 

on reproductive rights in the narrow sense in order to more closely examine that aspect of 

the right of access to health care services dealing with reproductive health care, It must be 

stressed that although discussions of reproductive rights usually focus on the reproductive 

rights of women4~ and related issues, reproductive rights are not gender specific and are of 

fundamental importance to both men and women, 

2.9.2 

401 

402 

403 

404 

Reproductive health care in relation to reproductive rights 

Acclording to seotion 12 (2) of the Constitution "Everyone has the right to bodily and psychological integrity. whiah includca the 
right-
(a) to mala: dcoiliOlll ooncc:ming rqroduotion; II 

Sec Ex PariB Chairptlnon of thB Constitutional Assembly: In Re CBrtification of The Constillllion of thB Republic of South 
Africa, 19961996 (4) SA 744 (CC) at para [59] when: it was oblcrvcd that: 
II NT 12(2) provida that: 
"EvcryOlle has tIv; right to bodily and PIY'lhologiQ&]. integrity. which includcl the right-

(a> to make deciuona oonocming reproduction; . 
(b) to seourity in and control over their body; and 
(a) not to be: IUbjectcd to medical or lCicntific c:x;perimenta without their informed OOI1ICI1l.' 

Objection w. taken to this p-oviaion in the NT on the srmmda that it opens the way to abortion. The objector argued that the 
proper intc:rp'ctatioo of CP II pc:rmita the CA to inarc.c the: righla oonlaincd in the IC. bit prohibita it from reformulating rights 
in a way that would dc:traot from the protection oonfc:m:d by the IC. The objector further argued that there: arc two proviaions in 
the NT which cffectiwly reduce the protection aiforded the foctua by the IC. The fint il NT 12(2) and thcIlCOCXld iI the ani.icn 
of a proviIion equivalent to IC 33(l)(b). IC 33(l)(b) providca that any limitation of a right contained in the IC "may not negate 
the c:uc:ntiaJ. content of the right'. The: objector argued that the omi.ion of thiI right may rcndc:r it D;lora probablo that abortica 
will be: held to be: constitutional. It should be: emph.illCd that this Court'l IlUlTCJlt task iI not to dctc:rmine: whcthor the: NT 
pcrmill abortion or not but to decide whether or not the NT compliCi with the CPa. The: relevant CP in thia 08IC it CP II whiah 
requirca the CA to include: within the NT all 'univcnally accepted fimdamental right&, frecdoma and civil libcrtiCl'. Beyond that 
the CPS give the: CA a wide diaorc:tion to determine which righ.. mould be: inaluded in the: NT and how they should be 
formu1atc:d. II 

Fn35 mpra 

"In their narrowc:st ICI1IC reproductive righta demand rc:spc:ot for women'l bodily integrity and decision-making in an 
environment that is free: from. abuae, violenac and intimidation. They arc: alao said to require aocCla to voluntary, quality 
reproductive and ac:xual hc:alth information, c:duoation and acrviccs. Viewed more broadly n:productiw righta may be: linked to 
the puvision of such lOOial economic ncocuitiCi 81 food Ihc:lter, childoarc and e:ducation." O'Sullivan and Bailey in cru.kalson 
., at fit 67 mpTtl, p16-1 onwards. 
Clwkalaon el al (fit 67 mpra) in discUlling rcproduotivc righta in Chapter 16 state at 16-1 that, ""'Thia chapter aonocntratcl 
exclUlively on abortion became it is at present the: IDle foclll of the aOJ1ltitutional dc:batc: over reproductive rishts. We would 
hope that 81 the righla mtcrclta and values underlying the debate arc dilOuucd in the context of women'l lives in South Africa, 
the ClODlplc:x: oontcnl of a right to rc:productive hc:alth will not be: ovcnhadowcd by the lingle: illUC of abortion •• 
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It is submitted that the term "reproductive health care" refers to those health services 

connected with reproduction and the right to make decisions concerning reproduction. The 

term &health services' not only means medical treatment but also relates to health education 

and information40C5
• This is nowhere more true than in the context of reproductive rights. 

Since the decision to reproduce implies the right to decide not to reproduce, reproductive 

health care must include services concerning contraception and termination of pregnancy as 

much as it includes services relating to fertility, conception and giving birth. If 

"reproductive health care" is taken as referring to health services. connected with 

reproduction and the right to make decisions concerning reproduction then the right to 

reproductive health care embraces a wide range of health care services relating to 

contraception, conception, fertility, infertility, pre-natal, perinatal and postnatal care, 

gynaecological services, advice on and treatment of sexually transmitted diseases, artificial 

insemination and other methods of artificial conception and fertilisation, and the extraction, 

storage and utilisation of human reproductive tissue such as oocytes and spermatozoa, 

human gonads etc. 

The question of the right of access to reproductive health care may be most obvious in 

issues of termination of pregnancy but there are other areas of law in South Africa in which 

it does arise although perhaps not as noticeably. The Prescribed Minimum Benefits 

Package in the regulations to the Medical Schemes Act407 makes provision for the treatment 

of infertility as part of the mandatory services that medical schemes are required to provide 

as part of their benefit plans4CB
• The Act defines a "relevant care .service" as: 

"any health care treatment of any person by a person registered in terms of any law, which 
treatment has as its object- . 
(a) the physical or mental examination of that person; 

405 

407 

4CII 

Chaakalaon c:t al fn 60 mprtl at 16-16 point out that : .. Artiole 10 (h) of the Women'. Convention .tata that women have: the right 
to 'lpCCific educational information to help to c:nsurc the health and well-being of fiunilica, including inf'ormaticn and advice on 
family planning'. Lack of aCCCII to infarmation about reproductive health will prc:vcnl women from. ca:cciling their right to 
reproductive: dcoilion-making, which includca making infonned choiCCll, and thi. will CCXlICXJ.ucntly limit the control that they 
have OYCI' their bodies." 

Fn328mpra 

Code 902M of the Package (OiagnCla: Infertility) provides fer lurgical and medical treatmc:nt. Due: to the high COllI of certain 
fertility tn:atmC!1ll then: a at the time of writing a proposed amendment to the regulation which hal bc:c:n publilhed for public 
comment and which reatrictl IUCb treatment to: .. (a) hyateroulpingogram (b) the following blood tall: L Day 3 FSHlLH h 
Oestradiol o. Thyroid fimclicn (TSH) d Prolactin e.. Rubella f. HIV g. VDRL h. Chlamydia i. Day 21 Progesterone: (c) 
laplU'OlOOp)' (d) hyateroaoopy (e) IIUJ'!F)' (utenu and tubal) (f) manipulation of ovulalion dc:fecll and deficiencies (g) acmen 
analyaa (volume; count; mobility, morphology; MAR-leat) (h) basic coUOlClling and advice on ICxusl behaviour, temperature 
charta etc. (i) treatment of local infCCtiODl. H Gazette No 23379, Govc:mmc:nl Notice No 540, Regulation Gazette No 7344, 
30/0412002 
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(b) the diagnosis, treatment or prevention of any physical or mental defect, illness or 
deficiency; 

( c) the giving of advice in relation to any such defect, illness or deficiency; 
(d) the giving of advice in relation to, or treatment of, any condition arising out of a pregnancy, 

including the termination thereof; 
(e) the prescribing or supplying of any medicine, appliance or apparatus in relation to any such 

defect, illness or deficiency or a pregnancy, including the termination thereof; or 
(f) nursing or midwifery, 
and includes an ambulance service, and the supply of accommodation in an institution established 
or registered in terms of any law as a hospital, maternity home, nursing home or similar institution 
where nursing is practised, or any other institution where surgical or other medical activities are 
performed, and such accommodation is necessitated by any physical or mental defect, illness or 
deficiency or by a pregnancy;" 

The term 'relevant health service' is used in the Act in the definition of the term "business 

of a medical scheme" and is central to this latter concept4
0!1. This definition indicates that 

the giving of advice in relation to a pregnancy as well as termination of a pregnancy is 

regarded as health care treatment for the purpose of coverage by medical schemes. 

Infertility also fits into this definition as it is a physical defect as contemplated in sub

paragraph (b) of the definition. Medical schemes are entitled to limit their benefits to the 

extent that they fall outside of the prescribed minimum benefits package. As pointed out 

previously even the prescribed minimum benefits package impo~es some limitation on the 

nature and extent of fertility treatment. What about the obligations of government in the 

public sector? Are they greater than those of medical schemes, the same or less? Would the 

public health sector be obliged to provide the same levels of fertility treatment as those 

which medical schemes must provide or can it legitimately provide fewer or less 

technologically advanced reproductive health care services due to resource constraints? 

One would have to examine the rationale behind the prescribed minimum benefits package 

in order to answer such questions. If the rationale is to ensure the same level and nature of 

health care services to patients in the private sector as to those in the public sector then the 

answer is clearly "yes". A similar answer would be given if it were a question of ensuring 

that the purpose was to ensure that private health sector patients have access to a basic 

package of services that are considered fundamental to health. However, if the reason is 

,Agccrdins to aeolion 1 or Act No 131 or 1998."busincu or 8 medical scheme" mC8l1l the businCII of undertaking liability in 
retwn ror a premium or oontributian-
(a) to make proviaion for the obtaining of any relevant health ICI'VicC; 
(b) to grant auillance in dcfrayil18 c::qx:nditurc incurred in oonneotiClt with the rendering ohllY rclCMllll health 1CI'Vicc; and 
(0) where applicable, to render a relevant health ICIVice, either by the medioal IChcme illelt: or by any lupplier or group of 

IUppliCf'l of. relevant health Ic:rvice or by any pc:non, in 8IIOOiation with or in tcrmI of an agrcc:matl with 8 medical 
scheme;" 
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rather to prevent the avoidance of liability for certain high risk conditions by medical 

schemes and to 'reduce the strain on public sector resources then the answer may not be as 

clear cut Whilst equity arguments are strong it is a harsh economic reality that people who 

can afford to fund their own health care services are able to 'buy' more than those who 

cannot These differentials are evident even within individual medical schemes which 

provide a range of options ranging from low cost offering tlJ.e most basic health care 

benefits in the form of the prescribed minimum benefits package only to relatively high 

cost which includes a considerable number of 'benefits over and above those of the 

prescribed minimum benefits package. What is available in the private sec,tor, especially in 

terms of advanced, and expensive health technology may not always be available in the 

public sector due to resource constraints. These issues serve to highlight interesting 

dichotomies within the public and private health sectors relating to rationing, the utilisation 

of available resources and equity in access to health care services. 

2.9.3 The Ability to Reproduce 

If reproductive rights are. implicit in the constitutional Bill of Rights then the question 

arises as to what extent the inability to reproduce should be treated as a medical condition. 

This is an old question in a different context since it relates to the question of the rationing 

of access to health care services. Due to the fact, however, that infertility is usually not life

threatening and does not, except in extreme cases, affect an individual's ability to function 

in and contribute to society, combined with the fact that treatment of infertility can be 

extremely expensive, there is a tendency to downplay the right of access to health care 

services for infertility in favour of the more life threatening and physically disabling health 

conditio~s. To put it differently, decisions relating to the rationing of health care resources 

are likely to place treatment for infertility somewhere at the bottom of the hierarchy of 

health care services that must be proyided. For this reason, techniques such as artificial 

insemination and in vitro fertilization are not often considered part of the standard package 

of health care services in either the public or the private health sectors although they are 

probably more easily available in the latter. 
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Reproducti,ve rights raise some highly controversial issues with regard to not only the 

question of the right to life but also human dignity, access to technology and the extent to 

which rationing or denial of such access is legitimate. Should mv positive people receive 

medical treatment aimed at promoting copception for instance? What about people with 

scientifically identified genetic abnormalities which can be passed on to their children and 

which cause severe disease or disab.ility? Marriage laws often prohibit marriages between 

people whose degrees of consanguinity are too close in order to avoid genetic disorders 

caused by inbreeding. This could be said to be a justifiable limitation of the right to 

reproduce. The subject of reproductive rights is also likely to come to the fore in 

discussions around human cloning and the genetic manipulation of human tissue. Human 

cloning in its reproductive sense can be regarded as a kind of fertility treatment since it 

offers the opportunity of reproducing to someone who cannot do so in the usual way. It is 

simply a further step at the end of the spectrum of methods of assisted reproduction410
• 

2.9.4 Assisted Reproduction 

Fertility treatments which enhance the natural fertility of a person or cure their infertility is 

only one way of addressing difficulties with reproduction. There are other more extreme 

methods ranging from artificial insemination by husband (Alli), artificial insemination by 

donor (AID), in vitro fertilisation, freezing 'of human embryos and surrogate motherhood. 

Are these forms of treatment included in the right of access to health care services 

including reproductive health care? They are all relatively expensive procedures which very 

often have to be repeated a few times before being successful. Strauss411 points out that in 

South African law, of the two methods of artificial insemination (AID and Alli) the latter 

type particularly raises complex legal questions. It.is not the intention to explore these legal 

questions in this chapter in any depths since it involves more than just constitutional law 

and the right to health care services, including as it does the question of contractual 

410 

411 

Andrcwl LB in 'EmbryOi Under the Knife' points out that "Each step along the way, from sperm donation to in vitro fertilisation 
to surrogate mothc:rs to embryo l"CICarch, we have gradually yet inexorably moved ololCl' and olOlCl' towards cngincc:rins human 
life to fulfill individual dCllirc. II hnp:/l/dir.saIQll,oorn/hculth/ii:aturc:l2000/0S/211lltcm celL'index-.html 
SIrBUII, Doctor,' Patient and tlw Law: A Selection a[Practical Issues 
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arrangements, concepts of parenthood, the legal status of the child, the right of the child to 

support (which has already been previously discussed in relation to section 28 of the 

Constitution) and aspects of statutory law"12. 

At present artificial insemination is regulated in South Africa by the Human Tissue Act413. 

The donation of gametes is strictly controlled, the tenn 'gamete' being defined in the 

Human Tissue Act as meaning either of the two generative cells essential for human 

reproduction. No one except a medical practitioner or someone acting under his or her 

supervision may remove or withdraw a gamete from the body of a living person for the 

purposes of artificial insemination. This does not adversely affect the constitutional right of 

access to reproductive· care any more than does any other legislation restricting certain 

activities to health care professionals and regulating the qualifications and standards of 

services of those professionals. 

As a result of an investigation into the legal position of illegitimate children in 1985 by the 

South African Law Commission the Children's Status Act414 was enacted to provide inter 

alia for a situation in which children are the product of artificial fertilisation. Section 5 of 

that Act regulates the effect of artificial insemination.41
.5 Artificial insemination has thus 

been a legally and morally acceptable means of assisted reproduction in South Africa for 

some time. A more relevant question from the perspective ~f constitutional law involving 

the right of access to r~productive care and reproductive rights is, ~hether a lesbian couple 

can insist on one partner being artificially inseminated so that they may have a child. This 

issue is complicated by the fact that the sperm donor must, in tenns of the regulations to the 

412 

413 

414 

41.5 

Sec StnwII Doctor, Patient and ths lAw: A SelBction of PracticalluutJ8 at pISl onwarda. Sec abo Van Ooat.c:n Inlematlonal 
Encyclopaldia ofLawI. Vol 3 Medical Law - South Africa 
Fn270mpra 

Act No 92 of 1987 

It provides 81 follOWl: (IXa) Whcncvcr the gamc:tc: or gamctca of any penon other than • married woman er her hUlband have: 
been UICd with the OCIlICnt of both that woman and her husband for the artificial insemination of that woman, any child born of 
that woman 81 • rcll1llt of .uch artificial inlc:mination Ihall for all PurpolCl be dc:cmed to be the: legitimate child of that woman 
and her hwband 81 if thc: gamete or gamclcl of that woman or her husband were UlCd for IUCb artificial inlcmination. " 
The definition of artificial insemination iI siven in the Act u follOWI - II I artificial inlanination" in relation to • woman -
(a) mCBI1I the introduction by other than natural me8l1l of a male gamete or gamc:tc:l into thc intcmaJ. rcproduotive 0J'88I1I of 

that woman; er . 
(b) mC8l1l the placing of the product of. union of. male and female gamc:1c: or gamc::tca which have been brought together 

outside the human body in the womb of that woman, 
fer the: pwpoeca of human reproduction." 
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Human Tissue Act416 give a comprehensive written consent including consent to a physical 

examination and interview by a doctor; the taking of samples of gametes for the purpose of 

testing, analysing or processing; certain personal details (excluding his name, date of birth 

and ID number) being made available to the ultimate recipient; certain person details 
. . 

including his family history being made available to the doctor who will perform the 

artificial insemination; and certain confidential details regarding himself being made 

available to the Director-General, National Health and Population Development. The 

question is whether the donor must give consent to the use of his sperm in a situation in 

which the child will be raised by a same-sex couple. Is it necessary for him to know these 

details? In other words must the consent be specific and relate to use of the sperm by a 

named woman who is known to the sperm donor but who is not his wife? Strauss speaks of 

the "recipient and her husband" in his discussion of the provisions of the regulations to the 

Human Tissue Act. It is submitted that in the light of recent judgments in the constitutional 

court involving the constitutional rights of homosexual persons417 a lesbian couple with a 

consenting sperm donor could not constitutionally speaking be refused artificial 

insemination on the basis of the homosexual nature of their relationship. Should the Human 

Tissue Act stipulate or imply otherwise then it will be necessary to amend that Act 

accordingly. Another potentially controversial area affecting reproductive rights is the right 

of a single woman to artificial insemination. Constitutionally speaking it is submitted that a 

single woman who wants to have a child without being involved in a sexual. relationship, 

has a constitutional right to artificial insemination provided that she can afford the 

procedure and that the donation of the sperm is in conformity with legal provisions relating 

to the control of human tissue and gametes. The right to reproduce attaches to individuals 

and not only to pairs of individuals and is b~sed on the constitutional right to freedom and 

security of the person - a very personal and private right in terms of its exercise. 

The issue of surrogate motherhood and male homosexual couples is more problematic due 

to the legal complexities of surrogate motherhood per se. The South African Law 

416 
417 

Govanmenl Notice: Rll82 of 20 June 1986 

National Coalition For Gay And Labian Equality And Othsr8 " Minuter Of HomB AjfaiT2 And OthBT2 2000 (2) SA 1 (ee) and 
SatchwBll " Prmident of Republic of South Africa and Another 2002 (6) SA 1 (ee); National Coalition For Gay And Labian 
Equality AndAnothBr "Minuter 0fJwticeAndOthen 1999 (1) SA 6 (ee); V" V 1998 (4) SA 169 (e) 
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Commission produced a Report on Surrogate .Motherhood in 1992418 which describes 

surrogate motherhood as: 

"an arrangement whereby one woman undertakes for fmancial or compassionate reasons to bear a 
child by means of artificial fertilisation for another person or persons with the intention of handing 
over the child born as a result thereof to such person or persons with the intention that the child 
become their legitimate child." 

According to the report, the term "surrogate mother" refers to the woman who bears the 

child rather than the woman who rears the child. Surrogate motherhood in constitutional 

terms, amounts to the exercise of the right to freedom and security of the person for the 

benefit of a third party .. If surrogate motherhood were to be restricted or prohibited by law it 

is submitted that it would therefore have to be in accordance with section 36 of the 

Constitution in order to be valid since it would constitute a limitation of the right to 

freedom and security of the person. The Law Commission Report notes that it can probably 

be safely assumed that many surrogacy arrangements have been concluded and fulfilled 

without problems and publicity. It points out that surrogacy agreements only cause a public 

outcry when something goes wrong and. the parties involved come before a court, for 

example when the parties want to contest custody, determine guardianship or establish the 

parentage of the child. According to the Commission, surrogacy arrangements gives rise to 

questions such as who is the child's real mother; what is the legal status of the surrogate, 

the commissioning mother, the natural father or any donor; who has custody of the child; 

must the commissioning parents adopt the child even if it is biologically their child; can the 

surrogate consent to adoption; must the maxims mater semper certa est (the identity of the 

mother is always certain) and pater est quem nuptiae demonstrant (the father is he whom 

the marriage points out) apply to the surrogate and her husband; whose consent is required 

for a surrogacy' agreement; and should the surrogate mother receive compensation? Most 

importantly, will a surrogacy agreement be recognised as a valid agreement and, ifso, how 

will it be enforced? 

From a constitutional perspective, to the extent that surrogate' motherhood constitutes a 

waiver of the surrogate mother's right to freedom and security of the person (depending 

41B 
Rtlporl on Surrogate MotherlzoorJProjcot 65, 1992 
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upon the terms of the surrogacy agreement, she may agree to give up some of her rights to 

make decisions concerning her pregnancy) is a surrogacy agreement valid? This is a 

general question which relates to the possibility of waiver of constitutional rights rather 

than being related specifically surrogate motherhood. It is submitted that the question of 

whether a person can agree to waive, or more appropriately, limit their constitutional rights 

and freedoms depends very much on the values espoused by the. Constitution and public 

policy. It also depends on the nature and extent of the limitation and the nature of the right. 

In the context of health care services, a right of access to health care services may be 

temporarily waived by a person insisting on being discharged from a particular hospital 

where he or she has been receiving treatment. This could also be argued simply as a choice 

not to exercise a particular right but it is submitted that a waiver is in many instances 

exactly that A clause in restraint of trade in an employment contract is a choice on the part 

of the employee, in signing the contract, not to exercise his or her right to freedom of 

movement and freedom to pursue a chosen profession or trade. A professional boxer who 

steps into a boxing ring for a fight must inevitably, by implication, be accepting certain 

restrictions or limitations of his right to bodily and psychological integrity. 

The South African Law Commission proposed a Bill on Surrogate Motherhood to regulate 

the consequences of hu~an reproduction by artificial fertilisation of women acting as 

surrogate mothers419
• It appears not to have made it to the statute books which could be 

explained by the fact that it apparently runs contrary to the constitutional reproductive 

rights of unmarried and homosexual persons and persons who have never been married. 

Section 4 stipulates that no person except a husband and wife who are lawfully married to 

each other and who act jointly as a couple shall be competent to conclude a surrogate 

motherhood agreement Section 3 is contrary to the reproductive rights of persons who have 

never been married since only women who ate married, divorced or widowed may act as 

surrogate mothers. Generally speaking the draft Bill is highly restrictive of the 

constitutional right to freedom and security of the person and may not pass muster in terms 

of section 36 of the Constitution. The report of the South African Law Commission 

predates even the interim Constitution and it is therefore not surprising that there was no 

Government Gazette No 16479 of 14 June 1995. 
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discussion of constitutional legal principles. However the rights to freedom and security of 

the person, bodily integrity, autonomou~ moral agency and self-determination, which 

predate the Constitution420 and do have an impact on surrogacy appear not to have been 

canvassed in any detail by the Commission. 

In the final analysis surrogate motherhood is about the deployment of existing technologies 

in a manner which impacts upon social values and public policy rather. than the utilisation 

of developing technologies to artificially create a human being. In the comments of the 

Israel Medical Association to the South African Law Commission421
: 

• Surrogacy is not a new science or technology. It merely entails the use of existing 

te~hnology namely, gamete donation, in vitro fertilisation and embryo transplantation. 

Therefore the novelty of the method does not lie in the medical but in the legality and 

moral nature thereof 

• The ethical questions arising are -

420 

421 

The right of a woman over her own body; 

The right of a couple to procr~ate; 

The rights of the surrogate mother as though she may only be the hostess mother she 

has a right and responsibility to raise the child due to he greater biological and 

psychological involvement in the birth of the child; 

The interests of a child who is not conceived in his own interests but to satisfy the 

needs of others; and 

The potential exploitation of the woman 

Sec: fer inatance MabaJo v Felix 1981 (3) SA 865 (A); ClcukB v Hunt No And Othen 1992 (4) SA 630 (0); CQ8lBll v De Greej' 
1994 (4) SA 408 (el at p 409 in whim" the court notes: "It i. clearly for the patient, in the c:xcrciae of hia or her fundamental right. 
to aclf-detcnnination. to dcoida whether he: er abc wishCII to undergo an operation. and it iI in pinciplc wholly irrelevant that the 
patient'. attitude iI groaIy um:&IOII8blc in the cycI of the mcdigaJ profcaiOll: the paticU'. right to bodily integrity and 
aulonomoUi moral asenay entitiCil him or her to refuse medical treatment." Duncan v Mini8IBr Of Low And Order 1986 (2) SA 
80S (A) in which the oowt abscrved at p806 that: "Policy requircI that the: dc:fcndanl in an arrcat cue Ihould bear • full ORua, for 
the fC8IOI1I aet out in Mabaao'. OSIC at 873C - F and bcosUIC the righll to bodily integrity and liberty arc the mOlt fundamental 
of i pc:nan'. abaolulc natural righu (ICC Mabuo'. 08IC at 8750). Sec a110 Brand v Mlnirtu of JwtlCB and Another 1959 (4) SA 
at 714G - H; Newman vPrin.r1oo andAnother 1973 (1) SA at 126H - 127G and Mabuo'. 08IC mpra at 873H." In Maqungu And 
Another v A88i8tant Magi8trafB, Whittluea, And Another 1977 (2) SA 359 (E) the oourt obacrvcd at p 362: wrhe liberty of the 
individual, I must I1rcIa, iI an important Blpcct of our 'oivililatian and of our .ooicty and iI not lightly to be intcrfc:n:d with. 
When: • court hal deliberately accorded offioial recognition to an aCOUlCd'. right to liberty by the srlU11ing of bail, it Ihould be 
reluctant thc:rc:aftcr to intcrfcrc unICli oonviIKlins fBeli arc placed bcfcrc it to make it alter ill viCWI" and in S v BarlJer 1979 (4) 
SA 218 (0) at P 219 "'It it well known, of oounc, that, when • court ia required to CICCrOiae the diIorctian which it baa to allow • 
detained penon on bail, the court in c:ffc:ot hal to balance the dctaincc:'. right to liberty apt the intcrcItI of jUllioc. " 
Sec: the SALC Report fit 399 mpra at p116 to 117 81 IUIIlDl8I'iaed by the SALe 
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It is submitted that the use of the word 'ethical' to describe the questions in the second 

bullet point above is somewhat misleading since most of these questions relate as much to 

points of law as they do to ethics. If it is remains the view of the authorities that surrogate 

motherhood should be regulated, this will now have to be done with specific reference to 

the constitutional rights to freedom and security of the person. Whether surrogate 

motherhood falls into the category ofrepr,oductive care as envisaged in section 27(1) of the 

Constitution is irrelevant in the sense that surrogate motherhood per se is not about 

reproductive care but rather the extent of reproductive rights. In this sense it is located more 

appropriately in discussions around the constitutional right of freedom and security of the 

person contemplated in section 12 of the Constitution. As a legal topic, it falls largely 

outside of the scope of reproductive health care services since a pregnant mother whether 

she is a surrogate or not is entitled to reproductive care in tenns of the Constitution. The 

techniques used in surrogate motherhood such as artificial insemination by donor and in 

vitro fertilisation are also it is submitted more suited to discussions of section 12 rights than 

section 27 rights since if they fall within the scope of section 12 rights - in other words 

they are based upon and supported by the rights in section 12 of the Constitution - no other 

logical conclusion can be reached but that they must in principle be included within the 

scope of the right of access to reproductive care bearing in mind the qualifications of 

section 27(2) of the Constitution with regard to progressive realisation and the availability 

of resources. 

2.9.5 Sterilisation 

The converse to the positive aspect of reproductive health care is contraception, sterilisation 

and ultimately abortion. The right to be sterilised like the right to be artificially inseminated 

is based rather more upon the right to freedom and security of the person as contemplated 

in se~tion 12 of the Constitution than the section 27(1) right to reproductive care since if 

one accepts that a person has a right to security in and control over their own body as stated 

in section 12(2) (b) then the question of whether or not they have a right to medical 
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procedures for the purpose of sterilisation is in principle resolved and it becomes merely a 

question of the available resources of the state as to whether or not a person can undergo a 

sterilisation procedure. The right to human dignity can also have a bearing on the issue of 

sterilisation especially in the case of mentally disabled persons. The sterilisation of persons 

under the age of 18 years is a loaded topic and the issue of the sterilisation of the mentally 

disabled is even more so. When a mentally disabled person under the age of 18 years 

presents with a problem that can be resolved through sterilisation health professionals strat 

to get uncomfortable. The Sterilisation Act, as stated previously is currently being amended 

so as to make it clear that while the reproductive rights of mentally disabled persons under 

the age of 28 years must be respected and protected, their other constitutional rights, such 

as the right to human dignity and psychological integrity must also be taken into 

consideration when the question of their sterilisation arises. 

2.9.6 Human Cloning 

Cloning is the controversial topic of the day for a number of reasons and the governments 

of many countries are at this stage opposed to it to a greater or lesser degree. It is much 

more of a reproductive rights and freedom and security of the person issue than a right to 

health services issue for the same reasons as in surrogate motherhood and artificial 

insemination. Unlike surrogate motherhood, however, it is a new technology that is 

developing at such speed that the law is unlikely to catch up for a while yet. It has the 

potential for the manipulation, utilisation and, ultimately, abuse of a person's genetic 

material without his or her consent or even knowledge. Since genetic makeup is in many 

ways as unique as a fingerprint, it can be seen as relating in a fundamental way to the 

identity and personality of a specific human being. As such it impacts upon the 

constitutional rights of dignity, privacy, and freedom and security of the person and by 

definition therefore, their reproductive rights422
• Generally speaking cloning for therapeutic 

422 
Cloning is aecn as diminishing the value of 1uunan individuality and BI violating basic norml of rc:Ipeot fer human life: and the 
integrity of the human IpcoiCi. Voluntary Moratorium on New Reproductive and Oen8tic Technologiu. pranounocd by the: 
Miniltcr of Health at the National Prc:u Theatre. Ottawa, July 27 1995. Govc:mmcnt of Canada; Projflt de 101 ftderale 8111" 10 
procreation medicalement assi,ttfe (LPMA) 1996, a. 2m and 36; Law No 94-653. 29 July 1994 on Respc:ot fer the: Human Body. 
(1994) 45 (4) IDHL 498,a. 16-4 
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purposes is considered more acceptable than cloning for reproductive purposes. Article 1 of 

the Resolution on Reproductive Technologies and the Protection o/the Human Person of 

the International Law Association states that "considering the dignity inherent in all human 

beings ... any research or manipulation of human genetic material shall be for therapeutic 

purposes and shall be subject to the approval and control of an ethics committee."423 

Therapeutic cloning relates to the right of access to health care services since its purpose is 

not to create another human being but to grow organs and other tissue for use in the 

treatment of disease and for similar therapeutic purposes. 

There are many different scientific techniques which fall under the broad generic term of 

"cloning" and in order to explore the legal aspects of cloning as it relates to the right of 

access to health care services including reproductive health care, one must first consider 

what is meant by 'cloning'424. In the now famous case of Dolly the sheep a quiescent adult 

mammary cell was placed in the unfertilised ovum of a sheep in which the nucleus had 

been removed. The subsequent· embryo was transferred into a surrogate mother sheep 

where it proceeded to divide as an embryo and was born genetically identic'al to the done 

sheep except for the mitochondrial DNA which came from the ovum of the donor.42S This is 

a different technique to that used in embryo twinning or splitting.426 Due to the fact that 

there are a number of different scientific techniques which can apparently lead to the 

reproductive cloning of a human being it is difficult to regulate the issue at present427. 

423 

424 

425 

426 

427 

Resolution on Reproductive Tech1lOiogiu and the Protection of the Human Penon, adopted at the 63n1 Confc:rcnDC of the 
Inlcmational Law Association (Wanaw, August 21-27, 1988, (1990) 41 (4) IDHL 723. 

loniaan DW 'Human Rc:productiw Cloning: A PolicY"I:'ramcwork for South Afriea' 119 SALJ 2002 P 294 describes two 
techniquce lIIIODiated with human cloning • being "cell mall diviaion'" and " nuclear lubstitution" and explains the diffcrcngc 
bc:twcc:n them.. He oblcrval that two distinotiOOl can be drawn: in the tint place bc:twecn inter- and intra-generational cloning 
and sc:condJ.y bc:twecn reproductive and non-rcproduotiw cloning. "Intra-generational cloning is when the iDdividuall who share 
the llUDe genetic identity an: born in the wne generation, while inter-generational cloning rcfCl'l to the situation where IUDh 
individuala arc born in di1fc:n:nt generatiOlll. Reproductive cloning is cloning that is aimed at the birth of an individual who is 
genetically identical to lODleone in her or her own or in a prcviOUl generation. Non -n:prociuctiw cloning it cloning that is 
limited to the un vitro phase - ie the cloned embryos arc not implanlcd in utero." 
Natur8, 1997, v385, February 27, P 810-811 

Knoppcn BM Cloning Hwnan Being8 - Cloning: An IntBnlational Comparative Ove",iew, COIIlDliuioncd paper, Univcraity of 
Montreal. Available at W\vw.georgctov.n.oou/rcllcarch!nrcbVnbac/pubs!cloning2!cc7,pd! . 

Kneppen (fn 426 mpra) pointI out at G-7 that often COIUlIriCi with an ctplicit p-ohibition on human cloning gover embryo 
splitting or twimiIIs but not the: tCGhniquc that WBI UICd to Ql'C8tc Dolly. She giVCI .. an example the 1995 Infertility Trcabnenl 
Agt of the State of Victoria in AuItraliL It bans cloning BI well BI the attempt to DIane: with pcna1I18JlCtiODl but dcfirtel cloning 
BI "'to form, outside the human body, an embl)"o that is genetically idcnlical to another embryo or person'" (article 3). AcocrdillB 
to Knoppcn, the German Embryo Protection Law prohibits artificially causing a human embryo to develop with the lIDle 
genetic information 81 another embryo, fctul, living penon or dc:ccucd penon and attachCl penal IlUlDtiOlll. Knoppcn nolcll that 
depending on how the phruc "C8\lICI a hwnan embryo to develop" in intc:rpmed, this definition "may or may not cover 
"Dolly"." On the other hand, lhe obscM:II that the highly Ipccific 1990 Human Fertilization and Embryology Act of the United 
Kingdom, which prmcribel "replaoing a nucleus of a oc:lI of an embryo with B nucleus taken from a ocll of any embryo, penon 
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The antipathy of many nations towards reproductive cloning does not necessarily extend to 

individual citizens of those states. It has been observed that if the federal government of the 

United States chooses to regulate or even ban cloning, that action might be challenged on a 

number of constitutional grounds - as violating scientists' First Amendment freedom of , 

inquiry or as violating a couple's or individual's constitution right of privacy or liberty to 

make reproductive decisions428. In the USA, the right to make decisions about whether to 

have children is constitutionally protected under the constitutional right to privacy and the 

constitutional right to liberty. This is a similar basis to the South African constitutional 

rights to privacy and freedom and security of the person. In Eisenstadt v Bairt/29 the US 

Supreme Court commented that "if the right to privacy. means anything it is the right of the 

individual, married or single, ,to be free from unwarranted governmental intrusion into 

matters so fundamentally affecting a person as the decision whether to bear or beget a 

child."430 The South African jurisprudence on the subject is not highly developed largely 

because the constitutional rights that found reproductive .rights are relatively new but it is 

useful to consider the views of courts in oth-er jurisdictions which recognise similar rights 

in order to get an idea of what the thinking is on the subject431 . Section 39 of the 

Constitution permits South African courts to consider foreign case law in interpreting the 

rights in the Bill of Rights and the constitutional court has referred to the decisions of 

428 

429 

430 
431 

or IUbIcquc:nt dcvclopmcnt of 811 embryo" may allO not be inch.ive. The Canadian Bill on reproductive tcchnologic:a ICCka to 
make it a criminal oft"c:ooe to "'manipulate an ovum, zygote cr embryo for tho pupDIC of p-oducing a zygala or embryo that 
CClIltainl the lBIDe genetio infcrmatiClll 81 a living or deccascd human bcin& cr, zygote, embryo cr foetus". Whilst thia may 00Ya' 

the Dolly technique it doCI not aDow for devc:lopmcnll in technology that may render the uac: of embryanic and rcprodugtiw 
liMue .. a 101JrQC oftillUC W1I1cgcaary if adult ceDI can be Uled for the l81D.e purpoac:. 

Andrcwa LB Cloning Hllman Blllng8: The ClDTlInt and FIlllIJ"fI ugal Statui of Cloning, commiuioned paper Chicago-Kent 
College of Law. Available at http:/rn'\\·w.!!C9!B'etown.edulrcscarchlnrobVnbaclpuhs.iolining2'cc6.pdf 
EUII1&IItadt 405 U.S. 438 (1972) 

Quoted by Andn:wI (m 428 mpra) at F-6. 

Jardaan (m 424 mpra) c:xplDI'CI the c:thioal and lesal OOI1IideratiClll of human rcproduotiva oloning. He oblcrvea that tho Bill of 
Rigla explicitly suanmtc:a the right to reproduotive frcc:dom. in tcmu of ICCtien 12(2) of ,the ConItitutiClll and notCI that 
rcproduotiao it neither aynonymous with, nor dcpendcnl en Icxual intc:rccune. On thiJ basil he IIIlJUCI that a proapeotive parent 
has a prima facie risht to dcoidc: to UIC cloning u a mc::Bl1l of reproduction but aoknowlcdp that the risht 08Il be: limited if 
llIffioient OBUIC it mown in aooordancc with the limitation CIaUIC of the Bill of Risht&. He liJta the main ObjcctiOl1l that oou1d be 
raiJc:d _ idc:nt.ity, genetic divenity, human dignity, fi-ccdom. and ..rety aod cIiJauMc:I c:aoh of them. in tum. He oanc1udc:l by 
aayins that all of the objectiON that relate to a pc:nnaru:nt upcot of human reproductive clonins have bcc:n indioatcd _ fBlIc: 
"human rc:produotivc cloning in the oontCld of the family will nat pBr 811 compromile human dignity, frccdcm or the ohild'i 
dcvclopm.c:nt of a pcnonal identity and will have an infinilclimally amaD dfcct on genetio divenity and misht c:vc:n enrioh lOOial 
divcnity". In Jordaan'l view the only valid objcot.ion to human rc:productive cloning it the matter of ufi:ty which ia not 
nCOCllIBrily of a pc:rmanc:!1l nature: and the IIIfcty objection doc:a provide IUfticicnt ORIC to place: a moratorium on Iwman 
rcprcxluctive oloning. He qua1ific:a thil by uying that n:scaroh may within the ncar future invalidate the ufc:ty objcctien and that 
IUOh a mcratorium mUlt therc:fcrc be only temporary. The ufc:ty objection, accarding to Jordaan iI baac:d on the fBOt that human 
rcproduotive olonina iI 1li11 unlc:Ited and animal c:xpcrimc:nll arc:: ItiD in their infanoy. In acoordanoe with tho bio-cthioal prinoiple 
of bc:nc:fioc:ncc, lmman reproductive olming lhcu1d not be attempted unIcu it ia oc:rtain that the rillk of birth dcfccll lIIIOOiatcd 
with human oloning would not be greater than that 8IIOOiatCd with lCXWIlly oorwc:ivcd children. 
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American courts in a number of instances432
• According to Andrews, a federal district court 

has indicated that the right to make procreative decisions encompasses the right of an 

infertile couple to undergo medically assisted reproduction, including in vitro fertilization 

and the use of a donated embry0433. Some legal analysts have suggested that the 

constitutional right to make reproductive decisions free from unnecessary governmental 

intrusion covers the decision ofa couple to undergo cloning. However other legal analysts 

have noted that the unprecedented step of creating a child with only one genetic progenitor 

would be such a fundamental ~hange in the way humans "reproduce" that it would not be 

constitutionally protected434
• Andrews points out that even if a restriction on cloning were 

found to infringe upon an individual's or a couple's right to plake reproductive decisions, 

the government could justify the restriction if it had a compelling state interest and the 

restriction is imposed in the least restrictive manner possible. She argues that the potential 

physical and psychological risks of cloning an entire individual are sufficiently compelling 

to justify the banning procedure and comments that certain uses of cloning - such as the 

creation of a clone as a source of spare organs - would likely be banned by the Thirteenth 

Amendment prohibition of slavery and involuntary servitude. In South African law, a clone 

created in order to provide spare organs would have the same constitutional rights as any 

other human being and therefore could not be exploited for this purpose. Section 36 of the 

Constitution allows the limitation of rights by law of general application to the extent that 

the limitation is reasonable and justifiable in an open and democratic society based on 

human dignity, equality and freedom, taking into account all relevant factors including inter 

alia the importance of the purpose of the limitation, the nature and extent of the limitation 

and less restrictive means to achieve the purpose. The legal position in South Africa with 

regard to cloning for reproductive purposes is thus potentially the same as that in the United 

States although the views on cloning itself may differ between the two countries. 

432 

433 

434 

In ChrUtian ~ A8Sociatio" of &4 and OthBn y Mi"lster of Health and Othtl1'8 (m 21 mpra) for instance. tha court applied 
the Amcrioan dcciaion of Roe y Wade (410 U.S. 113 (1973». Examplce of other OIIICII in which the: South Aiiican courta have 
made: rc:t'crcnac: to American dcciliona an: S y Mokwayana and AlIOthBr (fit 2 supra); Benutei" and OthB1'8 y Buter and Othtln 
NNO (fit 43 .supra); Soobramoney v Mi"ister of Health. Kwozulu-Natal (fit 23 mpra); Mi"ister of Health rmd OthB1'8 v T1'f1Qtmtmt 
Actirm Campaign and Othen (No 2) (m 57 .rupra); Friedman v Gliclama" (m 18S ntpra). 

Andrews fit 428 supra at F-6. The case referred to is that of Li[chsz y Har1iga" F. Supp. 1361 (N.D.DI.) atf'd without opinion, 
sub nom., Scholbug v Lifthtn, 914 F.2d 260 (7* Cir. 1990), cert. Denied, 498 U.S. 1069 (1991). 

Andrews, fit 428 mpra. Robertson J, Statemerrt to the Nati01lfJI Bi08thics Advisory Commission, March 14, 1997, 83 mel Annal 
G, Tutlmorry 0" SCie"tific DiscOVBriU and Clon;"g: ChallengtU for Public Polley, before the Subccmmittcc on Publio Health 
and Safety, Committee on Labar and Human RCIOUI'OCI, United Slatca Senate, March 12, 1997,4 reapcclively. 
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With regard to therapeutic cloning, particularly, the legal position in South Africa may be 

very different to that in the United States. Andrews observes that the use of cloned cells and 

tissue for research purposes other than the creation of a child would not be protected by the 

constitutional rights of privacy and liberty that protect reproductive decisions. 

Consequently a governmental regulation or ban of such research would not have to have 

such stringent justification. It would be constitutional so long as it was rationally related to 

an important governmental purpose. In South Africa, there is a constitutional right of access 

to health care services and this might well include aspects of cloning for therapeutic 

purposes, especially if it were the only treatment available and widely recognised as being 

appropriate for the purpose43
'. The view that therapeutic cloning per se is not necessarily a 

health care service any more than the activities around the research and development of a 

new drug constitute the drug itself co~ld be of some relevance in constitutional .questions 

involving cloning. It could, for instance, be argued that a health care service directly 

involves another human being as opposed to medical research activities which mayor may 

not be of benefit to the health status of human beings. If one takes the view that unfettered 

medical research of all kinds must be permitted and encouraged by the state because 

medical research invariably carries the potential of improved access to health services or 

improved health services per se, this would not only lead to all kinds of human rights 

abuses in the field of medical research but would also present an unbalanced view of the 

rights and values contained in the Constitution. Cloning at this stage, as a collective term 

for the wide variety of scientific and laboratory activities that are involved in the artificial 

production of an embryo or embryonic cells or the scientifically forced evolution of stem 

cells into more specialised tissue, seems more of a precursor to health care services than a 

health service in its own right. It is a means to an end rather than an end in itself. Perhaps 

with time when cloning techniques are well established and the production of human tissue 

for various therapeutic purposes is the equivalent of having a dental technician make up a 

dental crown or bridge, one ~ould regard therapeutic cloning as a health service with a 

greater degree of certaintY. 

In VClII B i~'(Jn Cfn 228 .rupra) the oow1 observed that .. What hal been Clltabliahcd on the papers in thia Q8IC ia: Ca) that although 
there ia 81 yet no oure for the HIV vina, the internationally rcoosnUcd 'atate of the art' medical treatment fm- HIV infcotcd 
patients ia anti-viral mcdication." 
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It is submitted that as far as a prohibition on cloning for reproductive purposes is concerned 

its legitimacy would have to be argued on the basis of a justifiable limitation of rights in 

terms of section 36 of the Constitution if cloning if cloning is within the scope of the right 

to reproduce. Whilst this may sound somewhat tautologous this is not necessarily the case 

since there may be scope for the argument that cloning process is so far removed from the 

process of human reproduction that it does not qualify as such in terms of any of the values 

ofan open and democratic society. The central importance of the right ~ human dignity in 

the South African Constitution is also likely to have a strong bearing on any discussion of a 

prohibition on reproductive cloning since .some of the objections to reproductive cloning 

referred to previously have been on the basis of the fact that it denies or adversely impacts 

upon human'dignity. 

It is submitted that with time questions of identity (or rather physical identification) wou1d 

become of central importance in a society in which reproductive cloning took place on a 

significant and largely unregulated scale and that Jordaan's436 dismissal of the identity 

objection to cloning is overly simplistic. It deals with only one aspect of the highly 

complex subject of identity in a civilised society. There is a real sense in which society is 

functionally dependent upon physical identity as a marker or trigger for all kinds of 

controls, sanctions, privileges and purposes ranging through competence to drive a motor 

vehicle to criminal investigation processes and proof of guilt to personal security and 

banking systems to proof of parenthood' and familial relationships. It is submitted that if 

reproductive cloning were to be permitted it would necessitate the introduction of powerful 

controls over human tissue so as to avoid the cloning of someone without his or her 

knowledge or consent. The physical identity of film stars, famous sportsmen and women 

and musicians is a jealously guarded aspect of their personality rights and may even in 

some cases constitute intellectual property. This is an aspect of reproductive cloning for 

future consideration. A child that is unwittingly saddled with a genetic identity that is the 

same as that of international terrorist or serial killer could be severely prejudiced 

436 
Jmdaan (m 424 supra) arguc:a apparently on the: bais that monozygotio twins arc: a natural phc:nomc:oon that is no more: and no 
leu desirable that non-twins that thc:rc: is no right to gc:nc:tio uniquc:nc:u and that indc:c:cl the oonac:pt of IUOh 8 right would be: 
offensive to monozygotio twins. He: argues that monozygotio twins, although they share: 'the: same: gc:nc:tio structure: olc:arly 
demonstrate that while: people: who share: the: same: gc:nc:tio strooturc may be: very limilar in many rc:spccta, thc:y nc:va1he:ICII 
differ sufficiently to lc:avc: no doubt about their individual idc:ntity. 
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throughout his or her life. It is not inconceivable that in a society that freely practises 

human reproductive cloning over a significant period of time, a criminal justice system 

might become virtually impossible because the moment that evidence is introduced to show 

that the accused is a clone or there are insufficient controls over human tissue in society 

such that the chances are high that he could be a clone, especially within the same 

generation, proof of guilt beyond reasonable doubt could become problematic. Even 

systems of ownership of property are often dependent upon the capacity to physically 

identify the owner. J ordaan in his dismissal of the identity argument against reproductive 

cloning fails to take into account the frequ~ncy of the occurrence of monozygotic twins 

relative to the frequency of births of non-identical persons. Monozygotic twins are not less 

desirable than non-twins because they are a comparatively rare occurrence. Furthermore, 

they are seldom if ever inter-generational. The identity objection rests on questions of 

balance and of degree. If the balance in society shifts in favour of individuals who have a 

genetic replica of themselves concurrently in existence, questions of identity would become 

problematic in just about every facet of human social and commercial life. The foregoing 

discussion may read like something from a science fiction novel but the power to generate 

identical human beings should not be underestimated in terms of its potential impact With 

the passage of time the potential impact of the exercise of such power increases 

exponentially if it is allowed to be exercised indiscriminately and on a large scale. 

It is not necessarily a valid assumption that many people would prefer sexual intercourse as 

a means of procreation given the choice between sexual reproductive means and non-sexual 

reproductive means. After all, they can enjoy sexual relations without reproducing. There 

may be considerable numbers of people who ardently desire to raise what they consider to 

be perfect offspring based upon notions of perfection as suggested or even dictated by mass 

media and personal idolisation of prominent politicians, actors, musicians "and sportspeople 

and who have the means to make their dreams a reality. There are many people, 

reproductive cloning aside, who even now would like their children to resemble a famous 

sports person or actor for financial reasons. The psychosocial implications of reproductive 

cloning alone have the. potential to significantly alter the fa~ric of human society. It is 

submitted that human tissue is presently far too readily available in society as a whole to be 
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able to reassure individuals that they will not be reproductively cloned against their will or 

without their consent Until such assurances can be given there is good reason for strict 

control, if not outright prohibition, of reproductive cloning. In principle cloning, whether 

for therapeutic or reproductive purposes, is simply a further step in the continual 

advancement of technology which will no doubt with time become a more acceptable 

concept to many people. In a controlled environment, which ensures that it is not abused, 

therapeutic cloning in particular has significant potential value for the health and wellbeing 

of humans generally. 

2.10 National vs Provincial Government Obligations 

The Constitution organises the responsibilities between the three spheres of government in 

terms of the Schedules437 and mandates co-operative government between them in section 

41438. The ~ree spheres of government are referred to in section 40 subsection (I) of which 

states that: 

"In the Republic, government is constituted as national, provincial and local spheres of 

government which are distinctive, interdependent and interrelated. "439 

437 

438 

439 

Schedule: 4 dc:taila functianal arc:.- of Concurrent Natianal and Provincial Legislative Competc:ngc. Health 1CI'Vicc:a, housing, 
welfarc: ICI"VicCI and cducalian .11 fall into Part A of thiI Schedule. The concluaion to be drawn iI that both the national 
gavc::mmc:nl and the provinoial govmmrnta have • rcspauibility fer lOOio-c:conomic right&. Municipal health ac:rvicc:a fall into 
Part B of Schc:duJ.e 4. The national and provincial aphm:a haw: concummt legialatiw: compc:tc:noc: ow;r qnmioipal health aeMcea 
to the c:xtcnt aet out in leCtion lSS(6Xa) and (7) of the Constitution. Schedule S dctaila functianal areu of c:xolUliw: provincial 
legislative compc:tc:nce. 
In terms of aublection (1) of thia lection: "All spheres of govemmrnt and all OI'8B1l1 of state within each aphen: mlllt

(a) prc:sc:rvc the peace, national unity and the indivisibility ofthc: Republic; 
(b) aecure the well-being of the people ofthc: Rc:publia; 
(c) provide decliw:, IranllparcnI, acoountable and cohcmm.t govanmcn1 fer the Republic u. whole; 
(d) be loyal to the Constitution, the Republic and ita people; 
(e) n:spcct the CCI1ItitutionalltalUl, institutiona, poWCl1l and fimctiOl1l of govmmrnt in the other Iphcra; 
(f) not auume any power or function except those confc:rred em them in tcmu of the Constitution; 
(g) ma:rcilc their powers and perform their functions in a ID8l1IlCl' that doea not encroach on the geograpucal, functional er 

instibltiona1 intc:srity of government in another sphere; and 
(h) co-opcrate with one another in mutuallrult and good faith by

(i) fostering frirndiy relations; 
(ii) auiatina and luppcrting one another, 
(iii) informing one another at; and COI1IIultins one another em, matters of oommon interest; 
(iv) co-ordinating their actiona and legialation with one another, 
(v) adhering to asrced procedures; and 
(vi) widing legal procecdin81 againlt one another." 

Dc Waal, Currie and ErumUl fit 2 supra note at p23 that: ''Chapter 3 il aimed primarily at promoting a co-opc:ratiw form of 
fcderalism instead of a competitive form of federalism... In co-opcratiw: forma of fcdc:ralilm the diffen:nt Ic:vr:l. of government 
share the lBDle l'CIpOnIibilities. The Constitution UIUally allocates lesillativc and excoutiw: powen concurrently to the centra1 
and provincial govcmmrnL" They observe that the practice il that the central legislature UIUalI.y adopfJ framework legislation 
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The national executive is given the power in section 1 00440 to intervene when a province 

cannot or does not fulfil an executive obligation in terms of legislation or the Constitution, 

to ensure fulfilment of the obligation. It was perhaps in view of this section that the court 

observed in Grootboom that: 

"The national government bears the overall re~ponsibility for ensuring that the state 

complies with the obligations imposed upon it by s 26."441 

It is submitted that this statement is equally true in respect of the obligations of the" state in 

terms of section 27. Section 146 of the Constitution provides for the event of "a conflict 

between national and provincial legislation in a functional area listed in Schedule 4442 as 

follows: 

(2) National legislation that applies uniformly with regard to the country as a whole prevails over 
provincial legislation if any of the following conditions is met: 

440 

441 

442 

(a) The national legislation deals with a matter that cannot be regulated effectively by 
legislation enacted by the respective provinces individually. 

(b) The national legislation deals with a matter that, to be dealt with effectively, requires 
uniformity across the nation, and the national legislation provides that uniformity by 
establishing-
(i) nonns and standards; 

and then IcaYCI the dctaila to be filled in by the provinoca and the logal sovcmmentl to mit their own partiaular oinlumatmCCII. 
They III)' that mere often than not the aharins of reaparuibility tnaulatCI into an IIlTIIDscmc:nt in which framework 1awI and 
policies arc made cc:nIrally and the laws are completed and cxx:outcd at the provinoial Icvcl. This 1Ir1'1ID8CIDc:nt has du: adYBDlaSC 
of SCOur1na uniformity IICI"QIII the country while allowing the provinDiai authorities to adapt tho details to mit looaI 
implementation. The 1011 of the provinDCI own law making powcn is then OOIDpcnsatcd for by providing them with opportunities 
to par1ioipatc in the naticnaJ. legislative prOOCII. It is submitted that in the area of health servicca at least, a1thoush IIOIllC 

provinces arc more &otive and progrcuive than others, there is anall doubt that they have not relinquished their legillativc 
oapacity. 
"When a provinoc cannot or docs not fulfil an cxcoutivc obligation in terms of legislation or the CtlMtitution, the nalimal 
CXX:ClUtive may intcrvcnc by taking any appropriate ItcpI to ensure fulfilment of that obligation, including-
(a) issuing a directive to the provincial cxccutive, dCloribinS the mc:nt of the failure to fulfil its obligatiClll and Ilatins any ItcpI 

required to meet its obligatiClll; and 
(b) .. umma rcsponIibility far the relevant obligatian in that province to the cxtc:nl ncocuary lo-

(i) maintain CIICIltial nationallllandards or meet Cltablilhed minimum standards ftX' the rendering of a service; 
(ii) maintain coonomio unity; 
(iii) maintain naticnalsc:ourity; or " 
(iv) prcvc:nt that province from takins unrcuonable action that is prejudicial to the inlcrCIta of another provinoc or to 

the country as a whole. II 

Grootboom fit 10 ntpra para 66 p79 

Cameron AJ ru. pointed out in Ex Parle PJ'BSident O/The Republic 0/ South Africa: In Re COJVtitutionaltty O/The Liquor Bill 
2000 (1) SA 732 (CC) at para 48 p760 that: Whcrcu the CClIlItitution maIa:s provisian for oonflioll bctwcc:n national and 
provincial legislation falling within a funotional area in Schedule 4, and bc:twccn national legislation and a provinoial 
COl1Itituticn, the IOle provisian made far oonflicts between natianal lesislation and provincial legialation within the cxglUlive 
provincial terrain of Schedule S is in • 147(2), which provides that national ICSillation rcfcrTCd to in • 44(2) prevails over 
Schedule 5 provincial legislatian. This luggcsll that the COIlIlitutian contemplatca that Schedule S oompc:tenCCl mUit be 
inlcrprc:tcd 10 81 to be distinct from Schedule 4 compctcnccs and that con8ict will ordinarily ariso bctwccn Schedule 5 p-ovinoial 
legialation and national legislation only where the natianal Legialaturc is entitled to intClVcnC under s 44(2)." (footnotes omitted) 
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(ii) frameworks; or 
(iii) national policies. 

(c) The national legislation is necessary for
(i) the maintenance of national security; 
(ii) the maintenance of economic unity; 
(iii) the protection of the common market in respect of the mobility of goods, 

services, capital and labour; 
(iv) the promotion of economic activities across provincial boundaries; 
(vl the promotion of equal opportunity or equal access to government 

services; or 
(vi) the protection of the environment. 

(3) National legislation prevails over provincial legislation if the national legislation is aimed at 
preventing unreasonable action by a province that-
(a) is prejudicial to the economic, health or security interests of another province or the country 

as a whole; or 
(b) impedes the implementation of national economic policy. 

(4) When there is a dispute concerning whether national legislation is necessaty for a purpose set 
out in subsection (2) (c) and that dispute comes before a court for resolution, the court must 
have due regard to the approval or the rejection of the legislation by the National Council of 
Provinces. 
(5) Provincial legislation prevails over national legislation if subsection (2) or (3) does not 

apply." 

The Constitution does not define the term 'health services' and it does not define the term 

'municipal health services' either. This creates something of a problem for the three spheres 

of government when it comes to budgeting. In order to be able to budget for health services, 

it is necessary to know where one's responsibility begins and ends. In the case of municipal 

health services the national and provincial spheres of government have concurrent 

legislative competence to the extent set out in section 155(6)(a) and (7). These sections 

require that each province must establish municipalities in its province in a manner 

consistent with the legislation enacted in tenns of subsections (2) and (3) and by legislative 

and other measures must-

(a) provide for the monitoring and support of local government in the province; and 

(b) promote the development of local government capacity to enable municipalities to 

perform their functions and manage their own affairs. 

They also state that the national government, subject to section 44 and the provincial 

governments have the legislative and executive authority to see to the effective 

performance by municipalities of their functions in respect of matters listed in schedules 4 

. and 5, by regulating the exercise by municipalities of their executive authority referred to in 

section 156(1). 
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The fact that municipal health services are mentioned separately in Part B of Schedule 4 

and that the legislative power over them by the national and provincial spheres of 

government is restricted implies that they must be different from health service as listed in 

Part A of Schedule 4 in terms of which no restrictions are imposed443
, However the matter 

is not as simple as this Cameron AJ points out in the Liquor Bill case444 that: 

"The Constitution-makers' allocation of powers to the national and provincial spheres appears to 
have proceeded from a functional vision of what was appropriate to each sphere and, accordingly, 
the competences itemised in Schedules 4 and 5 are referred to as being in respect of 'functional 
areas', The ambit of the provinces' exclusive powers must, in my view, be determined in the light 
of that vision. It is significant that s I 04( I )(b) confers power on each province to pass legislation 
'for its province' within a 'functional area'. It is thus clear from the outset that the Schedule 5 
competences must be interpreted as conferring power on each province to legislate in the exclusive 
domain only 'for its province'. From the provisions of s 44(2) it is evident that the national 
government is entrusted with overriding powers where necessary to maintain national security, 
economic unity and essential national standards; to establish minimum standards required for the 
rendering of services; and to prevent unreasonable action by provinces which is prejudicial to the 
interests of another province or to the country as a whole. From s 146 it is evident that national 
legislation within the concurrent terrain of Schedule 4 that applies uniformly to the country takes 
precedence over provincial legislation in the circumstances contemplated in s 44(2), as well as 
when it: 
(a) deals with a matter that cannot be regulated effectively by provincial legislation; 

(b) provides necessary uniformity by establishing nonns and standards, frameworks or 
national policy; 

(c) is necessary for the protection of the common market in respect of the mobility of goods, 
services, capital and labour, for the promotion of economic activities across provincial 
boundaries, the promotion of equal opportunity or equal access to goverrunent services or 
the protection of the environment. 

From this it is evident that where a matter requires regulation inter-provincially, as opposed to 
intra-provincially, the Constitution ensures that national government has been accorded the 
necessary power, whether exclusively or concurrently under Schedule 4, or through the powers of 
intervention accorded by s 44(2). 'The corollary is that where provinces are accorded exclusive 
powers these should be interpreted as applying primarily to matters which may appropriately be 
regulated intra-provincially." (writer's emphasis) 

The trouble with health care services is that it can be extremely difficult to determine in 

practice which of them should be regulation inter-provincially as opposed to intra-

443 

444 

Cameron AJ nated in In R. Constitutionality OfThB Liquor Bill em 442 supra) at para 50 p 760 that: "It folloWiIhat, in order to 

give effect to the constitutional scheme, which allOWI for exclusivity IUbjCXlt to the intc:rvcm1ion justifiable undcc • 44(2), and 
pouibly to incidental inlrulion only under • 44(3), 87 the Schcdulc: 4 functional compctcncca Ihould be intc:rprctcd as beinS 
distinct fiom, and 81 excluding, Schedule 5 compctcocca. That the divi.ion could never have been contemplated as beina 
abaoluto iI a poirt to which I return in due counc." 

In R. Conrlitutlonallty OfTlre Liquor Bill (fn 442IUpra) 
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provincially due to their often polycentric nature~4.5. As explained by the court in van 

Biljon 's case: 

"What is meant by polycentric decisions has also been described as follows with reference to the 
image of a spider's web: 
'A pull on one strand will distribute tensions after a complicated pattern throughout the web as a 
whole. Doubling the original pull will, in all likelihood, not simply double each of the resulting 
tensions. This would certainly occur, for example, if the double pull caused one or more of the 
weaker strands to snap. This is a "polycentric" situation because it is "many centred" - each 
crossing of the strands is a distinct centre for distributing tensions. ",446 

On the subject of the power of the legislative competence of provinces in respect ofloca1 

government matters the constitutional court observed in the Certificationjudgment at paras 

375 to 377 that: 

"There is another respect in which provincial powers and functions in respect of LG have been 
altered. In Ie sch 6 there is listed a broad functional area of legislative competence termed 'Local 
Government, subject to the provisions of chap 10'. Within this broad sphere, and subject to national 
legislative overrides, provincial governments are free to legislate directly in relation to all LG 
matters. In the NT, however, specific functional areas of legislative competence in relation to LG 
are detailed in NT schs 4 and 5. Other legislative competences not dealt with in the NT may be 
assigned to the provinces by national legislation in terms of NT l04(1)(b)(iii). This restricted list
based provincial competence contained in the NT stands to be compared with the unenumerated 
potentially concurrent legislative powers afforded provinces under the Ie. It is a difficult 
comparison to make. Notwithstanding that the lists of LG matte~ in parts B of NT schs 4 and 5, 
respectively, are extensive, it must be recognised that the enumerated list approach must, to some 
extent, be more restrictive than a loosely dermed area of competence. This must mean that the NT 
attenuates the manner in which the legislative power is exercised. We conclude that to this extent 
provincial powers have been diminished in the NT. In respect of NT sch 5 matters, however, this 
diminution falls to be further gauged in the context of the measures safeguarding provincial power 
that are found in NT 76 read with NT 44(2). Under the latter, Parliament can intervene in NT sch 5 
matters only when it is necessary to achieve the objectives set out in NT 44(2)(a)-(e). Such 
legislation is subject to the mechanism of NT 76(1), in terms of which the will of the Neap, the 
institutional locus of provincial interests at national level, can be overborne only by a two-thirds 
majority of all the members of the NA. The greater constraint placed upon the national Legislature 

446 

Cameron AJ fn 442 8UpTa highJigbta the nature of thc:sc difticultie. in relation to Schedule 4 and Schedule S oompctcnoie. which 
arc at least lICparatcd by a di1fcrcnt Schedule whilat health care sc:rvi1lCl appear in a single Schedule in tc:nna of which p-ovinccI 
and national sovcmmcnt have conoUl1"COt legislatiw competcnDc: '7hat Sohedule 4 legislation may impact on a Schedule S 
functional area finds recognition on one readins of I 44(3). Whatever ita true reading this provision wu not dcaisncd to 
undermine the Schedule S compctcnDca. They retain their full meaning and cffcct, c:xocpt where cnoroaolunc:nt by national 
legislation would in fact be 'n:uonably ncoessary for. Dr inoidental to' the cfi'cotiw exercise of a Schedule 4 power. Since, 
however, DO national legislative scheme oan ever be entirely water-tight in rc:spc:cting the c:x:cludcd provincial oompetcnocs. and 
since the possibility of overlaps iJ inevitable, it will on oooatIion be ncccuary to determine the main substance of legialation and 
hence to ascertain in what field of competence ita substance faUs; and, this having been done, what it incidentally ~plishCL 
This cnlaila that a court dctcnninil18 compliance by a legillatiw scheme with the oompc:tcncc:s enumerated in Schedule. 4 and S 
must at IQIIlC ltagc determine the charaotcr of the legislation. It seems apparent that the IUbstanae of • particular piece of 
legislation may not be capable of • lingle oharacterisation only and that • single ltatutc may have mara than ODe substantial 
character. Diffcrc:nt parts of the legislation may thus require different IlIICIIIDcnt in regard to a disputed question of legialativc 
ocmpctcncc. n (footnoll:l omitted) 

Jl'anBi!ian fn 236 at p 454 
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by the NT in respect of NT 5ch 5 matters has to be weighed against the attenuation of competences 
brought about by the listing of functions. A further relevant factor in the weighing process is to be 
found in "NT 164. Pursuant to this provision all matters not dealt with under the NT may be 
prescribed by national or provincial legislation, the latter within the framework of national 
legislation. This power to prescribe residual LG matters may well be significant. Not only are 
provincial legislatures competent to so prescribe but the function of national legislation is restricted 
to regulation. It is adequate for present purposes to state that the term 'regulate' connotes a broad 
managing or controlling rather than a direct authorisation function. Thus Parliament is entitled, in 
relation to provincial legislative power under NT 164, to establish the general framework within 
which such power is to be exercised. This leaves room for provinces to detennine details of LG 
matters within that framework and to legislate for them. ,,447 

It is worth noting that whilst Schedule 4 lists functional areas of concurrent national and 

provincial legislative competence, no mention is made of 'executive competence'. The 

court in Executive Council, Western Cape Legislature, And Others v President OJ The 

Republic Of South Africa And Other~48 pointed out that: 

"The provinces are given executive competence by s 144(2) over: 
'. . . all matters in respect of which such province has exercised its legislative competence, matters 
assigned to it by or under s 235 or any law, and matters delegated to it by or under any law'." 

The constitutional court in Ex Parte Chairperson Of The Constitutional Assembly: In Re 

Certification O/The Constitution449 seems to regard executive competence as a concomitant 

of the legislative competence referred to in Schedule 4. It observed that: 

"In the CJ we took into account that in terms of the IC the provinces have legislative and"executive 
competence in respect of education" (writer's emphasis). Chaskalson et a/ point out that 
constitutionally, provincial executive authority is derived from three sources: 
(1) exercised provincial legislative competence; 
(2) powers delegated to the province ~ any law, and 
(3) powers assigned to the province,,4 

The legislative competence of a province is only exercised when the province enacts 

legislation. 

The legislative system for health care services as contemplated in the Constitution is itself 

polycentric in that municipalities have legislative and executive competence over municipal 

447 

448 

449 

4SO 

CertijicotlonjwJgmtml fit 59 supra at p 882-883 

ExfJcutM Counci~ Wulem C~ iAgl81aIurB 199!5 (4) SA 8T1 (CC) 

Ex Par1B ChairpeT20n OfThe C0ll8titutionalA88enlbly 1997 (2) SA 97 (CC) at para 170 plSZ 

Cha.Jkols01l til al fit 67 supra at p 4-4 
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health services4S1
• Municipal health services are not defined but their boundaries will 

influence the scope of health car~ services since presumably whatever is not a municipal 

health service is a health service as contemplated in Part A of Schedule 4. Provinces and 

national government have concurrent legislative competence over health services. 

However, a province only has executive competence over health services if it h~ exercised 

its legislative competence over health services or powers have been assigned to it or 

delegated to it in terms of any law. One cannot therefore assume that all of the provinces 

have executive competence over all areas of health services within the province. Some 

provinces have enacted health legislation whilst others have not. 4S2 National government 

has a concurrent legislative competence with provinces over health services. The national 

government has not yet enacted framework legislation with respect to health services 

whereas quite a few of the provinces have done so intra-provincially. In terms of section 

156(4) of the Constitution national and provincial governments must assign to a 

municipality "by agreement and subject to any conditions" the administration of a matter 

listed in Part A of Schedule 4 or Part A of Schedule 5 which necessarily relates to local 

government if that matter would be most effectively administered locally and the 

municipality has the capacity to administer it. So municipalities can actually be responsible, 

on a contractual basis for. health services that are more than just municipal. The web 

becomes even more complicated when one considers that in terms of section 84(1)(i) of the 

Local Government: Municipal Structures ActS3
, district municipalities (Category C 

municipalities in terms of section 155 of the Constitution) are responsible for municipal 

health services but local municipalities (Category B municipalities in terms of section 155 

of the Constitution) are the ones that are currently providing health services although they 

4S1 

4S2 

4" 

Section 151(2) of the Constitution Itatea that tho cxeoutivc and legillative authority of a municipality is WIlted in ita Munioipal 
CoUDDiL Section 1S1(3) of tho Constitution provides that a municipality hili the right to sovem. ClIl ita own initiative, the looal 
government affairs of ita oommunily, subject to naticna1 and provinoial Ieswation 81 provided fer in the Ccmtitution". Section 
151(4) stipulates that tho IUltionai ClI' provincial govenmcnt may not oompromise or impede a municipality's ability ClI' right to 
exercise its powers or perfonn ita fu.ncticm. 
See for instance the KwaZuIu Natal Health Aat No 4 of 2000; the Free State Hospitals Aat No 13 of 1996; the Free State 
Provincial Health Act No 8 of 1999; the E.tem Cape Health Act No 10 of 1999; the Western Cape Health Facilities Boards Act 
No 7 of 2001; the Western Cape Health Act Amendment Act No (; of 2002; the E.tem Cape Provincial Health Aat No 10 of 
1999; the Ncrthom Province Health Services Act No 9 of 1999; the Health Laws Rationalisatim ArA No 11 of 1995 of the North 
West Province. See also the Assignment to the Provinces of the Health Aat, 1977 under serAion 235(8) of tho Constitution of the 
Republic of South Afiica 1993 in terms of which the President auigned tho administration of the Health Act 1977 (Aot No 63 of 
1977) r=ludins those provisions (if any) of the said ArA which falla outside the functional areas specified in Schedule (; to the 
Constitution or which relate to matter referred to in paragraphs (a> to (e) of section 126 (3) of the Constitution, to a oompctenl 
authority within the jurildiotion of the sovernment of a province mentioned in section 124 (1) of the Constitution desisnated by 
the Premier of the pl"Ovince concerned. 

Act No 117 of 1998 
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have to be specifically empowered to do so in tenns of section 84(3)(a) of the Local 

Government: Municipal Structures Act Thus although the national government is 

ultimately responsible for ensuring that the constitutional obligatio~s of the state with 

regard to section 27 of the Constitution are fulfilled, the provincial and municipal spheres 

of government have their own unique and original powers and responsibilities with regard 

to health ~ervices and it is not simply a matter of national government being able to enact 

legislation or go in and take control of the delivery of health services that fall within the 

scope of the powers awarded by the Constitution to provinces and municipalities. This 

makes for a complex dynamic in the area of health services between national, provincial 

and local spheres of government which renders it inevitable that the national Minister of 

Health is likely to be cited as a respondent in all litigation involving health care services 

irrespective of the level of involvement of the national department of health in the 

circumstances of the case. 

Although the national department of health does not presently regard the direct provision 

health care services as its core function due to the fact that the provinces own the resources 

such a hospitals, clinics and phannaceutical depots necessary to provide these services and 

that the provinces are providing them, it is submitted that if the national sphere of 

government is to be ultimately responsible for the fulfilment of the rights contemplated in 

section 27 of the Constitution, then it must, in the absence of a power to compel the 

provision of health care services by a province, retain the power to render those services at 

national level. Proclamation 152 of 1994 which assigned certain functions of the Health Act 

No 63 of 1977 to the provinces recognised this in its exclusion of section 14 of that Act 

from the assignment In tenns of section 14(1 )(a) of the Health Act: 

"( l)In addition to the functions entrusted to the Department of Health by any other law, 
the functions of the said Department shall, subject to the provisions of this Act, be-

(a) with due regard to health services rendered by provincial administrations and local 
authorities, to co-ordinate health services rendered by the said Department and to 
provide such additional services as may be necessary to establish a comprehensive 
health service for the population of the Republic of South Africa;" 
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There is a mirror provision in section 16(1) of the Act which deals with the functions of the 

provinces which requires them to take into consideration the services rendered by the 

national department and other provinces and local authorities. 

The National Health Bill which is intended to repeal the Health Act of 1977 is being 

processed at the time of writing and a detailed dis"cussion of its provisions is thus not 

presently possible. 

It is important to note with regard to section 100 that it is the national executive that must 

invoke its provisions. The national department of health or even the Minister of Health does 

not have the power to intervene directly in terms of this section if a province is failing to 

provide health care services. The national executive may issue a directive detailing the 

shortcomings of the province and how they can be addressed and may assume the functions 

of the province on limited grounds. The manner if any in terms of which the directive 

contemplated in section 100 may be enforced is a delicate subject. The fact that the 

constitution provides for the assumption of responsibility for the relevant obligation in the 

province by the national executive tends to suggest that this is the constitutionally 

acceptable method of enforcement of the directive. Section 41 stipulates specifically that 

the spheres of government must avoid legal proceedings .against one another. It also 

requires them to assist. and support one another. The section provides that national 

legislation may regulate the proces's established by this section but· to date no such 

legislation has been forthcoming. 

2.11 Horizontal Application ofTbe RigbtTo Health Care Services 

The question of the horizontal application of the right to health care services has been 

touched on many times in the course of this chapter. Since the horizontal application of 

rights is a recurring theme involving private individuals and other entities within the private 

sector, it will arise as a topic in other chapters tl}at relate to obligations between such 

parties. Consequently an attempt will be made in this section to identify only some of the 

key principles leaving more detailed and case specific discussions for later. The question of 
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the extent to which the constitutional rights involving health care services are enforceable 

against health care service providers in the private sector is clearly of vital interest to those 

providers. Unlike public health facilities and providers they are not funded by the fiscus 

and they must make sufficient profit from health care delivery to make it worth their while, 

and in the case of juristic persons, their investors' and potential investors' while, to 

continue to do so. If the contribution of the private health sector in South Africa to health 

service delivery is regarded as valuable and worthy of preservation, then :the horizontal 

application of the right to health care services must be seen against this backdrop and in the 

context of the need for a balancing of the right to 'trade' in health care services and the 

rights of consumers of health care services. 

The question of the horizontal application of rights has been the subject ofso~e debate in 

the context of both the interim Constitution and the final Constitution and the section in the 

interim Constitution was changed in order to make more explicit the idea that the rights in 

the Bill of Rights are capable of horizontal application in certain circumstances4S4
• Section 

8(2) stipulates that a provision of the Bill of Rights binds a natural or a juristic person it: 

and to the extent that, it is applicable taking into account the nature of the right and the 

nature of any duty imposed by the right. In terms of section 8(3), when applying the 

provisions of the Bill of Rights to a natural or juristic person in terms of subsection (2) a 

court in order to give effect to a right in the Bill, must apply, or of necessary develop, the 

common law to the extent that legislation does not give effect to that right and may develop 

rules of the common "law to limit the right, provided that the limitation" is in accordance 

with section 36(1). De Waal et ar"note that ihere are five general considerations regarding 

the interpretation of section 8(2) that must be kept in mind from the outset 

454 
See the COIIUDCJIts of Davil .t al (fa 124 mpra) at p 30 where they Blate that: H In the earlier work we stated what we thought wu 
tho obvioUl - Chap 3 applied to all law. We thought it unoontrovcnial and acoardinsly did no more than bric:t1y dcBoribe the 
backgrcnmd debate and explain the mccbaniCl of scotica 7(2) [of the interim Ccmtitution) and why it was that we thought tho 
Chapter applied to the oommon law 8l1d customary law. We were wrong on acwraI oounta. Our rcnditica of the debate w. 
oontcBtcd by Du P1C11iB LM and Corder H in Understanding South Africa's Traditional BiU of Rights. Juta & Co Ltd, Kcnwyn 
1994 at p 112 seq. The issue WaB hotly contested in the pre8II and academic journals. The courts were cwm1y divided until the 
Constitutiona1 Court deoided the iuue in Du Plusis &- othen y D8 Kkrk and Another 1996{S) BCLR 6S8 (CC). The magority 
oourt took an opinion opposite the one advanced in this book" and at P 43 where they obICIW that: "The applicatica proviBiODl 
of the Chapter 2 of the BiD of Rights hu been lubjected to 1Br mora dramatic chanp that any otha- p-oviaica of Chap_ 3 of the 
Interim Ccmtitution. Whatever the intcrprctatien placed en IS, it now will haw aomo form. of horizcntal application." Sec allO 
the observation of Licbenbcrg in Chaska1aon 8t al (fit 43 "",ra) at 41-45 where she .tatcs that:" One of the profound chansea 
introduced by the tinaI CClIlIlitutiOll i. in rcspcct of the application of the BiD of Rishta to pivate parties. " 
Dc Waal fit aZ fit 2 supra at p 55 
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"l. Section 8(2) states that a 'provision' may apply to private conduct456
• It does not say that a 

'right' may apply to private conduct. It is therefore possible, and quite reasonable that some 
of the provisions of the Bill of Rights may apply to the conduct of a private person or 
juristic persons while other provisions in the same section (and pertaining to the same right) 
will not apply to such conduct. For example, the right of access to health care services s27 
(1) and (2» probably does not apply horizontally.[For the reason that the duty imposed by 
the right is too burdensome to impose on private individuals] However, the right not to be 
refused emergency medical treabnerit (s27(3» probably do~s apply horizontally ... 

2. Questions concerning the horizontal application of the Bill of Rights cannot be determined 
a priori and in the abstract. Although this is not explicitly stated, whether a provision in the 
Bill of Rights applies horizontally also depends on the nature of the private conduct in 
question and the circumstances of a particular case. This explains why section 8(2) states 
that a provision in the Bill of Rights binds a natural or juristic person if, and to the. extent 
that, it is applicable. The extent to which a provision is applicable can only be detennined 
by reference to the context within which it is sought to be relied upon .... HQwever, a resort 
to context or the circumstances of a particular case should not be used to frustrate the clear 
intention of the drafters of the 1996 Constitution to extend the direct operation of the 
provisions of the Bill of Rights to private conduct. It is not permissible to argue, for 
example, that it is only when private persons fmd themselves in a position comparable to 
the powerful state that s 8(2) binds them ~ the Bill of Rights. It may be that most private or 
juristic persons do not have the capacity to infringe human rights in a manner and on a scale 
comparable to the state. But any interpretation of s 8(2) must avoid relying on such gross 
generalizations. The subsection was after all included to overcome the conventional 
assumption that human rights need only be protected in vertical relationships. 

3. The purpose of a provision is an important consideration in determining whether it is 
applicable to private conduct or not. .. [T]he purpose of the right to human dignity does not 
necessarily demand differentiation between the state and private conduct. 

4. The nature of any duty imposed by the right must be taken into account. This recognises 
that private or juristic persons are often primarily driven by a concern for themselves. On 
the other hand the state is supposed to be motivated by a concern for the well-being of 
society as a whole. The application of the Bill of Rights to private conduct should not 
undennine private autonomy to the same extent that it places restrictions on the sovereignty 
of government. This consideration is of particular importance when it comes to the 

Davis et al (m 124 .rupra) observe at p 47 that: "Based an the inclusian of the word 'judiciary' in I (8Xl), and the lignificancc 
sivcn to that ward by the Constitutional Court in the judgment of Kcntridgc AJ in the Du PlaSM cue, [Du Pleaai. &- OthBn v De 
Klsric &- .A.nothsr 1996 (3) SA 8S0 (CC)] it oan be argued that the conolusion rcaohcd by Mahomcd DP with regard to 
harizontality, namely, that the hcrizontal application will apply to all private relatianships iI oorrcot, CM'III if Kriegler J could find 
liberal philosophical llUpport for the oonolusion that there arc a ranse of relationships whiob. should fall outside of the law. If the 
notiaa. of judioiary in • 8(1) now impliCi that the Chapter applies to all law, the addition of lCOlion 8(2) appears to extent the 
ambit beyond the law to ·the oonduot of private penonI. Section 8(2) now asb of a court that it invatisate all private 
relationships to ascertain whether a ccmtitutional risht iI applicable to such a relationship. A penon who prcvioUlly had no right 
apinst another, misht now enjoy lucb a right 81 the Constitution allen the nature of tho private relationship." Thi. has far. 
rcaohins implioatiQl1l. In the 08IIC of the right of 800CII to health care lICI'Vioes for inatanoc it might be pOllible to pound a 
OOI1Ititutional olaim of violatian of thil right· in the abacncc of the IlCSligence required to sround a olaim in delict for the IIIIIlC 

omi8lian or act and in the abecnoc of the existence of a contract for thole health scrviCCI. The conduct of a private hoapital in 
.cIc1iwrinS health care ICI'ViocI to a patient must not only be judpl apinat the contract it has with that patient but must aIIo be 
ICI'Utinised to dct.erm.ine whctbcr there was any violation of a OOIIIlitutianal right that oamo into play in the rclaticmhip. Davil st 
al comment that: In thil way the relationship between • 8(1) which appliCi to aU law and I 8(2) which appliOi to privato 
relationships becomCi coherent and oansillent. There is a mandatory applioatian of the Bill of Rishll to aU forma of law in tc:rms 
of section 8(1) but a diacrctimwy application to private relationships in terms of • 8(2), the dUorct.ian beins bounded by the 
inquiry into the iuuc of suitability." . 
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imposition of duties which entail the spending of money.4S7Since the conduct of private 
persons has to funded from their own pockets, the same duties may not be imposed on them 
as can be imposed on an organ of state which relies on public funds. For example a private 
hospital cannot, unlike a state hospital, be saddled with the duty to provide every child with 
basic health care services (s 28(l)c». 

s. In some instances indications are found in the Bill or Rights itself as to whether a particular 
right may be applied to private conduct or not. .. Also it can be said that the nature of the 
duties imposed by the right to have legislative and other measures taken to protect that 
environment (s24(b», to realize the right to housing (s26), the right to health care, food, 
water and social security (s27) and the right to education (s29) would nonnally result in 
them not being applicable to private conduct. .. " 

The judgment of the constitutional court in Du Plessis v De Klerltss, which will be 

considered in greater detail in a subsequent chapter caused quite a stir"SSlin legal academic 

circles when the court found that, for the purposes of the interim Constitution, the Bill or 

Rights applied only vertically. It set out some guidelines as follows: 

• A private litigant may not invoke a right guaranteed .in the Bill of Rights against 

another. 

• A private litigant may, however, argue that a statute or executive act relied upon by 

the other private party is invalid because it is inconsistent with the Bill of Rights; 

• Acts or omissions on the part of government may be attacked by a private litigant as 

being inconsistent with the Bill of Rights in any dispute with an organ of government 

due to the fact that the Bill of Rights also applies to common law. 

The furor that this judgment caused in legal circles will be canvassed in a subsequent 

chapter when discussing the application of the Bill of Rights in the private sphere. It is 

4.57 

4.58 

4.59 

In the conloxl of health services thia is nowhere marc apposite than in the .ituation of pharmaoc:utioal reBCm'Ch and dewlopment 
which is very much the cbnain of private cnterpriae. If it becomca apparent to pharmaceutical manuf80turcn that drup for the 
trcabncnt of HIV I AIDS are DOt profitable because of the pn:ssurc cxcrtcd by govcrnmentl and II)tivisll or the applioation of the 
risht of 8COCI8 to health oare services to bring the prioca down to the point where it i. DO longer feasible to n::acarch, dewlop or 
manufacture or lupply IUOh drup, and they 0C8IC to do 10 the very aim that suoh activity IClCb to achieve will be defeated at 
inconceivable oost to lOOicty. The private aeotor oannot be compelled to invcst maney in unprofitable cntCJpriscII far the greater 
good. 
Du P~i8 m 4S61Upf'Q 
Davia et al m 124 8Upf'Q at P 30 obserw that "The ilSuc was hotly cantcsted in the pea and in academio journals. The oourta 
were evenly divided until the Ccmtitutianal Court decided the illUC in Du PW8U cmd Other8 y Dfl KlfIrk and .A.nothflr 1996(5) 
BCLR. 6S8 (ec), The m~ority of the oourt took an opinian opposite the one advanced in this book." 
Sec al80 Cheadle H and Davis D 'The Applioatian oCthe 1996 ConItitutian In The Private Sphere' (1997) SAJHR 44 who O8DYBI 

the debatca in leme detail 
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sufficient to note at this point that the application provisions of the interim Constitution in 

this regard were subject to significant alteration in the final Constitution46O
• 

It is not inconceivable that in certain circumstances the right of access to health care 

services could be horizontally applicable. Previously, the picture was painted ofa scenario 

in which the state decides that the best way to ensure access to health care services is to 

become a funder of health care services leaving the supply side to the private sector. In 

such a situation the patient has nowhere else to go but the private sector and even though 

this arrangement may have been established in terms of a contract between the state or 

relevant legislation, it is submitted that the patient's constitutional right of access to health 

care services in such an environment may well be enforceable against health establishments 

and professionals within the private sector as much as against the state. As a further 

example, it is likely that in a situation where a certain highly specialised form of treatment 

which has been shown to be successful, i.e. it is not in the experimen~l stages, is in limited 

supply due to a shortage of doctors skilled in the technique and the only physician in the 

country who is capable o~ administering the treatment to a particular patient refuses to do 

so on the grounds that as a private practitioner he can choose which patients he sees, it may 

be possible to argue on behalf of the rejected patient, that the latter has a constitutional right 

to those services. This would be particularly so if one assumes that the patient is prepared 

to pay, that he is unable to travel obtain the treatment elsewhere, that the physician's 

schedule is not such that he cannot accommodate another patient, and that his refusal is 

based purely on the fact that he does riot have a good relationship with this particular 

patient In the case of health services there is often an opportunity cost in choosing one 

particular health care provider over another because of time constraints in receiving a 

particular kind of treatment. It is also possible that certain types of treatment are only 

available in the private sector and that once a course of treatment has commenced it must 

be pursued to its full conclusion in order to avoid further jeopardy to th~ patient's health. A 

patient could effectively find himself 'locked in' to a particular course of treatment which is 

only available from a particular provider In such situations, it is submitted that 

discontinuation of the treatment for no good reason could in certain circumstances ground a 

460 
Sec Davis tit al m 124 supra at p 43 where the authors observe that the applicatian provisions of the Chapter 2 of the Bill of 
Rishts has been subjected to far more dramatio ohange than any other provision ofChaptcr 3 of the Interim Canstitutian. 
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constitutional claim in terms of the right of access to health care services. It is further 

submitted that there is scope for argument that, in much the same way as is contemplated in 

terms of the law of delict461
, once a particular health care provider assumes the 

responsibility of providing health care services to a particular patient, that patient acquires a 

constitutional right of access to health care services against the provider concerned, 

especially in circumstances where transfer of the patient to another facility or medical 

practitioner is not feasible for some reason. For example where the only hospital, which is a 

private hospital, in a relatively isolated small town serving a rural community takes into its 

care a chronically ill patient who is too ill to be transferred to another facility, it is 

submitted that the patient concerned may well have a constitutional right of access to health 

care services against that facility. This does not mean that the patient is not obliged to pay 

for those services but rather that in taking him in the facility has forfeited its power as a 

private operator to refuse to provide him with the health care services he needs. In 

summary, it is submitted that it more likely that a private entity will incur a constitutional 

obligation consistent with the right of access to health car services as contemplated in 

section 27(1) of the Constitution in relation to situations involving respecting or protecting 

the right as opposed to promoting and fulfilling it"62. 

If one considers the composite right to health as opposed to the simple right to health care 

services then the argument is even stronger that the right is applicable horizontally since the 

rights to dignity, equality and freedom are not only rights but also human values central to 

the Bill of Rights and the Constitution4C53
• As observed previously the right to dignity is 

461 

462 

Sec Magwartl " MinistrJr Of Health NO 1981 (4) SA 472 (Z) in which the court held at p 477 that: "It ia clear that there was a 
moral and profi:uional duty to act R:lIOIIIlbly towards the plaintiff. It seems to me that, on the facts, onae the defendants 
cmp~ had unclertakeo treatment 8l1d bad engaged in applying the pluter of Paris GIlt, thc:rc w .. set up a speaial relatiolUlhip 
between defendant's employees, the oasualty mc:dioal Itaft; and the plaint~ different from the relatiansbip between the plaintiff 
and a diainterested Itranger. The plaintiff W8I in the care of the defendant's medical staft II lntercltingly this W8I an application 
of the principles of Ewela (m 376 lIUpra) which was hued significantly on CCXlIideratiOlll of public policy. Since the R:latiansbip 
between publio policy and constitutional values is symbiotic in the IICI1IC that OClIIStitutional values mUll inform oonaideratiOl1l of 
public polioy and that consideratiOl1l of public policy will undoubtedly have lOme influence on the way that ocmtitutiooal valuea 
8R; interpreted and applied, the decilion in Magware is of relevance: in the South Afiioan legal context and within the new 
ccmatitutianallepl order despite the fact that it was decided in another country in terms of a diffi:ccnt legal diapenlation. 
This ia IUpparted by the ObscrvatiOl1l of De Waal .t al (m 2 1IUpI'Q) at p 45 to the eft"ect that tho 1996 Bill of Rights recopiIeI 
that private abuse of human riglm may be as pernioioUi 81 violatiCl\l perpetrated by the state. For this reuan the BiD of Rishtl is 
not confined to protecting individuals against the ute. In certain circumstances the Bill of Rights proteotI individuals against 
abuses of their righu by other individuals" 
See section l(a) which statel that the Republic of South Africa is founded on 'the values of human dignity. the achievement of 
equality and the advancement of human rishu and freedoms and allO Section 7(1) of the Constitution which states that the Bill of 
Rights ia a cornerstone of democracy in South Africa. It CllShrinCl the rishu of all people in our C01Dltry and afJ'II1IlS the 
democratio valuea ofhuman dignity. equality and &oedom." 
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significant to a right to health and is one of the simple rights that contributes to the 

composite right to health. As de Waal et al point out464 the right to dignity protects an 

individual against assault on his or her dignity from any source, whether private or public. 

In similar vein the right to an environment that is not harmful to health or well-being in 

terms of section 24 of the Constitution and which is another of the simple rights that 

comprises the right to health cannot reasonably be said to be applicable only to the state. It 

would be senseless to prevent only the state from polluting the environment when the major 

sources of environmental pollution are likely to be located within private industry. The state 

in South Africa does not own a great many factories or industrial plants or mining 

operations in comparison to the private sector. Whilst it may be true that rights such as 

socio-economic rights, requiring legislative measures in order to realise them are likely to 

be primarily the responsibility of the state, as it is obvious that only the state can legislate, it 

is submitted that it would be a mistake to assume that this absolves the private sector from 

all responsibility in respect of those rights. The fact that section 24(b) encapsulates the right 

to have the environment protected through reasonable legislative and other measures does 

not detract from the fact that in section 24(a) everyone has the right to an environment that 

is not harmful to their health or well-being. Similarly, the right of everyone to have access 

to health care services in terms of section 27(1) sits in a separate subsection to the 

obligation of the state to realise the right through legislative and other measures within its 

available resources. It is submitted that obstruction by private persons ofsomeone's right of 

access to health care services could well constitute a violation of the right. The question as 

to what kinds of behaviour could be viewed as obstructive is a question of the facts and 

circumstances of each case but, it is submitted, could include deliberate misinformation 

such that a patient does not seek required health care services, illegal strike action by health 

personnel that results in the unavailability of health services, the failure on the part of a 

private medical practitioner to refer an illiterate and seriously ill patient to a public health 

facility at which the required health services are available, the wilful and malicious 

destruction of the only road that leads to a rural hospital or even the failure on the part of a 

private contractor to adequately repair the road, failure on the part of a private hospital to 

maintain backup power supplies in the case of a power failure such that the ventilators in 

464 
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the intensive care unit suddenly fail etc. Although it is clear that in many cases the 

examples given above will found claims in terms of the law of delict or of contract it is 

submitted that the constitutional right of access adds another legal .dimension to such 

claims. It remains to be seen how these and other situations will be dealt with by the courts 

and the litigants themselves in practice. It is submitted that, generally speaking, implicit in 

all rights of access is a free~om and that when that freedom is obstructed, curtailed or 

restricted in a material way there is usually the potential for recourse in terms of the law 

that granted that freedom. The Constitution, as- the law that epitomises the protection of 

human rights and freedoms in South Africa, should be no different in this respect. 

Liebenberg46S notes that: "In determining whether a right is· &applicable' regard must be had 

to (1) explicit textual references ... ; (2) horizontal applicability as a 'necessary implication' 

of the right ... ; and (3) whether the nature of the right and the duty it imposes is 'capable' 

and 'suitable' for horizontal application ... '''. In Holomisa v Khumalo And Others466 the 

court stated: 

"However, I am of the view that s 8(2) does create space for an interpretation and a conclusion, at 
least in certain situations, that s 15 is horizontally applicable. When Kentridge AJ wrote the 
judgment in Du PleSSis and De Klerk, there was nothing expressly stated in the interim Constitution 
about the direct horizontal application of rights. Therefore the general position had to be 
determined, and was found to be that chap 3 of the interim Constitution did not have a general 
direct horizontal application. Yet Kentridge AJ left the door open for an argument that certain 
provisions could be horizontally applicable. These would have to be in the nature of exceptions, 
however. Therefore the test is whether horizontal application is a necessary implication. Section 
8(2) makes it quite clear that provisions of the Bill of Rights bind natural and juristic persons, as a 
general rule, if and to the extent that such a provision is applicable. Horizontal application is 
therefore wholly possible and plausible as far as the wording of the Constitution is concerned .... As 
indicated earlier, the indirect horizontal application of rights in the Bill of Rights, or the 
development of the common law in accordance with the spirit, etc of the Bill of Rights, occurs in 
both Constitutions (in terms of s 35 of the interim Constitution and s 39 of the final Constitution). I 
earlier indicated that I do not regard the differences between s 35 and s 39 as sufficiently relevant to 
warrant a radically different result as far as the issue in this case is concerned. The relevant question 
is how significant the distinction is between the indirect horizontality of s 35 or s 39 and the direct 
horizontality allowed for by s 8 of the fmal Constitution." 

CJwkalson III al m 67 .rrlprtl at p 41-4' 

Holoml8a 2002 (3) SA 38 (T) at p '9 and p 67 
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Liebenberg makes the point that the wording of section 8(2) makes it clear that a particular 

right may be only partially applicable to a dispute between private parties and that some of 

the duties imposed by the particular right may thus be capable of binding private parties 

while others may not be stating that: 

"Cheadle and Davis oversimplify the matter by arguing that the socio-economic rights in ss 26 and 
27 will not apply to private parties given the textual signals and 'the potentially onerous nature of 
such a duty on private persons'. This argument may be persuasive to some extent in respect of the 
positive duties 'to protect, promote and fulfill' socio-economic rights. However, it does not 
persuade in respect of the negative duty 'to respect' socio-economic rights. It is eminently 'suitable' 
and indeed essential for the effective protection of socio-economic rights that private parties are 
bound to respect the negative duties flowing from the right.'~ 

She notes further that the possibility also exists that at least some of the positive duties 

imposed by the socio-economic rights may bind private parties. 

"For example it may be argued that the recognition of children's socio-economic rights in s28(1)(c) 
read with s28(1)(b) augments the common-law duty of support owed to children. Thus it could be 
extended, in appropriate circumstances, to parties that do not currently have this duty under the 
common law, for example the parents of the father of a child born out of wedlock ... Section 27(3) 
requires that 'no-one' may be refused emergency medical treatment. This fonnulation strongly 
suggests a horizontal application. According to this interpretation private clinics, hospitals and 
ambulance services are under a duty to provide emergency medical treatment when this is requested 
from them. A failure to accord a horizontal interpretation to this right would undermine the 
substantive protection underpinning s28(3) and the right to life in sl1." 

The present writer is in respectful agreement with the views of Liebenberg. They accord 

with the eminently logical approach of transfonna~onal constitutionalism and with the 

wording of section 8(2) of the Constitution itself. They are also in keeping with the 

observations of the constitutional court in the Certification Judgemenf68 to the effect that at 

the very least, socio-economic rights are capable of negative protection from improper 

invasion. It has been observed previously that the law does not operate in a vacuum and 

only acquires meaning when it is grounded in the facts of particular circumstances. This is 

equally true of the Bill of Rights. When this is combined with the fact that a provision of 

the Bill of Rights can apply to private conduct and then not necessarily completely but also 

partially it opens up an infinity of permutations in terms of the ways in which the Bill can 

467 

46B 
Chaskalaon fit al fit 67 IUpra at p41-4' to p41-46 

Cflrtificationjut/gmflnt m '9 ''''Pm 
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affect and impact upon the relationships between private entities. It would be a very 

intrepid lawyer indeed who asserts that a particular category of rights, such as socio

economic rights, can never be horizontally applicable. 

In Amod v Multilateral Motor Vehicle Accidents FuntJ4fB the constitutional court makes the 

very important point that: 

"Section 8(2) makes the Bill of Rights binding on natural and juristic persons 'if, and to the extent 
that, it is applicable, taking into account the nature of the right and the nature of any duty imposed 
by the right'. Section 8(3) requires Courts in giving effect to s 8(2) to 'apply, or if necessary 
develop, the common law to the extent that legislation does not give effect to that right' and also 
empowers the Courts to develop 'rules of the common law to limit the right, provided that the 
limitation is in accordance with s 36(1)'. The development of a coherent system of law may call for 
the development of the common law under s 35(3) of the interim Constitution and s 39(2) of the 
1996 Constitution to be done in a manner consistent with the way in which the law will be 
developed under s 8(2) and (3) of the 1996 Constitution." 

It is submitted with respect that the statement of the constitutional court quoted above is 

illustrative of the vastness of the potential for legal development and tr~sformation within 

the South African legal system that has been opened up by the Constitution. 

1.12 Summary and Conclusions 

It is evident from the size and scope of this chapter that the impact of the Constitution on 

the delivery of health services is far reaching and profound. The question of the existence 

of a right to health per se was explored in some depths. Whilst it is clear that a right to 

health could be inferred from the interconnectedness of such constitutional rights the right 

to bodily and psychological integrity, equality, freedom and security of the person, 

environmental rights, life etc, the value of such a right in the South African context is 

limited given the fact that one is required in terms of the Constitution to consider its 

individual elements which are expressly stated therein. Considerations of the elements of 

the various rights that relate to health care services as contained for instance in sections 27, 

28 and 35 of the Constitution demonstrate the complexity of these rights and the 

importance of analysing them in both their constitutional and mctual contexts when 

Amod 1998 (4) SA 7~3 (CC) at para 31. p 76' 
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applying them in practice. The jurisprudence on the subject of the right of access to health 

care services is still in its infancy but when viewed in the wider context of judgments on 

socio-economic rights still provides some extremely valuable and thoughtful guidelines and 

dicta that can be of assistance to policymakers and the' executive branch of government in 

their attempts to fulfil their constitutional obligations with regard to such rights. The scope 

of this chapter emphasizes the fact that it is impossible not to take cognisance of the 

Constitution when making decisions involving the delivery of health care services whether 

in terms of rationing of health care, the nature and extent of the health care services to be 

provided, the rights of health care professionals to practice their professions or questions of 

intellectual property in health care goods. The manner in which the distinction between 

emergency medical treatment and health care services genemlly has been tentatively drawn 

by the constitutional court is encouraging and useful and whilst there will no doubt be 

further litigation involving questions of emergency medical treatment the foundations seem 

to be firmly in place for further constructive' efforts on the part of the judiciary. All in all 

one gets the impression that South African constitutional law in the area of access to health 

care services is coming along nicely and that the project 'of transformative 

constitutionalism, although it still has a long way to go, is well under way. In the chapters 

that follow the importance and the significance of the Constitution to other areas of law 

involving the delivery of health care services will be an obvious leitmotif as is only fitting 

and proper for the foundation stone of a new legal order. 

The discussions in the preceding chapters have covered the legal aspects of health service 

delivery from a largely theoretical perspective as opposed to that of the legal practicalities 

involved at the interface between the provider of health care services and the patient. The 

subsequent chapters will consider in more detail the latter aspect and the legal vehicles by 

means of which the delivery of health services takes pl~ce. Administrative law is a 

particularly important vehicle for the delivery of health services especially in the public 

health sector, given that administrative justice is a constitutional right Consequently' 

administrative law as it relates to,health service delivery is the subject of the next chapter. 
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